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PREFACE

All parties participating in this study recognize the need for and fully support the effort

to identify the potential for natural gas demand-side management (DSM), as evidenced by the

ongoing partnerShip of the New York State Energy Research and Development "Authority

(NYSERDA), the natural gas distribution companies (individually and collectively in the form

of the w York Gas Group (NYGAS) , the New York State Department of Public Service

(DPS) and the New York State Energy Office (NYSEO) ..

This stUdy represents an important," initial step for the State of New York in exploring

the possible benefits associated with pursuing natural gas DSM strategiess While all parties have

a level of concern with respect to some portions of this study, and in particular with respect to

how the results will be used, we nonetheless believe that it provides valuable experience and

information for natural gas resource planning and demand-side manageme"nt efforts within New

York State and across the countrye

The study's objectives can be summarized into two areas:

., First, to provide information to identify end-use energy efficiency opportunities for

both natural gas conservation and fuel switching opportunities, including insights as

where energy efficiency can be obtained and the relative importance of each source~

• to provide an estimate of the potential amount or magnitude of energy

efficiency availableQ> The magnitude of efficienc,y can be used to judge the relative

importance of DSM strategies as a resource in meeting the energy requirements of the

natural gas users~

objective has been met to the extent that ACEEE has identified a wide range

energy efficient measures and provided a relative quantification of these measures

with regard to technical potentiale The identification of measures is a useful first step in the

ongoing investigation ofvarious demand-side management (DSM) strategies which could be used
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to promote energy efficiency and has, in fact, been used by the State's natural gas utilities in

preparing their initial DSM plans (submitted in April 1993)0

Due to insufficient data in some areas and methodological constraints, some of the

conclusions regarding DSM potential require further investigation, and. thus this study does not

fully address the second objective. A more detailed discussion of NYGAS concerns is provided

in Appendix E, "NYGAS Observations<t" The results should be regarded as a valuable

preliminary estimate of the magnitude of the technically available range of energy-efficiency

measures for the customer populations examinect. The achievable potential will be less than this

technical potential.. As an example, of the 32 percent electric conservation technical potential

estimated by ACEEE in 1990 for LILCO's service territory, ACEEE identified only 12 percent

as achievable from utility DSM programs by 2008 in a separate 1990 study&

There are some important issues involving energy policy that cannot be fully resolved

until representative pilots, demonstrations and studies across the country which are applicable

to New York State have been developed, implemented and evaluated" One issue is determining

relationship between gas energy-efficiency programs and peak day gas requirements.

second issue involves assessing DSM programs' impact on non-participating customers, which

is influenced by program costs and peak day savingse The rate impact component may be a

critical element those geographic areas where even a modest increase in gas rates could place

those in an unfavorable economic position with competing fuels*

In limited data methodological constraints of the research, we believe

the actual magnitude of economic-efficiency potential remains to be verified by field

experience across the country * Additional work is necessary to form more robust estimates of

"~Ju.a!.lU..l~~ ~'V11£VJll.4IU .."", and achievable gas DSM and fuel-switching potential in New York State&

NYGAS utilities' 1993-94 DSM pilot programs should provide further input

to energy policy ~
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We believe that the successful completion and publication of this study represents a

significant milestone for natural gas utilities, their customers, regulatory authorities and

participating state agencies. All participants' efforts should be applauded.

The New York State Research and Development Authority
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SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION

BackgrQund

New York State's electric utilities and the State government have pursued electric

demand-side management (DSM) since the mid- to late-1980'sG While their efforts produced

significant energy savings, utility plans for the next decade project a dramatic increase in

savings~

However, New York State, as in many other states and provinces throughout the

United States and Canada, gas utility DSM efforts are more limited 0 Unlike the full-scale

incentive programs offered by New York electric utilities, gas utility efforts are primarily limited

to studies, mandated energy audits, and an occasional pilot programe Another type of DSM

program, fuel switching (or converting customers from one fuel to another when the costs of

are less than the costs to society of not converting) is also limited due primarily to

a long history of controversy about interfuel competition ..

potential advantages of gas DSM New York State are several-fold" First, DSM

can lower customer Participating customers benefit because their consumption is lower"

All customers taken as a whole benefit provided the DSM programs are less expensive per unit

gas saved than cost gas" Second, DSM programs can reduce pollutant

emissions by reducing the amount of gas that is bumedo In particular, reductions in natural gas

use reduce nitrogen oxide emissions, an important contributor to acid rain. Third, DSM

_ ..... J1,'Illo4~Ill.&loolP can gas other uses such as in the industrial and transportation sectors$ Use

these end-uses usually reduce emissions and will often save consumers money.

to pursue gas DSM comes from· the federal Energy Policy Act of 1992,

requires state utility commissions to consider implementing integrated resource planning

gas utilities and regulatory cha.qges that would make energy efficiency investments profitable

gas utilities (U~S~ Congress 1992)~
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Based in part on these considerations, the New York State Public Service Commission,

other government agencies, and New York State gas utilities are interested in pursuing gas DSM

programs more extensively. Gas-eooling programs recently offered by several gas and electric

utilities provide the groundwork for further fuel- switching efforts.

To provide a foundation for these discussions, the New York State Energy Research and

Development Authority (NYSERDA), in conjunction with the New York Gas Group (a

consortium of New York gas utilities, abbreviated NYGAS) asked the American Council for an

Energy-Efficient Economy (ACEEE) to the study the economic savings potential for gas DSM

and fuel-switching measures and to review gas DSM and fuel-switching program experience to

date throughout the country 4>

To confine the project's scope, the project steering committee limited the analysis to the

residential and commercial sectors, and to an examination of savings opportunities in the service

areas of three representative ew York gas utilities: Long Island Lighting Company (LILCo),

Brooklyn Union Gas (BUG), and National Fuel Gas G) .. These utilities serve a downstate

suburban area (Long Island), a downstate urban area (parts of New York City), and an upstate

mixed urban/suburban/rural area (in and around Buffalo), respectively $

A potential analysis evaluates how much energy can be saved from a technical

without considering measure economics.. An economic potential analysis goes a step

include an examination of measure economics * An economic potential analysis

costs and savings of efficiency and fuel-switching measures and determines which

measures are both technically feasible and cost-effective~
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For purposes of this study, cost effectiveness is evaluated from two perspectives, a

modified total resources perspective and a participant perspective. The total resources

perspective compares the cost to implement a measure to the marginal cost of the avoided energy

source. If the cost per unit of gas saved is less than the marginal cost of gas, a measure is cost

effective. Generally, total resource cost analyses include the total cost of measures, including

utility and customer payments, and the cost of.programs that are needed to convince consumers

to adopt the measures 10 The participant. perspective compares the cost to the consumer to

implement a measure to the retail price of gas. If the cost per unit of gas saved is less than the

retail price of gas, a measure is cost-effective. In calculating measure costs, both equipment and ~

installation costs are included $ The participant perspective does not include program costs 0

Uses and Limitations

Economic potential analyses have many uses, and severallimitationsG Economic potential

analyses identify the size of the available resource, identify opportunities for savings, and

generate data that can be used to design programsG

However, an economic potential analysis does not consider barriers to measure adoption,

assumes that all measures that are technically feasible and cost-effective can be adoptedG

Furthermore, an economic potential analysis assumes that measures are properly installed and

maintained~ an economic potential analysis estimates the maximum amount of

energy that can be saved from DSM or fuel-switching programs at a particular point in time-as

new the the potential fOfcost-effective DSM and fuel-switching may

increase..

1r'\1!"'4""l&,ft1l"""'l1l"'lrTl participation rates are factored into the analysis (it is a very rare program

that can eligible customers), and the quality of installation and maintenance obtainable

are factored into the analysis, the achievable DSM and fuel-switching potential may

significantly less than the economic potential~ Thus, economic potential analyses are limited

because they do not show how much energy savings can actually be achieved~ They also do not

how savings can be achieved (which measures will be adopted as a result of normal market
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forces and which will require additional inducements) or how long it will take to achieve a

specific level of savingse

Additional caveats to the analysis are discussed in Chapter 1 and Appendix Ee

METHODOWGY

To assess the economic potential for gas efficiency and fuel-switching measures,

computer models of several prototype buildings that are representative of the existing housing

and commercial building stock in the LILCQ, BUG, and NFG service areas were developed (new

construction was not examined)4 Prototype models were calibrated to actual utility gas sales..

For each prototype the costs and savings of individual efficiency and fuel-switching measures

were examinede All of the analyses examined annual energy savings; only the commercial fuel

switching analysis examined savings at the time of peak energy demand.. Measures examined

affect energy use for space heating, space, cooling, water heating, cooking, and clothes drying ..

measures examined are either commercialized today or expected to be commercialized in the

next one to two years.. Savings were estimated using a combination of computer simulations and

a review of case studies of the savings achieved by different measures in real homes and

commercial buildings~ The savings were modeled to capture the interactive effects among

different measures and to avoid double-counting savings6

For gas efficiency analyses, measures were ranked in order of levelized cost per unit

gas long as a measure has a lower levelized cost than the marginal cost of gas,

it will be cost-effective the total resource perspective; the most widely used cost-

effectiveness test New York State for utility planning.. As long as a measure has a lower

lII'1ll....<'Ma.....allljl'.~ cost the average retail cost of gas to a specific class of customers, it will be cost

consumer perspective" Thus, for any given level of avoided or retail cost,

~V'.81£Vll.Jl.m.JL'" savings potential can be identified.. Analyses were conducted based on measure

as well as measure costs plus 25 percent, 50 percent, and 75 percent4 These increments

J:Ii,'l!Ilo".&Al~~1loo program administrative costs as well as allowances for possible errors in cost or savings

estimates 0
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For fuel-switching analyses, the energy use of various gas and electric systems for the

different prototype buildings were examined and the savings of converting from electricity to gas

were compared with the costs of the conversion. For each possible conversion, a breakeven

levelized cost of gas was calculated assuming gas service is ~ready available in the building.

If gas marginal costs are less than this breakeven value, fuel switching will be cost-effective
- .

from the total resource perspective. As with the gas efficiency analysis, a variety of sensitivity

cases were run, including 25 percent, 50 percent, and 75 percent cost increments (to reflect

program administrative costs and other uncertainties), use ofhigher avoided electricity costs, and

inclusion ·of gas hookup costs for buildings that do not presently have gas service.

In addition to the technical potential analyses, a database of gas DSM and fuel-switching

programs in the U~Se and Canada was developed.. For each program, information was collected

on participation rates, costs, and savingse Also, program managers were interviewed to identify

the lessons they had.leamede

conducting an economic potential analysis and examining the economics of gas

efficiency and fuel-swi~ching programs, a key variable is the long-run marginal cost, also called

avoided cost, of electricity and gase In New York State electric long-run avoided costs

(LRAC) have been calculated by utilities and the New York Public Service Commission

(NYPSC) for many years~ For this study, recent electric LRACs were used to assess the

electricity to gas for a: variety of end-usese

New York State, methods for calculating gas marginal costs are still being developed ..

May 1992, of the New York State gas utilities filed a first-cut estimate of marginal costs

these estimates are confirmed, the economics of gas efficiency and fuel-

A"''''.i.ii.8l.2I.JIl,~ measures cannot be fully evaluatede However, these filings indicate that marginal gas

costs are likely to range from as low as $2GOO/Dth in the summer (1 decatherm of gas = 10

_&l._~\.Alo&gU.1' == 1 million BTUs), and a low of $2.50/Dth for year-round use, to a high of $4000IDth

This range of gas marginal costs was used to assess gas DSM and fuel-switching
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cost-effectiveness. However, there are some indications that over the long-term, marginal costs

may increase above these levels..

FINDINGS

Residential DSM Potential

For the residential sector, assuming program administrative costs of 50% of measure

costs, the total economic savings potential is 23 to 30 percent of gas sales at a marginal gas cost

of $2e50/DTh and 38 to 42 percent at a marginal gas cost of $4.00/DTh, varying slightly from

utility to utilitye Of this total potential, approximately 10 percentage points are from measures

mandated under Federal law and the remainder are potential targets for utility programs 0 If

program costs are only 25 percent, the economic savings potential increases by approximately

six percentage points$ From the participant perspective (based on average retail gas costs and

excluding administrative costs), the economic savings potential from all measures (mandated and

non-mandated) is more than 50 percent in the .residential sector.. Results of the analyses from

total resource perspective are summarized in Table S-l"

Table ~ Residential Economic Savings Potential by Utility for the Different Sensitivity Cases
as a Percent of Residential Gas Sales"

Marginal gas

o BUG G

Sensitivity Case
All Measures,,"

25 % Program Costs
50% Program Costs
75 % Program Costs

28%
23%
21%

42%
38%
35%

33%
30%
23%

48%
42%
37%

35%
26%
23%

45%
42%
37%

Measures only,,"
25 % Program Costs
50% Program Costs
75 % Program Costs

19%
14%
12%

33%
29%"
26%

22%
19%
12%

37%
31%
26%

25%
16%
13%

35%
32%
27%

Note: Data in this table are subject to many assumptions and caveats discussed in the report..
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At $4.00/DTh, assuming 50 percent administrative costs, space heating and water heating

gas use can be reduced by approx.imately 41 to 47 percent and 30 to 35 percent respectively..

Cooking and clothes drying gas use can be reduced by about 25 percent.

Several measures account for substantial savings at levelized costs less than $2.50/DTh.

Among them are equipment efficiency upgrades at the time of replacement, up to medium levels

of efficiency (e.g., heating system AFUEs in the 80s and water heater EFs in the 60s); clock

thermostats; infiltration reduction in all but the tightest homes; low-flow showerheads and faucet

aerators; water heater tank and pipe insulation; and mainline steam vents.

While the savings potential is quite large in each of the three service areas, these savings

cannot be quickly achieved. A substantial portion of the savings-approximately one-third-are

due to measures that are cost-effective only at the time existing equipment is replaced; the

remaining two-thirds can be cost-effectively implemented on a retrofit basis (see Table 5-2)0

It will take several decades before most of the existing equipment stock is replaced0 In addition,

it will take more than a decade to effectively implement most of the retrofit opportunities~ Thus,

savings potential identified should be considered a long-term opportunity, one that we may

still pursuing through 20200

Table S-2& Economic Savings Potential by Utility from Replacement and Retrofit Measures as
a Percent of Residential Gas Sales (50% Program Cost Case)&

Mandated Additional Replacement Retrofit Measures
Measures Measures

$2050/DTh $4000/DTh $2.50/DTh $4.00/DTh

L 9% 4% 6% 10% 23%

BUG 11 % 5% 8% 14% 23%

% 4% 6% 12% 26%

Note: Data this table are subject to many assumptions and caveats discussed in the report.
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For this study to have meaning in the real world, the results must compare favorably with

savings achieved from installing packages of measures in real homes. Accordingly, we

compared our savings estimates to two field studies: a study of small single-family homes

conducted in the NFG territory ~ and ongoing studies of steam-heated multifamily buildings

conducted by the Center for Neighborhood Technology (CNT) in Chicago. After adjusting our

savings estimates to cover only those measures included in these field tests, there was good

agreement between our estimates and the field test results. This conclusion is based strictly on

measure costs and savings; neither field study addressed program costs in a comprehensive

manner. However, one analysis indicated that one of the CNT programs was not cost-effective

due to high administrative costs resulting from lower than expected participation$

commercial DSM Pot.ent.ial

For the commercial sector, assuming 50 percent program costs, the economic savings

potential is 17 to 21 percent of gas sales for gas marginal costs of $2 .. 50 to 4.00/DTh, varying

slightly Mandated measures account for less than one percentage point of this

potential 0 If .program costs are only 25 percent, the economic savings potential increases by

approximately one percentage point.. From the participant perspective (based on average retail

gas costs and excluding administrative costs), the economic savings potential from all measures

(mandated and non-mandated) is approximately 30 percent in the commercial sector.. Results

analyses the total resource perspective are summarized in Table S-3 ..

Table S-3o Commercial Economic Savings Potential by Utility for the Different Sensitivity
Cases as a Percent of Commercial Gas Saleso

LILCo BUG NFG

Marginal gas cost/DTh $2050/$4$00 $2.50/$4.00 $2050/$4.00

~pn~itivity Case
Measure costs + 25 % 17% 18% 20% 22% 18% 23%
Measure costs + 50% 17% 18% 19% 21% 16% 19%
Measure costs + 75 % 17% 17% 19% 20% 16% 19%

Note: Data this table are subject to many assumptions and caveats discussed in the report.
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At $4.00/DTh and 50 percent program costs, space heating and water heating gas use can

be reduced by approximately 20 to 25 percent. Cooking gas use can be reduced by about 15

percent. Measures that are cost-effective only when existing equipment is being replaced

account for approximately 10 percent of the savings.

Among the measures with the largest sa~ings at levelized costs less than $2.50/DTh were

HVAC controls-particularly automatic controls that reset supply air temperatures in central

HVAC systems and night set-back controls for bothcentraI and packaged HVAC systems-and

reduced hot water temperatures. Installing high efficiency cooking equipment (e.g., direct

convection ovens, infrared fryers and griddles, and power burner ranges) at time of equipment

replacement also resulted in substantial savings.

A comparison of our savings estimates with the results of monitored field studies indicate

generally good agreement,;

Residential Fuel Switchin2

In the residential sector, assuming 50 percent program costs, it will be generally cost

effective from the total resource perspective to switch electric water heat to gas and will often

cost-effective to switch electric dryers to gas at the time of equipment replacement $ For

homes with baseboard heat, conversion to a gas hydronic system will generally be cost-

effective total resources perspective upstate for detached homes but not attached homes..

"",.IL""'''''''''IloJl.JlI.V baseboard systems will occasionally be cost-effective10 For

homes electric heat pumps, conversion to a primary or~backup gas furnace will generally

cost-effective upstate, and is of marginal cost-effectiveness downstate in all but the

apartments~ the economics of fuel-switching will vary from house to house, and thus

UIlJ'lloo"_.... 4.1lI,_ economic analyses must be done before converting$

economic savings potential for fuel-switching in the residential sector is estimated

to be approximately 3 to 4 percent of downstate electricity sales and 10 percent of upstate

Q~OJ""W''If''1II'''''tI"'J' sales~ Put another way, residential fuel-switching can increase gas utility sales to the
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30 percent,

downstate

residential sector by approximately 1 to 2 percent downstate and 4 percent upstate 0 Space

heating and water heating generally account for the largest proportion of the savings"

Commercial Fuel Switching

In the commercial sector all analyses assumed that fuel-switching is -done when existing

equipment is replacedo At 50 percent program costs it is usually cost-effective to replace an all

electric packaged heating and cooling system with either a gas heating/electric cooling system

or an all-gas engine-driven pac~ged system. Downstate it is sometimes cost-effective to change

a gas heating/electric cooling packaged system to an all-gas engine-driven packaged system 0

Similarly it is usually cost-effective to convert an electric boiler to a gas boiler but rarely cost

effective to convert an electric chiller to a gas chiller" Without program costs, gas engine-driven

chillers often are cost-effective downstate and may be marginally cost-effective in some

applications upstate~ Several cogeneration/gas absorption chiller systems become marginally

cost-effective downstate0 New gas and electric equipment has recently entered the market; the

economics of these new systems may be different from the results described above.. As with the

residential analysis, the economics of fuel-switching will vary from building to building, and

site-specific economic analyses must be done before actually switching fuels ..

The economic savings potential for fuel-switching in the commercial sector is

approximately 3 to 4 percent of LILCo's, Con Edison's, and Niagara Mohawk's commercial

electric sales~ Cost-effective commercial fuel-switching can increase commercial gas sales in

Edison, and Niagara Mohawk service territories by approximately 14 percent,

7 percent respectivelye Upstate most of this potential occurs in space heating,

majority the potential savings are attributable to gas air conditioning;}

Gas DSM and Fuel-SwitchinE Programs

number of successful gas DSM and fuel-switching programs have been offered by

_'llNIl.&I..IIl.1&>.IIl._',,",,'lI however, program design in these areas is generally limitedo While there are more than

gas DSM and fuel-switching programs throughout the United States and Canada, most
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programs have recently begun and have achieved limited results to date0; However, a few

programs have achieved annual participation rates of 5 percent or more and/or have reduced

utility gas or electricity sales by at least 0.5 percent, indicating that substantial savings are

possible..

,

Still, the most successful gas DSM and fuel-switching programs had lower participation

rates and savings as a percent of total sales than the most successful electric DSM programs,

which indicates that even the most successful gas DSM and fuel-switching programs can

probably be improved.

More than half of the gas DSM programs analyzed, including most of the programs with

high participation rates and savings, had estimated levelized costs to the utility of less than

$2$50/Dth. This indicates that DSM programs can be designed that will be cost-effective to New

York State gas utilities assuming long-run marginal gas costs are between $20;50 to $4000/Dth,

programs must be carefully designed so that program costs are kept within cost-effectiveness

limits~ Most of the fuel-switching programs analyzed have estimated levelized costs to the utility

less than $0903/kWh, indicating that fuel-switching programs can be designed that are cost

effective to electric utilitieso

Despite the limited data available on gas DSM and fuel-switching programs, a number

trends emerged that may aid future program design.. For example, the analysis of gas

conservation programs indicates that joint audit and installation programs (involving both shell

equipment measures) tend to have greater savings per customer than equipment replacement

programs 9 However, the higher savings come at a somewhat higher cost, although they are still

generally cost-effective.. the other hand, equipment replacement programs tend to have

nllt'ii'ndCl&1!'" ~':l1l"'''f''lIJ'''lln':lt·''IInn rates at a lower cost.. For gas DSM to have a significant impact on a

overall gas load, both types of programs should be offered.. Successful fuel-switching

gas programs use a variety of marketing techniques, offer financial incentives,

loans, are user-friendly for the customer, and offer a variety of options to the customers ..
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RECOMlVlENDATIONS

Two types of recommendations are discussed: recommended changes to programs and

policies in New York State and recommendations for future research projectso

Pr0lrams and Policies

There is a substantial resource available from cost-effective gas efficiency and fuel

switching measures. Even our worst-case sensitivity analyses indicate a cost-effective gas

efficiency savings potential from non-mandated measures of at least 12 percent in the residential

sector and at least 16 percent in the commercial sector~ Furthermore, experience with gas DSM

and fuel-switching programs shows that programs which are cost-effective from the utility

perspective can be offered.. New York State gas utilities should expand current efforts to pursue

this resource by:

1.. Expanding the range of current pilot DSM and fuel-switching programs to gain

more program design and operation experience and lay the groundwork for

possible full-scale programs that may be offered in the future.. Both existing

programs and these new programs should be thoroughly evaluated ..

preparing integrated least-cost plans (LCPs) that develop long-range

strategies for meeting future energy needs at the lowest cost to consumers and

society & Such plans, should include extensive reliance on DSM and fuel

switching programs to the extent these programs have a lower cost to society than

traditional gas and electric supply options&

selecting targets for initial programs, two priorities appear to be justified: equipment

programs, which promote high-efficiency equipment and fuel-switching when

V.n.A!ioJlUlIUl~ equipment is replaced; and comprehensive residential weatherization programs, that

optimal weatherization packages for each home and assist homeowners with measure

financing and arranging for measure installation~ These programs target several of the largest
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opportunities for achieving energy savings. The first program also targets a "lost opportunity"

resource: if high efficiency equipment is not installed when existing equipment is replaced, it

will be many years before the equipment is again replaced and thus the opportunity to achieve

energy savings will be lost for a long time. The second program can build upon the existing

HEICA program operated by all New York utilities. To be truly comprehensive, the number

of measures covered by HEICA needs to be· expanded as should the range of financing and

installation services that are offered.

In addition to these two priorities, gas utilities should explore opportunities to offer joint

programs with electric utilities because cost sharing can reduce program costs for each utility ..

Joint programs are also less confusing to customers than separate electric and gas programs for

the same population and joint programs allow gas utilities to benefit from electric utility DSM

experience..

To encourage gas utility actions, we recommend that the NYPSC:

1.. Continue to work with gas utilities to develop long-run avoided gas costs so that

a methodology to compute marginal gas costs is agreed on and estimates of

marginal gas costs are available for each utility 4 These values are essential for

determining the cost-effectiveness of gas DSM and fuel-switching programs;

Encourage gas utilities to prepare program plans and begin preparing LCPs~

up cost-recovery procedures so that gas utilities know how prudent

investments gas DSM will be charged to rate payers*

the impact ·ofgas efficiency and fuel-switching programs on gas and

electric utility profitability and take steps to ensure that the LCP to society is the

most-profitable plan for utilities 0 The NYPSC has been a national leader

promoting electric DSM& Similar steps should be taken to promote gas DSM and

fuel-switching· programs0
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59 Open a docket or collaborative program design process for both gas and electric

utilities to discuss optimal ways to promote cost-effective fuel-switchingq This

should address who should implement fuel-switching programs (gas or electric

utilities or some combination) and how costs should be allocated.

To complement the previous activities, gas utilities and the New York State Energy

Office (NYSEO) should work on developing contractor skills in areas that will be critical for the

success of gas DSM programs. Several major opportunities for gas savings are not widely

understood by New York contractors. Contractors should be trained so that savings are

maximized and costs are reasonable. Contractor training efforts should be paced to keep just

ahead of the anticipated demand for DSM services$ Contractor training will probably be needed

in:

• Infiltration reduction;

• . Duct sealing;

• Comprehensive furnace and boiler tuneups including boiler temperature

modulation (similar to successful programs Colorado (Proctor and Mills 1987,

·Proctor 1987);

• Comprehensive heating and hot water equipment system conservation packages

for multifamily buildings similar to programs operated by the Center for Energy

and the Urban Environment Minneapolis and the Center for Neighborhood

Technology in Chicago~

Research

While the analyses discussed in this report justify specific program and policy actions,

questions still remain that should be addressed by additional research~ Areas meriting

research attention include:
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1$ Field studies on the gas savings that can actually be achieved from comprehensive

gas efficiency packages.

2. Preparation of thorough evaluations on existing gas DSM and fuel-switching

programse

3.. Offering a set of pilot programs to examine customer response to different levels

of gas DSM and fuel-switching incentives.

4. Field studies on the gas savings that can be achieved by specific efficiency

measures whose performance in the field is not well understood ..

5.. An examination of how gas D51\1 and IRP could affect gas rates, and how

comp.etition with oil might affect gas DSM and IRP ..

investigation of the gas savings and fuel-switching potential in the industrial

sector..

Research on the marginal costs of extending and reinforcing local gas distribution

networks.

investigation of gas use patterns upstate New York to explore why upstate

.oAA'V4Jl.&""'1o.» use substantially less gas per square foot per heating degree day than

downstate homeSe

of the administrative costs of DSM programs in New York State,

including electric DSM programs, gas DSM programs, and fuel switching

programs~

Preparation of improved commercial sector forecasting data including energy use

intensities, equipment saturations, and floor areaS40
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II. Further analysis of gas DSM and fuel-switching programs<o

12~ A field study to examine' the relationship between gas savings from different

efficiency and fuel-switching measures and gas demands at different times of the

year, including the period of peak demande

134 A study on the costs and savings of actual fuel-switching installations..

14. A field survey of a random sample of electrically heated and cooled buildings to

assess the costs and savings. from fuel-switching~

15.. A study on the economics of fuel-switching to other fuels besides natural gas$

Further explanations of each of these research recommendations are provided in Chapter 8..

CONCLUDING mOUGHTS

By implementing these recommendations, New York State has an opportunity to achieve

substantial long-term energy and cost savings for its citizens~ However, achieving these savings

require extensive long-term effort because it will take time to develop and test program

designs and because many savings opportunities are only available when equipment is replaced,

these opportunities occur over several decades,. Still, in order to achieve significant

savings decade, steps must be made now~ Just as New York State is a now a national

leader electric DSM efforts, with diligent work, New York can also become a leader in the

gas DSM arena..
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

CONTEXT, GOAlS AND SCOPE

New York State government and New York State utilities have implemented electric

demand-side management (DSM) programs since the mid-1980's" These programs promote

installing energy-efficiency measures at customer facilities when the cost of the measure·

(including utility administrative expenses). is lower than the marginal cost of the energy and

power required to serve the load. As a result of these efforts, New York State electric utilities

anticipate that a substantial portion of future resource needs will come from DSM activities

(New York State Energy Office et ale 1991)$

In New York State, as in many other states and provinces throughout the United States

Canada, natural gas DSM efforts are not as far advanced as electric DSM effortso During

1970's, response to rapidly increasing natural gas prices, New York gas utilitie~ and state

government offered energy audit, information, and technical assistance programs to encourage

reduced gas U8e0 As a result of consumer response to higher gas prices and utility and

government conservation programs, natural gas consumption declined through much of the

1970's and into the 1980's~ At a national level, natural gas sales peaked in 1972, and then

declined 24 percent by 1983 (DOElEIA 1992a)G In New York State, natural gas sales peaked

, and 22 by 1977 (DOE/EIA 1991a)~ the 1980's, natural gas prices

declined somewhat and gas consexvation programs were scaled back$ As a result, natural gas

use increased through the 1980'S0 For example, in New York State, by 1989, natural gas use

was % the 1971 low point'! This increase was led by the commercial and utility

gas for electric power generation); 1989 natural gas use in the residential sector

was to 1971 consumption (although due to growth in the number of housing units

over period, 1989 use was somewhat lower per unit), while 1989 industrial sector use was

low 1971 levels (DOE/EIA 1991a)&



In light of increases in natural gas consumption, and the apparent success of electric

utility DSM efforts, utilities and state governments throughout the U.S. are exploring whether

and how to expand gas utility DSM programs. Several states and utilities have begun substantial

DSM efforts; many other states and utilities are still in the discussion stage (Goldman and

Hopkins 1991). Increased attention to these issues can be expected in the next few years. For

example, the federal Energy Policy Act of 1992, requires state utility commissions to consider

implementing integrated resource planning for gas utilities and regulatory changes that would

make energy efficiency investments profitable for gas utilities (U.Ss Congress 1992).

In New-York State, the primary gas DSM program is the statewide Home Insulation and

Energy Conservation Act (HEICA) program under which gas utilities provide free energy audits

and financing for the improvements recommended by the audito For example, Brooklyn Union

Gas reports that over 35 percent of eligible customers have received a HEICA energy survey..

addition, several gas utilities have begun pilot programs to promote home weatherization and

insulation, high efficiency equipment, heating system retrofits, gas cooling, and industrial heat

(New York State Energy Office et alo 1991)e

Based on the success of many of these efforts, the New York State Public Service

Commission, other government agencies, and New York State gas utilities are interested in

1Ii'-........ _ ......... J.bItro gas DSM programs more extensively ~ To provide a foundation for these discussions,

New York State Energy Research and Development Authority YSERDA), in conjunction

with ew York Gas Group (a consortium .of ew York gas utilities, abbreviated NYGAS)

~.c·iIl""'Il!~'.lln """"VU&A'l;,.tAA for an Energy-Efficient Economy (ACEEE) to study the gas savings

that can be achieved as a function cost per therm of gas savedo They also asked for a review

DSM program experience to date throughout the country $

potential advantages of gas DSM in New York State are several-fold.. First, DSM

can customer bills.. Participating customers benefit because their consumption is lower"

customers taken as a whole benefit provided the DSM programs are less expensive per unit

gas saved than the marginal cost of gass Second, DSM programs can reduce pollutant

ernlSSllons by reducing the amount of gas that is bumed& In particular, reductions in natural gas



use reduce nitrogen oxide emissions, an important contributor to acid rain. Third, DSM

programs can free up gas for other uses such as in the industrial and transportation sectors. Use

of gas in these end-uses will usually reduce emissions and will often save consumers money..

However, from the perspective of a private gas utility, efficiency programs can be

problematic because they. reduce gas sales and. potential profits. On the other hand, "many gas

utilities are interested in promoting gas sales by encouraging consumers to switch to gas for

space heating, water heating, air conditioning, cooking and clothes drying. Both gas efficiency

and gas fuel switching are generally justified on the same basis-that they provide economic

benefits to society & Decisions to pursue gas efficiency are often linked to decisions about fuel

switching. One type of program, gas efficiency, is often thought to reduce gas utility

profitability, the other, fuel-switching, to increase profitability 9 While the impacts on

profitability of these different programs are quite complex and can result in profitable efficiency

programs and unprofitable fuel-switching programs,l within the industry these general adages

are widely believed, and hence, linking the two types of programs provides a package that

maximizes benefits to society while potentially providing the gas utility a profit incentive& Due

to the links, ACEEE was asked to review the economics of fuel-switching to estimate the

approximate size of the available fuel-switching resource, and to review utility fuel-switching

program effortse

1 Profitable DSM programs are particularly likely when regulators have provided a
their successful implementation. Moskovitz (1989) discusses these issues

2 In the residential and commercial sectors-the subject of this study-interfuel
economics tend to favor using gas instead of electricity" However, in the industrial sector,
some studies have found that there may be opportunities to save money by switching from
gas or other fossil fuels to electricity * These opportunities are discussed in studies by
Resource Dynamics (1986) and the Energy Research Group (1989)0
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Thus, this study has these general goals:

• Examine the economics and savings potential of gas efficiency measures;

• Examine the economics of fuel-switching programs and their potential to add gas

loads and save electricity; and

• Examine experience to date with gas DSM and fuel-switching programs0

In addition, a fourth goal was added by NYSERDA and NYGAS:

• Recommend research that is needed to answer outstanding questions and discuss

policy options that make sense based on available information$

To fully address these goals would require more research than time or budget permittecL

To narrow the project's scope it was decided that the study would be limited to the residential

and commercial sectors<& The industrial sector may be the focus of a follow-up study.. It was

also decided tha.t the study would concentrate on the economic potential for cost-effective gas

efficiency and fuel-switching measures and analyze three representative New York gas utilities

out of the 17 gas utilities serving the statee The utilities selected were the Long Island Lighting

(a downstate dual-fuel utility serving suburbs outside New York City, abbreviated

&.J.lt.&,J"'ll"",lI'''''jl'''lll B klyn Union Gas (a downstate gas-only utility serving the urban Brooklyn, Queens,

Staten Island areas New York City, abbreviated BUG), and National Fuel Gas (an upstate

gas-only utility serving the urban, suburban, and rural area in western New York State, in and

around Buffalo, abbreviated NFG)~ Finally, it was decided that the energy-savings analysis

.a..lI.JUIA;I"'~ to annual energy use-and not address savings at the time of system-and that

fuel-switching analysis would ,be limited to electricity and natural gas. While there may be

C05;t-ettectJ\re opportunities to switch from or to other fuels such as oil, these issues are not
this study1D



ECONOl\fiC POTENTIAL ANALYSIS

A technical potential analysis evaluates how much energy can be saved from a technical

perspective without considering measure economicso An economic potential analysis goes a step

farther to include an examination of measure economics$ An economic potential analysis

examines the costs and savings of efficiency and fuel-switching measures and determines which

measures are both technically feasible and cost-effective.

For purposes of this study,cost effectiveness is evaluated from two perspectives, a total

resources perspective arid a participant perspective..

The total resources perspective compares the cost to implement a measure to the marginal

cost of the avoided energy sourcee If the cost per unit of gas saved is less than the marginal cost

of gas, a measure is cost-effective 0 The cost to implement measures includes equipment and

installation costs as well as the cost of demand-side management programs that are used to

promote these measurese

The participant perspective compares the cost to the consumer to implement a measure

the retail price of gase If the cost per unit of gas saved is less than the retail price of gas, a

measure is cost-effective~ In calculating consumer costs, both equipment and installation costs

are included.. Analysis from perspective does not include program administrative costs paid

by the utility e

conducting economic potential analysis from the total resources perspective,

program administrative costs were assumed to be equal to 50% of measure costs (equipment plus

installation) based on rough estimates made by the New York Public Service Commission for

New State electric DSM programs (Ulrich 1993)$ This estimate is substantially higher than

program administrative costss For example, Berry conducted a nationwide

ofdata on administrative costs and found that administrative costs were generally between

cent and 35 percent of measure costs, depending on program type (Berry 1989)$

Nadel (1990), a review of administrative costs for 46 programs, found average



program administrative costs equal to 36% of direct utility costs. Direct utility costs typically

represented 50% of total measure costs, and thus administrative costs were approximately 18%

of total measure costs. Thus, data from two national studies indicate that the preliminary New

York estimate of 50% administrative costs may be too high. To reflect this uncertainty, the

analysis. was also conducted for 25% program costs, in line with experience outside of New

Yarko However, even use of these two estimates represent a simplification of realitYe Program

costs are highly program specific, and can vary from just a few percent of measure costs to

more than 100% of measure costs (Berry 1989, Nadel 1990).

An economic potential analysis does not consider barriers to measure adoption, but

assumes that all measures that are technically feasible and cost-effective can be adoptede

Furthermore, an economic potential analysis assumes that measures are properly installed and

properly maintained. Thus an economic potential analysis estimates the maximum amount of

energy that can be saved from DSM or fuel-switching programs.. When participation rates

programs actually achieve (it is a very rare program that can enroll all eligible customers), and

installation and maintenance obtainable the field are factored into the analysis,

achievable DSM and fuel-switching potential may be significantly less than the economic

potentialG

Just because a measure makes economic sense does not mean it will be implemented

immediately & It can well take several decades for homeowners and businesses to learn about and

implement specific measures~ Likewise, for measures that are generally implemented when

existing equipment wears (e.. gG' new high-efficiency boilers), it can take 40 years or more

for the entire stock of existing uipment to tum overo Due to these considerations, this analysis

should viewed as an estimate of the long-term opportunity for gas DSM and fuel switching

savings, potential as of about 2020e On the other hand, this study was limited to

'lIoI'1'll.Jll.U~A!ldll.~ technologies (including a few just entering the market).. As new technologies are

amount of energy that can be saved in the long-term will increase beyond the

estJlmClltes made here~
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Economic potential analyses have many uses, and several limitations. Economic potential

analyses identify the size of the available resource, identify opportunities for savings, and

generate data that can be used to design programs.

Economic porentialanalyses are limited because they do not show how much energy

savings can actually be achieved. They also do not show how savings can be achieved (which

measures will be adopted as a result of normal market forces and which will require additional

inducements) or how long it will take to achieve a specific level of savings.. For this information

an achievable potential analysis is needed.. To conduct an achievable potential analysis, data are

needed on program types, costs and participation rates4 When this study was started, data on

gas DSM and fuel-switching program costs and savings were unavailablee One of the goals of

this study was to compile the available data" Only when sufficient data on program costs and

participation rates are available can a useful achievable potential analysis be made~

Unfortunately, as the available data are limited (see Chapters 6 and 7), conducting an achievable

potential analysis will undoubtedly depend on collecting additional data..

Additional caveats to the analysis are discussed in Appendix E ..

MARGINAL AND AVERAGE ENERGY COSTS

In New York State, several different benefit-cost tests are used to assess the cost-

effectiveness DSM pr rams & For most of these tests, including the total resource tests, the

programs are assessed based on the long-run marginal (avoided) cost of

electricity and gas & New York State, electric long-run avoided costs (LRACs) have been

calculated by and the New York Public Service Commission (NYPSC) for many years ..

were approved and issued by the NYPSC in June 1992 (NYPSC 1992)G In this ruling

pages of data, including energy and capacity values for each utility, year, and

Harvey Tress (1992a) analyzed the NYPSC ruling and levelized and weighted

different values for the 1992-2012 time period into a set of seven numbers per electric

summer capacity value; winter capacity value; on-peak energy value (year-round since

costs varied only slightly throughout the year); off-peak energy value; and weighted average
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energy value (weighted average on- and off-peak values assuming 70 hours per week on-peak

and 98 hours off-peak); year-round energy value including capacity; and winter-only energy

value including capacity.. These values do not include the impact of environmental externalities

on marginal costs.

In this study, the first five values are used to analyze commercial fuel-switching, and the

last two values to analyze winter-only and year-round residential fuel-switching options such as

water heating and space heating. These values are summarized in Table 1-1 for each of the

three electric utilities (LILCo, Consolidated Edison (Con Ed), and Niagara Mohawk Power·

Corp~ (NMPCJ) whose service areas overlap with the three gas utilities included in this study

(LILCo, BUG, and NFG respectivelY)$

In New York State, methods to calculate marginal gas costs are still being developed ..

Until recently no estimates of gas marginal costs were available~ However, in May 1992, each

of New York gas utilities filed their first-cut estimate of marginal costs with the NYPSCo

Discussions are taking place between the NYPSC and the gas utilities as to how these initial

estimates will be revised and finalizede Until this process is completed, the economics of gas

efficiency and fuel-switching measures cannot be fully evaluatedo Thus, in this study we report

the levelized gas cost of each efficiency and fuel-switching measure~ If the marginal gas cost,

when it ultimately determined, is less than this value, the measure will likely be cost-effectiveo

However, the May 1992 utility filings may approximate the final marginal costs .. Tress

(1992b) analyzed these filings for the 1992-2001 period (the figures often do not extend farther)

and estimated the average levelized marginal gas cost for each of three applications, winter-only

(e6go, space heating); summer-only (eege, gas air conditioning); and year-round (e.go, water

n.ealnnj~, cooking, and clothes drying)0 These values are also reported in Table 1-10

these are preliminary values that are likely to change, we did not want to put too

faith in the specific values listedo Instead, based on the values for each of the three gas

this study, a bandwidth was developed within which gas marginal costs are likely to
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Table 1-1. Long-Run Levelized Marginal Electric and Gas Costs.

ConEd NMPC
ELECTRICITY LILCo (BUG) (NFG)

Commercial

Summer capacity ($/kW-yr) $122.6 $121.5 $57.8

Winter capacity (S/kWyr) 13.6 6.2 87.2

On-peak ener_~ II) .0460 .0407 .0404

Off-peak energy ($/kWh) .0345 .0330 .0336

Weighted-av~rage energy ($/kWh) .0393 .0362 .0364-

Residential

Winter-only energy + capacity ($/kWh) $.0416 $.0372 $.0514

Year-round energy + capacity ($/kWh) .0548 .0508 .0530

NATURAL GAS LILCo BUG NFG

Winter-only energy capacity ($/Dth) $5.22 $3.35 $3.79

Summer-only energy + capacity ($/Dth) NA 2.35 2.03

Year-round energy + capacity ($/DTh) 2.82 2.85 2.76

Note:

Data are from Tress 1992a ~d Tress 1992b.. Electric marginal costs are calculated from
NYPSC issued data (1992)~ Gas marginal costs are calculated using data in May 1992 filings by
each.utility. Gas marginal costs are for firm, not interruptible, service. All costs are levelized
assuming fA five percent real discount rate (real means . the effects of inflation-the real
rate is lower than the nominal rate charged by banks because the nominal rate includes an
allowance for inflation) 4$ For cost streams expressed in nominal terms, an 8.9% nominal
discount rate was used to present value the nominal stream; the present value was then levelized
a.t 5 (the difference between the real and nominal rates is a 3 .. 7% annual inflation factor) ..
Levelized electric costs include distribution capacity credits as filed by each utility with the
NYPSC~ Other assumptions imbedded in the analysis are described in the source documents6
For analyses that so include summer-only applications, the bandwidth ranges from $2.00 to
$ th'9 Most of the preliminary marginal cost estimates listed in Table 1-1 are within

bandwidths 0 :3

3 The one exception is the LILCo winter-only marginal cost listed in Table ,
which is $54J22/Dth0 This value differs substantially from the values provided by the other
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lie. For analyses of winter-only and year-round applications, the bandwidth ranges from

$2.50 to $4.00 per decatherm (decatherm (Dth) = 10 therms = one million BTUs).

It should be noted that these bandwidths are significantly lower than current retail

costs for natural gas, which average approximately $6.oo/DTh statewide (NYSEO 1992b).

Furthermore, over the long term, the U.S. Department ofEnergy predicts that average real retail

prices will increase substantially, with particularly dramatic increases (40%) in the 2000-2010

period (DOElEIA, 1992b). This implies that after 2000 marginal costs are likely to be

significantly higher than the values discussed above.

While marginal costs are used for most cost-effectiveness tests, for the participant test,

energy saving benefits are valued based on retail prices charged consumers.. These costs are

summarized in Table 1-2 for each of the three gas utilities covered by this study ~

Table Average 1991 Retail Natural Gas Prices ($/DTh) for Selected New York State

Ut ies:

Long Island Lighting

Res:ideJntial

6 .. 60

Commercial

6.. 00

B yn Union Gas

uvu.B..~~ .. Smolenski 1992; """'-"_lli"'A.Il.1oJP 1992b; Pijacki 1992a..

M"AAj''-.&~e.lI and does not appear to be consistent with previous data provided by LILCo for
project which indicated marginal costs similar to the other two utilitiese While the

ultimate marginal cost may be this high, there is a good chance a lower value will ultimately
be chosen.. To be conservative, we limit the bandwidth to $4 .. 00/Dth for winter-only
applications..
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ORGANIZATION OF THIS REPORT

The remainder of this report presents our findings. Chapter 2 discusses the analysis of

gas-efficiency measures for the residential sector. Chapter 3 discusses the analysis of residential

fuel switching.4 Chapters 4 and 5 are simil~ to Chapters 2 and 3 but .they deal with the

commercial sector~ Chapter 4 addresses commercial efficiency measures and Chapter 5

discusses fuel-switching.5 Chapters 6 and 7 address program and policy experience to date in

the United States and Canada with gas DSM and fuel switching respectively}' Finally, Chapter

8 summarizes our findings and recommend~ further research, and policy and program initiatives

that should be undertaken in New York State.

residential analyses were prepared by Mark Kelly, Building Science
_4S1""'Al.4I<4"l_A.&.&iIl~'t Harvard, MA, and Steven Nadel, ACEEE.

The commercial analyses were done by Joe Eto, an independent consultant,
"""o..ltUQ.14U~ CA~

6 These analyses were done by Jennifer Jordan, ACEEE..
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Chapter 2

THE POTENTIAL FOR RESIDENTlAL GAS EFFICIENCY Il\fPROVEMENTS

INTRODUCTION

This chapter describes the analysis to estimate the economic potential for cost-effective

gas-efficiency measures in the residential sector~ This chapter is divided into three sections:

methodology" measure descriptions and assumptions, and resultstb

METHODOLOGY

The analysis involved four different components~ First, data on the housing stock in each

of the utility service territories was examined and six prototype buildings were developed to

reflect the range of housing types in each service territory 0 The energy performance of each

prototype was modeled using computer simulation~ Second, the energy savings for more than

efficiency measures were estimated based on computer simulations and the results of

published studies on measure performance in the fieldc; This step also included an examination

of data on the proportion of homes each territory that had already installed a particular

efficiency measure or that could install it in the future.. Third, the results of the first two steps

were compared to actual residential gas sales by each utility, and calibration factors were

developed so that the energy consumption of the models reflected actual gas sales .. Fourth, data

on measure costs were used to calculate the levelized cost of each measure.. These

components, as as many of the detailed steps that contribute to each component, are

illustrated Figure 10 Each of these components and steps is described in more detail in the

Based on utility data on housing types, and discussions with utility staff, six building

were selected to represent the housing range across the three utility service territories:
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figure 2-1 .. flowchart of Residential Efficiency Potential Analysis.

Develop best case
prototypes

Compute
averege savings

Calibrate average
savings to interactive

(best case)
analvsis

Develop consumption
profile for average home
(subtract average savings

for measures alreadv
installed from worst case)

Calibrate consumption
profile and savings

estimates to w8ather
adjusted 1991 gas sales

Calculate levelizad cost of
each measure; estimate
economic savings poten
tial for different marginal

gas costs

data on measures
already installed

1991 gas sales data

dats on measure
lives and costs

data on proportion
of homes that can
still benefit from
each measure

data on program
administrativs

costs

NB: Squares denote steps in analysis process, ovals denote dats inputs.
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• Two-story colonial house (large single-family detached);

• Single-story ranch house (small single-family detached);

• Brownstone townhouse (attached single-family);

• Wood-frame townhouse (attached single-family);

• Low-rise apartment (containing large family-sized units); and

• High-rise apartment (containing small units) ..

These prototypes represent most homes in each service territory, although some homes do not

quite match these descriptionso In these cases the most similar prototype was selected.. For

example, two-family attached homes were represented by townhouse prototypes.. Data on the

number of homes of each type for each utility are summarized in Table 2-1"

Table 2... 1" Homes by Type and Utility ~

ding Types LILCo BUG

Single-family colonial 134,355 70,086 89,950

Single-family ranch 68,783 14,045 269,849

Woodframe townhouse 4,191 6,772 88,992

Brownstone townhouse 0 349,865 0

Low-rise apartment 13,233 134,027 29,664

High-rise apartment 0 42,283 0

TOTAL: 220,562 617,078 478,455

___.JIl. __ ", ~JUI.lf.'UJl.'l;"ifJ!.Aio.JIA"-lIl. 1992, Gobris 1992b, Pijacki 1992a~

For each prototype energy performance was modeled using the REM Design computer

simulation packagee REM Design is a PC-based model that examines the annual energy
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performance of a building based on four characteristic days for each month of the year

(Architectural Energy Corp. 1991). REM Design is based on the SERI RES mainframe

computer model, an enhanced version of the DOE2 simulation package designed for residential

buildings. Reviews of residential computer simulation packages have consistently given REM

Design high ratings (Rosenbaum 1991, Energy Design Update 1991). REM Design was used

to estimate the· heat loss across different building components and the annual heating load

attributable to these losses. Fuel use for space and water heating was modeled by dividing the

heating loads from REM Design by the heating system efficiency and the distribution system

efficiency (a factor which accounts for heat losses from ducts and pipes). For heating system

efficiencies, the Annual Fuel Utilization Efficiency (AFUE) was used for space heating and the

Energy Factor (EF) was used for water heatinge

In calculating energy performance parameters, REM Design requires detailed hourly

weather data on temperatures, wind speed, and solar insolation $ For BUG and LILCo, New

York City weather data were used for the simulations~ For NFG, Buffalo weather data were

used"

Detailed assumptions for each prototype were developed for this project by Building

Science Engineering (BSE) using utility energy audit data, blueprints in BSE's files for typical

homes each type, and other published studies" Assumptions for each prototype are

summarized Tables 2-2 through 2-7" The prototypes were used to model space and water

heating energy use$ For each prototype a basic heating system was selected (e"g" a warm-air

furnace single-family detached homes)& However, since many homes have other types

heating systems (e~g0' some single-family homes have hot water or steam boilers) the

prototypes were also run for several alternate heating systems.. These alternate analyses were

factored energy use and energy savings calculations based on the proportion of

each type of alternate heating system..

For cooking and drying clothes, simple spreadsheet models were constructed that assumed

a single baseline stove or dryer, regardless of home type..
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Measure Analysis

Existing homes range widely in their energy efficiency, from homes with few efficiency

measures installed to homes with most efficiency measures installed. We captured this variation

by starting with worst case homes and progressively counting savings potentials for only those

measures that could still be implemented.. For some measures that· have been widely

implemented, the proportion of homes still needing the measure is small and hence savings are

small. For measures that have rarely been implemented, the proportion needing the measure is

much higher and thus savings are large" But even for these measures, the proportion who can

still implement a measure is seldom 100 percent -- there is almost always someone who has

already implemented the measure.

Thus, the initial prototypes described in Tables 2-2 through 2-7 represent inefficient

homes without insulation, with single-glazed windows and inefficient space and water heating

systems.. These prototypes capture savings homes that are much less efficient than the

average homes~ However, many homes have insulation, double-glazed windows, and other

efficiency improvements.. fact, a few homes may contain nearly all efficiency measures~ In

order to incorporate these average and Ubest case" homes into the analysis and estimate the

average savings for individual efficiency measures, a multi-step analysis was conducted..

First, lists appropriate efficiency measures were developed for each prototype10

Measures selected are all either commercially available, or are expected to be commercialized

next one to two years ..

Second, the initial (Geworst case tf
) prototypes were used to estimate the energy savings

measure.. each space and water heating efficiency measure, energy may be saved

(a) reducing the -demand for energy (reduction of .load) , such as when efficiency 

measures are applied to the shell of the building; (b) improving the efficiency of the heating

~'H«:."t'&:U'l'1lll; (c) improving the efficiency of the system that delivers the heat from the equipment to

rooms where it is needede Measures in this last category include insulating pipes and sealing

leaks ductse
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Table 2-2& Two-Story Colonial Characteristics.

Characteristic

Dimensions

Heated floor area

Levels

Ceiling height

Wall type

Wall area

Door type

Door area

Roof type

Roof area

Foundation type

Foundation area

indow type

Window area

Infiltration

Heating system

Alternative heating
systems

Value

26xS2 ft.

2085 sf

2 floors plus basement in main house; 1 story
w/ cathedral ceiling in family .room.

8 ft.

Wood frame 2x4, 16" a.c., sheetrock
interior.

2130 sf (including windows.)

2 wood plus 1 wood w/ glass.

32.5 sf (not including 5.3 sf glass in door)

8 on .12 pitch attic, 3/4 in. plywood w/
asphalt shingleS.

879 sf attic floor, 432 sf above family room.

Full basement, semi-heated 600f)

1540 sf, slab, 7..5 ft high foundation walls, 1
ft above grade.

Single-glazed wood, double-hung, divided
lights..

414 sf (North Ot East 69.4, South 69..6, West
156.8 plus 4 in basement, aU 4.5 sf)

1 ACH

Gas furnace, 6S % AFUE, 526 sf of ducts,
distribution efficiency 79 %

Gas hot water boiler, 65% AFUE, 160 If
pipe, 94 % distribution efficiency.

Gas steam boiler, 60% distribution efficiency.

Source/Comment

BSE

BSE

BSE

BSE

BSE

B

BSE

BSE

BSE

BSE

BSE

BSE

BSE

BSE

NYSERDA 1989

BSE, Geller 1988,
Andrews & Modem
1991 ..

BSE, Andrews &
Modera 1991

Hot water Gas storage water heater, 48% EF, 4 people. Geller 1988,
BSE
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Table 2-3. Single-Story Ranch Characteristics.

Characteristic Value Source/Comment

Dimensions 28 x SS ft. aSE

Heated floor area 1485 sf BSE

Levels 1 floor plus basement BSE

Ceiling height 7' 8 t1 BSE

WaIl type Exterior 16 M o.c. wood frame construction, BSE
sheetrock interior.

Wall area 1278 sf aSE

Door type 2, woo4

Door area 21 sf each

Roof type 6 on 12 pitch attic, 3/4" plywood w/ asphalt BSE
shingles.

Roof area lS40sf BSE

Foundation type Full basement, semi-heated (600F) BSE

Foundation area 1540 sf slab, .7.5 ft. high foundation waH, 1 BSE
ft. above grade.

Window type Single-glazed wood casements. BSE

Window area 172 sf (North 50, East 27, South 50, West BSE
27 sf); also 4 bsmnt. @4.S sf each.

Infiltration 1 ACH NYSERDA 1989

Heating system Gas furnace, 65 % AFUE, 456 sf of ducts, BSE, Geller 1988,
distribution efficiency 79 % Andrews & Modera

1991.

Alternative heating systems Gas hot water boiler, 65% AFUE, 120 If BSE, Andrews &
pipe, 94 % distribution efficiency" Modera 1991

Gas steam boiler, 60% AFUE, 120 If pipe,
61 % distribution efficiency.

Hot water Gas storage water heater, 48% EF, 4 people Geller 1988, BSE
dovvnstate, 3 people upstate
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Table 2-4.. Woodframe Townhouse Characteristics ..

Characteristic

Dimensions

# connected units

Heated floor area

Levels

Ceiling height

Wall type

W area

Door type

Door area

Roof type

Roof area

Foundation type

Foundation area

Window type

Window area

Infiltration

Heating system

Alternative

Hot water

Value

201:30 ft. each fl.

6

1200 sf/unit

2 plus basement.

8 ft. lower level, 7 ft upper level, 10· b/w
floors.

16" o.c. wood frame construction, sheetrock
interior

660sf/unit plus 601.5 sq. ft. for end units.

2, wood

21 sf each

6 on 12 pitch·attic, 1f$ wood w/ asphalt
shingles.

617 sf.

Fun basement, semi- heated (600F)

600 sf/unit slab, 7.5 ft. high foundation walls, 1
ft. above grade.

Single-glazed, double-bung wood.

125 sf (North 55.3, South 70) plus 45 sf (West)
for end unit.

1 ACH

Gas furnace, 65 % AFUE, 200 sf of ducts,
distribution efficiency 19%

systems Gas hot water boiler, 65% AFUE, 100 If pipe,
94 % distribution efficiency"

Gas steam boiler, 60% AFUE, 100 If pipe,
61 % distribution efficiency"

Gas storage water heater, 48 % EF, 3 people
downstate, 2 people upstate
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Source/Comment

BSE

BSE

BSE

BSE

BSE

BSE

BSE

BSE

BSE

BSE

BSE

BSE

BSE

BSE

BSE

NYSERDA 1989

BSE, Geller 1988,
Andrews & Madera
1991.

Geller 1988, BSE

Geller 1988, BSE



Table 2-5. Brownstone Characteristics..

Characteristic Value Source/Comment

Dimensions 15 x 30 ft. each floor BSE

# connected units 20 BUG

Heated floor area 1800 sf/unit BSE

Levels 4 per building including basement BSE

Ceiling height 8 ft. lower & mid-levels, 7 9 8" upper BSE
level, 10" between floors.

Wall type Exterior brownstone, lath & plaster BSE
interior..

Wall area - 1013 sfper unit plus 750 sf for end unit. BSE

Door type 2, wood BSE

Door area 21 sf each BSE

Roof type 6 on 12 pitch aUic, 1" wood wI asphalt BSE
shingles..

Roof area 600 sf/unit BSE

Foundation type Full basement, semi-heated. (600F) BSE

Foundation area 600 sf slab, 7.S ft high foundation waH, BSE
1 ft above grade.

Window type Single-glazed double-hung wood. BSE

Window area 175 sf (North 75, South 100), plus 65 sf BSE
(West) for end units

Infiltration 1.0 ACH NYSERDA 1989

Heating system Gas steam boiler, 60%AFUE, 98 If BSE, Andrews &
pipe/unit, 61 % distribution efficiency Modera 1991

Alternate heating system Gas hydronic boiler, 65% AFUE, 98 If aSE, Andrews &
pipe/unit, 94% distribution efficiency Modera 1991

Hot Water Gas storage water heater, 48% EF, 3 BSE, Geller 1988
people
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Table 2-6. Low-Rise Apartment Characteristics.

Characteristic

Exterior dimensions

Aptslbuilding

Heated floor area

Levels

Ceiling height

Wall type

Wall area

Roof type

Roof area

Foundation type

Foundation area

Window type

Window area

Infiltration

Heating system

Alternate heating system

Hot water

Value Source/Comment

S4 x 108 ft BSE

1061 sf/apt., 4 apts./ floor, plus 940 BSE
sf/floor for heated hallways

1 for each apt., 4 for the whole BSE
building

8 ft. BSE

Exterior & interior brick. w/2" BSE
cavity between interior & exterior
walls; 10" overall thickness

609.5 sf/apt. BSE

Flat, I" piywood w/tar & gravel, 2 BSE
ft. above ceiling

1296 sf/apt. t including hallway BSE

slab on grade BSE

1296 sflbottom floor apt$' including BSE
hallway

single glazed sliding aluminum w/o BSE
thermal break.

151 (East 37.67, South 113 sf) BSE

1.0 ACH NYSERDA 1989

Gas boiler, 65% AFUE, 45 If BSE, Andrews &
pipe/apt, 94% distribution efficiency Modem 1991

Steam boiler, 60% AFUE, 45 If BSE, Andrews &
pipe/apt, 61 % distribution Modera 1991
efficiency..

Gas storage water heater, 48% EF, BSE, Gener 1988
2 people
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Table 2-7. High-Rise Apartment Building Characteristics.

Characteristic Value Source/Comment

Exterior dimensions 66 x 81 ft BSE

Aptslbldg. 36 BSE

Heated floor area 756 sf/apt plus 672 sf/floor for hallways BSE

Levels 1 for apt., 6 for whole building. BSE

Ceiling height 8 ft. BSE

Wall type 10" masonry w/ 3/4" airspace, lath & BSE
plaster

Wall area 440 sf for comer apts,224 sf for non- BSE
comer apts

Roof type Flat, 1" plywood w/ tar & gravel, 2 ft. BSE
above ceiling.

Roof area 868 sf/unit including hallway BSE

Foundation type Full basement, unheated BSE

FoundatioD. area 756 sf slab/ground-floor apt, 7.5 ft high BSE
foundation walls, 1 ft above grade.

Window type Single-glazed steel casement w/o thermal BSE
break.

Window area 113 sf (East 88.3, South 25 sf) for comer BSE
apts, 88.3 sf (E) for non-eomer apts.

Infiltration 1.0 ACH NYSERDA 1989

Heating system Gas steam boiler, 60% AFUE, 22 If BSE, Andrews &
pipe/apt, 61 % distribution efficiency Modera 1991

Alternate heating system Gas hydronic boiler, 65% AFUE, 22 if BSE, Andrews &
pipe/apt, 94% distribution efficiency Modem 1991

Hot water Hot water off of boiler, ·43 % efficiency, BSE, Geller 1988
2 people
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Savings from the frrst class of measures were modeled using REM Design~ In compiling

these estimates, good quality workmanship was assumed. These calculations were compared to

the results of field studies on savings from specific measures and where significant discrepancies

were found, the analysis was revised to minimize these discrepancies (specific examples are

discussed later in this chapter). The second and third classes of measures were modeled by

changing the heating system efficiency (AFUE or EF) and the distribution system efficiency *

These values were obtained from published field and laboratory studies.

Since each of the measures was applied to the worst case prototypes, there are large

opportunities fur savings, and hence the savings from each measure are likely to be close to the

maximum savings achievable. For example, with the ine!ficient heating system assumed in the

worst case analysis, fuel savings from all measures are larger than if a more efficient system is

assumed ..

Third, the worst case prototype was revised to include nearly all efficiency measures

which are likely to be cost-effective to consumers~ This analysis, the "best case" analysis,

estimated the savings that can be achieved from a comprehensive package of efficiency

measures, after allowing for the interaction of the different measures. Due to these interactive

effects, the savings from a comprehensive package of measures are generally less than the sum

the savings if each measure is installed individuallye The measure's included in this analysis

are summarized 2-8e
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Table 2-80 Interactive Analysis Measures.

R-30 attic insulation

R-13 cellulose wall insulation *

R-4 foam wall insulation **
Basement insulation (ceiling, wall or slab; a;S appropriate)

Storm windows

Air infiltration reduction to 0.35 ach

Duct (R-6) or pipe insulation (as appropriate)
-

High efficiency furnace (91 % AFUE) or boiler (82-84 % AFUE)

Setback thermostat (50% with 50 setback, 50% with 10~

High efficiency water heater (0.65 EF)

Low-flow show eads and aerators

Hot water pipe insulation

**
ood frame homes

Masonry homes

Fourth, the analysis of the savings attributable to each individual measure was repeated,

except this new analysis was based on the best case prototypes. In other words, from the

comprehensive efficiency package, measures were subtracted one-by-one to estimate the savings

attributable to each" This analysis generally estimates the minimum savings that can be achieved

by measure the of measures minimizes the potential for

1lI.4o"'-&"-l&§"II.oJI',.""&Jf.~ savings~ example, the home is well insulated, with low infiltration, savings

installing a high-efficiency heating system will be relatively low *

average savings that could be achieved by each measure was estimated by

_&_.""'.al.A4'~ the maximum and minimum savings calculated previously in steps two and four.. In

savings from the first measure implemented will be the maximum savings and the

the last measure implemented will be the minimum savings" Savings for all other

measures will gradate from maximum savings to minimum savings depending on the order in

which measures are implemented.. Since measures are likely to be implemented in a different
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order from home to home (e.g.. some homes start with storm windows and others with improved

heating systems), choosing an arbitrary order may be. misleading .. By averaging the maximum

and minimum savings figures, the implicit assumption is that each measure is implemented

midway through a set of efficiency investments, which is more likely to represent the typical role

of each measure than one of the extremes.

Sixth, the average savings figures from the previous step were adjusted so that when

savings from all measures included in Table 2-8 are summed, the results exactly equal the results

of the best case analysis. This adjustment was generally small, but necessary to ensure that

interactions between measures were properly accounted for and no savings were double-counted ..

Finally, the energy consumption of the average home for each prototype was estimated

by taking the energy consumption of the worst case prototype and subtracting savings attributable

to efficiency measures that are already in place0 These savings were calculated by multiplying

average savings for each measure (from steps five and six) by the proportion of homes that

already installed each measuree

alternative to this approach would be to start with the average home, and because all

existing conservation measures are included in the average home, then any measures that are not

included the average home can be included in 100 percent of the homes.. This approach

ignores both the small portion of homeowners who have not implemented common measures

as stormwindows and the smail portion of homeowners who have implemented uncommon

measures such as condensing furnaces or zoning air distribution systems~ Implicitly this

__ .'&_~14_.llf.Jg. assumes that savings unimplemented common measures and the implemented

uncommon measures cancel each other out~ We were not prepared to make this assumption, and

we used the more complex approach of modeling the range of actual buildings -- starting

worst case buildinge

understand this process more clearly, it is useful to examine a simple example of a

V'V''''lU''~lWl.~ home using 100 therms of gas annually.. Four efficiency measures are installed<&

Savings from these measures can be estimated five ways -- maximum savings (as in stage two

described), interactive savings (similar to stage three), minimum savings (as in stage
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four), average of maximum and minimum (as in stage five), and adjusted average savings (as

in stage six)~ Data for this illustration are summarized in Table 2-9.

Table 2-9. illustration of Different Approaches for Estimating Energy Savings from a Group
of Measures (all data. in therms per year).

Maximum Interactive Minimum Avg. of Adjusted Avg.
Savings Savings Savings Max Min Savings

Measure #1 10 10 6 8 8

Measure #2 14 11 8 11 10
-

Measure #3 20 14 10 15 14

Measure #4 8 2 2 5 5

SUM 52 37 26 39 37

The maximum savings estimates 'assume that each measure is the first measure

implemented and do not account for any interactive effects.. The interactive savings analysis

assumes that measures are implemented sequential order, starting with measure #1 and ending

with measure #4.. Savings from each measure assume that previous measures have been

implemented.. Thus, savings from the first measure are the same in both the maximum and

interactive cases~ However, the maximum and interactive cases differ by progressively more

as one advances down the list~ Thus the interactive approach is highly sensitive to the order

measures are installedo The sum of the interactive savings estimates represents the most accurate

_lo.l9ll.l1l.Jll.JIl..lf._II._ of savings the package of four measures because interactions between measures are

accounted for~ sum (37 therms) is somewhat less than the sum of the maximum

savings (52 therms)" The minimum savings analysis assumes all measures are in place, except

measure being analyzed" Minimum and interactive savings are the same for measure #46

measures #1-3, minimum savings are lower than interactive savingsm Average savings are

.ll'dUI.~"&.JIl.Jll.AI.JII.'Il.d!oJll,jl& and minimum savings~ The sum of average savings (39 therms) is very

to the sum of interactive savings.. However, to bring average savings exactly in line with

'llnt'~~~,~'lI"~~'c savings, an adjustment factor of 37/39 is applied to each of the average savings

estimates.. The results of this adjustment are shown in the adjusted average savings column..
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Thus, by definition, the sum of the adjusted average savings figures will be the same as

the sum of the interactive savings figures. The only difference are the figures used to equal this

sumQ If the exact order in which measures will be implemented is known, then the interactive

approach provides a better answer. However, if the order is unclear, the interactive approach

can be misleading. In the example above, under the interactive approach, savings from measure

#4 are ofolly two therms. However, if this measure were the fJIst to be implemented, savings

would be four times greater (eight thenns)e With the adjusted average approach, these potential

errors are less pronounced. In the preceding example, with the adjusted average approach,

measure #4 saves five therms, midway between the maximum and minimum savings (two and

eight therms respectively). Regardless of the order measures are implemented, the adjusted

average will be relatively close to the correct result.

For this study, the order in which measures will be implemented is uncertain, and thus

the adjusted average approach is less likely to provide misleading answerso Also, the adjusted

a.verage approach is easier to implement because less computer runs are needed0 Given the

olaJ&Uildll.JlVl11o;'A of measures included in the residential analysis, this is an important factor" As a result,

we elected to use the adjusted average approach0 However the final answer -- how much will

be saved if all measures are implemented -- is the same whether the interactive or adjusted

average approach is usedo

Calibration

A step savings analysis was to compare the results of the models to actual

weather-normalized gas sales for each utilityo These analyses are shown in Tables 2-10,2-11,

2- two downstate utilities (BUG and LILCo), the models are within 6 percent

actual gas sales respectively $ For National Fuel Gas, the analysis

V~J..'""",;:n.JllJLitJlltll."\..f.;:t gas consumption by 46 percent.
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Table 2-10. Calibration of LILCo 1991 Residential Sales to ACEEE Model Results.

MODEL RESULTS # Units DThlUnit Total DTh

Combined space and water-heating
consumption in homes that use gas for
both end-uses

Ranch 68,783 164.3 11,301,047

Colonial 134,355 184.6 24,801,933

Townhouse 4,191 90.9 380,962

.Brownstone 0 NA 0

Low-Rise- 13,233 56.2 743,695

High-Rise 0 NA 0

Subtotal 220,562 37,227,636

'Water heating consumption in homes wI 49,237 30.7 1,511,576
gas water heat but not gas space heat

Cooking 337,242 5.3 1,787,383

Drying 223,521 4.3 961,140

Subtotal 4,2 ,099

To 41,487,736

ACTUAL 1991 SALFS

Space heating accounts 29,994,744

Space heat portion 23,574,897

djustment for heating degree days* 3,241,683

Other residential accounts 3,210,165

Total 36,446,592

Adjustment factor applied to model 88%
results

*

housing unit, gas sales, and degree day data: Smolenski 19920

space heating consumption to account for fact that 1991 heating degree days
"",,~'W"~"'o.fl1l1" below normal ..
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Table 2-110 Calibration of BUG 1991 Residential Sales to ACEEE Model Results.

MODEL RFSULTS # DTblUnit To IDTb

Combined space and water heating
consumption in homes that use gas for
both end-uses

Ranch 14,045 153.2 2,151,694

Colonial 70,086 180.7 12,664,540

Townhouse 6,772 9000 609,480

Brownstone 349,865 146.8 51,360,182

Low-Rise - 134,027 56.2 7,532,317

High-Rise 42,283 68.2 2,883,701

Subtotal 617,078 77,201,914

-Water heating consumption in homes 139,205 25.8 3,591,489
wI gas water heat but not gas space
heat

Cooking 1,403,078 503 7,436,313

Drying - single family 191,000 4.3 821,300

Drying - multifamily 26,000 58.8 1,528,800

Subtotal 13,377,902

Total 90,579,817

ACTUAL 1991 SALES 30,456,383

Space heating accounts 65,379,000

Space heat portion 49,284,371

Adjustment for heating degree days* 10,586,645

Other res tial accounts 9,547,000

Total 85,512,645

Adjustment applied to model 94%
results

gas sales, and degree day data: Gohris 1992b~

* Adjustment to space heating consumption to account for fact that 1991 heating degree days
were 18% below norma1~
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Table 2-12. Calibration of NFG 1991 Residential Sales to ACEEE Model Results.

MODEL ULTS # Units vAWUnit Total DTh

Combined space and water heating
consumption in homes that use gas for
both end-uses

Ranch 269,849 203.0 54,779,347

Colonial 89,950 238.5 21,453,075

Townhouse 88,992 105.0 9, ,160

Brownstone 0 NA 0

Low-Rise - 29,664 75.4 2,236,666

High-Rise 0 NA 0

Subtotal 478,455 87,813,248

Subtract water heating consumption (51,195) 34.2 (1,750,858)
from above for homes with gas space
heat but not gas water heat

Cooking 320,565 5.3 1,698,994

Drying 260,280 4.3 1,119,202

Subt I 1, 7,337

Total 88,880,585

AC AL 19 LES 55,786,962

W er-adjusted 1991 sales 62,506,177

Adjustment factor applied to model 68%
results

sales data: Pijacki 1992a.
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We investigated why the models are not very accurate for NFG and found several partial

explanations including: this analysis classifies mobile homes as ranch-style homes, thereby

overestimating the consumption by mobile homes; and the smallest home in the upstate analysis,

the low-rise, is 1061 square feet despite the fact that there are a substantial number of units

upstate that are less than 1000 square feet. However, these factors explain only part of the

problem. The largest part of the. problem seems to be due to the fact that energy-use patterns

are distinctly different in the NFG service area than in the regions served by the other two

utilities 0

For example, consumption per home for LILCo customers is 14 percent higher than for

NFG customers (136 compared to 119 DTh/year l
) although heating degree days are usually 36

percent higher upstate (6755 compared to 4980) (Smolenski 1992, Pijacki 1992a)o Larger homes

in the LILCo area explain part of the difference (on average LILCo homes are 20 to 25 percent

larger based on the data in Tables 2-10 and 2-12), but when consumption per home is adjusted

home size and heating degree days, there is approximately a 20 percent difference that is

It may be that upstate residents are more likely to turndown thermostats, shut off

rooms, and use supplementary heating sourceS0 For example, a survey by Niagara Mohawk of

their electric customers included over 300 NFG gas space heating customers $ These NFG

customers reported an average thermostat setting of 67° F, including 67 percent who reported

using supplemental fuels (Hamilton 1992)* While no comparable data is available on downstate

homes, we suspect that temperature settings may be higher downstate and use of supplemental

research is needed to verify or refute this hypothesiso

Given discrepancies between the models and actual sales, to accurately estimate the

economic r gas savings, an adjustment factor was applied to the prototype models and

savings estimates to bring the models exactly in line with data on actual gas sales that were

calibration analyses (see Tables 2-10, 2-11 and 2-12)~ The same adjustment

was applied to all end-uses because given the available data, there was no reason to

1 A decatherm (DTh) is ten therms of natural gas* A therm of gas is the amount of gas
needed to provide 100,000 Btu of heat~ Thus, a DTh is a million BtU6
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assume that the discrepancy between actual and modeled sales was due or was not due to

particular end-uses.

As an outgrowth of developing data by building and appliance type for the calibration

process, an estimate of the proportion of gas sales that is attributable to each end-use was

assembled. This data is summarized in Table.2-13 and Figure 2-2.

Cost-Effectiveness Analysis

The final step in the analysis was to estimate the cost-effectiveness of each measure by

calculating the cost of saved gas (CSG) for each measure. CSG is the levelized cost per therm

of a measure over its lifetime. CSG is calculated using the following formula:

CSG ($/DTh) = (Measure cost + Program costs) * Capital recovery factor
Annual DTh savings

Measure costs were obtained from published studies and product catalogs and from

discussions with contractors in New York and adjacent states. Measure costs include both

equipment and installation costS'9 For most measures these costs are the full cost of the measure..

However, for some measures which are expensive and unlikely to be cost-effective as a retrofit

measure, these costs are incremental costs relative to standard efficiency equipment.. These

measures are referred to the tables and text as replacement measures, because the cost-

effectiveness analysis is applicable to situations where existing equipment is being replaced ..

For a measures, measure costs obtained by BUG from local contractors were

substantially than measure cost estimates we obtained from other sources.. These

instances are noted with an asterisk in the cost tables.. Generally, these discrepancies arose in

situations where measures are rarely done today and hence BUG contractors were not especially

experienced the measures& At BUG's request, the BUG measure costs were used for the

analysis, but were not used for the other utility analyses. As BUG contractors become

more familiar with these measures, costs may come down and measure cost-effectiveness
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Table 2-13. End Use Allocation Estimates .. Primary Case (including weatherization
measures that have already been installed)..

I LD..,Co BUG NFG

Colonial
space heating 1,253 75% 1,267 13% 1,460 80%

domestic hot water 335 20% 369 21% 302 17%

cooking 48 3% SO 3% 37 2%

clothes drying 39 2% 40 2% 30 2%
Ranch

space heating 1,076 12% 1,010 69% 1,249 80%

domestic hot water 333 22% 368 25% 239 15%

- cooking 48 3% SO 3% 37 2%

clothes drying 39 3% 40 3% 30 2%

Townhouse
space heating 484 57% 481 55% 584 70%

domestic hot water 272 32% 298 34% 180 22%

cooking 48 6% 50 6% 37 4%

cloth~ drying 39 5% 40 5% 30 4%

Brownstone
space heating nJa n1a 1,025 73% nJa nJa

domestic hot water nfa nJa 288 21% n/a n1a
cooking nJa n1a 50 4% nJa nJa

clothes drying n/a nJa 40 3% nJa nJa

Low Rise
space heating 247 46°A» 248 45% 383 62%

domestic hot waler 199 37% 213 39°A» 168 210/0
cooking 48 9% 50 9°A> 37 60/0

clothes drying 39 7% 40 7% 30 5%
High Rise

space heating n1a 49% nJa n1a
domestic hot water nJa nJa 250 38°A> nJa nJa

cooking nla n1a 50 8% nJa nJa
clothes drying nJa nla 40 6% nJa nJa

Range dryer saturation figures are not included in this table.
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Figure 2....2. Primary Case End Uses.

UlCo

BUG

4% 3%

23%

NfG

78%"
3%
2%
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2

Program costs are funds paid by utilities to administer demand-side management

programs which promote efficiency measuress As noted in Chapter 1, two program cost

scenarios were modeled a 50 percent of total measure cost scenario, based on limited data from

New York State electric utility DSM programs, and a 25 percent of total measure cost scenario

based on studies of administrative costs throughout the U.S.

The capital recovery factor (CRF) is the annual payments on a $1 loan used to finance

an efficiency measure, assuming an interest rate equal to the discount rate, and a loan term equal

to the measure life.2 In calculating the CRF for a measure, measure lives are the estimated .

average life of- a measure in the field, riot .the engineering life as measured in a laboratory.

In the calculations, a 5 percent real discount rate is assumed (real means excluding the

effects of inflation -- the real rate is lower than the nominal rate charged by banks because the

nominal rate includes an allowance for inflation).. This rate is based on the New York State

Energy Office's projected nominal utility cost of capital (8 .. 9 percent) (NYSEO 1992) divided

estimated rate of inflation (3 .. 7 percent) determined by the New York Public Service

Commission (1992) .. 3

For the CSG calculations, savings are based on the adjusted and calibrated values derived

the analysis described the previous section ..

can to roughly estimate cost-effectiveness of a measure.. If the

less than the retail price a DTh of gas, then a measure is likely to be cost-effective

the consumer perspective.. If the CSG is less than the· marginal price of a DTh, then the

measure to be cost-effective from the total resource cost perspective (for a discussion

is usually calculated using the loan payment formula in a computer spreadsheet
The full formula for CRF is: (d(l +d)D)/«l +d)D-l) where d is the discount rate and

n the measure lifelJ Thus, for a measure with a 30-year life, the CRF is 0.065, assuming a 5%
I'1l1tli""J"\1I111n't rate..

3 The exact calculation is as follows: 1.. 089/1 .. 037 = 1"05,,
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of the different cost-effectiveness perspectives, see Krause and Eto 1988). Retail and marginal

costs for the utilities covered by this study are discussed in Chapter 1.

When interpreting the cost, savings, aJ1.d CSG data in this report, it is important to keep

in mind that CSG calculations represent typical cases, and that individual applications will vary

considerably. Accordingly, even for measures with low CSGs, some applications are likely to

have a CSG in excess of the marginal cost.

Furthermore, all of the estimates presented here are.uncertain .. For example, according

to many studies, actual metered energy savings from efficiency measures are often less than

savings predicted by engineering calculationse These discrepancies are primarily due to faulty

assumptions used in many engineering estimates and problems with the quality of measure

installations (Nadel and Keating 1991)0 To address this problem, as noted above, savings

estimates used this study were generally calibrated to field studies,; Still, it is possible the

savings estim.ates reported here are inaccurate 0 For example, a field study by BUG on attic

insulation found even lower savings from attic insulation than is estimated in this study or than

were estimated by energy audits conducted by BUG.. Explanations for the discrepancy are not

available (Gobris 1992a)0;

there is some uncertainty about the costs of different efficiency measures" For

measures (clock thermostats, mainline air vents, condensing and near

condensing furnaces, foam wall insulation),BUG obtained cost estimates from local

contractors that exceeded estimates we obtained from other sources by 25 to 190 percent. Most

these measures were infrequently installed in the BUG service area.. We reasoned that as

contractors more familiar with these measures, prices will come down.. BUG was

price decreases& In the analysis, the BUG cost estimates were used for

territory, and our estimates were generally used for the other territories.. To the extent

cost estimates are too high, the CSG's estimated for BUG will be too high .. Likewise,
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to the extent prices for these measures remain high, the CSG's for LILCo and NFG may be too

lowqp

Sensitivity Analysis

Given the many uncertainties' about measure costs and savings, in- addition to the 25

percent and 50 percent program cost cases, two additional sensitivity cases were run, one based

on measure costs without any program cost adder, and one based on a 75 percent adder to

measure CostS0

The zero-adder case is the most optimistic scenario.. It would apply if program costs are

25 percent of measure costs and measure costs are 25 percent less than the values discussed later

in this chapter0 This case also applies if measure cost estimates are correct, but savings are 33

percent more than are estimated in the analysis4 or measure lives are 50 percent longer than the

estimates discussed later this chapter.. Another use of this case is that it represents homes that

use 33 percent more gas than the average home$

The 75 percent adder case is the most pessimistic scenarioe It would apply if program

costs are 50 percent of measure costs and measure costs are 25 percent more than the values

discussed later this chapterel It would also apply if program costs are as high as 75 percent

measure costs, a possibility raised by BUG (Gobris 1993)0 This case also applies if program

costs are 50 percent and either savings are 20 percent less, or measure lives are 24 percent less

n'f"'1~r'n~lI""U' estimates"

1%£'IloJl,~Ul.ll ...a:\,,"JIla to these two sensitivity cases, the 25 percent and 50 percent program cost

scenarios serve as sensitivity cases for each other.. For example, ifprogram costs are 25 percent

measure savings estimates are 20 percent too high, then CSG's would be the same

as percent program cost scenario;a Similarly, if program costs are 50 percent of measure

4 the CSG calculation costs are the numerator and savings in the denominator and
hence a 25 percent change to either costs or savings will produce slightly different percentage
changes in CSG0
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costs, but cost estimates are 25 percent too high, then CSG's would be the same as the 25

percent program cost scenario4

MEASURE DESCRIPI10NS AND ASSUMPTIONS

Five types of energy-efficiency measures were analyzed: shell, heating and distribution

system, domestic hot water, cooking, and drying4

Shell Measures

Building shell measures examined include attic insulation, wall insulation, basement

insulation, storm windows, replacement windows, and infiltration reduction. Measure costs and

lifetimes are summarized in Table 2-14. The proportion of buildings that already have each

measure or could benefit from each measure are summarized in Tables 2-15 and 2-160 This

latter data is generally based on utility energy audit data0 Internal inconsistencies in these data

lead us to question the quality of the data and hence these estimates are subject to substantial

uncertainty 0

Savings for each of these measures were modeled using REM Design& For most

measures this analysis is straightforwarde However, when uninsulated attics, walls and floors

are modeled, the analysis is susceptible to small changes in the assumed R-value of the

uninsulated buildingsections~ We examined these situations in detail and in several instances

ola,"llt'C.f"t to REM default assumptions for the R-value of uninsulated building

sections~ complex issues are discussed in Appendix A..

analysis, four attic insulation measures were modeled: R-O to R-30; R-5 to R-30;

1 to and R-19 to R-30.. The first measure applies to uninsulated houses; the second

measure to houses with old insulation that is heavily compressed; and the third and fourth

measures to homes with more substantial insulation ..
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Table 2-14 .. Summary of Shell Measure Costs and Lifetimes.

Measure Cost Units Lifetime SourcelNotes

Attic Insulation

R-o -> R-30 0.88 $/sqft 30 Avg. of ULCo 1992, BUG 1992,

R-S -> R-30 0.78 $/sqft 30
NFG 1992, NEES 1990.

R-ll -> R-30 0.65 $/sqft 30

R-19 --> R-30 0.52 S/sqft 30

Wall Imulation

R-13 cellulose 1.00 $/sqft 30 Avg. of LILCo 1992., BUG 1992,
NFG 1992.

R-4 foam sheathing 1.50* $/sqft 30 BUG 1993

Basement lnsulalion

R-19 fiber. in ceiling 1.00 $/sqft 30 BSE estimate

R...28 cellulose in ceiling 1.00 $/sqft 30 NEES 1990

R-l1 fiber. in walls 0.40 $/sqft 30 BSE estimate

R-S foam on slab edge 1.00 $/sqft 30 BSE estimate

Windows

Stonn windows 7 .. 86 $/sqft 20 NEES 1990

lnfiltratio uetlon

1 ACH -> 0.35 ACH 300 $/home IS BSE estimate based on NEES

0.75 ACH -> 0.35 ACH 250 $/home 15
1990, eSG 1992, BUG 1993.

0.50 ACH -> 0.35 ACH 190 $lhome 15

*Denotes costs SUDIDIIE~ by BUG
sources a>

are substantially higher than cost estimates from

Notes:
1& Lifetimes based on engineering judgement by the project teamo
2" Infiltration reduction costs are for the colonial0 Costs for the low-rise and high-rise are
respectively estimated to be 25 and 50 percent lower based on information from CSG 19920
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Measure Applicability Assumptions -- Shell Measures: Colonial/Ranch/Townhouse

N
~
\0

II LiLCo BUG NFC

Already Can be Already Can be Already Co be
Measure installed Installed Installed Installed Installed I Installed SouRes/Notes

Attic Insulation

R-C -> R-30 , 10% wlR.-30 36% 32% 17% 18% 14% LILCo 1991, BUG 1991, NFG 1991

R-S -> R-JO IJ~ wlR-S i3~ 21% wlR-S 27% 7'1, wlR-S 7% LILCo 1991, BUG 1991, NFG 1991

R-II -> R-30 2S~ wlR-! I 25% 16% wIR-11 16~ 23% wlR-11 23$ LlLCo 1991, BUG 1991, NFO 1991

R-19 -> R-30 13% wlR-19 13~ S% wlR-19 S% 34% wlR-19 34% LILCo 1991, BUG 1991, NFG 1991

Wan Insulation

R-13 cellulose 55% 4S~ 31% 30% 62~ 38$ LlLCo 1991, BUG 1991, NFO 1991

Basement Insulation

R- t9 fiber. in ceiling 9% 45% 12% 12% 9~ 10% LlLCo 1991, BUG 1991, NFG 1991

R-28 cellulose in ceiling 3~ lJ% 1% 3% 3% 13% LILCo 1991, BUG 1991, NFO 1991

R.. ll fiber. on walls S% 25% 21% 12% S% SO~ LILCo 1991, BUG 1991, NFO 1991

Windows

Slonn windows 83% i7~ 66% 33% 94% 6~ LILCo 1991, BUG 1991, NFO 1991

Infiltration Reduction

i ACH - > 0.35 ACH 90% w/.7S or 10% 90% w/.7S or 10% 90% "111.75 or 10% NYSERDA 1989
better better better

0.75 ACH -> 0.35 ACH 60% w/.50 or 30% 60% wl.50 or 30% 60% w/.50 or 30% NYSERDA 1989
better better better

0.5 ACH .._> 0.35 ACH 25% w/.3S 35% 25% w/.lS 35% 25% w/.lS 35% NYSERDA 1989



Table 2-16. Measure Applicability Assumptions -- Shell Measures: Brownstone, Low-Rise and High-Rise$

II BroWDStone • BUG Low Rise - BUG/LILCo Low Rise - NFG Iligh Rise .. BUG

Already Can be Already Can be Already Can be Already Can be
Measure Installed Installed Installed Installed lustalled lostalled lostalled Installed SourceilNotes

Attic Insulation

R-O -> R-30 32% 171 28% 19% 28% 19% 24% 23% BUG 1991 (i-family
data for brownstone,

R-S -> R-JO 27% wlR-S 21% 39% wlR-S 39% 39% wlR-S 39% 43% wlR-S 43% 3-family data for low

R-II -> R-30 16% wlR-11 16% 9% wlR-ll 9% 9%wlR-11 9% S%wlR-11 S%
rise, 4-family data for
high rise)

R-J9 -> R-30 5% wlR-J9 S$ 1% wlR-19 1% 1% wlR-19 1% 1% wIR-19 1%

Wall Insulation

R-13 cellulose NA NA 14% is% 9% 11% NA NA BUG 1991

R-4 foam abeathing 37% ISS NA NA NA Nt\. 9% IS% ACEEE cst. - for
remodeled homes

Basement Insulation

R.. J9 fiber. in ceiling 19% 15% NA NA NA NA 2% 5% BUG 1991
(brownstone based on

R-28 cellulose in ceiling NA NA NA NA NA NA 2% 5~ I-family data, high rise
based on 4-family

R-tl fiber. on walls 21% 12~ NA NA NA NA 2$ 8% data)

Slab edge: R-S foam bd NA NA 10% 40% 10% 40% NA NA ACEEE estimate

Windows

Storm windows 71% 29% 71% 23% 94% 6% 18% 21% BUG 1991, NfO 1991

Infiltration Reduction

I ACH - > 0.3S ACH 90% w/.7S 110$ 60% w/.7S 40% 76% w/.75 24% 16% w/.75 24% BSE estimate based on
NYSERDA 1989

0.7S ACH --> 0.35 ACH 60% w/.SO 30% 30% w/.50 30% 38% w/.50 38% 33% w/.50 38%

0.5 ACH - > 0.35 ACH 25% w/.35 35% 2% w/.35 28% 2% w/.35 36% 2% w/.35 36%

o
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In the early stages of the analysis R-40 insulation was also examined.. However, these

analyses found that the levelized cost to go from R-30 to R-40 of insulation was more than

$10/DTh, both upstate and downstate, and hence the R-40 cases were dropped from the analysise

Wall Insulation

Most of the prototype buildings have wood frame walls built from 2x4 studs~ For these

prototypes blown-in cellulose insulation was analyzed. High-density cellulose, R-13, was

assumed.. Savings were estimated based on the increase in wall R-value and a decrease in wall·

infiltration.. Studies by the National As~iation of Home Builders (NAHB 1989) and others

have found that blown-in cellulose insulation reduces air infiltration through the walls relative

to a building with fiberglass batt insulation~ Based on these studies we assumed that the

cellulose insulation reduced the whole building infiltration rate by 23 percent.

Two of the prototypes, the brownstone and the high-rise apartment, feature masonry

constructioD$ For these buildings blown-in cellulose is rarely practical and instead adding R-4

foam sheathi~g to the wall interior was modeled~ After the insulation is added it must be

covered with gypsum board. This measure will usually be installed during buildin~ renovation

walls are exposed and new gypsum board is included as part of the renovation package..

measure cost and applicability factors are based on renovation situationso

Basement Insulation

types of basement insulation were analyzed: R-19 fiberglass batts in the basement

ceiling; R-28 blown-in. cellulose the basement ceiling; R-l1 fiberglass insulation draped over

basement and R-5 extrud polystyrene insulation installed along the edge of the

down to a two fO()t depth~ The first measure is primarily applicable to homes

with basements and exposed joists in the basement ceilingD The second measure is

first except it is applicable to homes with finished basement ceilings without

exposed joists~ The third measure is applicable to homes with heated basements. The last

measure is for homes with slab foundations instead of basements.
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Windows

Three window measures were analyzed: aluminum storm windows; double-glazed, low-e,

wood-frame replacement windows; and double-glazed, low-e replacement windows with an argon

fillq U-values for the different measures are listed in Table 2-17"

Table 2-173 Window U-Values Used in the Analysis.

u-Value

Case - Metal Metal wi thermal Wood
frame break frame

Single-glazed 1.31 1.08 0.90

Single-glazed with storm 0.97 0.68 0.49

Double-glazed 0.87 0.64 0.49

Double-glazed, low-e 0.76 0.54 0.39

Double-glazed, low-e, argon ruled 0.73 0.50 0.36

Source: Architectural Energy Corp. 1991.

analyzing savings for each of these measures, in addition to the change in R-value,

a 6 percent reduction in whole building air infiltration was assumed based on the results of a

study that compared air infiltration in homes with and without storm windows (NYSERDA

1989).. While replacement windows were not included this field study, due to low air

A3&&.IIl..a.~q""'~"'IfJ&JII. ratings on most new replacement windows, a 6 percent infiltration reduction was

assumed for these measures too.

sed on analyses it became apparent that the replacement window measures have

a cost as a retrofit measure substantially more than $10/DTh .. However, when existing

are being replaced as part of a home renovation project, the incremental cost of

IflS'tallln2 high efficiency windows is much lower, resulting in a competitive cost of saved gas ..

since the number of homeowners replacing existing windows is very limited, these

measures were dropped from subsequent analysis ..
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Infiltration Reduction

For this analysis we examined locating air infiltration sites using a blower door and

sealing these sites with caulk, foam, and other appropriate sealants. Detailed descriptions of this

type of work can be found in reports by Dutt et ale (1985), Wilson and Nadel (1986), and

Proctor and deKieffer (1988). Three levels of air infiltration work were examined: one air

change-per hour (ach) to 0.35 ach; 0.75 ach to 0.35 ach; and 0.50 ach to 0.35 ach. The

measure appropriate for a specific house will depend on the existing air infiltration rate.. These

packages will take an experienced crew about one half day to complete (proctor and deKieffer

1988) .. Costs fisted in Table 2-14 assume bulk-bid prices such as when work on many homes

is scheduled with the same contractor through a program operated by a utility or government

agency..

Heating and Distribution System Measures

The heating and distribution system measures include replacement heating systems;

nea1t1n2 system retrofits; distribution system measures; and control measures.. Savings for each

were modeled by changing the heating system or distribution system efficiency in the

calculations relative to the initial assumptions~ When specific efficiency figures are provided,

they represent the maximum savings analysiso Comparable estimates were also developed for

minimum savings analysis .. Measure costs and lifetimes are summarized in Tables 2-18 and

2.... 190 Data on the proportion of homes that already have or that could benefit from each

measure are surnmanrea

Replacement Heating Systems

~fl~ill'1U~'lI~ included five types ofimproved-efficiency furnaces, two improved-efficiency

hydronic _"'&I..&._.l!l.~'il and two improved-efficiency steam boilers.. System types and efficiencies are

Table 2-22 ..
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Table 2.... 180 Summary of Heating System Measure Costs and Lifetimes.

Measure COR Units Lifetime SourceaINbtes

Replacement Heating Systems

Fumace - 78 $ AFUE 2~OOO Full cOlt 30 LILCo 1992, Comentones1987

Fumace - 85~ AFUE 130-250· Increment 30 NFG 1992, Cornentonea 1987, BUG 1993

Fumace - 91 ~ AFUE 470-1()()()4' Increment 30 Temes et at 1988, Comentonea1987, eu
1993, BUG 1993 !

Hydronic boiler - 80~ 2606-2900 Full colt 30 SSE cllimate, &bonta.usen 1992

Hydronic boiler - 84~ 315 Increment 30 BSE estimate

Steam boiler - 75~ 2750-3050 Full cOlt 30 LILCo 1992~ SSE estimate

Steam boiler - 82$ 270 Increment 30 BSE estimate

Modulating furnace 590 Increment 30 SSE estimate

Gas engine heat pump 1650 Increment 15 $1000 more than .Hi-E elec. HP + $750
inatall. Accurso 1992, SSE estimate

Healing System Retrofits

Derate furnace 268 .Increment 15 NYSERDA 1979, RG&E 1978 + 19%
inflation

Distribution System Measures

Duct insulation - R-3 1..15 tqft 30 Avg, BUG 1992, NFG 1992

Duct insulation .. 1.-3 - R-6 0.95 g,qft 30 Avg, BUG 1992, NFG 1992

Pipe iuul. (hydroruc) 1.14 ft 30 AVB, BUG 1992, NFG 1992, Lll..Co 1992

Pipe insul. (steam) 1.81 ft 30 Avg, BUG 1992, NFG 1992., LILCo 1992,
Ecological Innovations 1992

Seal ducts 0.. 16 sqft 30 Energy Investment 1992

Two zones - hydronic 600 home 30 Energy Investment 1992

Two zones ... air 2000 horne 30 Energy Investment 1992

Four zones ... hydrowc 1000 Brownet.oRe 30 BSE estimate

Mainline air vents 400· Brownstone 30 BUG 1993

Control Measures

Setback thermostat 81.50-125· each 15 LD...Co 1992, Goehz & Hirst 1986, CU
1993, BUG 1993

Thermo. steam valves 66.50 each 20 Katrakis 1989

Furnace fanlt-stat adj. 150 per hoose 5 Proctor 1984

Boiler temp modulation 200 per home 15 Proctor 1987

Notes:
1. Lifetimes based on engineering judgement by the project team.
2. When a range of heating system costs is provided, the low end of the range is for NFG and the high end of the range is for BUG.
LlLCo costs are the same 83 NFG except for 85 $ and 91 ~ AFUE furnaces where LILCo costs are the same as BUG.
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Table 2-19 .. Summary of Multifamily Building Space and Water Heating Measure Costs and
Lifetimes.

Measure

Replacement Heating Systems

Cost Units Lifetime SourceslNotes

Low-rise apartment building: per bldg

High-rise apartment building: per bldg

Hydronic boiler ... 80%

Hydronic boiler ... 84%

Steam boiler - 75%

Steam boiler ... 82 %

Front-end boiler

Distribution System Measures

10227 Full cost 30 BSE estimate based on Hydrotherm
1992

1536 Increment 30

13729 Full cost 30

1560 Increment 30

13013 Full cost 30

Mainline air vents - low-rise 450-1300·

Mainline air vents - high-rise 2500*

Control Measures

per bldg

per bldg

30

30

Katrakis 1993, BUG 1993

BUG 1993

Boiler temp modulation 600 per bldg 15 Hewett 1988

t«Denotes costs supplied by BUG which are substantIally higher than cost estImates from other sources.

Notes:
1. Lifetimes based on engineering judgement by the project team.
2 .. When a range of heating system costs is provided, the low end of the range is for NFG and the high end of
the range is for BUG.
30 For aU measures not listed. in this table, costs and lifetimes are identical to values in Table 2-16.
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Table 2-20. Measure Applicability Assumptions -- Heating System M~sures: Colonial/Ranch/Townhouse

I tiLe. BUG NFG

Already Cmbe Already Cube Already Cube
Measure WstaUed Installed Installed IDstalled lustaUed lostaDed Sources/Notes

Replacemenl Healing Syalems

Furnace .. 71~ AFUE I~ i6~ 9% ia~ 27~ S4~ ACEEE eetimatc baaed on GAMA 1989 and 1991 a SUO 1991.
Figure. incorporate warm airlhOl water/steam markel shares for

Furnace - IS I AFUE 4% lOS 4~ 13" 12$ 69~ eacb utility (LlLCo 24/54/21%; BUG 27/2015J~; NfG 8111212~.

Furnace .. 91 ~ AfUE 2" la~ 2% 12~ 6~ J7~
High~mcieQ4;Y furnace market split between 91 ~ AfUE and
modulalin, furnace.

Hydronic boiler - 805 26~ 21~ IO~ iO~ 6S 6~

Hydronic boiler - 14S 6S 48~ 2S il~ as il~

Steam boiler .. 1S S lOS ll~ 1S~ 21~ a~ i$

Steam boiler .. 12~ 2~ i9~ 6S 41~ 0% 2~

Modulatin, furnace OS I!~ O~ i3~ O~ 38~

Gal enaine heat pump O~ 24$ O~ 11% 0$ III

,Iealinl Syalem Relrofit.

Derale furnace 1S a7~ 1% !9~ 24S S1S Macri.s et al. 1980

Distribution Syllem Me,pre,

Duel insulalion 1S IO~ I" il~ 24~ 34~ BUG 1991

Duel insul. R-J - R-6 0" 11~ O~ i9~ O~ S1~ BUG 1991

Pipe iRlul. (bydronie) 24~ i6~ 91. 6~ SS 4$ Bua 1991

Pipe insul. (Iteam) IO~ 6f, 24" 16~ l~ i$ BUO 1991

Seal duel. O~ 11" O~ 19S OS S7~ Andrews" Modern 199 i

Two zone... hydronic 14~ 21~ S~ IO~ 3~ 6~ Andrews &. Moden 1991

Two zone. - air O~ 12S O~ i4~ OS 4a~ Andrews &. Moder. 199 i

Control Meaaurea

Setback. thermo....l .. .s • F 24~ 16~ 24$ 26~ 19~ JJ~ BUO 1991, NfO i 99!. Homel Iplit between 5 &. ~ 0 deBree
!Clbac&..

Setback T-....' - 10' f 24~ 26% 241, 26~ 19~ 31%

Thermo. Iteam valve. 4~ as" !I~ 31~ O~ B$ ACeSE eslimaie

Furnace r.nll-....&. adj. S~ 11~ 5~ i9~ i6~ 51$ ACEEE e3i. baled on Proctor &. Mins 1981

Boiler temp. modulation Sf, J8~ 2% i4~ Ii) 1$ ACEEE estimate

\0
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1@ Applicability Assumptions -- Heating System Measures: Brownstone, Low-Rise, and High-Rise.

N
I

W
--.J

Measure Brownstone-BUG Low Rise .. BUG/LlLCo Low Rise - NFG High Rise - BUG Sources

Already Can be Already Cantle Already Can be Already Can be
Installed installed installed Installed Installed Installed I InDUed InItIlled

Replacement heating systems

Hydronic boiler - 80% 13% 15% 21 % 18~ 53% 41% 13% IS~ •
Hydronic boiler - 84% 3% 25~ S~ 34% 13% 87~ 3f, 25$

Steam boiler .. 75~ 35% 37% 32% 29~ O~ O~ 38~ 34~

Steam boiler - 82~ 8~ 64% 8% S3~ 0% 0% 8~ 64~

Front-end boiler NA NA. S~ 29% 13% 75% 4~ 21% ACEEE
estimate

Distribution System Measures

Pipe insul. (hydronic) 13% 8% 21 " 9~ S3~> 22~ lS~ . 6~ BUO 1991
I

Pipe insul. (steam) 32% 22% 32~ 13% 0$ 0% 39S lS~ BUG 1991

Four zones .. hydronic 14% 14% NA NA NA NA NA Hi\. $I.

Mainline air vents 11 % 61% 9~ 52% 0% 0% 11~ 61~ BSE estimate

Control Measures

Set back. t-stat SF 24% 26% 37% 13~ 37" 13% 31~ 13~ BUG 1991

Set back t-stat 10F 24% 26% 37~ 13% 31% 13% 31~ 13~

Thermo steam valves 14% 50% 21% 34% 0% 0% 25~ 40~ ACEEE
estimate

Boiler temp modulation 3% 20% 16% 16% 40% 40% il~ 11 ~

*ACEEE estimate based on BUG 1991 and GAMA 1991. Figures include allowance for hot water/steam market shares (Brownstone 28/72%;
BUG/LILCo low rise 39/61 %; NFG low rise 100/0%; High rise 28/72%)
**BSE estitnate based on Andrews and Madera 1991



Table 2-22'0 Replacement Heating System Types and Efficiencies ..

System AFUE Source

Furnaces:
NAECA conforming 78% NAECA
Near-condensing 85% GAMA 1991b
Condensing 91% GAMA 1991b
Modulating 92% Feldman 1991
Engine-driven HP

downstate 135% ACEEE estimate based on
upstate 125% GR! 1991

Hydronic boilers:
NAECA conforming 78% NAECA
Near-condensing 84% Wilson & Morrill 1991
Condensing 90% Wilson & Morrill 1991

Steam boilers:
NAECA conforming 75% NAECA
Near-condensing 82% Wilson & Morrill 1991

For each type of system-warm air, hot water and steam-the first efficiency increment

a heating system that just meets the minimum efficiency standards specified in the National

Appliance Energy Conservation Act (NAECA)e These standards took effect January 1, 19920

a result of these standards, units less efficient than these values are no longer on the market.

each type of system, one or more efficiency increments are available that exceed the

mUl1m.um efficiency standards0 First, units are available with efficiencies of 82 to 85 percent

recover the heat exhaust gases without causing the water vapor in the

exhaust gases to condense~5 These e'near-condensing tf units are generally available for a modest

pre~mlum relative to NAECA conforming units~

case of warm air and hot water systems, units are available that recover

the exhaust gases causing water vapor in the exhaust gases to condense..

5 r each type of system there are a few models with an efficiency rating several points
higher than the values listed in Table 2-22 (GAMA 1991b, Wilson and Morrill 1991). For this
analysis we have ignored these extreme values and instead based the analysis on a typical
efficiency within each class of equipment.
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These condensed gases are highly corrosive, and thus condensing units include extensive plastic

and stainless steel components that are resistant to corrosion. Due to these extra components,

the incremental cost of these units compared to near-eondensing equipment can be substantial.

In the case of condensing boilers, only one manufacturer makes condensing units (there used to

be several manufacturers of this equipment, but heat-exchanger corrosion problems.led several

to withdraw from the market). The one product line on the market is very expensive, resulting

in an incremental cost of saved energy relative to a near-eondensing model in excess of

$10/DTh. Due to the high cost of this measure it was not considered further ~

Finally, two warm-air furnaces are available that are not easily classified, the modulating

furnace and the engine-driven heat pump. The modulating furnace varies airflow and firing rate

as a function of the demand for heat~ When heat needs are modest, energy is saved because

airflow and firing rates are below peak values& These are near-condensing systems, but due to

the modulating features, tests by the Gas Research Institute (GRI) have found an AFUE of 92

percent (Feldman 1991)0 The modulating unit now produced by several manufacturers for

approximately the same cost as a condensing furnace and thus the two systems are likely to

compete for market shareG Accordingly, in Tables 2-18 and 2-19 the applicable market share

90 percent+ efficient furnaces is divided evenly between these two technologies to avoid

double-counting potential savings0

The engine-driven heat pump has been a major research project of GR! for several years&

has work with a manufacturer -- York -'- to develop a residential modelG The first phase

of tests was completed and a second, larger, set of field tests is underway ..

Commercialization is expected 1994 (EUN 1994)0 The unit is somewhat similar to an electric

heat but instead electric energy to run the compressor, a gas engine provides the

action to power the compressof6 Since the unit uses a heat-pump cycle to transfer heat

amlDlelrlt air, efficiencies more than 100 percent are possible~ Results of the first set

of tests found efficiencies of approximately 125 percent, with higher efficiencies in warm

climates lower efficiencies in cold climates (OR! 1991)& Based on these results, an

efficiency of 125 percent upstate and 135 percent downstate was assumed4
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In addition to systems listed in Table 2-22, one additional new heating system was

modeled, front-end boilers for multifamily buildings with hot-water distribution systems. In

many multifamily buildings a single boiler, sized for the peak load, provides heat. At peak load

conditions the efficiency of the boiler may be acceptable, but at part-load conditions the

efficiency plummets~ To address this situation a small, high-efficiency boiler can be installed

to meet a building's lOad under part load conditionss The building's controls are wired to fire

the new "front-end" boiler first, and then, when the need for heat exceeds this boiler's capacity,

switch to the larger existing boiler. A Minnesota field study (Lobenstein et at. 1991) of this

measure found average savings of approximately 15 percent in buildings that started out with

atmospheric bOIlers and approximately 705 to 10 percent, depending on how outliers are treated,

for buildings with power-burner boilers (efficiency 80 percent+)..

Based on these results, front-end boilers were modeled as follows: For the maximum

case, presuming an atmospheric boiler, the AFUE was increased by 10 percent and the DHW

energy factor by 12 percent.& This resulted in approximately 15 percent savings in the maximum

ca~'j'1nt'l'~ cases for high-rise and low-rise apartments.. For the minimum savings cases, the base

case waS assumed to be power vented, thus the AFUE was increased by 10 percent but the

DHW remained the same as the base casee Since baseline DHW efficiency is good, little

efficiency improvement is expected~ The resulting savings ranged from 7 .. 5 to 10 percent ..

f4uipment costs and savings assume that heating systems are properly sized -- heat loads

purposes were determined by REM Design"

examining the costs and savings of heating system improvements, the analysis

focused on the incremental costs and savings compared to the next most efficient

For example, costs and savings for the near-condensing systems were compared to

conforming systems, and the engine driven heat pump'was compared to a condensing

assumption underlying this treatment is that these measures would be installed

existing equipment was replaced, and so the key factor is the added costs and savings of

measure relative to the equipment .. that would otherwise be installedo
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However, there were two exceptions -- the NAECA-conforrning systems and the front

end boiler. The NAECA-eonforming systems were modeled in two ways: as a retrofit measure,

replacing functioning but inefficient existing equipment, and as a replacement measure when the

existing equipment is being replaced. When installed as a retrofit measure, since a new heating

system would not otherwise be needed, the cost of the efficiency improvement is the full cost

of the new system. When installed as a repl~ment measure, since a new heating system must

be purchased, and since a NAECA-eonforming system is the least expensive system on the

market, the incremental cost for the efficiency improvement is zero& The front-end boiler was

modeled as a retrofit measure and all costs and savings relative to the existing system were

included in the- analysis~

Heating System Retrofits

Several heating system retrofit measures were examined for this project, but ultimately

only furnace derating was included in the analysisG Electronic ignition and vent dampers were

investigated, but found to be less cost-effective than new NAECA-conforming heating systems

that contained these measures or their equivalent (ieee many new furnaces feature sealed

combustion that functions much as a vent damper)~ While these other retrofit measures may be

cost-effective in inefficient heating systems that will remain in use for many years, in order to

avoid double-counting of savings, these other retrofit measures were not analyzede

Furnace derating applies to oversized furnaces.a When a furnace is oversized it cycles

on more which seasonal efficiency.. Oversizing is common in homes where

equipment was selected using guesswork and not sizing calculations, and in homes that have

been weatherized, thereby reducing peak heat demands and the need for a large heating system~

JI'JwP'_JL_"".~&AA reduces the firing rate by installing smaller orifices, extra baffles and a vent restrictor

to through the heat exchanger and vent, permitting air to be adequately

lower firing rate.. Derating must be done by a skilled technician with special

UQJl..IUU..Jl.ilJ; because sloppy derating can lead to safety and equipment problems including incomplete

combustion, draft spillage, and heat-exchanger corrosion (Adams 1979)l8
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Due to these safety issues, derating may be more trouble than the savings justify. As

existing systems are replaced with NAECA-eonfonning systems, oversizing becomes less of an

issue because the sealed combustion systems used in most NAECA-conforming units reduce the

inefficiencies of cycling. Field studies by NYSERDA (Adams 1979), Rochester Gas and

Electric (Whitlock 1978) and the gas industry's Space Heating Efficiency Improvement Program

(Macriss et ale 1980) indicate savings from derating of approximately 8· percent excluding

savings from adjusting furnace fans and ~ermostat anticipatorse Based on these results, 8

percent savings were assumed in the maximum savings case (which was modeled by increasing

AFUE by from 65 percent to 71 percent) and 0 percent savings were assumed in the minimum

savings case.

Distribution System Measures

~even distribution system measures were examined for this study: duct insulation, pipe

insulation for hot water and steam systems, duct sealing, zoning hot water and warm air

distribution systems, and main line air vents for steam systems multifamily buildings~

Savings from duct insulation were modeled using REM Design~ Two different options

were examined: R-3 and R-6 insulation.. For the analysis it was assumed that only exposed ducts

in. the basement would be retrofit.

Savings from pipe insulation were calculated using the ASHRAE bin method (ASHRAE

These calculations assumed that exposed basement pot water pipes are insulated with

3/400 slip-on foam insulation and that steam pipes are insulated with 2 1/4" of fiberglass

insulation 0 savings are 60 78 million BTU per 150 linear feet of hot water pipe and 55

150 linear feet of steam pipe.. The savings from hot water pipe insulation are

on 3 percent of space heating energy usee These savings were modeled by

Inc:realSll1lf! delivery efficiency from 94 percent to 97 percent. The savings from steam pipe

insulation (approximately 8 percent) are higher than field experience (approximately 5 percent

savings -- Katrakis 1989)* While the poor field ex rience was probably due to incomplete

coverage or poor insulation performance, in an effort to be conservative, we reduced our savings
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estimate to 5 percents This was modeled as an increase in delivery efficiency from 61 percent

to 64 percent.

Recent studies have shown that leaks from duct systems contribute to large energy losses.

Techniques have been developed to seal many of these leaks, reducing losses and saving energy

(palmiter and Brown 1989, Lambert and Robigson 1989, Modera 1989, Proctor 1991). For the

analysis we assumed that duct leakage is 33 percent of total infiltration based on the studies cited

previously and that sealing ducts reduces duct leakage by 15 percent. A 15 percent reduction

in duct leakage is a conservative estimate of the minimum reduction likely in a duct-sealing

program. Recent pilot programs have shown average reductions of nearly 60 percent (proctor

1991), but these houses had attic and crawl space ducts, situations that result in high duct

leakage$ It is likely that reductions of 30 percent or more could occur in houses with basements,

although no field studies have been reported9

Most warm-air and hot-water distribution systems treat the entire house as one zone, and

when heat is needed in one room, the entire house is heated~ Substantial energy can be saved

by dividing the house into two or more zones, typically one zone for the bedrooms (which

primarily need heat at night) and one zone for public areas such as the living room, kitchen, etc~

With warm-air systems, zoning is accomplished by adding mechanized dampers at key points

the distribution systemo The dampers are controlled by thermostats in each zoneo In addition,

the zoning system requires reducing the air flow when heat is needed in only one zone which

usually done by reducing the fan speed $ With hot-water systems, zone values are added at

points in valves are controlled by thermostats in each zone~

Zoning is not applicable to all homes, for some cases the distribution system is set up in ways

that make zoning overly expensive, , bedrooms and public areas are mixed on a single

__&,IIl..II.&&""" can produce energy saving ranging from 12 percent to 30 percent. A 1991 review

studies concluded that a 20 percent savings could be projected for splitting a forced air

(!1.T~ltp~ into two zones in a cold climate (Andrews and Modern 1991)0 A field study in Iowa

,\..IlII.a!l'AIl.,_A"'_'lioIIIld~aa 1982) found savings of 16 to 21 percent over two years comparing electric baseboard
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(fully zoned) and electric furnaces (one zone). For the analysis, savings were estimated at 19

percent based on the average of these different savings estimates.

In apartment and brownstone buildings with steam distribution systems, significant

savings can be achieved by properly venting the mainline of the distribution system. Most

systems in the field are improperly vented, wbich slows the flow of heat to distant apartments,

resulting in overheating some apartments to achieve proper heating in the distant apartments.

Installing new, larger vents can reduce energy use by up to 20 percent, with a midpoint

reduction in one field study of approximately 10 percent (Katrakis 1989)Q This efficiency

improvement was mode~ed by increasing distribution efficiency from 61 percent to 68 percentG

Control Measures

Four heating system control measures were examined: setback thermostats, thermostatic

steam valves, furnace fan and thermostat adjustment, and modulating boiler water temperature$

Two setback thermostat options were modeled, a 50 F and a 100 F setback$ Homes not

currently setting back their thermostats were split evenly between these two measures9 Savings

were based on a simulation and field study conducted by Honeywell that estimated 6 percent and

10 percent savings Buffalo (for 50 F and a 100 F setback) and 8 percent and 12 percent in

New York City (Nelson and MacArthur 1 8)$

Thermostatic steam valves sense the temperature in a room and stop steam flow to the

radiator serving that room when the setpoint temperature is reached" Steam' systems are difficult

to balance with result that some rooms often overheat.. Thermostatic valves prevent this

S"""''''~Jlf''''''~'''''' thereby saving energyo Field studies indicate that this measure produces savings of 6

space heating energy use (Katrakis 1989) .. These savings were modeled by increasing

efficiency from 61 percent to 65 percent~

Several studies have found that furnace fan thermostats are often set too high and thus

heat the furnace plenum is wasted and not moved to the living space (Proctor and Mills
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1987)1l In addition, the anticipator on thermostats is often improperly set, which leads to

overshooting the desired setpoint on each furnace cycle. Proper adjustment of these controls,

as well as basic furnace maintenance can produce energy savings of approximately 8 percent

according to several Colorado field studies (proctor and Mills 1987)., These savings were

modeled by increasing the furnace AFUE from 65 percent to 71 percent.

Most hydronic boilers maintain a boiler water temperature of 160 to 1800 F or higher

regardless of the need for heat. While temperatures at this level are needed for cold days, on

warmer days, boiler water temperatures can be lowered, reducing heat loss from the boiler and .

distribution system. Boiler water temperature can be modulated in several ways including

installing an outdoor reset control, which varies boiler water temperature based on outside

temperature, or by wiring the boiler so that boiler water temperature is allowed to drop until a

sustained call· for heat (e.. go a call for heat that cannot be met by just turning the circulation

pump on) triggers the burner (proctor 1987)G The reset control is best for multifamily buildings

when several apartments are served by the same boiler while the latter system is generally less

expensive, and results in greater savings, in single-family homes (proctor 1987, Hydronics

Institute undated)0 Field studies of outdoor reset controls indicate savings of approximately 9

to 12 percent (Howett 1988) and a Colorado field study found average savings from rewiring

boilers of 12~4 percent (proctor 1987)0 Based on these field studies, 11 percent savings were

assumed which was modeled by increasing AFUE from 65 percent to 73 percent..

Hot

Hot water efficiency measures include more efficient water heaters, measures that reduce

system losses, and measures that reduce hot water demandG Costs and lifetimes for these

measures are summarized in Table 2-230 Table 2-24 provides the proportion of homes for which

measure appropriate<&
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Table 2-23. Summary of Water Heating Measure Costs and Lifetimes.

Measure Cost Uoiu W'etime Sources/Notes

More Efficient Water Heaten

Storage water healer - .54 EF 425 Full COlt 12 Wilson &. Moml 1991

Storage water heater - .65 EF 75 Increment 12 WillOn &. Mom! 1991

Instantaneous water healer 650 Increment 20 Wilson &, Moml 1991

BoilerlDHW Combo System~ per bldg

Low-Rise 3000 Increment 20 SSE estimate based on Wen-McLain 1992

High-Rise 6000 Increment 20

Reduce System Losses

Pipe insulation 1.64 ft 15 NEES 1990, Goettz &. Hirst 1986

Tank wrap - R-6 27 per home 6 Energy Investment 1992

Demand controller 1400 per bldg. 15 Lobenstein et 81. 1992

Reduce Hot Water Use

Low-flow shower & faucet 30.50 per shower 10 N~ES 1990, Goeltt &. Hirst 1986

Honz. axis washing machine 175 Increment 14 Nadel et al. 1992

Notes:

1e Lifetimes based on engineering judgement by the project team&

boiler/DHW combination and the demand controller are only applied to the apartment
buildingss
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MeaSUlre Applicability Assumptions -- Water Heating Measures: All Prototypes.

N
I
~
-...J

II LILCo BUG NFG

Already Can be Already Can be Already Can be
Measure losWied installed Installed ImtaUed InstaDed Installed Sources/Notes

More Efficient Water Heatera

Storage war. hlr. - .54 Ef 40% 60% 40% 60% 40% 60% ACEEE estimate based on Kenny 1989.

Storage wtr. hte. - 65 EF 6% 89% 6% 89% 6% 89%

Instantaneous water heater 5~ 80% S% 80% 5% 80% SSE estimate

Boiler/DHW Combo System

Lowrise 5% 45% 5% 45% 5% 45% ACEEE estimate

Highrise NA NA 15% 60% NA NA ACEEE estimate

Reduce System Losses

Pipe insulation 50% 50% SO% 50% 50% 50% BUG 1991

Tank wrap - R-6 77% 22% Si% 30% 30% 70% BUG 1991, LILCo 1991, MFG 1991

Demand controller 10% 80% 10% 80% 10% 80% ACEEE estimate

Reduce Hot Water Use

Low- now shower & faucet 30% 10% 30% 10% 30% 70% SSE estimate

Horiz-axis washing mach. 5% 92% S% SS% 5% 39% ACEEE estimate based on clothes dryer aatuations
• 1.2 where 1.2 is the ratio of clothes washers
to dryers in the U.S.

Notes:

1~ The boiler/DHW combination system and the demand controller are applied only to the high-rise and low-rise apartment buildings.

2~ For the low-rise, percentages given here for the tank wrap, storage water heaters, and instantaneous water heater were divided
by two since we assume that only half the low-rise apartment buildings have stand-alone water heaters.



More Efficient Water Heaters

Four improved-efficiency water heaters were examined: a 54 percent efficient stand

alone water heater (as measured by DOE tests for "energy factor"); a 65 percent efficient stand

alone heater; an instantaneous water heater; and a boiler/hot water combination sys~m<J

Stand-alone heaters are the -most common system in New York homes today 9 Under

NAECA new water heaters must have an energy factor (EF) of approximately 0.54 (the exact

required EF varies with water heater size)o The 54 percent efficient water heater was modeled

as a zero cost option at time of equipment replacement, and as a full-cost retrofit option (see the

discussion on replacement heating systems for a fuller discussion of these issues)$ For the 65

percent efficient water heater, incremental costs and savings relative to the 54 percent efficient

model were analyzed&

alternative to the stand-alone system is the instantaneous water heater.. These systems

no storage, so heat losses from the storage tank are eliminated.. The burner fires only

when there is a demand for hot water; the water is heated as it flows through the water heater.

Energy factors for these systems are approximately 70 percent (Wilson and Morrill 1991). All

of these units have pilot lights, and adding electronic ignition would improve efficiency further.

For this measure incremental costs and savings were modeled relative to the 65 percent EF

stand-alone heater~ -

In buildings where hot water is provided by the main boiler, considerable

energy wasted when the inefficient boiler operates all .. summer -- annual water heating

efficiencies of 40 to percent appear to be typical (Ludwig 1989). Purchase of a high

,Qo1l''''r'll.t'lIA,n~", boiler dedicated to hot water, combined with an insulated storage tank to store this

hot can produce substantial energy savingsG For example, one field study found that this

measure increased annual water heating efficiency to 65 percent (park and Kelly 1989)e The

InSUla.tea storage tank is useful because it reduces boiler cycling due to lower heat loss, and

because small demands for hot water do not trigger the boiler on. Savings for this measure were

calculated by changing the water heating efficiency from 43 percent to 65 percent. This measure
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was applied in the high-rise apartment and in half the low-rise apartments; the other half were

assumed to use stand-alone water heaters.

This measure can also be used in single-family homes with high-efficiency boilers;

however, tests by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) found an Energy

Factor of 0.65, the same as a high-efficiency _stand-alone hea~r (park and· Kelly 1989)0 This

system is more expensive than a stand-alone heater (Wilson and Morrill 1991) and was dropped

from the analysis of single-family homes.

Reduced System Losses

Four retrofit measures were examined that reduce system losses from hot water systems:

tank wrap, pipe wrap, circulation loop demand controls, and check valveso

Tank wrap reduces heat loss from the hot water storage tanko Savings for R-6 tank wrap

were modeled using REM Design..

Pipe wrap reduces standby losses from hot water pipes.. Savings were based on measured

results from the Hood River ConseIVation Project which had an average savings of 9"9 percent

water heating energy use (Berry et ~G 1987)~ These results are similar to results using an

~1>aall'_.a.Ji.1f>"'.IIf,&llI.& developed by California Energy Commission (1985)0

In multifamily an effort reduce the time for hot water to reach individual

apartments, hot water is often continuously pumped through a loop that runs throughout the

building;; While such an arrangement is useful while people are awake, operating this loop at

at temperature promotes heat loss from the pipes" An electronic control that

rnA1l"lIl"'lint""ll'7A~«:' building hot water demand patterns and reduces hot water loop temperatures during

hot water demand, can produce substantial energy savings~ A Minnesota field

found average hot water savings of 16 percent from this measure.. These savings were

modeled by increasing the water heating efficiency in buildings that obtain hot water from the

boiler (the high-rise and half of the low-rises) from 43 percent to 51 percent$
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Standby losses from water heaters include convection losses through the pipes

immediately above the water heater. Hot water in the storage tank rises into the pipes.. Heat

is lost from the pipes, causing the water to cool and fall back into the storage tank.. Th~se losses

can be largely eliminated using check valves that permit water to flow in only one direction..

Since convective cycles require flow in both directions, the one-way valves arrest the convective

cycle. Check valves are most economically installed when equipment is replaced. However,

most new 65 percent water heaters already have check valves. To prevent double-counting

savings, this measure was dropped.

Reduced Hot Water Use

The ·simplest way to lower water heating energy demand is to reduce the amount of hot

water used.. For this study, two measures were analyzed: low-flow showerheads and aerators

to cut shower and faucet hot water flows, and horizontal axis clothes washers (for reducing hot

water used to wash clothes~

Savings for the low-flow showerheads and faucet aerators were estimated based on the

results of the Hood River Conservation Project which found average savings of 10.. 7 percent

(Berry et al0 1987)0 These savings were modeled by reducing hot water demand by IDe 7

percent~

More 95 percent clothes washers the UoS .. are top-loading units that spin on

a vertical axis~ wash clothes, the wash tub must be filled so that all clothes are covered ..

Europe the dominant type of washer is the horizontal-axis machine.. Horizontal-axis machines

reduce hot water use more than 50 percent because the washtub is only partially filled.. With

each rotation of the tub, clothes are dipped in the water at the bottom of the half-filled tub ..

horizontal-axis units are front-loading machines, but some units can be loaded through a

on To use the top-loading feature, a user first opens a conventional top-loading door,

but the user must alsq open a second door in the rotating metal drum$ In the U"S$'

Frigidaire manufactures horizontal-axis units, but all these units are front-loaders.. Staber

Industries plans to introduce a top-loading horizontal axis machine to the U<>S~ market 19940
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In addition to saving energy and water, horizontal axis machines also create less wear and tear

on clothes, use less detergent, and may do a better job cleaning clothes than a vertical axis unit

(Nadel et al6 1992)9 Savings for this measure were estimated by multiplying the proportion of

hot water used for clothes washing (26 percent-Bancroft et ale 1991) by a 69 percent reduction

from using horizontal-axis machines (Lebot et ala 1990)0

COQkin& Measures

Opportunities for reducing· gas used for residential cooking were modeled based on a

typical cooktop and oven that uses 53 therms/yeare This figure is based on estimates compiled

by Meier et al'l (1983) and adjusted for two factors: (1) penetration of electronic ignition

(required in New York State since 1980, which means that given the typical 18 year life of this

equipment, two-thirds of the units probably have these devices), and (2) a 17 percent average

decline in cooking energy use over the past decade due to greater use of microwaves,

convenience foods, and eating out (Quantum Consulting 1988, Van Lierop and Parris 1988,

Berkeley Solar Group and Xenergy 1990) $

Opportunities for more efficient cooking are limited'l For this study full saturation of

electronic ignition, infrared gas impingement burners, and convection ovens were investigated ..

is required on all new ranges and ovens.. Electronic ignition

eliminates n for a pilot light, thereby saving gas 'I This is a zero cost measure when

replaced0 Savings of 40 therms come from Meier et at. (1983)0 This measure

applies the 33 percent of homes that do not presently have ranges with electronic ignition0

&~YA~'V7Jl.JalLBl.a data on this measure is provided in Table 2-25~

AA4ll.If.,IS.-.,m.""...__ '_AAl!l._AWV burn more efficiently than conventional burners, reducing energy use

n..Q'l!r"~AlIl"'li" according to one GRI study (1984)0 Infrared burners for commercial sector

4'Jl'V"ltll""&m1!~'f"lt'1I,..,.n«'l are now on the market (see Chapter 4)'1 However, residential units have not been

commercialized due to the high cost of the technology~ Thus, this measure was not analyzed~
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Table 2-25'. Summary of Cooking and Clothes Drying Measure Costs, Lifetimes and Measure Applicability Assumptions.

Already Can be Sources/Notes
Measure Cost Units Lifetime Installed Installed

Cookin&

Electronic SO Incremental . 18 67~% 33$% Wilson & Morrill 1991,
ignition ACEEE est. based on NY

elec. ignition law

Clothes DryinC

Electronic SO Incremental 17 67 33 DOE 1990, ACEEE est.
ignition based on NY eleco ignition

law

Automatic SO Incremental 17 60 40 ACEEE est.
controls

High-spin speed $60 Incremental 14 0 100.% Nadel, et at~ 1992, utility
washer appliance saturation surveys.

~
If')

I
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Steam convection ovens are being developed by GR! to compete with microwave ovens~

Prototype units have been developed which circulate steam in the oven chamber, resulting in

cooking times approaching those of microwave ovens (McFadden et at. 1991)$ However,

reports are that this measure results in little or no energy savings compared to standard gas

ovens (Rosenquist 1992) and thus this measure was drop~ from further analysis<o

Opportunities for reducing the gas used for clothes drying were modeled assuming a gas

dryer that consumes 43 therms annually ~ rttis figure comes from an analysis by Meier et al$

(1983) adjusted for an assumed 67 percent penetration of electronic ignition (required in New

York since 1980) and also adjusted to reflect a 28 percent reduction the number of washloads

per family over the past decade (DOE 1990)$ Three options to reduce drying energy were

investigated: full saturation of electronic ignition, use of automatic cycle termination controls,

and use of high spin-s clothes washers& Data on each of these measures is summarized

Table 2-25*

Electronic ignition is required on all new dryers0 Thus, this is a zero cost measure when

equipment is replaced & This measure applies to the 33 percent of homes that do not

presently have dryers with electronic ignitione Savings of 30 therms comes from Meier et aL.

(1983)0

are operated a cycle-the user estimates the amount of time

needed to dry the clothes and the dryer operates for the user-selected time interval.. If the

clothes are not dry at the end of the cycle, the timer is reset so that drying may continueo If the

'WAVt.I.S."'W' d the end of the cycle, the dryer continues to operate until the end of the cycle,

wasting energy.. Automatic controls which sense either temperature or moisture level can

__'lo''''''.... "."<l>.~""dlI"_ when clothes are dry and turn the dryer off, eliminating this source of energy waste..

controls reduce dryer energy use an average of 12 percent (DOE 1990)<& As of 1994, this

be required on all new dryers as a result of minimum efficiency standards recently
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promulgated by the U.S. Department of Energy. Thus, this measure was modeled as a zero cost

measure when the equipment is replaced.

Dryer energy use can be reduced by reducing the water content of clothes before they

are put in the dryer" Moisture content can be reduced by changes to clothes. washer spin cycles.

The spin cycle in standard 'American clothes washers is at a speed of approximately 600 rpm and

this cycle reduces the moisture content of the load from 100 percent to approximately 70

percent. Typically laundry with 70 percent water content is moved to a dryer to reduce the

moisture content to 2.5 - 5 percent (Shepard et ale 1990). However, a study by the National

Institute of Science and Technology (NIS1) found that to reduce moisture content of a typical

laundry load from 70 percent to 40 percent, a spin cycle is approximately 70 times more energy

efficient (requires 1/70th the energy) as a dryer thermal cycle.. Thus, using a spin cycle to

reduce moisture content to 40 percent reduces dryer energy use by approximately 40 percent.

Increasing spin speed to 850 rpm can do this without vibration or major redesign (NIST 1981).

High spin speeds are common in Europe; many machines have spin speeds of more than ~OO

and some machines have spin speeds as high as 1500 rpmo The cost of modifying clothes

washers to increase spin speed is approximately $60 (Nadel et alo 1992)~

RESULTS

Results an ysis for each utility and each building type are summarized in Tables

through 2-42. These tables also list opportunities for improving the efficiency of ranges

Tables 2-26 2-30 cover LILCo; Tables 2-31 through 2-37 cover BUG; and

Tables 2-38 through 2-42 cover NFG ..

Measures are listed different categories: mandated measures (high efficiency

1l'"C"..,.ll~,f"iIl.c~.on'i1' equipment mandated under existing Federal appliance efficiency standards), potential

measures (non-mandated measures that are potential targets for utility DSM programs),

ditional measures which were examined, but due to their high CSG, are beyond the

calibration int established by the "best case" analysis of interactive savings (see discussion on

Within each category, measures are listed in order of cost of saved gas, starting with
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zero-cost measures and progressing to increasingly costly measures. In the tables, five different

types of data are reported.

First, savings are listed for each measure for homes that can implement each measure.

Both unadjusted savings and adjusted savings are reported. Unadjusted savings are the savings

estimated by REM Design and other models,- before the various calibration steps. Adjusted

savings include the effects of the calibration adjustments. Adjusted savings are calibrated to

actual gas sales of each utility and are adjusted to fully reflect the interactions between measures

and hence eliminate any double-counting of savings.

Second, savings in the average home (weighted average of homes that can and cannot

implement each measure) are reported<t Average savings are the product of adjusted savings

from homes implementing the measure multiplied by the proportion of homes that can implement

the measure (from Tables 2-15, 2-16, 2-20, 2-21, 2-24, and 2-25)$

savings in all homes of each type (e.go all ranch-style homes) are reported ..

Savings represent the product of average savings per home times the number of homes (Tables

through 2-12)0

cumulative savings from each measure and all preceding measures are reported

two forms -- thousands of decatherms DTh = 10 therms = one million BTUs) and as a

percentage total gas use by each type of building ..

cost saved gas is reported for the four different sensitivity cases -- 0

__& __",II,'lI.", 25 percent, 50 percent and 75 percent program costs. The cost of saved gas is based

on measure costs reported Tables 2-14, 2-18, 2-19, 2-23, and 2-25. In these tables, the

50% cost case is the reference case and is the primary focus of subsequent discussions &
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Table 2-26. Savings aDd Leve1iJJed Coat by Measure - LD..Co. Colooial.

Savina' in Homes
hDplemenuD&

Mcuure (tberms)

Uudistd.. Adiustd.

Cumulative
Saviql in Savina. SaviOS:S Cumulative

AVC1IIIIe in 011 in all Savings
Home Homes Homes 1M % of

(therm.) (1000 DTbl (1000 DTh) Bldl Type

Cost of Saved Gas (SIDTh)

Repleoe W81er bealer-.54 EP
Replace ful"D&Cle-7841 AFUE
Replace lte&m boiler-7S %
Reolace hvdronic boiler - 80"

POTEN11dL rmuTYMfASC/RES
-Btue (0' VlUJtv Measures
SetMdc thermostat - 10
SetMdc thermostal - .5
DHW pipe iDlUlaUou
bt.filtnltion - 1-> .35
Furuce - 85" AfUE·
SteIUD boiler· 82%..
Low-flow sbower and faucet
lDtiltration- .15- > .35
Tuk wt1Ip - R-6
Storaae W8ter bealer-.6S EPIY
Boiler tcmpetlltUre modulll1l1ion
Pipe iuulaUon (Iteam)
Attic insulation - 1.0- > R30
Two zoaea - hydron.ic
InfiltnWon - .5- > .35
Seal dueu
Baaement wWl insulation-KIt
Modulating furnaae·
Denate Nf'DfiIOC
Attic insulation - RS- >RJO
Fut'lJQOC full-stat edj
Retro Il.eWD boiler-15 %
Hori:r.ootal-ws washing machine·
Pipe insulation (hydron.ic)
Wall insulation - Rt3 oellulO$lle
ThermosUlitic .Iteam valvC*
Retro furnace-78% ArnE
Hydronic boiler - 849£
1Wo~lJ-wr

Duet insulation - Ro- > R3

48
339
594
258

199
132
39

398
121
203
43

255
49
6S

135
130
479
246
100
29

147
135
114
245
123
594
58
37

323
168
339

53
308

84

31
221
387
168

130
86
26

259
83

132
28

166
32
42
88
IS

312
160
6S
19
95
88
74

159
80

387
38
24

210
109
221

35
201
55

19
36
43
47

34
22
13
26
17
2.S
19
75
1

38
33
5

112
43
23
3

24
10
12
21
13
43
35
4

95
16
36
17
24
6

251
478
S74
633

453
300
171
348
228
335
260
669
94

504
446

73
1509
580
307
43

321
130
167
278
180

eUlI

464
53

1272
218

$.
224
324

74

251
729

1.302
1 935

o
453
753
924

1.273
1...soo
1.835
2.096
2.764
2.858
3.363
3.809
3.882
5.391
5.971
6.278
6.321
6.641
6.771
6.938
1.216
7.397
7.391
7.861
7.914
9.186
9.404
9,404
9.627
9.951

10.025

2"
3%
4fi

'"7"
8".
9~

12~

13,.
15%
17"
17"
24%
27"
28"
28%
30%
30%

31 "
32"
33"
33"
35"
35%
41%
42%

42"
43%
45%
45%

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.36
0.55
0.61
1.09
1.25
1.30
1.40
1.42
1.64
1.96
2.14
2.17
2.35
2.39
2.74
3.05
3.33
3.34
3.41
4.08
4.24
4.52
4.60
4.77
5.11
5.74
5.15
5.79
6.34
6.13

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0045
0.69
0.76
1.36
1.56
1.63
1.74
1.17
2.04
2.45
2.68
2.71
2.94
2.98
3043
3.81
4.16
4.17
4.26
5.10
5.30
S.6S
5.75
5.97
6.39
7.17
7.19
7.24
7.92
8.42

0.00
0.00
0.00
OJ)O

0.S4
0.82
0.91
1.63
1.87
1.95
2.09
2.13
2045
2.94
3.21
3.26
3.53
3.58
4.11
4.58
4.99
5.01
5.12
6.12
6.36
6.79
6.90
7.16
7.67
8.60
8.63
8.68
9.51

10.10

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.64
0.96
1.06
1.91
2.18
2.28
2.44
2.48
2.86
3043
3.75
3.80
4.12
4.18
4.80
5.34
5.82
5.84
5.97
7.15
7.42
7.92
8.05
8.36
8.95

10.04
10.07
10.13
11.09
11.79

ADDmONAL MEASURES BEYOND CAllBRATlON POrNT IN mE ANALYSIS
Gas cagine beat pump 351 229 55
Auic insulation - Rll- >R30 115 75 19
B.uement ceiling insulation-R18 160 104 14
Duet iDsulatiOD • R.3- >16 60 39 1
WtaDUI.DeOU& W8ler bealer 2J 15 12
Basement ceiling ilUulfAtion-R19 121 83 37
Retro bydronic boiler - 80% 258 168 41
Fumeoe - 91 % AFUE$ 92 60 7
Storm wiDdo\iva 29S 192 32
Retro water beater-.54 EF 48 J1 19
Attic insull.tioc - R19- > RJO 38 25 3

731
251
182
90

159
SOl

IIIlItI

89
426

311

43

10.763
11,,014
11.196
11.286
11.445
11.946
11.946
12.035
12.460
12,,460
12.504

6.80
1.24
1.40
1.77
1.96
9.31
9.86
9.93

12.39
15.0S
17.41

8.50
9.05
9.25
9.11
9.95

11.64
12.32
12.41
15.49
18.82
21.84

10.20
10.86
11.11
11.65
11.94
13.97
14.79
14.90
18.59
22.58
26.21

11.90
12.67
12.96
13.59
13.93
16.29
17.25
11.38
21.69
26.34
30.51

Notes:
~reJJ to be implemented U lime ofequipment replacement.
$~ where meuute8 &DIIllyzed for both replacement ud retrofit uppliClliou and for which savings from more

expeuive srpplieatioo :J'JefOed out to pteVeDt doubJe..couDting of aaviDgs.
$$~easure.s that vAll ~lt in lOme MlViDla. but after more cost-effective measures are implemented fint.

these :rJ.'leIUUfCS winsca:aerally Dot be within the prediaed nm.ge of long-RID avoided QOSU.

See ureoeedina text for emlfWltion of each column in this table.
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Teble 2-27. Seviql lltDd Levelizd Cost by Meuure - ULCo. I.taDch..

Saviql in HOIDU Cumulative
Implemeatiq Sevina. in SaviIl8' Sevina' Cumulative Cost of Saved Gas (SIDTh)

Measure (thenDa) Averap in 1111 intdl &wina'
Home Homes Homea ufJ,of Program Costs

UD&disad. Adiuatd. (therma) (1000 DTh) (1000 DTh) BldaType NODe 25% SO% 75%

1,,._.-
1tcp1acle ful'lM8Ol>78" APUE 153 194 31 214 214 2" 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Repl~hydtollic boiler - 80% 209 160 45 309 523 5" 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
~.l8ocSteal boiler-75" 524 401 44 30S 828 8" 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
IfCep1acle \lIIItA:r beIIer-.54 EP 48 37 22 151 979 10% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

POTEN/J4 UfIlla MEASURES
-Bt1.selor UIUUY MetISIU'U
Setbedt thcrmOltllt - 10 157 120 31 215 215 2% 0.39 0.49 0.59 0.69
DH;W pipe iDlUIltiOD 39 30 15 103 318 3% 0.51 0.64 0.71 0.90
Setbedt thermO&Ult • .5 104 80 21 142 48) 5" 0..59 0.74 0.89 1.04
Iafiltnlioa - 1- > .35 298 228 13 157 617 6% 0.99 1.24- 1.49 1.73
Low-flOVI ahowerhead 8£ t8uczt 43 33 23 157 774 8" 1.19 1.48 1.78 2.08
Stearn boiler • 82"· 179 137 26 178 952 9" 1.25 1.57 1.88 2.19
Teak wnp - R-6 50 38 8 58 1.010 10% 1.36 1.70 2.05 2.39
Fumac:e • as" APt.1E* 99 75 15 106 1.116 11 " 1.37 1.71 2.05 2.40
Inftltndon- .75. > .35 186 143 64 294 1.410 14% 1.45 L81 2.17 2.53
Pipeiuulatioa (atam) 115 88 6 38 1,448 14" 1.57 1.97 2.36 2.75
Stotaae WIII&er beller-.6S BP$ 60S 50 44 303 1.752 17" 1.67 2.09 2.50 2.92
Attic inauillioo • 1.0-> R30 S40 414 149 1,024 2.776 27" 1.86 2.32 2.78 3.25
Dereae fut1UlllCle 93 71 12 82 2.859 28% 1.98 2.48 2.97 3.47
BuemeDt wall iuutlllticm-Rli 195 149 37 256 3.115 31 " 2.12 2.66 3.19 3.72
Boiler temperature modutatiOt\ 102 78 29 202 3.317 33% 2.42 3.03 3.63 4.24
Seal duaa 23 18 3 21 3.338 3341 2.63 3.29 3.95 4.61
Two t.oDeI - hydromc 184 141 38 262 3.599 35% 2.71 3.39 4.06 4.74
InfiIU1llion • •5- > .35 71 55 19 132 3,731 3741 2.81 3.51 4.21 4.91
Attic insuhwo.o • Jt5. > R30 288 220 29 197 3.928 39~ 3.09 3.86 4.63 S.41
Horizontal·axil wubing macwoell&1 71 55 SO 345 4.273 42% 3.17 3.96 4.75 5.54
Tbermoctldc ItII:am valves 147 113 17 115 4.389 43% 3.70 4.62 5.55 6.47
Pipe iuulltioo (hydronic) 28 21 3 24 4.413 43% 4.07 5.09 6.11 7.13
Modulating fuJ'DllCe$ 88 67 7 51 4.463 44" 4.36 5.44 6.53 7.62
Retto $1eIlm boiler-75" 524 401 44 o. 4.463 44" 4.36 5.45 6.54 7.63
Fu~ fanft-Itat adi 99 76 13 87 4.551 45% 4.48 5.59 6.71 7.83

ADDmONA1 Uli~~'111'1:'SBEYOND CAllBRATlON POlNI'IN THE AM 11~YSJS
Bcuemcntceiling inauhlltioa-R.28 83 64 16 109 4.660 ... 4.98 6.23 7.47 8.72
Wall iuulaion· Rt3 ceUuloee 201 154 69 476 5.137 $801 5.28 6.60 7.92 9.24
Attic insulation .. RII· >RJO 128 98 1S 169 5.305 !$I•• 5.78 1.23 8.67 10.12
Retro furnace·78% AFUE 253 194 31 !$I@ 5.305 ... 6.56 8.20 9.84 11.48

Hyd.ronic boiler - 84"· 40 30 15 100 5,406 ••$ 6.60 8.25 9.90 11.55
Storm willdowa 126 96 16 109 S.51S ... 6.63 8.29 9.95 11.60
I.natutaDCO\UI water be8te~ 23 17 14 96 5.610 .... 6.77 8.46 10.16 11.85
au engine bat pump·' 299 229 5S 378 5,989 ••• 6.79 8.48 10.18 11.88
Two ZOBel .. air 244- 181 22 154 6.143 $.0 6.82 8.52 10.23 11.93
Duet iDlulaUon .. itO- >R.3 47 36 4- lS 6.168 .$Ill 9.23 11.53 13.84 16.14
Duet huulatioo - RJ- >R6 35 21 S 32 6.199 $.1$ 10.21 12.76 IS.31 17.86
Retro byd.ronic boiler· 80" 209 160 45 $. 6.199 $$$ 10.35 12.94 15.S3 18.11
Furnace .. 91 % AFUE$ 71 $it 6 41 6.240 ••1$ 11.06 13.82 16.59 19.35
Retro water .beater-.54 EF 48 37 22 .4 6.240 l\II$18 12.80 16.00 19.21 22.41
Attic iiuuladon - RI9- > R.3O 43 33 4 30 6.210 $$e 13.75 17.18 20.62 24.05
B.uement oeiUwt insul&tion..:R19 86 66 29 203 6.413 $$1i\I 14.94 18.68 22.42 26.15

Notes:
*MC1IlUIUteS to be implemented at time ofequipment repllll!lQCment.
$~ where measures tlD8.lyzed for both replacement and retrofit applications and for which savings from more

expeuive application zroed out to prevent double-couDting or'savings.
@·~res that will result in lOme saviDgI. but after more ooat"C:ffective measures are implemented first ..

lbeIe meuurea willgeoerally not be within the predicted rage of long-nan avoided costs.

~ 1.11~inQ text for cJm18l.Ulion ofeach column in this table.
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Table 2-28. Seviqs 8Dd Levelized Cost by Measure - ULCo, Wood-fntme TOWI'Ahou.IC.

SllviDI' ill HOIDe' Cumulllllive
ImplelDC1l1iq ScviD&aiD Slviq. ScviD&a Cumulative Cost of S8ved Gas (SlOTh)

Meuure (therma) Avenase bUill mall Sevillli
Home Homes Homea u" of Program Coau

UDlBdilt.d. Adiultd. CthenD.) (1000 DTbl (1000 DTb) Blu Type NODe 25% SO% 75%

.. ,-,-
Rc:pllklO ... boiler-7S" 187 145 21 9 9 3" 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Repiaoe WIler~....S4 EP 38 30 18 7 16 5% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Replace lbl'D8OC - 18" AFUE 87 67 11 .$ 21 ,% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
IReplece udtoDicboiler - 80" 15 58 21 9 29 9% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

POTENlIA1,.UJ1lJIYMEASUB.E;S
-Bilsefor VtUiiYMt4fIlre.f 0 0«1
DHW pipe iuulllioo 31 24 12 .$ .$ 1% 0.64 0.80 0.96 1.11
Setback thetmOlUlt - 10 57 44- 12 .$ 10 3" 1.06 1.33 1.59 1.86
Low-flow .hovIetbeed " faucet 34 26 18 8 18 5% 1.47 1.84 2.20 2.57
Setback tbermOitll • .$ 38 29 8 3 21 '" 1.60 2.01 2.41 2.81
Stotage \V8tCr ~r-.65Ef 52 40 36 15 36 10" 2.06 2.58 3.10 3.61
Baea1em wall iauuleti....Rll 79 61 15 6 42 12% 2.12 2.6S 3.19 3.72
TukWftlp - R-6 31 24 .$ 2 44 13% 2.14 2.68 3.22 3.15
IDfiltndoo - 1-> .35 ItS 89 , .. 48 14% 2.22 2.77 3.33 J.88
AtticiDSUllltioo -1.0->R30 - 202 156 56 24- 72 21 " 2.41 3.01 3.61 4.21
Pu~ - 85% AfUE$ 46 36 1 3 7S 22% 2.89 3.61 4.33 5.05
InfiltnlUon- .15- > .35 72 56 25 7 82 24% 2.97 3.71 4.46 5.20
SeaI·ducu 8 6 1 0 82 24% 3.14 3.92 4.71 5.49

Steem boiler· 82"· 64 49 9 4 86 25% 3.41 4.34 5.21 6.08
Pipe iuulllion (1'teUl) 41 32 2 1 81 25" 3.64 4.55 5.46 6.31
Horit.e:Jlltal-wa wuhiq machine 51 44 41 11 104 30% 3.92 4.90 5.88 6.86
Attic insullitioo • R.S- >R30 103 79 10 4 108 32% 4.19 5.24 6.29 7.34
Wan iuul8lion - R,t3 cell. 157 122 55 2J 131 38% 4.53 5.66 6.79 1.93
Denate fut'DaCe 33 25 4- 2 133 399' 5.56 6.95 8.34 9.72
IDfiltnWOD - .5-> .35 21 21 7 3 136 40% 6.10 1.62 9.15 10.61
Boiler tempet1llUre moduiiUoo 39 30 11 oS 141 41 " 6.19 7.74 9.29 10.84
Two ZODeI • bvdronic 71 55 15 6 147 43% 6.91 8.64 10.36 12.09

BEYOND .....,4'" "IlRA-"'IN rUIN. f/V IN~ ANALYSIS
Attic iauulaUOD .. Rl1- >100 48 31 9 4 151 reo. 1.41 9.26 11.12 12.91
Pipe huul81ion (hyd.ronic) 11 8 2 1 iS2 ••$ 8.83 11.04 13.25 15.46
Moduteting furnace- 36 28 3 1 153 $$$ 10.54 13.18 15.81 18.45
Storm 'Willdow. 84 6S 11 4. 158 ••$ 11.08 13.85 16.62 19.39
ThermOltllic Iteam valves 52 41 6 3 160 -.. 11.56 14.45 11.34 20.23
Retro~ boiler-75 % 187 145 21 • $ 160 eo• 12.07 15.09 18.11 21.13
Fumaoe faDJt-SlSllt Ddj 3S 27 .5 2 162 ... 12.38 15.41 18.51 21.66
Buemciltoeiling buulllPltioo-iU9 32 1S 14 6 168 $$$ 15.21 19.01 22.81 26.61
Retro wuer heater-.54 EF 38 30 18 .- 168 $$$ 15.84 19.80 23.76 27.72
HydroDic boiler .. 84"$ IS 12 oS 2 170 .eo 16.18 20.91 25.16 29.36
au eOline beat pump· 111 91 22 9 119 • iiiGIl 17.11 21.38 25.66 29.94
Attic illiulation .. 219-:> RJO 16 12 2 1 180 $.$ 11.92 22.39 26.87 31.35
Two zooes - air 89 69 8 3 184 $$- 18.51 23.14 21.71 32.40
Retro fu~78" AFUE 87 61 11 .* 184 ••• 18.85 23.56 28.28 32.99
Duet iuulahon ... R()... > R3 1 6 1 0 184 .$. 25.96 32.45 38.94 45.43
Retra bydronic boiler· 80% 15 58 21 $1\IlI 184 $.$ 28.51 35.72 42.86 50.00
Duet iMUlatioo - R3- > R,6 5 4 1 0 184- ... 30.48 38.10 45.72 53.35
Fum.aoe • 91 " AFUE$ 25 20 2 1 185 .$. 30.54 38.11 45.81 53.44-
Wtmltaneous we.ter best.e~ 18 14 11 oS 190 $$lIliJ 36.29 45.31 54.44 63.51

Notes:
*MeuureB which will be tlWtomatic::aUy adopted lit time of replacement due to NAECA standards.
lIliJ~ where me:&lurea GlIMlly2lCd for beth replacement and retrofit applications and for whicb savings from more

expensive ~liClliOD zeroed out to pn::ve1U double-counting of ,savings.
$$$MeuufC3 that will remit in some lfJIlVinga, but after more coat-effective measures ere implemented fint.

theae rnc:aaures willgenemlly DOt be within the pred.ided range of long-nan avoided costs.

See Dreoeedin2 text for exnlanetion ofeacb column in this table.
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Table 2-29. Savings aDd I..eveliz.ed Cort by Meuu.re - ULCo. Law-Riae Apartmerat..

SaviDp in Homa Cumulative
Imph:mmtiq SaviDpiD SaviDp SaviDp CumWative COlt of Saved Gr.u (SlOTh)

Mceau.re (tbel'lDl) Averap iDaIl iDall SaviDp
Home Homea Homee .. ~of Program Coats

UDrMlistcl. Adjuatd. (tber1l'J&) (lOOODTh) (1000 DTh) Sieff! Type NODe 2S~ SOSti 7S~

Replace ltam boiler-75" 166 112 32 42 42 6" 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Replace hyclnJaic boiler - 1095 75 51 9 12 SS ." 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
a_lace _tor hoater-.54 EF 29 19 6 8 62 OS' 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

PfllE1:lIWc f/TTlDYMEASUll£S
-1JtfIselor UdliIYMetJSIII"U 0 0"
s-.m Ooiler - 12.· 57 38 "20 27 21 4" 0.29 0.36 0.43 O.SO
MaiD line air Yeats 19 .53 28 36 63 99' 0.34 0.43 0.'2 0.60
DHW pipe iuulatioo 24 16 a 11 '4 11S" 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70
Boiler temperature moduJatioa 40 27 .. 6 19 1295 0.90 1.12 1.3S 1.S7
SetIrlIck thermostat· 10 47 32 ... .5 as 1395 1.03 1.29 1.54 1.10
T_wrap- R-6 SO 34 S 7 91 14" 1.01 1.33 I.W 1.87
Pipe iDlulaticJa (Iteam) 37 2S 3 4 96 141' 1.09 1.36 1.63 1.,90
SJahCldae iuuJati. -R.S 10 6 3 3 99 IS'"' 1.26 1.058 1.90 2.21
Hydtaaic boiler - 84"· l' 10 ... S 104 16" 1.36 1.70 2.04 2.38

iAw-flow abO""Crbead '" faucet 26 17 12 16 120 18" 1..54 1.93 2.31 2.70
Setbackthermoatat - S 31 21 3 4 124 18" 1.56 1.9$ 2.33 2.n
Retroateam boiler-7595 166 112 32 '" 124 1895 2.06 2.5S 3.09 3.61
Attic iaaaubtiOill - ItO-:> R30 90 61 12 IS 139 21" 2.06 2.58 3.09 3.61
Pipe iaaau1mioD (bydrooic) 12 8 1 1 140 21 " 2.11 2.64 3.17 3.70
Storaae water beater-.M EFlIjI 39 26 12 IS IS' 2395 2.17 2.71 3.25 3.19
Hot "'flter demand cootrol 38 26 13 17 17.2 26" 2.21 2.76 3.31 3.86
BoiJer/DHW combiaatioa system$ 49 33 8 10 112 21" 3.01 3.34 4.61 '.38
lnfthratic:JD· .75- > .35 41 21 • 11 193 29" 3.29 4.11 4.93 5.1S
hUaltratioo .. 1- > .35 67 4.S 18 24 211 3295 3.24 4.06 4.11 5.68
Retlo hydroaic boiler - 80SI' 15 51 9 .- 217 32" 3.34 4.18 5.01 S.lS
Attic insulation - RS-:>R30 48 32 13 17 234 3SSi 3.43 4.29 S.lS 6.01

'RJ:'V1')1011l rAt TRR.I.,rI')N rvltv FIr.. ANA.1.YS/S'IV

Froat-ead· boiler 65 44 13 17 251 .. 3.78 4.73 5.67 6.62
HorUODtaJ-ax:iJ wm..dW:aa machiDe@ 43 29 21 35 286 C!l$llI 4.12 5.14 6.17 1.1D
Wall m.ubbon - R13 ceUuJc:lilJe 93 62 9 12 298 .. 4.27 5.34 6.41 1.48
Attic _ulation .. R11->R.JO 21 14 1 2 300 ~ 6.43 8.04 9.64 11.25
Tbermmtatic steam wives 47 32 II 14 314 .. 6.80 8.SO 10.20 11.90
Inatan1aDeow; \l\f.ilter he::at.er* 14- 9 7 10 324 $1IJl'lII 8.80 11.00 13.19 15.39
InfUttatioa ...5- > .35 16 10 3 4 328 .... 9.49 11.86 14.23 16.61
Storm 'WiDd()'\\l§ 69 46 11 14 342 $11M 13.76 17.19 20.63 24.07
Attic insulatioa .. R19-- >R30 7 .5 0 0 342 $lIM 1.5.53 19.41 23.29 27.J8
Retro ""-ilter beater-.54 EF 29 19 6 .. 342 I1IIil$.illI 16.64 20.80 24.95 29.11

Nmes:
·M~ to be implemeuted at time o( equipmeDt replacement..
~ 'Where lDelUurea a.oalyzed for both replacemeat and retrofitapp~ aDd (or 'Which savings from more

expeD8ive applicatiGa zeroed out to prevem doub~t.iD& of sviDp.
@$lIIIMClIII.IU.i"03 tbatwiU result in lOme IilAvmp. but af'1cr m~ coat-e((ective EDelMW'a an: implemcuted ftnt.

these maDUl'e3 will~ DOt be withiD the predicted J'lilIlP of loag-nm avoidedC08ta.
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Table 2-30. Savings and levelized Cost by Measure -- liLCo, Ranges and Dryers.

-- .

Savings in Homes Cumulative
Implementing Savings in Savings Savings Cumulative Cost of Saved Gas ($/DTh)

Measure (therms) Average in aU in alt Savings
Home Homes Homes as % of Program Costs

Unadjstd. A~justd. (therms) (1000 OTh) (1000 OTh) Bldg Type None 25% 50% 75%

MANDA TED MEASURES
Range • electric ignition eo 40 35 12 392 392 16% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Dryer - electric ignition" 30 26 9 195 586 24% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Dryer - auto termination" 4 4 1 31 618 25% 0.00 0.00 O~OO 0.00

POTENTIAL UTILITY MEASURES
BJD!!.spin-speed washer· 13 11 11 256 874 35% 4.50 5.63 6.75 3.38

Notes:
·Measures which will be automatically adopted at time of equipment replacement due to NAECA standards.

.. ..Measures to be implemented at time of equipment replacement.

,---. -_.- Seepreceeding text for explanation of each column in this table.
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Table 2-31. Savina. ad Lt:velizc.d Con by Mcuure - BUG.. Colonial.

Seviql in Homes
Implementing

Meuure (therma)

Uudistd. Adiuud.

Cumulative
Savioal in S8viqa Saviql Cumulative
Avcrase in all in aU Savings
Home Homes Homea u " of

<therma) (1000 DTh) 0000 DTb) Bld2 Type

Colt of Sewed Gu (SIDTh)

Program Cotna
N~ ~% ~% H%

RepIIlCle W81er be&ler-.S4 Ef'
Repll1Cle furucc-78% AFUE
Replece lleaIUD boiler-75~

•ReD11ICe hvclroDic boiler - 80"

P0TENnAlc U1TUTYMEASl/RES
-Base for VtUltvMea.sures
Setbeck thermOlUl1 - 10
DHW pipe iosulSlioo
Setbeck thermOll8t - 5
IDfiltnUoo • 1-> .35
Steam boiler - 82%•
Low-now shower ud faucet
IDfiltnWoo- .75- > .35
Tuk wnrp - R-6
Fumece - 85~ AFUE*
Storage WIller~r...6S BPs
Boiler tempenmate modulation
Pipe insulation (steam)
Attic iDlullidion - R(). > R30
Two zones - hydronic
lDfiltnation - .5- > .35
Seal duets
Basement wall iosulation-Rl1
Modul&1iog furll8Of:*
I.>ent1e furnace
Attic inlulatioo - R.5- > RJO
furnace f8Dll-sw ildj
Horizontal-axis washing machiDiCI$
Pipe insulation (hyclronic)
Retro steam boiler-75%
Wall insulation - R13 celluloae
Thermostatic steam valves
R.etto ful"t\&OlC-78% AFUE
Hydronic boiler - 84%·
Two mnes - air
Duet insulation - 10- >R3
Gaa cngine beal pump·
Attic insulation - ill-> RJO

48
339
594
158

199
39

132
398
203

43
1S5
49

127
6S

135
130
419
246
100
29

147
135
114
245
123
58
37

594
323
168
339

S3
308

84
351
115

33
235
412
179

138
27
91

276
141
29

177
34
88
45
94
90

332
170
70
20

102
93
79

170
85
40
26

412
224
116
235
37

214
59

244
80

20
43

113
19

36
14
24
28
66
21
79
10
20
40
13
14
56
17
24
4

12
12
15
46
16
14-
2

113
67
43
43

7
29
7

66
13

139
298
795
130

252
95

166
194
46S
145
371

71
142
280

92
101
396
119
171
27
85
85

105
321
113
95
11
$If

471
302

$11

-46
202
47

461
89

139
438

1.233
1364

o
252
347
513
707

1.172
1,.316
1.688
1.759
1.130
2.110
2.202
2.303
2.698
2..818
2..988
3.015
3..101
3.186
3..290
3.611
3.724
3.819
3.830
3.830
4.301
4.8>4
4.604
4.650
4.852
4.898
5,.359
5.449

0'1
2%
3%
4%
6%

10%
11%
14%
14%
15%
17%
18%
19%
22%
23%
24%
25%
25%
26%
27%
29%
30%
31%

31 "
31 "
35%
37"
37%
38%
39%
40%
44%
44%

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.49
0.57
0.74
1.03
1.22
1.31
1.34
1.54
1.80
1.85
2.02
2.04
2.21
2.24
2.58
2.87
3.13
3.14
3.21
3.84
3.99
4.33
4.49
4.72
4.81
S.40
5,41
5.44
5.96
6.33
6.39
6.81

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.61
0.71
0.92
1.28
1.53
1.64
1.67
1.92
2.25
2.31
2.52
2.55
2.77
2.81
3.22
3.59
3.91
3.92
4.01
4.80
4.99
S.41
5.61
5.90
6.01
6.74
6.77
6.81
7.45
7.92
7.99
8.51

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.13
0.85
1.11
1.54
1.84
1.97
2.00
2.31
2.70
2.n
3.02
3.06
3.32
3.37
3.87
4.30
4.69
4.71
4.81
5.76
5.98
6.49
6.74
7.08
7.21
8.09
8.12
8.17
8.94
9.50
9.59

10.21

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.85
1.00
1.29
1.79
2.14
2.30
2.34
2.69
3.15
3.23
3.53
3.57
3.87
3.93
4.51
5.02
5.48
5.49
5.61
6.72
6.98
7.57
7.86
8.26
8.42
9.44
9.47
9.53

10.43
11.08
11.19
11.92

!ADDmONAL MEASURES BEYOND CAllBRI. nON POINT IN THE AN. U, YS1S
Buement ceiling iuul81ion-R28 160 111 3
Duet insulation - RJ- >R6 60 42 8
InsumUU1eOUs \\I&Ser~ 2J 16 13
Basement ceiling iDJUlation·R19 127 88 11
fut'WlOC - 91 " AFUE$ 92 64 8
Retro hydronic boiler - SO" 258 179 19
Storm windmvs 295 205 68
Attic insulation .. Rl9- > R.3O 38 26 1
Retro \V'9.tef beater·.54 EF 48 33 :20

5.472
5.528
5 ..617
5.691
5..745
5.745
5.745
5.745
5745

6.96
7.30
7.49
8.76
9.94

10.34
11.66
16.43
16.66

8.70
9.13
9.36

10.95
12.42
12.93
14.57
20.54
20.82

10.45
10.96
11.23
13.14
14.91
15.51
17.48
24.65
24.98

12.19
12.78
13.10
15.33
17.39
18.10
20.40
28.76
29.15

NoteI:
~ura to be implemented _ time of equipment replsoemeDt..

@eoua where meuurea (iJlIl8jyzed (or both replecemeDl ad reltOfit spplie:atioWi ad (or which "vings (rom more
expensive aPPliC8ti01l zeroed out to prevent double-oounting of ..wings.

1$·$Meauu~ that will result in some laVingl. but after more cost-effective measures we implemented firat,
these meuurea will genemJly DOt be within the precliCied range of long-run 8Voided COSls.

See ureceeding text for emJanation of each column in this table.
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Table 2-32. Savini. aDd Levdized Coat by Maaau.re - BUG. Ruch.

Saviq. in HOIDCI Cumulative
ImpIemeaciDl S."iq. m Sav... Saviqs Cumulative Cost of Saved Gu ($/DTh)

MeMW'\e (&benIu) Avaqe iDalI mall Savina-
Home HOI:IIeII Soma u" of Pro,nun Coets

UDlldistd. AdiuaSd. (thet'ms) (1000 DTh) (1000 DTh) BId«Tvoe None 25% 50% 75%

...._,- .- ----
Replace f'uruce-781. AFUE 253 192 35 49 49 21 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1U:p1ace bydroa.icboiler - 80% 209 159 16 23 Tl 3% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Replace tIteam boiler-75~ 514 391 108 151 223 lIS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
RePlace water beater-.54 EF 48 36 22 31 2.S4 12" 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

POTENTIAL UllUlYMEASURES
-Base for UtilityM~
DHW pipe iDauJatioa 39 30 15 21 21 1% 0.52 0.65 0.78 0.91
Setback thermostat - 10 157 119 31 44 64 3% 0.57 0.71 0.85 0.99
Setback therm.o8w - .s 104 79 21 29 93 4% 0.85 1.07 1.28 1.49
Infilttatioo - 1- > .35 298 226 23 32 125 6% 1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75
Pipe iDauJatiOD(*team) 160 122 19 27 152 7% 1.14 1.42 1.70 1.99
l..ow·flow shower·aad faucet 43 32 23 32 184 9% 1.20 1.50 1.80 2.10
Steem boiler- 821$ 176 133 63 88 272 13% 1.29 1.61 1.93 2.26
TaDkwmp- R-6 SO 38 11 16 288 141 1.38 1.72 2.06 2.41
Fumace - 851 AFUE* 99 75 17 24 313 lSI 1.38 1.73 2.07 2.42
InfiItratioo- .75- > .35 186 142 64 60 372 18% 1.46 1.82 2.19 2.55
Stenlle water ha1er-.65 EF* 65 49 44 62 434 211 1.68 2.10 2.53 2.95
Attic iDauJatioo - RO- > IUO 540 411 70 98 532 25% 1.87 2.34 2.81 3.28
Dcf1lte furwace 93 71 13 19 55! 26% 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50
~ wall iuulatioo-Rl1 195 J48 18 25 576 28% 2.14 2.68 3.22 3.75
BoUer temperature modulatioo 102 n It 15 591 28% 2.44 3.06 3.67 4.28
Seal ductll 23 17 3 .5 595 29% 2.66 3.32 3.99 4.65
Two ZOOes - hydronic 184 140 14 20 615 29% 2.73 3.42 4.10 4.78
Iafi.Itmtion - .5- > .35 71 54 19 27 642 31 % 2.83 3.54 4.25 4.96
Thermostatic steam valves 192 146 54 76 718 34% 2.86 3.58 4.29 5.01
Attic insulation - 1tS- >R30 288 219 S9 83 801 38% 3.12 3.90 4.68 5.45
HorizoDtal-u.is wuhinB macb..me 71 54 18 26 827 401 3.20 4.00 4.19 5.59
Pipe iuulAtioo (bydronic) 28 21 1 2 828 40% 4.11 5.14 6.17 7.19
Modulating fu.rDace$ 88 67 7 10 839 40% 4.39 5.49 6.59 7.69
na.m.ce hmlt-slat adj 99 75 14 20 8S9 41% 4.52 5.65 6.n 7.90
Retro Iteam boiler-7S" 514 391 108 •• 859 41% 4.97 6.21 7.46 8.70
BMemeot ceiJ.ins iwmJation-R28 83 63 2 3 861 41% 5.03 6.28 7.54 8.80
Wall iD.sulation -R13 cellu.lose 201 153 46 64- 926 44% 5.33 6.66 7.99 9.32
Attic iwluJatioa • RII- > R30 128 97 16 22 948 45% 5.84 7.29 8.75 10.21
Retto fumace-78" AFUE 253 192 35 .. 948 45% 6.62 8.28 9.93 11.59
Hydromc boiler - 84"· 40 30 5 8 955 46% 6.66 8.33 9.99 11.66

..... ................... BEYOND ....Al ... rRJlA...,l1lv JlU1Nl IN 'H, ANA1.Y!\IS

Storm window. 126 96 32 44 m .... 6.69 8.36 10.04 11.71
WtaDlaneowJ water heate~ 23 17 14 19 1.019 .$181 6.83 8..54 10.25 11.95
Gu engine heat pump. 299 227 61 86 1.105 .e. 6.85 8.56 10.27 11.98
Two ZOflea - air 244 185 2S 35 1.140 $$8l)i 6.88 8.60 10.32 12.04
Duct insulation • R().. > It! 41 36 4 6 1.146 .$. 9.31 11.64 13.96 16.29
Duct iDauiation - R3- >R6 35 27 5 7 1.1.53 $•• 10.30 12.87 15.45 18.02

Fumace - 91 " AFUE" 7. 54 13 19 1..1n 0 •• 11.16 13.95 16.74 19.53
Retro hydromc· boiler - 80% 209 159 16 lIilIiIlll l .. rn _.111

11.65 14.56 17.47 20.39
Retro water heater-.S4 EF 48 36 22 .$ l.in @$$ 12.92 16.15 19.38 22.61
Attic insulation - R19- > lUG 43 33 2 2 1.174 ... 13.87 17.34 20.80 24.27
Buement cellini iwauJati:oG-RI9 86 65 8 11 1.185 ••$ 15.08 18.85 22.62 26.39

Notel:
$M~ ao be imp~ted at time of equipment replacement.

@·CMeI where meaBUJ'CiI aulyzed for both repl.ace:ment and retrofit applications and for which savings from more
cx:peoaive application zeroed out to prevent double-counting of savings.

•0·M~ that will result in some saving•• but after more coat-effective measures are implemented rmt.
t:bc:ae r.ne&IW'eII willlenen.Uy Dot be within the predicted nIDIe of Ioq-nm avoided coots.

See vreceedixur text for emb.uuatioD of each column in tb.ia table.
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Table 2-33. Saviql amd Levdized Cost by Meuurc - BUG, Wood·fn.me To'W'DhOWJC.

SavUlsa 111 Homes Cumulative
Implemeatiq Saviqa.m S.viql Saviql Cumulative COlt of Saved Gu (SlOTh)

Meaaure (therm.s) Average ill all maU Saving.

IHome Homes Homes u~ of Program Costs
UDIiCljatd. Adiustd. (therma) (1000 DTh) (1000 DTh) Bldg Type None 25% SO" 75~

...._--
_Ani, ,... ,.

Replace Jteam boiler-75~ 187 160 51 38 38 1~ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Replace water bcater-.S4 EP 38 33 20 13 52 9~ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Replace fumace- 78~ APUE 87 75 13 9 61 10~ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Replace hydroaic boiler - 80~ 75 64 9 6 67 11~ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

POTENTIAL lll1LllfMEASURES
-Base (or Utility MetUW'U 0 OCJ'
DHW pipe i...latiOD 31 27 13 9 9 2~ 0.S8 o:n 0.87 1.01
Low-flow mower IT. faucet 34 29 20 14 13 4$ 1.33 1.66 2.00 2.33
Setback thermoltat - 10 S7 49 13 9 31 5~ 1.38 1.72 2.06 2.41
Stonge water hcater-.6S Ef$ 52 44 39 27 58 10~ 1.87 2.34 2.81 3.28
Bucment wallioaulation-Rl1 79 68 8 6 64- 11~ 1.93 2.41 2.89 3.37
Yule: wnp - R-6 31 27 8 .5 69 12~ 1.95 2.43 2.92 3.41
Infiltration - 1-> .35 - 115 98 10 7 76 13~ 2.01 2.52 3.02 3.52
Setback thermostat - 5 38 32 8 6 81 14~ 2.08 2.60 3.12 3.64
Attic umdatioo- Ro-> R30 202 172 29 20 101 17% 2.18 2.73 3.21 3.82
Fumace - 85~ APUE* 46 40 9 6 107 18~ 2.62 3.28 3.93 4.59
Infiltration- .75-> .35 72 61 28 12 120 20% 2.69 3.37 4.04 4.72
Seal ducts 8 7 1 1 121 20% 2.85 3.56 4.27 4.98
Steam boiler· 82~. 64 55 2S 17 137 23~ 3.15 3.94 4.72 5.51
Pipe insulation (Iteam) 41 35 6 4 142 24~ 3.30 4.13 4.95 5.78
Horizontal WI wubing macbi 57 49 11 11 153 26% 3.56 4.44 S.33 6.22
Attic ilUlulation - RS->1U0 103 88 24 16 169 29~ 3.80 4.76 5.71 6.66
Wall iwmlation ... Itll cellulose 151 134 40 27 196 33~ 4.11 5.14 6.16 7.19
Deratefumace 33 28 5 4 200 34% 5.04 6.30 7.56 8.82
Infiltration - .5-> .35 27 23 8 5 205 35% 5.S3 6.91 8.30 9.68
Boiler temperature modulation 39 34 .5 3 203 34~ 5.62 7.03 8.43 9.84
Two zones - hydromc 71 61 6 4 207 35% 6.27 7.84 9.40 10.97
Attic iwmlation - Rll·>R30 48 41 7 4 212 36~ 6.12 8.40 10.09 11.77
Pipe insulation (bydromc) 11 9 1 0 212 36% 8.01 10.02 12.02 14.02
Modulating ful."UCC$ 36 31 <4 3 21S 36% 9.56 11.96 14.35 16.74
Storm window. 84 72 24 16 231 3990 10.0S 12.56 IS.08 17.59
Thermostatic Iteam valves 51 45 17 11 242 41% 10.49 13.11 IS.73 18.36

ADDmONAF. UF.ASURES BEYOND C,AffRRA--,nrtJ POINTTN THE ANALYSIS
Furnace fao/t-It&t adj 35 30 6 4 246 ••• 11.23 14.04 16.84 19.65
Retro steam boiler-1S" 187 160 57 •• 246 ••• 12.15 15.19 18.22 21.26
Basement ceiling iosulation..R 1 32 28 4 3 249 ••$ 13.79 11.24 20.69 24.14
Retro water heater-.S4 EP 38 33 20 •• 249 ••• 14.37 17.96 21.56 25.15
Hydronic boiler .. 84~· IS 13 :2 2 250 ••• 15.22 19.02 22.83 26.63
au engine heat pump· 117 100 21 18 269 $$. IS.52 19.40 23.28 27.16
Attic insulation - R19-> R30 16 14 1 0 269 ••• 16.25 20.32 24.38 28.44
Two ZODe3· air 89 76 10 7 276 ••• 16.80 20.99 25.19 29.39
Retro furnace-7S % APUE 81 75 13 $I. 276 ••• 17.10 21.38 25.65 29.93
Duct insulation· Ro..:> RJ 7 6 1 0 2.77 .... 23.55 29.44 35.33 41.21
Duct insulation· R.3.:> R6 5 -4 1 i 277 ••• 27.65 34.57 41.48 48.40
Furnace .. 91~ APUE$ 2S 22 3 2 279 ••• 27.70 34.63 41.56 48.48
Retro bydrowc boiler - gO~ 75 64 9 $. 279 ••• 28.91 36.14 43.37 50.60
Instantaneous waterhea~ 18 16 12 8 287 ••• 32.93 41.16 49.39 57.62

Notes:
$Mcuurea which will be automatically adopted at time of replacement due to NAECA standards.

•~ where m.easure3 analyzed for both replacement and retrofit applications and for which savings from more
expensive application zeroed out to prevent doubl~ountingof savings.

$$$Measures that will result in some savings, but after more cost-effective measures are implemeoted fim,
these measures will generally Dot be within the predicted range of long-run avoided costa.

See oreceedi02 text for explanation of each column in this table.
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Table 2-34. Saviqs 8lIId level.izcd Coct by Me.uure - BUG. Browutooe TOWIIbouee.

ADDmONAL MEASURES BEYOND CAllBRATlON POINT IN THE ANALYSIS
Stormwmdowe 141 127 37 1.288
wtantlUlcoua water heateras 18 16 13 459
Thel"mOilitatic steam valves 95 86 43 1.511
~t ceilin.g iMuJaticm-R19 57 52 I 271
Attic iuulatiou - RI9-:> lUO 20 18 ! 32
Retro hydroo.ic boiler - 80% 156 141 21 $ lilt

Retro water heAter-.54 EF 38 35 20··

SaviDc- in Hamee
Implemeatiq

Me8IIW'e (tbermI)

UDfldiefd. Adiuatd.

MANDATED MEASURES
Replace weter heater-.S4 EF
Replece ~boile ..-75~
lReplace hvdtollic boiler - 80~

POTEN'TL4L rnILlTYMEASURES
1I4:H_fo,. UIUilY IlttISUlV
DHW pipe .iJuRalati<Ja
Setback 8bermoItat- 10
Setback 1betmoItat - S
Tmk wrap - 1.-6
IntiItndioD - 1·> .35
AaicilwWatioo - 10- > laO
Low-DOw Ihower &. faucet
1Dfi.It.ntioe- .75- > .35
S..mboiler - 82~ III

Pipeiawulation (.-m)
Storge water heater-.65 E:fl\lI
Aaic iDwIatioD .. RS- >1U0
Boiler temperature moduJaticm
MaiDJ.iDe air venta
Buemeu.t w.u iDauJaticm-Rl i
ID.t'iltn.tion - .5- > .35
Wall insulation - 1.4 foem·
HorizoGtaI-axia w1l.llb.ing machioe*
Pipe iMulatioa (hydronic)
Auic _WahOO - Rll·:> lUO
Four zoa.a - bydroni<:
Retro Ikam boiler-7S"
HydrcrUc boiler - 84%$

38
337
156

36
193
127
52

207
271

28
128
liS
74
52

145
81

159
107
48

SOl
57
23
64

148
337
32

35
304
141

33
174
liS
47

187
24S
26

116
UM
67
47

130
73

143
97
44

452
51
20
58

134
304
29

Cumulative
SaviDc- irA Sav.,. Sav.,_
Ave...,e iDaU iDaU
Home Homes Homes

(therml) {lOOO D1'bl (1000 DTh)

20 689 689
114 3.980 4.668
21 71t 5.387

0
16 S69 S69
45 1.581 2.149
30 1,043 3.192
14 488 3,680
19 653 4,333
42 1,456 5,789
18 628 6.417
52 1,215 7,632
66 2.326 9,957
14 503 10,461
43 1,489 11.950
35 1,232 13.182
14 502 13.684
88 3.071 16.755
12 407 17.162
16 573 17.735
68 2.374 20.108
18 612 20.720
2 60 20.780
9 326 21.106

19 655 21.761
114 $$ 21.761

7 2S4 22015

23.303
23.762
25.273
2S.S44
25.576
25.576
25.576

Cumulative COI!J! of Saved Gu (S/DTh)
Savin,e

.. " of Prosnm Coetl
BIdI'TY1)e Noae 25% SO% 75~

IS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
9~ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

11 S 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

0"
II 0.29 0.36 0.43 0.50

4" 0.39 0.48 0.58 0.68
6~ 0.59 0.73 0.88 1.03
71 1.12 1.40 1.68 1.96

9" 1.21 1.52 1.82 2.12
12" 1.37 1.72 2.06 2.40
131 1.51 1.89 2.26 2.64
15" 1.53 1.91 2.29 2.67
20~ 1.66 2.07 2.49 2.90

21 " 1.70 2.12 2.54 2.97

24" l.n 2.22 2.66 3.10
26~ 2.29 2.86 3.43 4.00
27" 2.58 3.22 3.87 4.51

34" 2.63 3.29 3.95 4.61
34% 2.90 3.63 4.35 5.08
36" 2.93 3.67 4.40 5.13
40% 2.96 3.70 4.44 5.18

42" 3.36 4.20 5.05 5.89
42" 3.49 4.37 5.24 6.11
42% 4.27 5.34 6.40 7.47

44" 4.76 5.96 7.15 8.34

44" 6.40 8.00 9.59 11.19

44" 6.89 8.61 10.34 12.06

... 7.15 8.94 10.73 12.52
••$ 7.19 8.99 10.78 12.58... 7.32 9.15 10.98 12.81
$$$ 7.42 9.27 11.12 12.98.$. 11.01 13.76 16.51 19.26
••• 13.09 16.36 19.64 22.91
$$* 13.59 16.99 20.39 23.79

Nota:
$Mcuute to be implemented lilt time of equipment replacement.

$
II1iClUel where~ 8.D.8.Iyzed for both replacemal.t UId retrofit spplicatioos and for which .vinls inn more
expcm.sive application zeroed out to prevent double-codiDI of .vinJe.

$$$MClUW'eIlI that will remit in some "viDas. but after more COIIt-effective mteIIUIU.rCiI ave implemenUd ftnt,
theme~ will ,eoemlly DOt be within the predictted nose of IoDl-run avoided coots.
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Table 2·35.~ smd Leveliz.ed Coat \)y Meuure - BUO. J....ow..IUae Apart.meaL

SaviDp iD HOIDCllI CumWative
ImplelDeDtiDa SaviDp iD SaviDp Saviap CumWative Cost of Saved au (SlOTh)

Meuure (therma) Average iDall iDall SaviDp
Home Homes Homa aa ~ of Program Com

Uuadistd. Adiuatd. (tbmm) nooo DTh) (1000 OTh) BJdtlTwe NODe 2S~ .so~ 7595

Repillce Iteam boiIet-7.s" 166 112 32 431 431 6" 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Repkace h)'dnmic hoUer - 80" 75 51 9 124 556 ." 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Replace water beater-.54 EF 29 19 6 78 634 9" 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

POTENTIAL U11l.DY MEASURES
-lkuef« UIi/iIY Me4fW'eS 0 ~

&cam boiler • 82"· 57 3S ~ 27J 273 4" 0.29 0.36 0.43 O.SO
DHW pipe iDluS.tiao 24 16 8 107 379 j" 0.40 O.SO O.tO 0.70
Boiler temperature modu1at:icD 40 27 " 57 436 6" 0.90 1.12 1.35 1.57
MaiD tiDe air waD 79 S3 21 369 lOS 1155 0.99 1.24 1.49 1.74
Tuk wrap - R-6 SO 34 , 68 173 12" 1.07 1.33 1.60 1.87
Pipe iuuJatiaD (Iteam) 37 2.5 3 44 917 13" 1.09 1.36 1.63 1.90
Slab odie iuulaticm - RS 10 7 3 35 9S2 13" 1.26 1.58 1.90 2.21
Hydnmic boiler • 84"· l' 10 4 48 1.000 14" 1.36 1.70 2.04 2.38
SetbacIc:··thel'1'DGlltit· 10 47 32 <4 55 1.055 14" 1.47 1.84 2.20 2.57

Low-flow~ " faucet 26 17 12 162 1.217 17" 1.54 1.93 2.31 2.10
Revo .... 1JoiIer..75" 166 112 32 $IIi 1.217 17" 2.06 2.SS 3.09 3.61
A1tic~ • RC). > R30 90 61 12 1.$4 1.371 19" 2.06 2.58 3.09 3.61
Pipe iDluJatioa (byetroaic) 12 8 1 9 1.380 19" 2.11 2.64- 3.11 3.70
Storqe·~r ba&t.er-.65 EF$ 39 26 12 IS7 1.537 21S' 2.11 2.71 3.25 3.79
Het "Mater del'.DlllDd caotroJ 38 26 13 173 1.710 23" 2.21 2.76 3.31 3.86
Setback tbenDOlltllt - 5 31 21 3 36 1.746 24" 2.22 2.78 3.34 3.89
BoiJer/DHW combiDabOD system$ 49 33 3 104 1.8.S0 25" 3.01 3.84 4.61 S.38
laidttatioa - 1- > .35 67 45 II 242 2.092 29~ 3.24 4.06 4.87 S.68
bUdtratiOll.'l- .75- > .35 41 28 a 112 2.203 30" 3.29 4.11 4.93 S.7S
Retrobydroaic boiler - 80" 75 51 9 - 2.203 30" 3.34 4.18 S.Ol S.85
Attic iuuJation - Jt5.. > RJO 48 32 13 169 2.372 32" 3.43 4.29 S.15 6.01
Froot-ead boiler 6S 44 13 172 2.544 3'" 3.78 4.73 5.61 6.62

tvl "',AT rAD.4'7 'UUl POINT TN TJ.f1:" AN,,41Yf:j'.~

HorizontaJ..m~ machiDe lll 43 29 10 132 2.676 8IllI2Il 4.12 5.14 6.11 1.20
Wall UuuJation - R13 ceUulc6e 93 63 9 126 2.202 $$lIII 4.27 S.34 6.41 7.48
Attic m-ulabcm - Roll- > R.3O 21 14 1 17 2.819 ~ 6.43 8.04 9.64 11.2'5
Thermostatic steam wJvos 47 32 11 143 2.%2 $$IiI 6.00 8..50 10.20 11.90
Wtu&1aDCOWl \Wler bate~ 14 9 7 99 3.061 lIlIr$fi 8.80 11.00 13.J9 15.39
lnfthtation - .5- >.35 16 10 3 39 3.100 ~ 9.49 11.86 14.23 16.61
Stormwin~ 69 47 11 144 3.244 iOI$$ 13.76 17.19 20.6.3 24.07
Attic il'uualatioo - R19- > RJO 7 S 0 I 3.244 .... 15.53 19.41 23.29 27.18
Retro \Weer heater-.54 EF 29 19 6 - 3.244 en 16.64 20.80 24.95 29.11

Nota:
88l~u.res to be implemca.tod at time of equipmeot fq)Bcement.
~~R~ auaIyzed (or beth replacemeut aDd retrofit. applicaticu w (or wi:lieb avinp (rom more

expe.DlBM application zeroed out to fJ1"C'VGItdouble-countiDg of avinp.
~McuUAll that will rcsWt iD some savinp. but after more cost-effective merulU"a a.re implemeuted fU'll.

these meuu.ru willaeocral)y DOt be "Nithin the predietod raose of long-nan avoided COIItA.

See Ureceedinfl text for emlamtioa of each column in thi.« table.
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Table 2-36. SaviDgs &ad Levelized Coct by Meuure - BUG, Higb-Rile Apartmeot.

Sav". in Homes Cumulative
lmplemeotiDg Savings in Savm,. Sava.,a Cumulative Cost of Saved au ($/DTh)

Me.uure (tbenns) Average iDall maU Savings
Home HCIiIIDCS Homes u"of Pro«ram COlts

Uudistd. Adiuatd. (thenm) (1000 DTh) (1000 DTh) Bldg TYee NOlle 25C1 50~ 75.95

. .._.-
Replace bydtoaic boiler - 80" Sat 29 4 19 19 1" 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
iReoIace steam·boiIer-7S" ISS 86 29 123 142 5" 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

PQTBNTW., vnurrMEASURES
-Bas~ for UIlUw MMlSIU't!S 0 OS
Pipe iIwdatioo (Iteam) 65 35 S 23 23 1" 0.72 0.90 l.08 1.26
DHW pipe iuaIatiam 25 14 7 29 51 2" 1.13 1.41 1.70 1.98
MaiD Iiae &it veotl lOS 57 35 147 199 195 1.15 1.44 1.73 2.02
Steam boiler - 82"· 41 22 14 60 258 9" 1.15 1.56 1.88 2.19
Hot water dem.aod CClGtroI 41 22 18 15 333 12" 1.66 2.08 2.50 2.91
IafiltratioD - 1-> .35 116 63 15 64 3'17 14" 2.10 2.63 3.15 .3.68
Setbact tbermoItat - 10 55 30 4 16 413 15" 2.28 2.85 3.42 4.00
IaCdtntioll- .1S-> .35 73 39 15 63 416 1195· 2.50 3.13 3.75 4.38
Low-flo\v abower aad faucet TI 15 10 44 520 19" 2.61 3.26 3.91 4.56
Tbea'moItatic steam valves 73 39 16- 66 586 2195 2.66 3.32 3.99 4.65
Retro .team boiler-15 " 158 86 29 .11 586 21 " 2.83 3.54 4.25 4.96

..... _.-....- BEYOJID rot" --- ._- POINlINTHE "'AI.d''V'C:'~

Attic iDsuIatioG - RO->R.30 53 29 7 28 614 ... 2.85 3.56 4.27 4.98
Wall~ • R4 foemo 148 80 9 38 652 $lfnll 3.24 4.06 4.87 5.68
Setbact t.bermoIlat - S 35 19 2 10 662 ... 3.57 4.47 5.36 6.26
Boiler tempenture~ 28 15 2 7 669 ..'. 3.61 4.51 5.41 6.32
Pipe~ (hydraa.ic) 8 4 0 1 670 ••$ 3.T! 4.71 5.65 6.59
Boi1erIDHW cOIIlbitwioo systetn$ 57 31 18 18 148 ••IQJ 4.26 5.32 6.39 7.45
Attic iDaulation - ItS... > IUO 31 17 7 30 719 ••1lI 4.29 5.36 6.43 7.50
Hydroo.ic boiler ... 84"" 11 6 2 6 785 ..'" 4.49 5.61 6.73 7.85
Retro hydroDie boiler .. 80% 54 29 4 lIlili 785 e.iIl 6.17 7.71 9.25 10.79
Horizoof.al...&Xis wuhing machi:De* 46 2S 8 36 821 $ •• 6.96 8.70 10.43 12.17
Pl'OGt...eod boiler 60 32 7 29 850 ••• 7.09 8.87 10.64 12.42
lo.fdtntioo - .S-> .35 TI 14 5 22 872 ••• 7.39 9.23 11.08 12.92
Attic insu!atioo .. 1.11-:> 1.30 13 7 0 2 873 ,... 8.24 10.30 12.36 14.42
Storm window. 73 40 8 35 909 ... 14.64 18.30 21.95 25.61
Buemcnt waD inauJatioo-Rll 9 .s 0 2 910 ••1IIl 17.38 21.73 26.m 30.42
Attie insulation ... R19- >IUO .s 3 0 0 910 ••$ 18.37 22.96 27.56 32.15
&semeot ceiJ.i:ag ~-R28 7 4 0 1 911 1IIlt$1tI 21.16 26.45 31.74 37.03
Buemeot cei.li.1.l2 iwIulatioo-R19 1 4 0 1 913 ... 22.33 27.91 33.49 39.07

Notea:
·Meuures to be ilnpiemeoted at time of eqWpmeot replacem.ent.

··CaJel°where measures AWlIyzed for ·both replacement and retrofit applications ad for which 8&vings from more
expeosive application zeroed out to prevent double-countmg of lavingl.

@$$Measurel that will reaWt in oome aaviqs. but after more coet-effective measures are implemented rust..
tbe&e~ will,menUy not be within the predicted range of long-roo avoided cosu.

See Dreceedirw text for exolautioo of each cotwnn in this table.
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Table 2~37 a Savings and levelized Cost by Measure ..... BUG, Ranges and Dryerso

Savings in Homes Cumulative
Implementing Savings in Savings Savings Cumulative Cost of Saved Gas (S/DTh)

Measure (therms) Average in aU in aU Savings
Home Homes Homes as % of. Program Costs

Una4istdo A~iustd. (therms) (1000 OTh) (1000 DTh) Bldg Type None 25% 50% 75%

MANDA TED MEASURES
Range .. elec. ignition 38 13 1,759 1,759 22% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Dryer ... elec. ignition 29 9 180 1,939 24% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Dryer .. auto terminatn 4 4 2 29 1,968 25% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

POTENTIAL UTILITY MEASURES
High spin..speed washer 13 4 4 83 2,051 26% 4.50 5.63 6.75 3.38

Notes:
·Measures which win be automatically adopted at time of equipment replacement due to NAECA standards.

• .. Measures to be implemented at time of equipment replacement ..

See oreceedina text for exotanation of each column in this table.



Teble 2-38. Savillls WId 1eYe1ia:d Coet by Meuure - HPO. Colonial.

Staviqa io Homes Cumulative
ImplemeDliq Saviq. io Savioa' Seviq. Cumulative Coat of Saved Gat (SIDTb)

Meuure (therma) Avenge in all ioml Savings
Home Hema Hema u ClJof Program Coau

UDadiltd. Adiustd. Ctherm.) 0000 DTh) (1000 DTh) Blcta Type None 25% 50% 75';

Rcpl8ce I1e8m boiler-7S~ 804 394 4 37 37 041 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Repl8ce WIlIer he8lcr-.S4 EP 51 25 15 135 172 141 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
lepleoe hydroDic boiler - 80" 376 184 11 103 275 2~ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
..,lege fu1'DflCC>-18" AFUE 508 249 135 1215 1490 10" 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

P07'ENl1dle llJ'1U17MEASURES
-BlueftJr UtUlty Mt:AfIU'U 0 0%
SelbIdc thermOlt.at - 10 244 120 37 333 333 2% 0.39 0.49 0.59 0.68
SelbIdc therm__ - 5 145 71 22 198 532 3" 0.66 0.82 0.99 1.15
DHW pipe iuul8liOll 42 21 10 92 624 4" 0.75 0.93 1.12 1.31
Pu~ -as" AfUE· 190 93 64 576 1.200 8% 0.88 1.10 1.32 1.55
1Dft1tn1lioo - 1-> .35 596 m 29 263 1,463 ,% 0.96 1.20 1.44 1.68
lDftltnUoo- .7S-> .35 382 187 84 505 1,968 13" 1.25 1.56 1.88 2.19

Steim boiler - 82"· 275 134 2 22 1.989 13% 1.27 1.59 1.90 2.22
Lo\v·flow ,bower and faucet 45 22 16 140 2.130 14% 1.72 2.15 2.58 3.02
Boiler tempel'1lllUre modulllllioa 196 96 8 73 2.m 14% 1.95 2.44 2.92 3.41
Two %ODCI - hydrooic 374 183 11 99 2,301 15% 2.07 2.59 3.10 3.62
Pipe insulation (steam) 177 81 I 5 2,306 15" 2.11 2.64 3.17 3.70
Tuk WI1IIp • R-6 .so 24 11 154 2.459 16" 2.12 2.65 3.18 3.71
Attic iuulatioo - itO- >R30 694 340 48 428 2,881 19% 2.14 2.68 3.22 3.75
Infiltrllioo - .5-> .35 153 75 26 236 3.124 20% 2.37 2.96 3.55 4.14
Storage'l'ynwter bcIter-.6S EF$ 69 34 30 212 3,395 22% 2.42 3.03 3.64 4.24
Sealducu 44 22 12 111 3,506 23% 2.63 3.28 3.94 4.59
Buement'Mlll insulation-I.I I 231 113 57 S08 4.015 26% 2.79 3.49 4.19 4.88
Modulatiq furuce$ 201 98 37 336 4.351 28% 2.95 3.69 4.43 5.17
Demte··funwoe 167 82 46 417 4,768 31 % 3.07 3.84 4.61 5.38
Attic in.sulation - RS-:> RJO 3S4 173 12 109 4.877 32% 3.73 4.66 5.59 6.52
Fumace fanll-•• adj 180 88 SO 450 5.327 34% 3.81 4.76 5.72 6.67
Pipe insulation (hydronic) 54 27 1 9 5.336 35% 4.33 5.41 6.49 7.58
Retro steam boiler-7S" 804 394 4 0_ 5.336 35'; 4.42 5.52 6.62 7.73
Fumace .. 91" AFUE$ 137 67 2S 223 .5 559 36% 4.44 5.55 6.66 7.77

IADDmONt41. BEYOND r ... , .._- ruiN. IN .lNl!. ANALYSIS
Will iuulation .. R13 ceUulooe 464 227 86 776 6,335 .l(IlIJl 4.70 5.88 7.06 8.23
R.etro funwoe-78CJb AFUE S08 249 135 • III 6,335 $$11 5.08 6.35 7.62 8.89
Hydronic boiler .. 84 CJb * 78 38 4 36 6.372 .." 5.24 6.55 7.86 9.18
Two~ .. wr 472 231 94- 841 7,213 ••.tS 5.47 6.84 8.21 9.58
Tbermoctatic steam valves 228 111 2 14 7.1:27 ••111 5.58 6.98 8.37 9.77
Duet ioaulation - RO-:> R.3 134 6S 22 200 7,427 ... 5.62 7.03 8.43 9.84
Horizontal-u.is washing machine$ 62 30 17 150 7,576 .$.tS 5.68 7.10 8.52 9.94
Gal cQ&ioe beat pump· 514 252 204 1833 9.410 ... 6.14 7.67 9.20 10.74
Duet insulation .. RJ.. >R6 91 48 27 244 9,654 .$$ 6.38 7.98 9.57 11.17
Attic il1l\1lO1ioo .. 1.11- > R.3O 167 82 19 169 9,823 ••&11 6.60 8.25 9.90 11.55
Ba.aement ceiling inJulation-R28 228 112 14 130 9,953 $.- 7.07 8.84 10.61 12.38
Ba.tement ceiling iuulstion..R.19 188 92 9 8J 10,036 ••• 8.34 10.42 12.50 14.59
Retro hydtonic boiler .. 80% 376 184 11 103 10,139 .$1$ 8.93 11.16 13.40 15.63
WtaDtaDeoulJ "'N&der be&tere 24 12 1(1 86 10.225 ... 9.83 12.29 14.75 17.20
Storm windows 426 208 13 112 10.337 ... 11.35 14.18 17.02 19.86
Attic iiUUhwOD .. R19- > R30 56 27 9 S3 10.420 $$1Iil 15.85 19.81 23.71 27.73
Retro~r beater-.54 EF 51 25 IS IJ5 10,555 $$$ 18.59 23.24 27.89 32.S4

NQtC$:
~re to be implemented 8t time of equipment replacement.
$.~ whete me&1llun:s anaIyZled for both repleoemcnt and n:tront IIIppliOl1ions and for which laving. frm more

expeuive spplicetion zeroed out to prevent double-ood.h:ag of savings.
·l$*MeasUreI that will reault in some aurvings. but after more OOIt-etrective m..euufeS are implemented fint,

tbe4e ~urea will gcoena11y not be within the predicted nmge of long-run avoided OOIts.

See Dreoed.iU ten for emlan&ltion of each oolumn in this table.
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Table 2-39. Savings aDd Levelized Cost by Measure - NPG, Ruch.

Savlagl iD Homes Cumulative
ImplemeDtiog SaviDg. in SaviDg. Saviag. Cumulative COlt of Saved Gu (S/DTh)

Measure (therma) Average in aU in all Saving.
Home HOmel Homes .. ~of Program Com

Uudisad. Adiultd. (then.u) (1000 DTh) (1000 DTh) Bldl Type None 25% 50~ 7S~

.... - --
Re.place fumaco-18~ APUB 376 22S 122 3,291 3,291 8~ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
R.eplace bydroDic boiler - 80~ 306 183 11 308 3,600 9~ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Replace steam boiler-7S~ 672 402 43 113 3,713 9~ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Reolace water beater-.S4 EF 41 24 IS 397 4 109 10~ 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

POTENTIAL l.!17UlYMEASURES
-B4fe for UnUry MelUllYU 0 0%
Setback thermottat - 10 191 114 35 9S5 955 2" 0.41 0.51 0.61 0:72
Setbac1c thermoltat - S 114 68 21 569 1,,524 4~ 0.69 0.86 1.03 1.20
DHW pipe iUUlatiOD 34 20 10 271 1,79,5 S~ 0.76 0.96 LIS 1.34
lafiltntioo - 1-> .35 438 162 26 101 2,S02 6~ 0.86 1.07 1.29 1.50
Fumacc - 85~ APUE* 145 87 60 1,608 4,110 10" 0.9S 1.19 1.42 1.66
lafiluatioo-.7S->.35 275 164- 14 1,331 5,441 14" 1.25 1.56 1.87 2.18
Steam boiler - 82"" 229 131 2 66 5,507 14" 1.24 l.OSS 1.86 2.18
Pipe iuulatioa (steam) 147 88 1 14 5,521 14" 1.56 1.95 1.33 2.72
Attic iDlUlatioD - RO- > R30 179 466 65 1,761 7,282 18" 1.64 2.05 2.46 2.86
TIlDk wrap - R-6 50 30 21 563 1,845 10~ 1.73 2.17 '2.60 3.03
Derate furraace 135 81 46 1.236 9,081 23~ 1.74 2.17 2.61 3.04
Low-flow showerhead &, rauce 36 22 IS 411 9,492- 24" 1.76 2.20 2.64 3.08
Buement wall iDlUlation-R11 215 164 82 2,219 11,111 30~ 1.91 2.39 2.87 3.35
Boiler temperature modulation 148 88 7 200 11,911 30~ 2.12 2.65 3.18 3.71
Seal ducts 34 20 12 315 12,226 31 " 2.27 2.84 3.41 3.98
Two zonea - hydroDic 268 160 10 260 12,486 32~ 2.36 2.9S 3.5S 4.14
lD.filtratioD - .5- > .35 lOS 63 22 S9S 13,080 33" 2.42 3.03 3.63 4.24
Storage water heater-.65 EFt' 55 33 30 797 13,877 35~ 2.48 3.10 3.72 4.34
Atticiuulation - RS- > R30 414 248 17 468 14,345 36% 2.73 3.41 4.09 4.78
Pipe iuulation (hydronic) 41 24 1 24 14,369 36% 3.55 4.44 5.32 6.21
Thermostatic steam valves 190 113 2 43 14,411 37% 3.66 4.57 5.48 6.40
Furnace fUllt-ltat adj 144 86 49 1.317 15,729 409' 3.91 4.89 S.86 6.84
Retro steam boiler-7S 9b 671 402 4 •• IS,729 40~ 4.32 5.40 6.49 7.57
HorizoDuU-axis washing machi 61 37 20 542 16,271 41 " 4.70 5.88 7.06 8.23
Basement ceilinginwlation-R2 111 67 9 234 16,504 42% 4.13 5.91 7.09 8.21
FunulCe - 91" APUE$ 104- 62 46 1,241 17,752 4S~ 4.79 5.99 7.18 8.38
Wall insulation - R13 cellulose 281 168 64 1,723 19,475 49" 4.81 6.01 7.21 8.41
Modulating fum..acc* 98 58 22 584 20,059 51~ 4.91 6.21 7.46 8.10
Attic insulation - Rll->R30 184 110 2S 684 20,143 53~ 5.11 6.39 7.67 8.95
Retro fumaee-78 % APUE 376 ns 122 ... 20,743 S3~ 5.62 1.03 8.44 9.84
Hydronic boiler .. 84"· S8 35 .4 100 20,843 53~ 5.74 7.18 8.62 10.OS

ADDffiONAL MEASURES BE rOND CAT.1Jl,RA770N POINT IN 11lE NALYS1S
Gas engine heat pump. 437 261 212 5,715 26,558 ••10 5.91 7.38 8.86 10.33
Storm windows 179 107 6 173 26,731 ••• S.92 7.40 8.88 10.36
Two zones - air 357 213 86 2,332 29,064 ••• S.92 1.40 8.88 10.36
Duct insulation - itO-:> R3 73 43 IS 399 29,463 ••10 7.63 9.S3 11.44 13.35
Duct insulatiol1 ... RJ.. :> R6 54 32 19 SOO 29,962 $I•• 8.50 10.63 12.15 14.88
Retro bydronic boiler - 80% 306 183 i 1 •• 29,962 $$10: 8.97 11.21 13.45 15.70
Instantaneous water heate~ 19 12 9 251 30,213 .41ll. 10.05 12.57 15.08 17.60
Attic iDlulation - R 19-> R30 62 37 13 340 30,553 ••• 12.17 15.21 18.2.5 21.29
Basement ceiling iuulation-R1 115 69 7 186 30,740 ••10: 14.11 17.63 21.16 24.69
Retro water heater-.S4 EF 41 24 15 •• 30740 ••• 19.01 23.77 28.52 33.28

N0te3:
$Meuures to be implemented at time of equipmeot replacement.

•~ where measures 8.1'.U\lyzed for both replacement and retrofit applications and for which savings from more
expeuive application zeroed out to prevent double-counting of IUllvings.

$$$JMeasurea that will result in some Qviogs, but after more cost-effective measures are implemented fint,
these mea.mrea will geaemlly DOt be within the predicted ruge of long-run avoided cosu.

See DreceediD2' text for cxolanation of each column in this table.
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Table 2-40. SwiqlJ aDd Levelized Coat by Measure - NFG. Wood-fnme Townhouae.

Sllviql iDH~ Cumullbve
ImplemeDliDg Ssvillil in SaviDl' Savina' Cumullilive Cost of Saved Gas (SlOTh)
~re (therml) Aventge iD 1111 • ell Sevir&gs

Home Homea Bomea u" of Prognun Costs
V_iM. Adiuatd.. (\berms) (1000 DTh) (1000 DThl BlcblTvDe NODe 25% SO% 7SCJ'

,-,- ---
Rep1ece weter beIfer-.S4 EI' 30 19 11 102 102 2" 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
leplaoe Iteam boner-75" 285 178 4 32 134 2" 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
leplece hydroaic boiler - 10" 110 69 6 49 UI3 3" 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
IePlece futulllCC - 78" AFUE 129 81 44 391 574 '" 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

POTENlldL UTIl.ITYMEASURES
-Ikue for UdJItv Mt!iISIUU 0 0"
DHW pipe iuullltioa 25 16 8 70 70 1" 0.98 1.23 1.47 1.12
SedMdc thenDoat8t- 10 10 44 14 121 191 3% 1.07 1.33 1.60 1.87
BuemeDt wall iuulciOll-Rll 116 73 36 323 513 8% 1.79 2.23 2.68 3.13

SedMdc tbenD-.. - 5 42 26 8 72 585 9" 1.79 2.24 2.69 3.13
Iafiltnt.Uoa - 1-> .35 171 107 11 95 681 10" 1.84 2.29 2.75 3.21

FulUOC - as" AFUEIJI 69 43 30 266 947 14" 1.89 2.37 2.84 3.31
Attic iuu1lltioo - RO- > R.3O 290 181 25 226 1.1'72 17" 2.06 2.57 3.09 3.60

Low-flow abo9ler " l1wcet - 27 17 12 106 1.278 19" 2.26 2.83 3.39 3.96
IDfilttlllioa- ,,75- > .35 107 61 30 178 1,456 22% 2.45 3.06 3.68 4.29
Seal duc:u 13 8 5 41 1.497 22" 2.53 3.17 3.80 4.43
Tult WI'Ilp - R-6 30 19 13 118 1.en5 24% 2.73 3.41 4.09 4.77

SCeam boiler-- 82"· 97 61 1 11 1.626 24" 2.80 3.50 4.21 4.91
Pipe insulcion (steam) 61 38 0 2 1.629 24% 3.00 3.75 4.49 5.24
Stontae W8ter he8ter-.65 EP· 41 26 23 205 1.833 27% 3.18 3.98 4.77 5.57
Attic iuulatioo - R5- > :RJO 147 92 6 57 1.890 28" 3.60 4.SO 5040 6.30
Well illlUlt4ion • 1.13 cell. 223 139 53 471 2.,361 35% 3.93 4.91 5.90 6.88
Del"8lCful'l'lllQe 48 30 17 151 2.513 37% 4.68 5.86 7.03 8.20
Infiltration • .5- > .35 40 25 9 78 2•.591 38" 5.07 6.34 7.60 8.87
Boiler temp modullillion 58 36 3 27 2.618 39% 5.18 6.48 7.77 9.07
Two moea - hydroDic lOS 66 -4 35 2.653 39% 5.77 7.21 8.65 10.09
Hori%ODlA1-u.i1 washing madaine$ 45 28 16 139 2.792 41% 6.04 1.55 9.06 10.57
Attic inllulation - .R.II- > R30 10 44- 10 89 2.881 43% 6.32 7.90 9.48 11.06
Pipe iuul&lion (bydror.Uc) 16 10 0 -4 2.,885 43% 7.37 9.21 11.06 12.90
Storm wiDdow. 120 75 .5 40 2,,.,...5 43% 9.49 11.87 14.24 16.62
Modul.uq furnace$ 49 JO 12 103 3.028 45% 9.55 11.94 14.33 16.72
Thermostatic IleaDl valves 78 49 1 6 3.034 45% 9.57 11.97 14.36 16.76
Retro Iteamboiler-75 % 285 178 <4 $$ 3,034 45% 9.75 12.19 14.62 17.06

BEYOND -~- "A ~-ONPOINT IN THE ANALYSIS
Fumece futl-aaaa adj 52 32 18 163 3.197 .$lGI 10.39 12.99 15.58 18.18

Furnace - 91 " AFUE$ 38 24 9 78 3.,276 $$Ill 12.49 15.62 18.74 21.86
Balement ceiling iuulation-R19 45 28 6 S7 3.333 ••• 13.60 17.00 20.40 23.3J
Hydronic boiler - 84"· 13 14 1 13 3.346 ••!llI 13.97 17.46 20.95 24.44
Gu engil.'lC beat pump· 114 109 88 184 4,129 ..Ill 14.20 11.16 21.31 24.86

Attic insulation - IU9- > R30 24 IS 5 45 4.174 $$1$ 14.96 18.70 22.44 ,26.18
Two zones • wr 131 82 33 295 4.469 $.~ 15.45 19.31 23.17 27.03
Retro furnace-7S" AFUE 129 81 44 012 4.469 $$111 15.61 19.51 23.41 27.32
Duet insulation - R().. :> R.3 11 7 2 20 4.489 ••1lI 21.82 27.28 32.74 38.19
Duet insulation - RJ- > R6 8 S 3 27 4.516 .$111 22.64 28.29 33.95 39.6'1
Retro bydronic boiler - 80% HO 69 6 .Gi 4.516 ••4 23.79 29.74 35.69 41.63
Retro water 1'tea1er-.54 EF JO 19 II $aG 4.516 $$18 24.42 30.52 36.63 42.73
inst2D~mwuter bee!er* 14 9 7 64 4.580 $.~ 55.95 69.93 83.92 97.91

Notes:
~re to be implemented at time ofequipment replaoement.

$lIlICues where meuurea at\tiIlly1Jed for both replaoement and retrofit applications and for which laving! frm more
expeauaive appliClition zroed out to prevent double-codiq of savings.

$$~res tbal will result in some aavings. but after more cost-effective mreasures ere implemented first,
tbeae ~ureawill generally DOt be within the predicted range of long-run avoided ODSts.

See urecediu text for emlanation of each column in this table. \
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Table 2-41. Savings. Levelized Cost by Meuure - NPO. Low-1We ApartIDeIlt.

Sav'" mRamee Cumulative
ImplemeGtiDa Saviac- in Sav". Sav'" Cumulative Cost of Saved Gu ($IDTh)

Meuure (thenu) Avenge mall mall Savm,s
Home Homes Homes u"of Program Costs

Uoadistd. AdiUltd. (tbermI) (1000 DTh) (1000 DTh) BJ.d2 Type NOlle 25% 50% 75%

,,.-,- .- -----
Replace Iteam boiler-1S" 230 164 0 0 0 0" 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Replace hydroQic boiler - 80" 111 74 35 103 103 695 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Replace water~ter-.S4 BP 30 20 6 18 121 895 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

fOXBNTlAL l/IlUD'MEASl/RES
-Base for UtilitY Measures 0 0%
Steam boiler - 8295· 78 52 0 0 0 095 0.21 0.26 0.31 0.36
Main lioe air veats 109 73 0 0 0 095 0.25 0.31 0.37 0.43
DHW pipe iuuLltioo 2S 17 8 2.S 25 2" 0.38 0.47 0.57 0.66
Boiler·.,temperature modu1ation 58 39 IS 46 71 495 0.63 0.78 0.94 1.10
Pipe iuuLltioo (~) 51 34 0 0 71 495 0.79 0.98 1.18 1.37
Setback thermostat - 10 57 38 .5 15 85 5" 0.84 1.05 1.26 1.47
Hydroeie boiler - 84"$ 23 IS 13 39 125 8" 0.92 1.15 1.38 1.62
Tank wrap - R-6 SO 33 S IS 140 9" 1.07 1.33 1.60 1.87
Sdback thermostat - 5 34 23 3 9 148 9% 0.99 1.24 1.48 1.73
Attic iaaulatioo - RO- > lUO 130 87 16 49 197 1295 1.43 1.79 2.15 2.51
Low-flow Ibower aDd faucet 27 18 13 38 235 15% 1.46 1.82 2.19 2.55
Retro .team boiler-7S" 230 154 0 .. 23S 1595 1.49 1.86 2.24 2.61
Pipe iDsulatioo (hydrooic) 16 11 2 7 242 ISCJ5 1.S6 1.96 2.35 2.74
Stonge water heater-:65 EP$ 41 28 i2 36 278 1795 2.05 2.56 3.m 3.59
Hot water~ COIltroi 40 77 14 40 318 2095 2.08 2.61 3.13 3.65
Retro hydrooic boiler - 8095 111 74 35 o. 318 2095 2.27 2.34 3.41 3.97
Attic ioaulatioo - RS->1U0 69 46 18 S4 372 2395 2.38 2Sn 3.57 4.16
Proot-eod boiler 87 58 44 129 SOl 31% 2.83 3.53 4.24 4.95
Wall iuuLltion - Itt3 ceUuIose 134 90 10 29 531 3395 2.96 3.70 4.44 5.18
BoilerlDHW COIDbioatico sy.te 51 34 20 60 591 37% 2.crJ 3.71 4.46 5.20
Horizontal-ws washing machin 45 30 17 SO 641 40% 3.89 4.86 5.84 6.81
Attic insu1ation - Rt 1·>R30 31 21 2 6 646 40$ 4.40 5.50 6.60 7.71

iADDmONAL MEASURES BEYOND CAUBRATION POINT IN T'J.I1? ANAT.y'fi;IS

Slab edge inaulAtioo -RS 14 9 4 11 657 $IIUJ 4.45 5.57 6.68 7.79
Thermostatic steam valvea 65 44 0 0 657 $.lIt 4.91 6.14 7.37 8.60
Inflltratioo - 1-:> .35 101 68 16 48 705 $$C! 5.12 6.40 7.69 8.97
Inflltration- .15-:> .35 63 42 16 47 753 @$$ 6.46 8.08 9.69 11.31
Instantaneous water heat.er$ 14 10 8 23 776 $ •• 8.31 10.39 12.47 14.55
Storm windows 102 69 4 12 788 ••1$ 9.27 11.58 13.90 16.22
Attic insulation - R19- >RJO 10 7 0 0 788 $$1$ 10.57 13.21 15.85 18.49
Infaltratiom .. .5- >.35 24 16 6 11 80S @o. 12.77 15.97 19.16 22.35
Retro water heater-.54 £P 30 20 6 .0 80S $I.1It 15.72 19.66 23.59 27.52

Notes:
$Me.wmreu to be implemented at time of equipment replacemeat.

.$ea.ea where measures aaalyzed for both replacemeot aDd mroflt. applicatioos and for which uvings from more
expensive application mroed out to prevent doub1e-countiDg of lavings.

$$$Meuures that will remJt in some uvings, but after more coo-effective measures are implem.mted fmt,
these measurea will generally oot be within the predicted n.age of loog-nm avoided costs.

See Dreceedimr text for exolanatioo of each column in this table.
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Ta~le 2-42. Savings and levelized Cost by Measure -- NFG, Ranges and Dryers.

Savings in Homes Cumulative
Implementing Savings in Savings Savings Cumulative Cost of Saved Gas ($/DTh)

Measure (therms) Average in all in aU Savings
Home Homes Homes IS % of Program Costs

Una4istd. Adjustd. (therms) (1000 DTh) (1000 DTh) Bldg Type None 25% 50% 75%

MANDA TED MEASURES
Range .. elec. ignition 40 27 9 288 288 15% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Dryer - elec. ignition 30 20 7 175 463 23% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Dryer .. auto terminatn 4 3 1 28 491 25% 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

POTENTIAL UTILITY MEASURES
High spin-speed washer 13 9 9 237 728 37% 4.50 5.63 6.75 3.38

Notes:
"'Measures which will be automatically adopted at time of equipment replacement due to NAECA standardso

.....Measures to be implemented at time of equipment replacement.

See oreceedina text for eXDlanation of each column in this table. ,.
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In examining the CSG figures, it is useful to compare these to the marginal and retail cost

of gas. As discussed in Chapter 1, the marginal cost of gas has not been firmly established in

New York State; however, recent filings by New Yark gas utilities give some indications of

what the marginal cost may be. Based on the discussion in Chapter 1, ~e estimate that when

marginal costs are frrmly established, for purposes of residential DSM analysis (meaning winter

only or year-round efficiency measures), marginal costs are likely to be in the $2.50 to

4dOO/DTh ranged Hence, in the discussion below, these two values are used to indicate the

likely range of the economic savings potential from the total resource perspective..

From the consumer perspective, measures are likely to be cost-effective when the CSG

is less than the retail price of gas. As discussed in Chapter 1, residential retail gas· costs for

LILCo, BUG, and NFG are presently approximately $6.50, $8650, and $6600/Dth respectively

(rounded to the nearest SO..50). In the discussion below, these values are used to indicate the

likely economic savings potential from the consumer perspective.

The savings, cost, and CSG for individual measures vary significantly by prototype and

1II18hllllhY'" however, the tables show a number of patterns. First, several measures generally have

CSG (less than approximately $2",50/DTh) and are likely to be cost-effective in most

The measures this category include:

• upgrades replacement, up to medium levels of

efficiency (e",g0 heating system AFUE's in the 80's and water heater EF's in the 60's);

thermostats;

IIln1"1aii1"1l""l"ll't-1Id"'Ion reduction all but the tightest homes;

• Low-flow showerheads and faucet aerators;
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• Water heater tank and pipe insulation;

• Mainline steam vents in multifamily buildings.

At the other extreme, there are a number of measures with CSG's ·generally above the

retail price of gas (e.g. approximately $7.00/DTh) that are unlikely to be cost-effective in most

situations. These measures include:

" Duct insulation (expensive to install as a retrofit);

• Basement ceiling insulation;

... Installing ·new heating and hot water systems as retrofits (except in some multifamily

buildings);

• Storm windows;

• Adding additional insulation to insulated attics (eoge those already with R-l1 or more

downstate or R-19 or more upstate);

• Instantaneous water heaters and engine-driven heat pumps (in both cases either

efficiency improvements or price cuts are needed to improve the CSG); and

distribution systems 0

Measures not listed above generally fall in the mid-range of CSG's and the cost

e.tti~~tlvenle~~ of these measures is likely to depend on the particular application~
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To achieve energy savings in a home of 30 percent or more will require packages of

many measures, each of which contributes a small amount of savings to the overall package..

However, a few measures individually provide a large amount of savings (at least 5 percent

savings for a building type)" Among the measures with large savings are:

• Replacement heating systems;

• Insulating uninsulated attics;

• Walf insulation (both wood-frame and brick);

• Mainline air vents (for steam systems)~

Results by Measure Type

As discussed previously, potential savings fall into several categories -- savings from

measures mandated under Federal law, and savings that are potential targets for utility DSM

programs 0 This latter category can be further divided into savings from measures that are

implemented at time of equipment replacement and savings from measures that are implemented

on a retrofit basis~ Table 2-43 divides the potential savings, for the 50 percent program cost

scenario, these three categories~6 As can be seen, mandated measures will reduce

residential gas use by approximately 10 percent,other cost-effective replacement measures can

'lIJ",f..,A'll.&""a,,1WL1Il.4.&. gas use by an additional 4 to 14 percent, and retrofit measures can save an

additional to 32 percent (the broad ranges are due to differences in assumed avoided. gas costs

and differences between utilities)0 Thus, while the savings potential is quite large in each of the

three service these savings cannot be quickly achievedo A substantial portion of the

~'ll'i:r'llnt'~t'J (approximately one-third) are due to measures that are cost-effective only when existing

6 Data in Table 2-43, as well as many of the subsequent tables and figures, were calculated
combining the "cumulative savings in all homes" figures from Tables 2-26 through 2-42 in

a single database for each utility and dividing cumulative energy savings at each CSG breakpoint
by the appropriate existing energy use figure from Tables 2-10 through 2-13~
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equipment is replacede It will take several decades (e.g., approximately 2020) before all of these

- savings opportunities are available.

Table 2-43. Economic Savings Potential by Utility from Replacement and Retrofit Measures as
a Percent of Residential Gas Sales (50% Program Cost Case).

Mandated Additional Replacement Retrofit Measures
Measures Measures

$2.50/ $4.00/ Retail $2.50/ $4.00/ Retail
DTh DTh Cost DTh DTh Cost

LILCo 9% 4% 6% 8% 10% 23% 29%

BUG 11 % 5% 8% 14% 14% 23% >26%

NFG 10% 4% 6% 7% 12% 26% 32%

Note: Retail costs are $6.50/DTh for LILCo, $8.50 for BUG, and $6.00 for NFG. me > n sign
indicates that calibration point was reached before retail gas cost was reached.

Results by Building Type

To examine results by building type it is useful to simplify the data in Tables 2-26

through 2-42 into one table. Thus, in Table 2-44 the economic savings potential for each

U~Ji..AUJl.JIl.11JM. type and each utility are reported for marginal gas costs of $2850 and 4.00, and average

gas costs $6.. oo-$8 .. 50/DTh" All data Table 2-44 assume program costs of 50 percent

measure costs ..

As table shows, highest savings are possible in the ranch and brownstone, with

.. "'g .....· .......L .. 1L savings the high-rise apartment and wood-frame townhouse .. The colonial and low

the Inid..;range of savings potentials.

Savings potential is high in the ranch due to large savings from attic insulation compared

to building types; the ranch loses a larger proportion of heat through the attic. Also, since

most ducts and pipes run through the basement, a larger proportion of these can be insulated ..
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Summary Economic Savings Potential as a of Gas Use for Each Building Type
(50% Program Cost Case)~

tv
I
~
-..J

AU MEASURES
LILCo BUG NFG

Mar~inal gas cost/DTh $2$50 $4000 $6.50 $2$50 $4.00 $8.50 $2.50 $4.00 $6.00
Building Type*
Colonial 22% 36% 42% 25% 35% 42% 23% 33% '44%
Ranch 27% % 53% 30% 41% 56% 28% 45% 50%
Wood-frame % 30% 41% 16% 29% 45% 12% 31% 44%
Brownstone n/a n/a n/a 31 % 45% 55% n/a n/a fila
Low-rise· apartment 27% 35% >44% 26% 33% >44% 23% 31% 48%
High-rise apartment fila n/a n/a 17% 26% >26% n/a n/a n/a
Ranges and dryers** 25% 25% 25% 25% 25% 26% 25% 25% 25%

UTILITY MEASURES ONLY
LILCo BUG NFG

Marginal gas costlDTh $2.50 $4.00 $6.50 $2.50 $4.00 $8.50 $2.50 $4.00 $6.00
Building Type*
Colonial 13% 27% 33% 14% 24% 31% 13% 23% 34%
Ranch 17% 33% 43% 18% 29% 44% 18% 35% 40%
rwood-frame 6% 21% 32% 5% 18% 34% 3% 22% 35%
Brownstone n/a n/a n/a 20% 34% 44% n/a n/a n/a
Low-rise apartment 18% 26% >35% 17% 24% >35% 15% 23% 40%
High-rise apartment n/a ri/a n/a 12% 21% >21% n/a n/a n/a
Ran2es and dryers** 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 0%

Notes.e

* Savings'as a perce·ntage ofspace and water heating gas usage.
** Savings as a percentage ofcooking and drying gas usage.
> sign indicates that the calibration point was reached before the retail gas price.



Savings potential is high in brownstones because most use steam heat, the least efficient

type of system examined in this study. (baseline distribution efficiency of 61 percent compared

to 79 percent for warm-air and 94 percent for hOl water-Andrews and Modern 1991)e

Inefficient heating systems use more gas, increasing opportunities for savings. Also, the

masonry construction results in high heat loss through the walls, with higher heating needs than

a similarly configured woodframe building. As a result, steam-system upgrades and installing

R-4 foam insulation in the walls during building renovation produce dramatic savingse

Savings are comparatively low in the high-rise apartment because relative to other

building types, -a smaller portion of energy use is for space heating, the end-use with the largest

savings opportunities. Also, many of the measures that are appropriate for other building types

are not appropriate for high-rise buildingse Finally, some measures which .are cost-effective for

other building types are not cost-effective for the high-rise because the lower energy use of the

high-rise means that there are fewer DTh of savings upon which to spread fixed measure costso

Savings the woodframe townhouse are relatively low because many measures that are

cost-effective the detached single-family homes are not cost-effective in the townhouse.. For

many measures such as more efficient heating systems, costs are essentially the same for the

single-family detached and townhouse homes, but savings are lower in the townhouse due to the

sharing walls with neighboring units, resulting less energy use..

Savings potentials vary by end use.. portunities for cost-effective savings are greatest

space heating~ At $4$OO/DTh, the economic potential for space heating savings (assuming

"-"_..... __... "' ... n"ll!"'r!lllt""'iI~'!l""II"li costs) are to 47 percent of present space heating energy use" At the same

cost, cost-effective measures can reduce water heating energy use by 30 to 35

cooking clothes drying, measures costing $4.00/DTh or less can reduce

110' ... _ ..""_...... "" energy use by 24 to 28 percent.. These findings are illustrated in Figure 2-3 ..
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Savings by Avoided .(las cost

The economic savings potential varies substantially as a function of different avoided gas

costs. As shown in Table 2-45, at an avoided ~as cost of $2.50 per DTh, the economic savings

potential from utility measures (non-mandated measures) ranges from 12 to 25 percent,

depending on the utility and the sensitivity case. At $4.00 per DTh, the economic savings

potential increases b·y 10 to 16 percent of current gas use, and at retail gas costs, the economic

savings potential increases by an additi.onal 7 to 16 percent of current gas use.. As noted

previously, when mandated measures are also included, the economic savings potential is

appoximately 10 percentage points higher..From the consumer perspective (retail gas prices and

no program costs), the economic savings potential is more than 40 percent from utility measures

and more than 50 percent from all measures 6

Results by Sensitivity Case

Savings potentials also vary substantially from sensitivity case to sensitivity case.. These

results are also summarized in Table 2-459 Assuming avoided gas costs of $2 ..50 per DTh, the

economic savings potential from utility measures is 19-25 percent at 25 percent program costs,

14... 19 percent at 50 percent program costs, and 12-13 percent at 75 percent program costs..

Total savings potential (including mandated measures) is approximately 10 percentage points

higher for each the sensitivity cases.. Thus, e economic savings potential is approximately

6 percentage points lower at 50 percent program costs than at 25 percent program costs, and

approximately 4 percentage points lower at 75 percent program costs than at 50 percent program

costs.. The percentage point differences are similar at $4.00 per DTh and at retail gas costs, and

choice sensitivity case is much more important at low avoided gas costs than at

$4A~,JlL&_.a. costs~
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Table 2-459 Economic Savings Potential by Utility for the Different Sensitivity Cases as a Percent of Residential Gas Salese

ALLMEASU:

Marginal cost/DTh
Sensitivity Case

52.50 I $4.00 I 56.50 II $2.50 I 54.00 I 58.50 II 52.50 I 54.00 I 56.00

n/a n/a >54% n/a nla >51% nla nla >51%
28% 42% 53% 33% 48% >51% 35% 45% >51%
23% 38% 46% 30% 42% ·>51% 26% 42% 49%
21% 35% 44% 23% 37% >51% 23% 37% 45%N

•00
~

No Program Costs
25% Program Costs
50% Program Costs
75% Program Costs

UTILITY MEASURES
BUG 'I NFG I

Marginal cost/OTh 52.50 I $4.00 I $6.50 $2.50 $4.00 . 58.50 $2.50 I $4.00 I 56.00

Sensitivity Case
No Program Costs
25% Program Costs
50% Program Costs
75% Program Costs

nla
19%
14%
12%

nla
33%
29%
26%

>44%
44%
37%
35%

n/a
22%
19%
12%

nla
37%
31%
26%

>41%
>41%
>41i%
>41%

nla
25%
16%
13%

nla
35%
32%
27%

>41%
>41%

39%
35%

Note: tt>tt indicates that calibration point was reached before retail gas cost was reached.



Results by utility

Table 2-45 also indicates that economic savings potentials are generally similar for the

three utilities. For most of the sensitivity cases and avoided gas costs examined, results vary

by only a few percentage points from utility to utility.

Overall results by utility can also be summarized in a conservation supply curve, that

graphs cumulative savings potential by utility as a function of cost of conserved gas (as shown

in Figures 2-4 through 2-6). In these graphs the four sensitivity cases are plottede These

graphs, together with the results summarized in Table 2-45 illustrate an important point: even

in a worst case scenario of $2e50 per DTh avoided gas costs and 75 percent program costs, the

economic savings potential is still 21-23 percent from all measures and 12-13 per~ent from

potential utility measures~

Savings at Time of System Peak

The analysis discussed. above is based entirely on annual energy savings~ Annual energy

savings are of interest to utilities because every DTh saved means one less DTh that must be

purchased. by the utility~ However, annual energy savings tell only part of the story.. Gas

utilities are particularly interested gas consumption and savings at the time of maximum

demand, because pipelines and other system components must be sized for the peak demand, not

annual demande Also, price of gas to the utility is higher during peak periods than

periods~ ew York State, the peak demand for gas occurs on the coldest days

of the year, when gas used for space heating is at its highest. Thus, gas utilities are very

interested knowing which efficiency measures save energy during peak periods, and which

save during off-peak periods4

analysis reported here did not examine the issue of peak savingse Still, based on an

nnI'1,c1f'C:~"'~'i"I~rl11l""lln of the mechanisms by which specific measures save energy, it is possible to make

preliminary characterizations of the possible peak impacts of different measures by classifying

measures into four peak-reduction categories: (1) measures whose savings are proportional
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Figure Supply Curve of Saved Gas, National Fuel Gas j Residential Sector.
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to the outdoor temperature, and hence are likely to be important for reducing peak demand; (2)

measures which pro~ably save the same amount of energy during peak and off-peak periods; (3)

measures which probably save less energy during peak periods than off-peak periods; and (4)

measures whose relative impacts during peak- and off-peak periods are unknown.

The first category of measures covers most building shell measures (e..g" insulation,

infiltration reduction,. and improved efficiency windows), new high efficiency heating systems,

and most distribution system measures such as duct sealing and pipe and duct insulation. The

former reduce heat loss from the home, and heat loss is directly proportional to the indoor

outdoor temperature difference. Savings from the other measures are proportional to the demand

for heat, which is highest on peak dayS6

The second category of measures probably includes most non-space heating measures

such as water heating, cooking and clothes drying measures. Demand for these energy services

to be fairly constant throughout the year6 Some small increases water heating and

cooking energy can be expected on cold days, but these effects may well be modest compared

to the dramatic increase in space heating energy use on the coldest days of the yea.ro

The third category measures includes controls and retrofits that are specifically

designed to reduce energy use during off-peak periods * Examples include boiler water

temperature modulation, modulating furnaces, and derating a furnace ..

category of measures includes measures which achieve energy savings in

complex ways, and whose performance under peak conditions needs to be monitored.. Examples

&.A&~Jl"Y~~'t!lo' gas engine ·heat pumps (whose performance is likely to degrade at low temperatures),

setting back the main thermostat (to what extent do residents raise the set-point on cold days?),

systems (will homeowners be less likely to let the temperature drop in one zone on

thermostatic steam valves (will homeowners reset them on cold days?)o
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Comparison to Field Studies

For this study to have practical meaning, the results of the analysis must compare

favorably with the savings that have been achieved from installing packages of measures in

homes. In this section the results of this study are compared to the results of two field

studies-a study on small single-family homes conducted in the NFG territory in 1988-1989, and

on-going studies on steam-heated multifamily buildings conducted by the Center for

Neighborhood Technology in Chicago.

The NFG study was conducted by Oak Ridge National Laboratory (Ternes et ale 1991)G

In the study, 36 homes received energy audits followed by installation of cost-effective efficiency

improvements.. The energy audits estimated the CSG of 15 efficiency measures on a site-specific

basis .. Measures with a CSG of $5.79/DTh or less were generally implemented .. Pre- and post

retrofit fuel use data·were examined for participating homes and a control group of similar non

participating· homes.. Gas savings were estimated based on a statistical analysis of the data$ The

retrofit packages generally reduced space heating gas use by 25 percent and water heating gas

use by only 2 percent, Combined savings amounted to 20 percent of energy used for space and

water heating G

These savings are considerably lower than our estimate of the savings that can be

achieved a typical ranch home, the type most similar to those in the NFG study & At a CSG

$5079/DTh or less, we estimate an economic savings potential of 63 percent, including both

measures 0 However, of this potential, savings of 21 percent are attributable

to measures tha.t are only cost-effective when equipment is replaced and hence would not pass

the Oak Ridge screening criteria for retrofit installation& Of the 42 percent savings remaining,

some percentage points are due to measures included in our study that were not included in

including clock thermostats; hydronic and steam system pipe insulation; furnace

duct sealing; boiler temperature modulation; zoning hydronic heating systems;

~&l.li.~AJIl.&BL'V~U4\Wl"V steam valves; furnace fan and thermostat adjustments; low-flow showerheads and

aerators; and a horizontal-axis clothes washer& When these measures are subtracted from
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our estimates, the savings potential at $5079/DTh is reduced to 27 percent of gas used for space

and water heating (see Table 2-46)0

While this difference is much less significant, it is still higher than we would like~

Examination of the Oak Ridge report (Ternes et al .. 1991) provides a likely explanation for the

difference. OUf savings included approximately 9 percentage points of savings from infiltration

reduction. This is consistent with a Colorado field study that found savings averaging 8.9

percent from infiltration reduction procedures (proctor and deKiefer 1988),. However, homes

in the NFG study achieved an estimated 2 percentage points of savings from infiltration

reduction 0 These savings were substantially lower than had been predicted during the energy

audits that predicted savings averaging approximately 6 percentage pointse

There are two possible explanations for the difference between our estimates and the

NFG results: homes. in the NFG study were tighter than we assume in our study and/or the

quality or quantity of the infiltration reduction work was more limited in the NFG study.. With

regard to the first issue, the Oak Ridge data and our estimates are not easily compared because

of differences in measurement technique; the Oak Ridge data are reported in terms of cfm at 50

Pascals of pressure using a blower door and our estimates are in terms of air-changes per hour

unpressurized conditionso

regard second issue, the NFG study limited the amount of infiltration

reduction based on a minimum acceptable benefit-cost ratio of 2.. 0~ Furthermore, due to

a ventilation guideline (cfm/house), work was stopped in many houses before O~35 air-

changes/hour were achieved (Ternes 1992).. Thus the infiltration reduction work was less

we modeled our analysis.. In addition, the NFG study used

gjinexperienced infiltration reduction crews" (p~ 77), who, although they received training, were

not The Oak Ridge researchers note (p., 75) that "although [low savings from

.!1.lliAAJll.JIl.\..BUlliJLlIooA,,",PAl&. reduction work] could indicate that few leakage sites existed in the houses that could

cost effectively, [these results] more likely indicate a lack of crew proficiency ~ tf In

the Proctor and deKiefer study cited, the success of the program in saving energy is

_..._.....__.~__ to extensive, on-going quality control.
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Table 2-46.. Analysis of Upstate Ranch Savings Potential for All Measures (Mandated and
Utility Measures) and Subset of Measures Included in ORNL Study.

Cumulative Saviap as ., of
RaDch Gas Use

Measure All Measures ORNL Measures

Replace furnace - 78 % AFUE • 8~ 0%

Replace hydromc boiler - 80~ ... 9~ 0

Replace Iteam boiler - 75~ • 9% 0

Replace water htr. - .54 EF • 10% 0

Setback T-at - lOde,••• 12S 0

Setback T-at - .s dCB.•• 14~ 0

DHW pipe inaulation 15~ 1

Infiltration - 1-> .35 16~ 2

Furnace ... 85 $ AFUE III 20~ 2

Infiltration - .75-> .35 24% 6

Steam boiler - 82 $ • 24% 6

Pipe inaul. (steam) •• 24% 6

Attic inaul. ... RO- >RJO 28% 10

Tanlc Wnlp - R-6 30% 12

Derate furnace $. 33% 12

Low-flow shower &. faucet •• 34% 12

Basement wall insul .... R II 40% 18

Boiler temp. modulation •• 40% 18

Seal ducts •• 41~ 18

Two zones- nydronic •• 42~ 18

Infiltration... .5- > .35 43% 19

Storage Wk. htr.....65 EF • 45% 19

Attic imul.... R.S- >R.30 46% 20

Pipe insul. (hydronic) •• 46% 20

Thermostatic~m valves $. 47% 20

Furnace fanft-stat adj.•• 50% 20

Hom-axis wash1g mach..•• 51% 20

Basement ceiling. insul .... IUS 52% 21

Furnace - 91 % AFUE $ 55% 21

Wail insul. - Rl3 ceil. 59% 25

Modulating furnace • 61~ 25

Attic irw.d. - Rll->R30 63% 27

Hydronic boiler - 84$ AFUE • 63% 27

Notes:
* Measures to be implemented when equipment is replaced~

** Measures not included in the Oak Ridge studye
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7

Thus, if savings from the NFG study are increased 7 percentage points to account for

differences in savings in infiltration reduction work between their study and the Colorado work,

the discrepancy between the NFG field study (20 percent + 7 percent = 27 percent savings),

and our estimate (27 percent) disappear.

The Center for Neighborhood Technology (CNT) has been providing programs to save

energy in steam-heated multifamily buildings for nearly ten years. Based on this work, including

numerous measurements of the actual energy savings achieved from retrofit measures, they

estimate that energy use in a typical steam-heated multifamily building can be reduced by 29

percent (Katarkis 1989). These savings are achieved at a measure cost (excluding program

costs) of approximately $3 .. 50/DTh or less (Biederman and Katrakis 1989).. If a cost

effectiveness threshold of 3.50/DTh is assumed, we estimate an economic savings potential of

approximately 28 percent in the high-rise apartment<D Thus, when program costs are excluded,

the CNT field work. indicates that our savings estimates are reasonablee7

results from these two field studies indicate that the results reported in this study

appear reasonable.. However, additional field studies on comprehensive efficiency packages

would be useful for further corroboration~

comparison becomes much more difficult to make when program costs are included$
years CNT has operated their program under contract to People's Gas Light and Coke,
gas utility.. The CNT program has had a low participation rate and high indirect costs

customer served, resulting in a total CSG to the utility substantially in excess of marginal
gas costs .. Based on a previous program CNT ran that had much lower administrative costs, and
based on plans for improved program marketing, CNT believes the program could be
restructured to make it cost-effective to the utility. The utility disagrees, and thus the program
was canceled (Katrakis 1992).
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Chapter 3

RESIDENTIAL FUEL-SWITCHING

INTRODUCTION

An issue that is being extensively debated throughout North America is whether fuel

switching, converting customers from one fuel source to another, should be included among

utility DSM offerings. In this chapter the economics of switching residential customers from

electricity to n~tural gas are examined.! In all states and provinces, the starting poin~ for fuel

switching discussions has been to identify situations where fuel-switching is likely to be cost

effective from the societal point of view, meaning, are the benefits of fuel-switching to society

worth the Costs 0 These analyses can help identify the situations that are the most likely

candidates for fuel-switching and also indicate the magnitude of the potential fuel-switching

resourceG When the magnitude has been identified, discussions can begin if this resource is

pursuing, and so, the best approaches to take..

An objective analysis of the economics of fuel-switching is useful because comparative

analyses of the economics of different fuels prepared by gas and electric utilities tend to be

_A_~ in favor of the fuel each company sells~ To note just one example, an analysis prepared

a New England electric utility found that the annual cost of heating with gas or electric

resistance heat was equaL~ owever, a close examination of the data, and telephone calls to the

utility, revealed that electric heated home used the comparison was heavily insulated,

according to current building code requirements, but the gas heated home used in the comparison

was uninsulated, b on pre-World War II construction practices..

1 As is discussed in Chapter 1, switching from electricity to other fuels or switching from
other fuels to natural gas is beyond the scope of this studye
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METHODOLOGY

For this analysis, the same six prototype buildings used in Chapter 2 were employed.

These are a single-family colonial, single-family ranch, wood frame townhouse, brownstone

townhouse, low-rise apartment, and high-rise apartment~ Building parameters are the same as

in Chapter 2 except that insulation levels were increased and infiltration levels decreased

consistent with typical construction practices for electric-heated dwellings. The air infiltration

assumptions were derived from NYSERDA 1989. The other assumptions were based on LILCo

energy audit data (LILCo 1991) plus the professional judgement of the project team which led

us to increase -attic insulation levels upstate. Based on these sources, for the fuel-switching

analysis, the following insulation and air infiltration values were assumed:

Parameter
Attic insulation

Uptate
Downstate

Wall insulation
Wood frame buildings

Masonry buildings

Windows
(double-hung, wood frame)

infiltration

19
11

8

o

R-value
R-value

R-value

R-value

U-value

ACH

For each prototype, up seven fuel-switching options were modeled:

1~ Electric baseboard heat converted to a gas hydronic boiler with baseboard

distribution system;

Electric baseboard heat converted to a gas warm-air furnace with a warm-air duct

distribution system;
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30 A supplemental gas heating coil added to an electric heat pump to displace the

electric resistance backup heating coils;

4. Electric heat pump converted to a gas furnace (heat pump remains in place for air

conditioning);

5" Electric resistance stand-alone water heater converted to a g~ stand-alone water

heater;

6. Electric resistance stand-alone water heater converted to an insulated storage tank

connected to a gas boiler (for homes that already obtain space heat from a gas

boiler); and

Electric resistance baseboard heat and stand-alone water heater converted to gas

boiler combination system providing both space heat and hot water (using an

insulated storage tank as with option #6);

gas furnace was not examined for the brownstone or the low- and high-rise apartments

because existing buildings like these, it will be difficult to install duct systems & In these

situations, a viable option may be to install one or more gas space heaters in heavily used roomso

The electric system is left place to provide supplemental heat~ Gas space heaters can also be

used as an inexpensive conversion option in some, but not all, single-family homes$ However,

_1lo'1Io,a."'ll~_441i is highly site-specific and not easy to model for

"average" As a result, gas space heaters were not included in the analysiso

In different types of equipment, typical equipment efficiencies were

assum.ea~ not state-of-the-art models" Thus, the gas furnace and boiler options assumed 85 %

higher efficiencies possible with condensing furnaces and boilers or the soon

gas engine-driven heat pump (see Chapter 2 for a discussion of these

teehnologies)$ Similarly, the electric heat pump analyzed has a seasonal COP of lo65-1~75, not

approximately 205 achieved by the best models on the market (Wilson and Momll 1992)~
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Heating and hot water loads for each of the prototypes were estimated using REM

Design. For the analysis of heat pump and parasitic energy use (e.g. fans and pumps), the Bin

method was employed (ASHRAE 1989). Heat pump calculations assumed a seasonal COP of

1.75 downstate, 1.65 upstate. Each prototype was modeled twice, once with New York City

weather data for the LILCo and BUG service areas and once with Buffalo weather data for the

NFG service area. As in Chapter 2, space heating loads were then converted into energy use

by dividing the loads by the heating system and distribution system efficiencies. Hot water

energy use was calculated by dividing the loads by the water heater energy factor. In addition,

for the electric baseboard cases, loads were reduced by 19 percent to account for the impacts ~

of zoning. The derivation of this factor is described under distribution system measures in

Chapter 2.

The cost of each conversion was estimated by Building Science Engineering based on a

detailed study previously prepared for the New England Electric System (Kelly 1991)8 In some

cases these costs were revised based on recent manufacturer's equipment pricing datat> These

costs assume that gas service is already supplied to the building. When gas service is on the

and not in the building,an additional cost will be incurred~ These costs are not included

the primary analysis, but are included in a set of sensitivity cases..

In addition examining fuel-switching for space and water heating, fuel-switching for

clothes drying were also examined & These analyses were based on simple

spreadsheet The assumptions used and the calculation procedures followed are

surnm~;zooin l~d

In analyzing cost-effectiveness of fuel-switching, a total resource cost perspective was

which includes all costs of conversion and not only the utility'S share of these costs, and

bases electricity and-gas use on the long-run marginal costs for each fuel~ in New

electric long-run avoided costs are well established. Hence, for this analysis, recent

marginal costs for LILCo, Consolidated Edison (serving the BUG service area) and

Niagara Mohawk (serving the NFG service area) were usede The specific values for each utility

are summarized Table
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Unfortunately, gas long-run marginal costs are not well established in New York State..

Accordingly, the analysis sought to estimate the gas long-run avoided cost at which the costs and

benefits of conversion are exactly in balanceo If gas long-run avoided costs are less than this

value, then conversion will be cost-effective. The detailed methodology is described in

Appendix B. The approach is illustrated in Table 3-1 which analyzes the economics of fuel

switching for the downstate colonial. This table also describes other key ·assumptions in the

analysis and their source.

In conducting the initial analysis, only the actual costs of conversion were included and

not program cOsts that will be incurred to encourage customers to convert, Program costs were

incorporated during the sensitivity stage of the analysis as summarized below..

SENSITIVITY ANALYSFS

The administrative costs of fuel switching programs are largely undocumented 0 To

address these data limitations, we assumed a range of possible administrative costs (25 percent,

percent, and 75 rcent -- the same values as were used in Chapter 2) and incorporated these

into the sensitivity analyseso In addition to capturing program costs, the sensitivity analyses also

address other uncertainties including uncertainties regarding conversion costs, energy use of the

home prior to conversion, and costs of running a gas line to the horneo In total, including the

no-program-cost case, sensitivity analyses were conducted:

10 CQflversion cost$ plus 2~ percento analysis captures the impacts of program

administrative costs, assuming fuel switching administrative costs are in line with

typical UoSo electric DSM administrative costs.. This analysis could al~o apply

conversion costs are higher than we estimated or if energy use in the electric

is less than in the primary analysis and hence the value of conversion is

lower<&
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Table 3-1. Fuel-Swkohlng Anaiveie for eoaomaa ... Downstate.

Eloetric
Electric Heat Electric .....t Electric Hea. Electric OHW to Electric OHW to a.••boan:lIDHW to

Electric Bas.boerd Pump to Gas Pump to Gee Pump to Ga, 0 •• Store.. Duat Integrated Due"ntoereted
IFIGURES IN MMBTU) to Oee Hvdronic FUmKe BackuD Fumec. DHW ADDli.enc. Appliance Notes t,ts refer to row numbers)

1 Annuel heat loed 87.50 67.50 81.33 81.33 87.60 67.60 67.50 From REM Design runs
2 Annu. DHW load 22.90 22.90 22.90 22.90 22.90 22.90 22.90 From REM Design runs
3 Heat +DHW load 22.90 22.90 22.90 22.90 22.90 22.90 22.90 1+2
4 Elec. equip. AFUE 100% 100% 115% 175% 100% 100% 100% SSE estimates.
5 Elec. heat delivery effic. 98" 98% 19% 19% 98% 98% 98% SSE estit118t•.
6 Elec. OHW energy fecto.- 84% 84% 84% 84% 84% 84% 84% SSE MtimatM.
1 On-site etee consumed-heat 68.88 68.88 58.82 58.82 68.88 68.88 68.88 1/(4 1 51
8 On-site elec. coneumed-OHW 27.26 21.26 27.26 27.26 27.26 21.26 21.26 2/6
9 Elec.•aved wi switch 68.88 88.88 20.06 58.82 27.26 27.26 96.14 Portion of 7 I./or 8 displaced
10 Site-energy use lidded 13.83 13.83 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 lose of savings from zoning

11 G. equip.•fficiency 85% AFUE 85% AFUE 85% AfUE 85% AFUE 64% EF 64% EF 86"164% Medium efficiency equiptTMmt
12 G. distribution effie. 9496 79% 79% 79% N/A N/A 94% From chepter 3
13 Added a- use wI switch 101.78 101.78 41.30 121.11 42.41 35.23 120.21 B_ed on 1,2,9,10,11, a 12.
14- P...itic .Iec. - kWh 700 1100 0 1100 0 0 700 PUmpI, fens.. trllnSformem end gas valves

15 On-site energy w/.witch 104.17 105.54 41.30 124.87 42.41 35.23 122.80 AaIltJn'M!lS .3.. 413 BtuIkWh.
16 Primarv energy wi switch 128.39 140.45 41.30 169.18 42.41 35.23 144.82 Assumes 33% generationIT6D effic.
17 Primary energy: orig svstm 288.42 288.42 258.26 258.26 288.42 288.42 288.42 AslBUI118lI 33" generationlT&O effie.
18 Primary energy seved 182.03 147.97 216.96 98.48 246.01 253.19 143.80 17·18
19 Cost of converaion $6,200.00 $8,500.00 $100.00 .1,850.00 $625.00 .700.00 $6,100.00 From Kelly 1991 and

menuf/contrector estiG"i"N'rtes

20 Elec. m..g;n. c08tlkWh $0.0394 $0.0394 $0.0394 40.0394 $0.0628 $0.0528 $0.0421 Average of lllCo end Con Ed from Chapter 1.
Boiler Combo weights heating 80%, DHW 20%.

21 Value of elec. saved .768 .752 $232 .636 $422 3422 $1,156 B_ed on 9, 14, end 20.
22 Breakeven cost/Dth $3.58 .1.95 $4.51 $4.26 48.99 $10.68 45.99 121-payment on 19)/1 3; 30 year equip life

and 6% f.aI discount .sumed
Note: Margin. g. ccct. must b. '.8 than value listed for fuel-switching to be cost-effective.
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20 conversion costs plus 50 percent. This analysis captures the impacts of program

administrative costs, assuming fuel switching administrative costs are in line with

preliminary data on electric DSM programs in New York State. This analysis

could also apply if program administrative costs are 25 percent and either

conversion costs are higher than we estimated or energy use in the electric home

is less than in the primary analysis and hence the value of conversion is lower.

3~ conversion costs plus 75 percente This analysis captures a worst-case scenario

of a combination of high program administrative costs, high conversion costs,

and/or overestimated electricity consumptiono

4. CQnversion costs plus 0 percent<& This is the basecase analysis discussed

previously @ It reflects a best-case scenario of low program administrative costs

(25 percent of conversion costs or less) combined with overestimated conversion

costs and/or underestimated electricity consumption~

C;onversion costs plus 50 percent plus cost of runnin~ a gas line to the buildinge

As previously noted, the primary analysis assumes that gas service is already

supplied in the building * If service is not in the building but in the street,

additional costs must be incurred to run the gas line from the street to the homee

the case of single-family homes, LILCo estimates typical service connection

costs of $3200 rhome (LILCo 1992)'0 This estimate is used for the analysise

analysis assumes program administrative costs of 50 percent of basic

conversion costs; administrative costs are not added to the service connection

cost.

case of multifamily homes; the cost of running a gas line from the street

to the building are similar to the single-family case, but since these costs are

divided among many units, the increment is negligible and not worth consideringo

However, in some cases, gas service is not on the street but must be extended

from nearby. These costs are highly site-specific, but an analysis by Boston Gas
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estimates that costs of approximately $765 per apartment for a service line plus

extension of the gas main are typical (Chemiack, Goodman and Espenhorst

1989)0 This estimate is used for the multifamily building analysese

6~ Retail electric rates. All of the preceeding analyses are based on marginal

electricity costs. To assess the impact of fuel switching from the consumer

perspective, this sensitivity case' uses average retail electric costs for high use

customers as documented by the Edison Electric Institute (1992)0 These prices

are $0.114 per kWh for LILCo, $0.0991 for Con Edison, and $0.091 for Niagara

Mohawk& For the downstate analysis, the simple average of the LILCo and Con

Edison rates-were used ($00102 per kWh)i> Program administrative costs are not

included in this analysis.

CAVEATS

Fuel-switching economics are subject to a multitude of factors, many of which are highly

site-specific~ This analysis attempts to capture much of this variation using six different

prototypes that vary substantially in size and electricity use, and through six sensitivity cases.

is substantial variation that is not fully captured~ This analysis is intended to

represent a reasonable range of situations, but the economics of specific situations may vary

from our findings~ Accordingly, if fuel-switching programs are offered, site-specific economic

analyses should conducted before conversion proceeds.. This report indicates the situations

when fuel-switching is or is not likely to be cost-effective, but the absolute economics of fuel

switching can only be determined case by case~

as noted previously, this analysis is based on typical gas and electric equipment.

compares state-of-the-art gas and electric equipment may yield somewhat
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RESULTS

The analyses on the economics of fuelswiching are reported in Tables 3-1 through 3-12

which cover all six prototypes downstate, four prototypes upstate (there are few brownstones and

high-rise apartments in the NFG selVice area), as well as the cooking and clothes drying

analyses. Breakeven marginal gas costs for all the analy.8es, under the no-program-cost scenario,

are summarized in Table 3-130 Results of the other scenarios are summarized in Tables 3-14

through 3-18.

-
To interpret these results one needs to have some indication on actual marginal gas costs&

While these costs have not been accurately determined for New York State utilities, recent

filings by each.of the utilities provide some indication where marginal costs are likely to beo

These filings were analyzed by the New York State Energy Office, as summarized in Table 1-10

The~ results imply that for year-round and winter-only end-uses, long-range gas costs are likely

to range from $2*50 to 4000 per decatherm (1 Dth = 10 therms == 1 million"BTUs), with long

run costs near the low end of this range for year....round uses such as water heating, cooking, and

\,;t.lll.V1i.&BI.""tJI drying and at the higher end of this range for winter-only uses such as space heatingo

Based on these marginal gas costs, and focusing on the analysis with 50 percent program

costs, the analysis indicates that throughout the state fuel switching is likely to be very cost

effective from the total resource rspective for water heaters (switching from an electric-storage

water heater to either a gas-storage water heater or a gas boiler space/water heating system),

somewhat cost-effective for dryers at the time of equipment replacement, and not cost-effective

rangese homes with electric baseboard heat, conversion to a gas hydronic system will

generally cost-effective total resources perspective upstate for detached homes (eeg ..

ranch) not attached homes (townhouses and apartments). Detached

.\!.lIl."JJII,&&"",,e.Ji generally use more energy than attached homes, and thus economic savings with fuel

SWllcnln2 are greater detached homes.. Conversion of a ranch to a gas furnace will also often

cost-effective (due to easy access to the entire living area through the basement) 0 Downstate,

conversion of electric baseboard systems will generally not be cost-effective, with the possible
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Table 3-2. fuel-Switching .Analysis for Colonial .. Upstate ..

Electric
Electric DHW Electric DHW to BaseboerdlDHW

Electric Baseboard Electric Heet Pump Electric Heat Pump Electric Heat Pump to Gss Storage Dual Integrated to Dua' Integrated
(FIGURES IN MMBTU) to Gas Hvdronic to G8S Furnace to Gas Backup to Gas Furnace DHW Appliance Appliance

1 Annual heat load 93.40 93.40 112.53 112.53 93.40 93.40 93.40
2 Annual DHW load 22.90 22.90 22.90 22 .. 90 22.90 22.90 22.90
3 Heat + DHW load 116.30 116.30 . 135.43 135.43 116.30 116.30 116.30
4 Else. equip. AFUE 100% 100% 165% 165% 100% 100% 100%
5 Elee. heat delivery effie. 98% 98% 79% 79% 98% 98% 98%
6 Elee. DHW energy factor 84% 84% 84% 84% 84% 84% 84%
7 On-site elec. consumed-heat 95.31 95.31 86.33 86.33 95.31 95.31 95.31
a- On-site elec. consumed·DHW 27.26 27.26 27.26 27.26 27.26 27.26 27.26
9 Elec. saved w/ switch 95.31 95.31 38.85 86.33 27.26 27.26 122.57
10 Site-energy use added 19.13 19.13 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

11 Gas equip. efficiency . 85% AFUE 85% AFUE 85% AFUE 85% AFUE 54% EF 65% EF 80% EF
12 Gas distribution effie. 94% 79% 79% 79% N/A N/A 94%
13 Added gas use w/ switch 140.84 167.58 75.41 167.58 42.41 35.23 154.65
14 Parasitic elec. - kWh 700 1100 0 1100 0 0 700

15 On-site energy wi switch 143.23 171.33 75.41 171.33 42.41 35.23 157.04
16 Primary energy wI switch 165.44 206.25 15.41 206.25 42.41 35.23 179.26
17 Primary energy - orig systm 367.70 367.70 340.71 340.17 361.70 361.70 367.70
18 Primary energy saved 202.26 161.46 265.36 134.53 325.30 332.47 188.44
19 Cost of conversion $6,200.00 $8,500.00 $700.00 $1,850.00 $625.00 $700.00 $6,700.00

20 Elee. marginal cost/kWh $0.0514 $0.0514 $0.0514 $0.0514 $0.0530 $0.0530 $0.0517

21
I

$1,399 $1,379 $585 $1,244- $423 $1,820Value of elec. saved
22 Breakeven cost/Dth $1.07 $4.93 $7.15 $6.70 $9.02 $10.12 $8.95

Note: Marginal gas costs must be less than value listed for fuel-syvitching to be cost-effective"
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EtsctJiIC OHW ElIBctric

Electric DHW to to Duel B.eaaebo.d/OHW
Elec:fi'ic 8ueboard Ehclric HMt PuInf) Electric ..... Pump Ehctlic Heel Pump GasSt~ 'ntllIgrated to Duel Imegrated

(FIGURES IN MM8TUt to G. Hvdronic to G. FurRllOtll to Gas 8eda1p to Gas Furn4l\llDl$ OHW ADDIioncs Applience

1 Annua' heat Ioed 88.00 88.00 81.93 81.93 88.00 68.00 68.00
2 Annual DHW load 22.90 22.90 22.90 22.90 22.90 22.90 22.90
3 Heat +DHW Ioed 90.90 90.90 104.83 104.83 90.90 90.90 90.90
4- elec.equtp.AfUE 100% 100% 175% 176% 100% 100% 100%
5 Elee. he&lt delivery effie. 98" 98% 79% 79% 98% 98% 98%
6 Elec. DHW energy fector 84" ~" 84% 84% 84% 84% 84%
7 On-site .lec consumed-heat 89.39 89.39 69.26 59.26 69.39 69.39 69.39
8 On-eite elec. conaurned-OHW 27.26 27.28 27.26 27.26 21.26 21.26 27.26
9 Elec••aved wi switch 89.39 68.39 20.21 59.26 27.26 27.26 96.65
10 Site-energy UN added 16.72 31.88 26.26 31.12 12.92 12.92 30.86

11 G•• equip. efficiency 86% AfUE 85% AFUE 86% AFUE 85% AFUE 64% Ef 54% EF 85%/54%
12 Gas distribution effie. 14% 79"- 78% 79% H/A H/A 94%
13 Added g•• u•• wi switch 103.63 128.82 26.26 96.31 40.19 40.19 127.51
14 Parasitic .lec. - kWh 700 1100 0 1100 0 0 700

15 On-site energy wI .witch 106.02 132.37 91.57 127.40 109.57 109.57 129.90
16 Primary energy wi .witch 192.58 221.67 224.20 189.43 248.35 109.57 129.90
17 Primllry energy - ong eystm 289.95 289.95 259.57 259.57 289.95 289.95 289.95
18 Primary energy tUllwd 97.37 68.28 35.36 70.13 41.60 180.38 160.05
19 Cost of conversion $6.100.00 $8.500.00 .700.00 $1.850.00 3625.00 $700.00 $6.700.00

20 Elec. marginal cost/kWh $0.0394 $0.0394 $0.0394 $0.0394 $0.0528 to.0528 $0.0421

21 Value of elee.•aved $883.31 $865.37 $266.44- $131.84 $359.44 $359.44 $1.242.81
22 Breakeven c08t/Oth $4.26 $1.93 $a.53 $6.20 $7.81 $7.68 $5.93

EhBctfic OHW ElectrIC

Eroctric OHW to to Dual 8M8board/OHW

Ehcvic 811!l111Dboard ElIBc1'lic tiNt Pump Etsclric Heel Pump Ehctfic Heat Pump G_ Storaoe 'ntegrllJltod to Duel'ntegrated

(FIGURES IN MMBTU) to G. HYdronic to G_ FurMCffl to G. 8ackup to Gael furnace OHW ADOltance Appliance

1 Annual heat load 90.40 90.40 108.92 108.92 90.40
J

90.40 90.40
2 Annual DHW load 24.50 24.50 24.50 24.50 24.50 24.50 24.50
.3 Heat +OHW··'oad 114.90 114.90 133.42 133.42 114.90 114.90 114.90
4 Elec. equip. AFUE 100% 100% 165% 165% 100% 100% 100%

5 Eloc. heat delivery effie. 98% 98% 79% 79% 98% 98% 98%
6 Elec. DHW energy factor 84% 84% 84% 84% 84% 84% 84%

1 On-site elee. conlumed-hest 92.24 92.24 83.56 83.56 92.24 92.24 92.24
8 On·site elee. eonlllumed-DHW 29.17 29.11 29.17 29.17 29.17 29.17 29.17
9 Elee. lawd wI .switch 92.24- 92.24 31.60 83.56 29.17 29.17 121.41
10 Site-eMrgy use added 20.90 42.38 41.00 44.58 2.50 2.50 37.10

11 Gas equip. effICiency 85% AfUE 85% AFUE 85% AFUE 85% AFUE 64% EF 54% EF 85%/54%
12 Gas distribution effie.
13 Added gas use wi switch 137.76 170.99 47.00 128.14 31.67 31.67 158.51
14 Parasitic clec.... kWh 700 1100 0 1100 0 0 700

15 On-8it@ energy wI switch 140.16 174.74 122.12 161.06 123.91 123.91 160.90
16 Primary energy wi switch 232.43 269.75 212.37 226.90 308.40 123.91 160.90
17 Primary eMrgy - orig syctm 364.23 364.23 338.17 338.17 364.23 364.23 364.23
19 Primary onergy saved 131.80 94.49 65.80 111.27 55.83 240.32 203.33
19 Cost of conwrsion $a.100.00 $8.500.00 $700.00 $1.850.00 $625.00 $700.00 $6.700.00

20 Else. marginal cost/kWh $0.0514 $0.0514 to.0514 $0.0514 $0.0530 $0.0530 $0.0517

21 ValUf) of elec. 3awd .1.184.74 $1.166.74 $495.76 $1,052.18 $384.56 $384.56 $1.569.30
22 Breakeven eOltlDth $5.38 $3.21 $9.41 $7.16 $10.71 $10.54 $6.83

Note: Marginal gae colttl must be iees than vaIIlue lilted for fuel-switching to be cost-effective.
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Eleccric OHW Ehlccric
Electric OHW to to Duel 8eNbowdlOHW

Electric 8&eebo8rd Electric ....1 Pump Elisctric lint Pump Ehilccric .Hoat Pump G.. StorllOtJ 'nll8fJret8d to Dual 'ntllgratod
CFIGURES IN MMBTUJ to G. Hydronic to Gu Furneoa to G.. 8actwD to G.. Furnace DHW APDIiance ADJ)Iience

1 Annual heat Ioed 43.60 43.60 62.63 62.63 43.60 43.60 43.60
2 Annual DHW 'oed 18.30 18.30 18.30 18.30 18.30 18.30 18.30
3 Heet +DHW Ioed 61.90 61.90 70.83 70.83 61.90 61.90 61.90
4 e..c. equip. AFUE 100% 100% 175% 175% 100% 100% 100%
5 Elec. heet delivery effie. 98% 98% 79% 79% 98% 98% 98%
6 Elec. DHW energy factor 84" ~% 84% 84% 84% 84% 84%
7 On-eite elec coneumed-heat 44.49 44.49 38.00 38.00 44.49 44.49 44.49
8 On-eite elee. coneumed-OHW 21.79 21.79 21.79 21.79 21.79 21.79 21.79
$) Elec.••Yed wI ewitch 44.49 44.49 12.96 38.00 21.79 21.79 66.28
10 Sit4Hlnergy UM edded 8.'13 8.83 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

11 Ga. equip. efficiency 85% AFUE 86% AFUE 85% AfUE 85% AFUE 54% EF 65% EF 80% EFF.
12 G•• di.tribution effie. 94% 79% 79% 79% N/A N/A 94%
13 Added g.e u•• w/.witch 66.74- 18.23 26.88 78.23 33.89 28.15 82.31
14 Parasitic _tee... kWh 700 1100 0 1100 0 0 700

15 On-site energy wi switch 68.13 81.98 26.68 81.98 33.89 28.15 84.70
16 Primary energy wI switch 90.36 116.89 26.68 116.89 33.89 28.15 106.92

17 Primary energy - origsystm 198.83 198.83 179.35 179.35 198.83 198.83 198.83

18 Primary energy eewd 108.48 81.93 152.67 62.45 164.94 170.67 91.91
19 Coat of conwnJion $6.000.00 $8.500.00 '700.00 $1.850.00 $625.00 .700.00 $6.500.00

20 Elec. margina' cost/kWh $0.0394 $0.0394 $0.0394 $0.0394 $0.0528 $0.0528 $0.0421

21 Value of elee. flUllwd '486.00 $470.00 $150.00 $395.00 $337.00 $337.00 $788.00

22 8reakeven c03tJDth $1.46 ($1.08) $3.90 $3.51 $8.75 $10.35 $4.44

Note: Marginal g8. coste must be w•• than value listed for fue....witching to be cost-effectiw.

Elisccric DHW Electric

Electric DHW to toOuat 84!l1!NboIMd/OHW

El@ctlK:~8lI'd ElilJlctric Heat Pump Electric He3t Pump Ekrlct.ric ....tPump Gu Sterogo Integfated to Duel Integrated
(FIGURES IN MMBTU) to Gu HYdronic to G. Futf\.ll108 to G. &ckup to Gu Furnace DHW ADPIiance ADPIi&nce

1 Annua' heat load 61.40 61.40 73.98 73.98 61.40 61.40 61.40
2 Annual OHW load 19.60 19.60 19.60 19.60 19.60 19.60 19.60
3 Heat ... OHW Ioed 81.00 81.00 93.58 93.58 81.00 81.00 81.00
4 Elec. equip. AFUE 100% 100% 165% 165% 100% 100% 100%
5 Elec. heat delivery effic. 98% 98% 79% 79% 98% 98% 98%
6 Elec. DHW energy factor 84% 84% 84% 84% 84% 84% 84%
1 On-site elae consumed-MSilt 62.65 62.65 56.75 56.75 62.65 62.65 62.65

8 On-site alec. cOluilumed·OHW 23.33 23.33 23.33 23.33 23.33 23.33 23.33
9 Eiec. 38Wd wI switch 62.65 62.65 25.54 56.75 23.33 23.33 85.99
10 Site-energy use added 12.58 12.58 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

11 Ga. equip. efficiency 85% AFUE 8S% AfUE 85% AFUE 85% AFUE 54% EF 65% EF 80% EFF.

12 Ga. distribution effie. 94% 79% 79% 79% NA NA 94%

13 Added ga. usc wI .witch 92.59 110.17 49.57 110.17 36.30 30.15 107.11
14 Parasitic elGe... kWh 700 1100 0 1100 0 0 700

15 On--eite energy wi switch 94.97 113.92 49.57 113.92 36.30 30.15 110.10

16 Primary energy wi switch 117.19 148.83 49.57 148.83 36.30 30.15 132.32
17 Primllry energy" ong systm 257.96 257.96 240.26 240.26 257.96 257.96 257.96
18 Primary eMrgy .awei 140.77 109.13 .190.68 91.42 221.66 227.81 125.64-
19 Cost of eonwRion $6.000.00 $8.500.00 .700.00 $1.850.00 $625.00 $700.00 $6,500.00

20 Eiec. merginal cost/kWh $0.0514- $0.0514 $0.0514- $0.0514 $0.0530 $0.0530 $0.0517

21 Value of Glee. saved $908.00 $887.00 $385.00 $798.00 $362.00 $362.00 $1.266.00
22 ereakawn coat/Dth $5.59 $3.03 $6.84 $6.15 $8.86 $10.51 $7.83

Note: M@rginel ge. costs must be Ie.s than v411h.&e listed for fuel-switching to be cost-effective.
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Table fue~ ..Switchino Analysis Brownstone Townhouse'" DownstateOl

y.)
I
~

W

- Electric
Bssebosrd/DHW to

Electric Baseboard to Electric Heat Pump Electric Heat Pump Electric DHW to Gas Electric DHW to Duel Dual Integrated
(FIGURES IN MMBTU) Gas Hvdronic to Gas Backup to Gas Furnace Storage DHW Integrated Appliance Appliance

1 Annual heat load 103.60 124.82 124.82 103.60 103.60 103.60
2 Annual OHW load 18.30 18.30 18.30 18.30 18.30 18.30
3 Heat +DHW load 121890 143.12 143.12 121.90 121.90 121.90
4 Elec. equip. AFUE 100% 115% 175% 100% 100% 100%
5 Else. heat delivery effic& 98% 79% 19% 98% 98% 98%
6 Elec. DHW energy factor 84% 84% 84% 84% 84% 84%
7 On-site elec consumed-heat 105.71 90.29 90.29 105.71 105.71 105.71
8 On-site elec. consumed-DHW 21.79 21.79 21.79 21.79 21.79 21.79
9 Elee. saved wI switch 105.71 30.19 90.29 21.79 21.79 127.50
10 Site-energy use added 21022 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

11 Gas equip. efficiency 85% AFUE 85% AFUE 85% AFUE 54% EF 65% EF 80% EFF.
12 Gas distribution effic. 94% 79% 79% N/A N/A 94%
13 Added gas use wI switch 156.22 63.39 185.88 33.89 28.15 162.10
14 Parasitic alec. - kWh 700 0 1100 0 0 100

15 On-site energy wI switch 158.61 63.39 189.64 33.89 28.15 164.49
16 Primary energy wI switch 180.83 963.39 224.55 33.89 28.15 186.71
17 Primary energy - orig systm 382.50 336.21 336.21 382.50 382.50 382.50
18 Primary energy saved 201.67 272.83 111.66 348.61 354.35 195.79
19 Cost of conversion $7,000.00 $700.00 $1,850.00 $625.00 $100.00 $7,500.00

20 Elee. marginal cost/kWh $0.0394 $0.0394 $0.0394 $0.0528 $0.0528 $0.0421

21 Value of elec. saved $1, 193 $355 $999 $337 $337 $1,543
22 Breakeven cost/Dth $4.72 $4.89 $4~73 $8.75 $10.35 $6.51

Note: Marginal gas cost must be less than value listed for fuel-switching to be cost-~ffective.



Electric ~.d/OHW
Etec1ric~d Electric HMt Pump Electlic He4tt Pump Electric OHW to Elecflic OHW to Duel to Du. 'nt1lgreted

(FIGURES IN MMBTUt to G_ Hydronic to G_ 8eckup to G. Furnece G_ Storooe DHW 'ntliIOf'eted Appience Apptiance

1 Annual heat load 26.10 30.24- 30.24 25.10 25.10 25.10
2 Annual DHW Ioed 13.80 13.80 13.80 13.80 13.80 13.80
3 He.+DHW load 38.90 44.04 44.04- 38.90 38.90 38.90
4 EIoc" equip. AFUE 100% 176% 176% 100% 100% 100%
6 Else. heat delivery effie. 98% 79% 79" 98% 98% 98%
6 Elec. DHW energy fector 84" 84% 84% 84% 84% 84%
7 On-site Glee con.umed-heat 25.61 21.87 21.87 25.61 25.61 25.61
8 On-site elec. conaumed-DHW 16.43 16.43 16.43 16.43 16.43 16.43
9 Elec•••Yed wi switch 26.81 7.46 21.87 16.43 16.43 42.04-
10 Sit....nergy UN added 6.14 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

11 0 •• equip. efficiency 85% EFF. 86% EFF. 86% EFF. 64% Ef 66% EF 80% EFF.
"12 G•• di.tribution effie. 14% 79% 79% N/A N/A 94%
13 Added ga. UN w/..switch 37.86 16.36 46.03 26.66 21.23 51.73
14 P.ra.itic Glee. - kWh 700 0 1100 0 0 700

16 On-site energy w/.witch 40.24- 16.36 48.79 25.56 21.23 54.12
16 Primary energy wI .witch 62.46 16.36 83.70 26.56 21.23 76.33
11 Primary energy - ong ."stun 126.12 114.91 114.91 126.12 126.12 126.12
18 Primary energy ••wd 63.67 99.56 31.21 100.57 104.89 49.79
19 Coat of conversion $4.000.00 $900.00 $1.850.00 $500.00 $500.00 $4,500.00

20 Elec. marginal cost/kWh 30.0394 $0.0394- $0.0394 $0.0528 $0.0528 $0.0421

21 V.lue of 81ee. t1UIIWG $268.00 t86.00 $209.00 $254.00 $254.00 $489.00
22 8reakeven costlDth $0.21 $2.64 .1.97 $8.67 .10.44- $3.80

Note: Marginal g«UI coste must b@ less than value lilted tor fuel-switching to be cOlt-effective.

E~trec Baeeboard/DHW

Efiec..ic~.d Elisctric HtMt Pump EIDcb'ic ......t Pump EhctricOHW to Electric OHW to Dual to Duel 'nt\9Ofeted
(FIGURES IN MMBTU) to G. Hydronic to G_ Backup to Ges fufncce G. Stereos OHW 'nteorflltsd Appli&n08 Appliance

1 Annual heat load 31 ..60 38.07 38.07 31.60 3"1.60 31.60
2 Annual DHW load 14.60 14.60 14.60 14.60 14.60 14.60
3 Heat + DHW load 46.20 52.67 52.67 46.20 46.20 46.20
4 Elec. equip. AFUE 100% 165% 165% 100% 100% 100%
5 EDGc. heat delivery effie. 98% 79% 19% 98% 98% 98%
6 Elec. DHW energy factor 84% 84% 84% 84% 84% 84%
7 On-site elee consumed-heM 32.24- 29.21 29.21 32.24 32.24- 32.24
a On-site elee. corulumed-DHW 17.38 17.38 17.38 17.38 17.38 11.38
9 Etec. sawd wi 8witch 32.24- 13.14 29.21 17.38 17.38 49.63
10 Site-.MIlIY un added 6.47 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

11 Gas equip. efficiency 85% AFUE 85% AFUE 85% AFUE 54% EF 65% EF 80 EFF.
12 Gm. distribution efflC. 94% 79% 79% N/A N/A 94%
13 Added gas lUlle wI switch 41.65 25.51 56.70 27.04 22.46 61.44
14 Parasitic slee... kWh 700 0 1100 0 0 700

15 On-site flMrgy wI switch 50.04 25.51 60.45 27.04 22.46 63.83
16 Primary GClergy w/.witch 72.26 25.51 95.36 27.04 22.46 86.04
11 Primary energy - ong synm 148.88 139.77 139.77 148.88 148.88 148.88
18 Primary energy s4lllved 16.62 114.25 44.40 121.84 126.42 62.84
19 Cost of conwrsion $4.000.00 3700.00 $1,850.00 $500.00 $500.00 $4,500..00

20 Elec. marginal cost/kWh $0.0514 $0.0514 to.0514 $0.0530 $0.0530 $0.0517

21 V _Iue of .Iee. saved $450..00 .198.00 $383.00 $270.00 $270.00 $116.00
22 Breakeven costJOth $3.98 $5.97 $4.64- $8.78 $10.57 $6.88

Note: Marginal gss costs must be Bes. than value lilted for fue'-switching to be coat-effective.
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FUlal6S~~wjtclhinaAnalysis High",Rise Apartment ... Downstatea

Electric Electric Heat Electric Heat Electric DHW to Electric Baseboa,dlOHW
Baseboard to Pump to Gas Pump to Gas Gas Stor8g~ Electric DHW to Dual to Duel Integrated

(FIGURES IN MMBTU) Gas Hvdronic Backup Furnace DHW Intearated Appliance Appliance

1 Annual heat load 33070 40.60 40.60 33.70 33.70 33.70
2 Annual DHW load 13.80 13.80 13.80 13.80 13.80 13.80
3 Heat + DHW load 54.40 54.40 47.50 47.50 47.50
4 Else. equip. AFUE 100% 175% 175% 100% 100% 100%
5 Elee. heat delivery effie. 98% 79% 79% 98% 98% 98%
6 Elee. DHW energy factor 84% 84% 84% 84% 84% 84%
7 On-site elec consumed-heat 34.39 29.37 29.37 34.39 34.39 34.39
8 On-site elec. consumed-DHW 16.43 16.43 16.43 16.43 16.43 16.43
9 Elee. saved wI switch 34.39 10.01 29.37 16.43 16.43 50.82
10 Site-energy use added 6.90 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

11 Gas equip. efficiency 85% EFFe 85% EFF. 85% EFF. 54% EF 65% EF 80% EFF.
12 Gas distribution effie. 94% 79% 79% N/A N/A 94%
13 Added gas use wi switch 50.82 20.62 60.47 25.56 21.23 63.16
14 Parasitic elec.... kWh 700 0 1100 0 0 700

15 On-site energy wI switch 53.21 20.62 64.22 25 ..56 21.23 65.55
16 Primary energy wI switch 75.42 20.62 99.13 25.56 21.23 81.77
17 Primary energy'" orig systm 152.45 137.39 137.39 152.45 152.45 152.45
18 Primary energy saved 77.03 116.77 38.26 126.89 131.22 64.68
19 Cost of conversion $2,500.00 $700.00 $1,850.00 $500~OO $500.00 $3,000.00

20 Elec. marginal cost/kWh $0.0394 $0.0394 $0.0394 $0.0528 $0.0528 $0.0421

21 Value of elec. saved $369.00 $116.00 $296.00 $254.00 $254.00 $597.00
22 Breakeven cost/Dth $4.07 $3.40 $2.90 $8.61 $10.44 $6.37

Note: Marginal gas cost must be less than value listed for fuel-switching to be cost-effecti,ve.



~rable 3-11. Fuel-Switching Analysis for Ranges.

Variable

I. Avg. consumption new electric appliance (kWh)
2. Avg. consumption existing electric appliance
3. Avg. consumption new gas appliance (therms)

4. Kwh used by 110

Value of annual electric savings
5. Marginal electric cost
6. Relative to new appliance
7. Relative to existing appliance

8. Equipment life (years)

Conversion costs:
9. A. At time of replacement ... natural gas

10 B. Early replacement ... natural gas

Breakeven gas cost (S/OTh):
II Option A
12 Option B

Value

740
770
40

40

$0.0529
$37.03
$38.62

18

$316

$141

$2.50
($6.19)

Notes/Source

Levine et al. 1992 (LBL).
Levine et al. 1992 (LBL).
Gas DSM analysis for this project

ACEEE estimate based on discussion w/ LBL

from Table i ... J; avg. of 3 utilities listed.
(Row NI-Row #4)*Row #5
(Row #2-Row #4)*Row #5

Wilson and Morrill 1991.

Krause et ,1988 (LBL) and Chernick et aI., 1989
(Boston Gas)~

$550 new range cost - $125 trade-in on old range
plus line above (ACEEE estimate)lO

\0
~,
("f)

Note: Marginal gas cost must be less than value listed fdr fuel-switching to be cost-effective.



,",UJUf"f1itnB Analysis for

W
I
~

.....oJ

Variable

j. Avgo consumption new electric appliance (kWh)
2. Avg. consumption existing electric appliance
3. Avg. consumption new gas appliance (therms)

Kwh used by

Value of annual electric savings:
Marginal electric cost

6. Relative to new appliance
1. Relative to existing appliance

8. Equipment life (years)

Conversion costs:
9. A. At time of replacement - natural gas

10 B. Early replacement - natural gas

Breakeven gas cost ($/DTh):
II Option A
12 Option B

Value

805
892

33

40

$0.0529
$40.47
$45.07

$226

$551

$6.19
($1.15)

Source

DOE 1990. Assumes 1994 std.
DOE 1990.
DOE 1990. Assumes 1994 std.

ACEEE estimate based on Rosenquist 1992.

from Table I-I; avg. of 3 utilities listed.
(Row Nt-Row #4)*Row 1/5.
(Row #2-~ow #4)*Row 1/5.

DOE 1990.

Krause et al. t 1988 (LOL) and Chernick et al. f

1989 (Boston Gas).
$400 new dryer cost - $75 .trade-in on old dryer

plus line above (ACEEE estimate).

Note: Marginal gas cost must be less than value listed for fuel-switching to be cost-effective.



Table 3-13. Summary of Residential Fuel-Switching Analysis ... No Program Costs. -'

Breakeven Levelized Gas Cost for Cost-Effective Fuel-Switching·
DOWNSTATE: Colonial Ranch Townhouse Brownstone low-Rise High-Rise
El B8 > GAS HYDRONIC $3.58 $5.32 $1.46 $4.72 $0.21 $4.07
El B6 > GAS FURNACE $1.95 $3.27 ($1.06) N/A N/A N/A
El HP + GAS BACKUP $4.50 $4.51 $3.90 $4.89 $2.64 $3.40

EL HP > GAS FURNACE $4.26 $4.27 $3.51 $4.73 $1.97 $2.90
EL DHW > GAS STG DHW $8.99 $8.99 $8.75 $8.75 $8.67 $8.67
EL DHW>BOILERlDHW COMBO $10.68 $10.68 $10.35 $10.35 $10.44 $10.44
EL BB&DHW>BOILR COMBO $5.99 $7.47 $4.44 $6.51 $3.80 $6.37
RANGE ... at time of replacement $2.50 $2.50 $2.50 $2.50 $2.50 $2.50
RANGE ... retrofit ($6.19) ($6.19) ($6.19) ($6.19) ($6.19) ($6.19)
DRYER ... at time of replacement $6.19 $6.19 $6.19 $6.19 $6.19 $6.19
DRYER ... retrofit ($1.15) ($1.15) ($1.15) ($1.15) ($1.15) ($1.15)

Breakeven LeveUzed Gas Cost for Cost-Effective Fuel-Switching*
UPSTATE: Colonial Ranch Townhouse Brownstone Low-Rise High-Rise
EL B8 > GAS HYDRONIC $7.07 $8.26 $5.59 N/A $3.98 N/A
EL B8 > GAS FURNACE $5.86 $6.67 $3.03 N/A N/A N/A

El HP + GAS BACKUP $7.15 $1.13 $6.84 N/A $5.97 N/A
El HP > GAS FURNACE $6.70 $6.67 $6.15 N/A $4.64 N/A
EL DHW > GAS STG DHW $9.02 $9.09 $8.86 N/A $8.78 N/A
EL DHW>BOILERJDHW COMBO $10.72 $10.81 $10.51 N/A $10.57 N/A
EL BB&DHW>BOllR COMBO $8.95 $10.10 $7.83 N/A $6.88 N/A
RANGE • at time of replacement $2.50 $2.50 $2.50 $2.50 $2.50 $2.50
RANGE ... retrofit ($6.19) ($6.19) ($6.19) ($6.19) ($6.19) ($6.19)
DRYER ... at time of replacement $6.19 $6.19 $6.19 $6.19 $6.19 $6.19
DRYER ... retrofit ($1.15) ($1.15) ($1.15) ($1.15) ($1.15) ($1.15)

It Retail gas costs must be less than value listed for fuel-switching to be cost-fJffective.
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Table 3e14 Summary of Residential Fuel...Switching AnalysIs - 25% IncreaS8e

Breakeven LeveUzed Gas Cost for Cost-Effective Fuel-Switching*
DOWNSTATE: Colonial Ranch Townhouse Brownstone low-Rise High-Rise
EL BS > GAS HYDRONIC 2.59 $4.17 ($0.03) ~3.99 ($1.51) $3.27
El BS > GAS FURNACE 0.60 $2.23 ($2.82) N/A N/A N/A
EL HP + GAS BACKUP 4.23 $4.24 $3.41 $4.71 $1.90 $2.85
EL HP > GAS FURNACE 4.01 $4.02 $3.13 $4.56 $1.30 $2.40
EL DHW > GAS STG DHW 8.75 $8.75 $8.45 $8.45 $8.35 $8.35
El DHW>BOILERlDHW COMBO 10.36 $10.36 $9.95 $9.95 $10.06 $10.06
El BB&DHW>BOILR COMBO 5.09 $6.93 $3.15 $5.16 $2.38 $5.60
RANGE .. at time of replacement $0.81 $0.81 $0.81 $0.81 $0.81 $0.81
RANGE.,. retrofit ($10.16) ($10.16) ($10.16) ($10.16) ($10.16) ($10.16)
DRYER .. at time of replacement $4.61 $4.67 $4.67 $4.61 $4.67 $4.67
DRYER .. retrofit ($4.85) ($4.85) ($4.85) ($4.85) ($4.85) ($4.85)

Breakeven Levelized Gas Cost for Cost-Effective Fuel-Switching·
UPSTATE: Colonial Ranch Townhouse Brownstone low-Rise High-Rise
EL B8 :> GAS HYDRONIC 6.36 $7.84 4.53 N/A 2.61 N/A
El BS > GAS FURNACE 4.88 $5.90 1.78 N/A N/A N/A
EL HP + GAS BACKUP 7.00 $6.98 6.61 N/A 5.53 N/A
EL HP :> GAS FURNACE 6.52 $6.48 5.88 N/A 4.11 N/A
EL DHW > GAS STG DHW 8.18 $8.86 8.58 N/A 8.48 N/A
El DHW>BOILERlDHW COMBO 10.40 $10.51 10.13 N/A 10.21 N/A
EL BB&DHW>BOILR COMBO 8.25 $9.67 6.85 N/A 5.69 N/A
RANGE ... at time of replacement $0.81 $0.81 $0.81 $0.81 $0.81 $0.81
RANGE ... retrofit ($10.16) ($10.16) ($10.16) ($10.16) ($10.16) ($10.16)
DRYER .. at time of replacement $4.67 $4.67 $4.61 $4.67 $4.61 $4.67
DRYER - retrofit ($4.85) ($4.85) ($4.85) ($4.85) ($4.85) ($4.85)

.. Marginal gas costs must be less than value listed for fuel-switching to be cost-effective.



Table 3-15. Summary of Residential Fuel-Switching Analysis CD 50% Increase..

Breakeven Levelized Gas Cost for Cost-Effective Fuel-Switching*
DOWNSTATE: Colonial Ranch Townhouse Brownstone low-Rise High-Rise
EL B6 > GAS HYDRONIC $1.60 $4.21 ($1.51) $3.26 ($3.23) $2.47
EL B8 > GAS FURNACE ($0.76) $1.20 ($4.59) N/A N/A N/A
El HP + GAS BACKUP $3.95 $3.97 $3.05 $4.53 $1.16 $2.29
EL HP > GAS FURNACE $3.16 $3.77 $2.75 $4.40 $0.64 $1.90
El DHW > GAS STG DHW $8.51 $8.51 $8.15 $8.15 $8.04 $8.04
EL DHW>BOILERJDHW COMBO $10.03 $10.03 $9.54 $9.54 $9.61 $9.61
EL BB&DHW>BOllR COMBO $4.18 $6.39 $1.81 $5.01 $0.91 $4.82
RANGE .. at time of replacement ($0.88) ($0.88) ($0.88) ($0.88) ($0.88) ($0.88)

RANGE ... retrofit ($14.12) ($14.12) ($14.12) ($14.12) ($14.12) ($14.12)
DRYER .. at time of replacement $3.15 $3.15 $3.15 $3.15 $3.15 $3.15
DRYER .. retrofit ($8.56) ($8.56) ($8.56) ($8.56) ($8.56) ($8.56)

· Breakeven levelized Gas Cost for Cost-Effective Fuel-Switching·
UPSTATE: Colonial Ranch Townhouse Brownstone low-Rise High-Rise
EL BB > GAS HYDRONIC $5.64 $7.42 $3.48 N/A $1.24 N/A
El B8 > GAS FURNACE $3.90 $5.12 $0.52 N/A N/A N/A
EL HP + GAS BACKUP $6.85 $6.82 $6.38 N/A $5.08 N/A
EL HP > GAS FURNACE $6.34 $6.30 $5.61 N/A $3.58 N/A
EL DHW > GAS STG DHW $8.54 $8.64 $8.30 N/A $8.18 N/A

EL DHW>BOILERlDHW COMBO $10.08 $10.20 $9.75 N/A $9.84 N/A
EL BB&DHW>BOILR COMBO $7.54 $9.25 $5.87 N1A $4.50 N/A
RANGE ... at time of replacement ($0.88) ($0.88) ($0.88) ($0.88) ($0.88) ($0.88)

RANGE ... retrofit ($14.12) . ($14.12) ($14.12) ($14.12) ($14.12) ($14.12)
DRYER ... at time of replacement $3.15 $3.15 $3.15 $3.15 $3.15 $3.15
DRYER .. retrofit ($8.56) ($8.56) ($8.56) ($8.56) ($8.56) ($8.56)

* Marginal gas costs must be less than value listed for fuel-switching to be cost-effective.
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Table 3-1ft Summary of Residential Fuel...Switching AnalysIs", 75% Increase

Breakeven Leveiized Gas Cost for Cost-Effective Fuel-Switching*
DOWNSTATE: Colonial Ranch Townhouse Brownstone Low-Rise*'" High-Rise*'"
EL SB > GAS HYDRONIC $0.61 $3.66 ($3.00) ~2.53 ($4.95) $1.67
EL BS > GAS FURNACE ($2.12) $0.11 ($6.36) N/A N/A N/A
EL HP + GAS BACKUP $3.68 $3.69 $2.52 $4.35 $0.42 $1.74
EL HP > GAS FURNACE $3.51 $3.53 $2.36 $4.24 ($0.03) $1.41
EL DHW > GAS STG DHW $8.27 $8.27 $1.85 $7.85 $7.72 $7.12
El DHW>BOILERlDHW COMBO $9.11 $9.71 $9.14 $9.14 $9.29 $9.29
EL BB&DHW>BOllR COMBO $3.28 $5.85 $0.58 $4.25 ($0.45) $4.05
RANGE - at time of replacement ($2.51) ($2.57) ($2.51) ($2.57) ($2.57) ($2.57)
RANGE ... retrofit ($18.08) ($18.08) ($18.08) ($18.08) ($18.08) ($18.08)
DRYER - at time of replacement $1.63 $1.63 $1.63 $1.63 $1.63 $1.63
DRYER .. retrofit ($12.26) ($12.26) ($12.26) ($12.26) ($12.26) ($12.26)

Breakeven levelized Gas Cost for Cost-Effective Fuel-Switching*
UPSTATE Colonial Ranch Townhouse Brownstone Low-Rise" High-Rise"
El BB > GAS HYDRONIC $4.92 $7.00 $2.43 N/A ($0.12) N/A
EL BB > GAS FURNACE $2.92 $4.35 ($0.73) N/A N/A N/A
EL HP + GAS BACKUP $6.10 $6.67 $6.15 N/A $4.63 N/A

EL HP > GAS FURNACE $6.16 $6.11 $5.33 N/A $3.05 N/A
EL DHW > GAS STG DHW $8.31 $8.41 $8.02 N/A $7.88 N/A
EL DHW>80ILERJDHW COMBO $9.75 $9.90 $9.37 N/A $9.48 N/A
EL BB&DHW>BOILR COMBO $6.84 $8.82 $4.89 N/A $3.31 N/A
RANGE ... at time of replacement ($2.51) ($2.57) ($2.57) ($2.57) ($2.57) ($2.57)
RANGE .. retrofit ($18.08) ($18.08) ($18.08) ($18.08) ($18.08) ($18.08)
DRYER ... at time of replacement $1.63 $1.63 $1.63 $1.63 $1.63 $1.63
DRYER ... retrofit ($12.26) ($12.26) ($12.26) ($12.26) ($12.26) ($12.26)

It Marginal gas costs must be less than value listed- for fuel-sWitching to be cost-effective.
Itlt Service connection is estimated at $765 for multi-family, $3200 for all other cases.



Table 3-17. Summary of Residential Fuel-Switching Analysis - 50% Plus Service Connection Cost.

Breakeven levelized Gas Cost for Cost-Effective Fuel-Switching·

DOWNSTATE: Colonial Ranch Townhouse Brownstone low-Rise'" High-Rise"

EL B8 > GAS HYDRONIC ($0.45) $2.18 ($4.68) $1.93 ($4.54) $1.49

EL B8 > GAS FURNACE ($2.81) ($0.83) ($7.25) N/A N/A N/A
El HP + GAS BACKUP ($1.09) ($1.04) ($4.76) $1.25 ($2.08) ($0.12)

EL HP > GAS FURNACE $2.04 $2.07 $0.08 $3.28 ($0.47) $1.08

EL DHW > GAS STG DHW $3.60 $3.60 $2.00 $2.00 $6.09 $6.09

EL DHW>BOILERJDHW COMBO $4.12 $4.12 $2.15 $2.15 $7.33 $7.33

EL BB&DHW>BOILR COMBO $2.45 $4.67 ($0.66) $3.12 $0.00 $4.03

RANGE ... at time of replacement ($69.32) ($69.32) ($69.32) ($69.32) ($69.32) ($69.32)

RANGE ... retrofit ($82.55) ($82.55) ($82.55) ($82.55) ($82.55) ($82.55)

DRYER ... at time of replacement ($82.86) ($82.86) ($82.86) ($82.86) ($82.86) ($82.86)

DRYER ~ retrofit ($94.57) ($94.57) ($94.57) ($94.57) ($94.57) ($94.57)

Breakeven Levelized Gas Cost for Cost-Effective Fuel...Switching*

UPSTATE: Colonial Ranch Townhouse Brownstone low-Rise*'" High-Rise"

ELBB > GAS HYDRONIC $4.16 $5.89 $1.23 N/A $0.20 N/A
EL B8 > GAS FURNACE $2.42 $3.60 ($1.37) N/A N/A N/A
EL HP + GAS BACKUP $4.09 $3.97 $2.18 N/A $3.13 N/A
EL HP > GAS FURNACE $5.10 $5.01 $3.72 N/A $2.70 N/A
EL DHW > GAS STG DHW $3.64 $4.05 $2.57 N/A $6.34 N/A
El DHW>BOILERlDHW COMBO $4.17 $4.68 $2.85 N/A $1.63 N/A
EL BB&DHW>BOILR COMBO $6.20 $7.88 $3.94 N/A $3.69 N/A
RANGE ... at time of replacement ($69.32) ($69.32) ($69.32) ($69.32) ($69.32) ($69.32)

RANGE .. retrofit ($82.55) ($82.55) ($82.55) ($82.55) ($82.55) ($82.55)

DRYER ... at time of replacement ($82.86) ($82.86) ($82.86) ($82.86) ($82.86) ($82.86)

DRYER ... retrofit
f

($94.57) ($94.57) ($94.57) ($94.57) ($94.57) ($94.57)

It Marginal gas costs must be less than value listed for fuel-switching to be cost-effective.
It.. Service connection is estimated at $765 for mUlti-family, $3200 for all other cases.
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Table 3-188 Summary of Residential Fuel-Switching AnalysIs - Retail Electric GOstse

Breakeven levelized Gas Cost for Cost-Effective Fuel-Switching*

DOWNSTATE: Colonial Ranch Townhouse Brownstone Low-Rise High-Rise
El BS > GAS HYDRONIC $15.56 $17.31 $13.20 $16.85 $11.46 $15.62
EL BB > GAS FURNACE $13.69 $15.01 $8.49 N/A N/A N/A
EL HP + GAS BACKUP $4.50 $13.42 $12.81 $13.80 $11.55 $12.31
EL HP > GAS FURNACE $12.60 $12.61 $11.54 $13.26 $9.35 $10.67
El DHW > GAS STG DHW $18.25 $18.25 $18.01 $18.01 $17.94 $11.94
EL DHW>BOILERJDHW COMBO $21.83 $21.83 $21.51 $21.51 $21.59 $21.59
EL BB&DHW>BOllR COMBO $19.68 $21.15 $18.06 $20.06 $11.25 $19.82
RANGE ... at time of replacement $10.17 $10.17 $10.17 $10.17 $10.17 $10.17
RANGE ... retrofit $1.81 $1.81 $1.81 $1.81 $1.81 $1.81
DRYER ... at time of replacement $16.35 $16.35 $16.35 $16.35 $16.35 $16.35
DRYER ... retrofit $10.17 $10.17 $10.11 $10.17 $10.17 $10.17

Breakeven Levelized Gas Cost for Cost-Effective Fuel-Switching*

UPSTATE: Colonial Ranch Townhouse Brownstone low...Rise High-Rise
EL BS > GAS HYDRONIC ,$14.73 $15.91 $13.14 N/A $11.25 N/A
EL BS > GAS FURNACE $13.41 $14.21 $9.24 N/A N/A N/A
EL HP + GAS BACKUP $13.13 $13.11 $12.82 N/A $11.95 N/A
El HP > GAS FURNACE $12.42 $12.38 $11.73 N/A $9.85 N/A
El DHW > GAS STG DHW $16.18 $16.24 $16.02 N/A $15.94 N/A
EL DHW>BOILERlDHW COMBO $19.34 $19.42 $19.12 N/A $19.18 N/A
EL BB&DHW>BOILR COMBO $17.90 $19.07 $16.77 N/A $15.14 N/A
RANGE .. at time of replacement $10.17 $10.17 $10.17 $10.17 $10.17 $10.17
RANGE .. retrofit $1.81 $1.81 $1.81 $1.81 $1.81 $1.81
DRYER aD at time of replacement $16.35 $16.35 $16.35 $16.35 $16.35 $16.35
DRYER Go retrofit $10.17 $10.17 $10.11 $10.17 $10.17 $10.17

4' Retail gas costs must be less than value listed for fuel-switching to be cost-effective.



exception of a hydronic conversion in the ranch. For homes with electric heat pumps,

conversion to a primary or backup gas furnace will generally be cost-effective upstate, and is

of borderline cost-effectiveness downstate in the detached homes and townhouses (woodframe

and brownstone) 0

At 25 percent program costs, results ar~ generally similar except that electric baseboard

to hydronic conversions become cost-effective for the upstate woodframe townhouse and the

downstate brownstoneG Likewise, an electric baseboard to gas furnace conversion will often be

cost-effective in the upstate colonial.

l

With no program costs, from the total resource perspective, results are very similar to

the previous case, except that converting a range at time of equipment replacement is of

borderline cost-effectiveness throughout the state, and electric baseboard to gas hydronic

conversions become.cost-effective for the downstate high-rise and the upstate low-rise a

At 75 percent program costs (or the equivalent), results are similar to the 50 percent

program cost case except that none of the electric baseboard conversions are cost-effective from

the total resource perspective downstate"

For the scenario with 50 program costs plus a service connection cost, most of the water

heater conversions are cost-effective from the total resource perspective as are most of the

electric heat to gas furnace conversions and the upstate electric baseboard to gas hydronic

11l011'QI"lJ"'lJI"'ll0i"1 homes0

the consumer perspective (using retail rates and assuming no program costs), most

_-11.""&._44"" are cost-effective throughout the state for most building. types, including converting

to baseboard heat, electric heat pumps, electric resistance water heaters,

and electric ranges .. However, the dryer and range conversions are cost-effective

at the of equipment replacemente
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SIZE OF THE RESOURCE

Based on the economic analysis, we estimated the size of the fuel-switching resource in

the three electric service areas most closely corresponding to the three gas utilities included in

this study 1> In making these estimates we looked at total electric sales for each end-use for which

fuel-switching is an option (space and water heating, cooking and drying)-; the proportion of

homes that now ~se electric equipment that have gas service available in the home; and the

proportion of homes for which fuel-switching is likely to be cost-effective" The product of these

three variables is the size of the available resource. Specific assumptions and calculations are

summarized in-Table 3-19. These assumptions generally come from data supplied by the New

York State Energy Office" However, the proportion of homes for which fuel-switching is likely

to be cost-effective was estimated by ACEEE based on the breakeven gas cost for the most cost

effective fuel-switching option for each end-use42 The estimates in Table 3-19 are based on the

50 percent program cost scenario.. For ranges and dryers, potential savings estimates assume

fuel switching at time of equipment replacement<9

Many assumptions used to develop this resource estimate are imprecise, and this estimate

provides only a rough approximation of the size of the actual resource.. Given the many

uncertainties involved, we estimate that the actual resource available may deviate upwards or

downwards about 25 percent from the values presented in Table 3-19G

The bottom result is that if fuel-switching occurs in all cost-effective situations,

'-"V.U,Jl'\,'.lA'Y~"~A.3/. Edison, and Niagara Mohawk can reduce residential electric sales by

approximately 3 percent, 4 percent, and 10 percent respectively$ For LILCo the savings are

primarily water heating and clothes dryinge For Con Edison the savings are primarily in

2 Specifically, we used a simple protocol that increased the values for lines 5, 13, 22, and
Table 3-19 as the breakeven gas cost increasedo The specific figures used are not highly

scientific estimates but instead are based on discussions with several HVAC experts combined
comments we received on review drafts of the report. Under the protocol, if the breakeven

gas price is negative, we assume no cost-effective potential.. At breakeven gas costs of $2~50,
$4900, $8400, and $12,00 per DTh we assume fuel-switching is appropriate for 25, 50 75, and
90 percent of the applicationsG For breakeven gas costs in between these values, the cost
effective potential was interpolated~
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Table 3-19. Rough Estimate ofElectricity Savings Available from Cost-Effective Fuel Switching in the
Service Areas oflbree New York State Electric Utilities.

% ofhomes with gas in house

SPACE HEATING

LILCo ConEd
60% 95%

NMPC Notes/Sources (#'s .are row #'s)

79% NYSEO 1990.

2 Gas share
3 Electric share
4 Use -GWh (1992)
5 Cost-effective potential (%elec.)

6 % electric with available gas
7 Savings potential (GWh)
8 Ratio M DThlGWh

9 Added.gas.sales{M DTh)

WATER HEATING

30%
7%

324
30% -

29%
28

5.41

151

42%
7%

819
10%

61%
54

5.41

291

57% NYSEO 1990.
12%NYSEO 1990.

60% ACEEE estimate based on Table
3-15 & allowances for outliers.

34% {(I - 2)1(100% - 2»*67%

5.30 Based on efficiencies in Table
3-1; assumes 67% baseboard heat,
33% heat pumps.

1,635 (7 * 8)

10 Gas share
11 Electric share
12 Use - GWh (1992)
13 Cost-effective potential (% elec)

14 % electric with available gas
IS Savings potential (GWh)
16 Ratio M DThlGWh
17 Added gas sales (M DTh)

COOKING
18 Gas share
19 Electric share
20 Use - GWh (1992)
21 Cost-effective potential (% elec)

22 % electric with available gas
23 Savings potential (GWh)
24 Ratio M DThlGWh
25 Added gas sales (M DTh)

CLOTHES DRYING
26 Gas share

27 Electric share
28 Use - GWh (1992)

29 Cost-effective potential (% elec)

30 % electric vvith available gas
31 Savings potential (GWh)
32 Ratio M DThlGWh
33 Added gas sales (M DTh)

34 Total savings potential (GWh)
35 % ofresidential electric sales
36 Total slles added (M DTh)
37 % of residential gas sales

41% 51% 56% NYSEO 1991a.
13% 7% 35% NYSEO 1991a.
349 628 1636 NYSEO 1991a.
90% 90% 90% ACEEE estimate based on Table

3-15 & allowances for outliers.
22% 60% 35% 1«1 .. 10)/(100% - 10»$67%
68 340 516 (12 • .13. 811 14).

5.31 5.31 5.31 Based on effie. in Table 3-1.
360 1,805 2,737 (15 ·16)

42% 83% 34% NYSEO 1991a.
50% 13% 55% NYSEO 1991a.
355 360 596 NYSEO 1991a.
0% 0% 0% ACEEE estimate based on Table

3-15 & allowances for outliers.
21% 47% 46% «1 - 18)/(100% - 18»*67%

0 0 0 (20 • 21 • 22).
2.84 2.84 2.84 Based on values in Table 3-11.

0 0 0 (23 * 24)

25% 15% 54% Smolenski 1992, Gobris 1992,
Pijacki 1992.

55% 11% 52% Miller et a1. 1989.
442 252 698' Miller et a1. 1989 + growth

mresidual from NYSEO 1991a.
50% 50% 50% ACEEE estimate based on Table

3-15 & allowances for outliers.
31% 63% 36% «1 - 26)/(100% - 26»$67%
69 80 127 (28 * 29 • 30).

2.84 2.84 2.84 Based on values in Table 3-12.
196 226 361 (31 111 32)

165 473 951 (7 + 15 + 23 + 31)

3% 4% 10% (34 / Elec sales: NYSEO 1991c).
701 2,322 4,733 (9+ 17+25+33)

2% 1% 4% (36 JGas sales: NYSEO 1991c).
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water heating. For Niagara Mohawk the savings are primarily in water and space heating 0

Differences between utilities in how savings are allocated among th~ different end-uses are

primarily due to differences in the current saturation of electric equipment for the different end

uses 0

Savings are highest for Niagara Mohawk because electric market shares for each of the

end-uses studied are generally higher than. at the other utilities 0 Also, in the cold upstate

climate, the economics of fuel-switching are more favorable than downstateo

These results show that the fuel-switching resource is extensive and it is worthwhile for

New York State utilities and regulators to consider how best to tap it~ On the other hand, the

resource is not nearly as large as the resource for residential efficiency improvements -- a

resource that Miller, Eta and Geller (1989) estimated could reduce LILCo, Con Ed, and Niagara

Mohawk residential sales by 32 percent, 39 percent and 33 percent respectively if all measures

that are cost-effective considering the total resource cost are implemented~ Thus, efforts to

consider how best to implement fuel-switching programs should not diminish efforts to

implement electric-efficiency programso In deciding how to pursue fuel-switching opportunities,

experience with different policies and programs described in" Chapter 7 that have been tried in

the UeSiP and Canada may be usefulG
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Chapter 4

THE POTENTIAL FOR COMMERCIAL GAS ENERGY EFFICIENCY

This chapter describes the technical and economic potential for gas space heating, water

heating, and cooking energy-efficiency meas~res in the LfuCo, BUG, and NFG commercial

sectors 0 It begins by describing the prototypical buildings used to assess the potential for

efficiency improvements in the use of gas for space heating, including the calibration of these

prototypes using information on end-use energy consumption by commercial buildings in New

York State! 41 ext, the energy-efficiency ~easures are describedo Following these descriptions,

the results of the analysis are presented separately by utility service territory ~ The presentation

of results is followed by a limited review of existing measured data on the energy performance

of retrofits in commercial buildings$

METHODOLOGY

two-part methodology was used to estimate the technical and economic potential for

gas energy efficiency the commercial sectOf0 For those measures affecting space heating

energy use, detailed simulations of six prototypical buildings were performed using the DOE-2

building energy-analysis program (the DOE-2 program is the building energy analysis industry's

reference hourly energy simulation model)0 For those measures affecting gas water heating and

spreadsheet models were developed~

DOE-2 analysis of gas space heating energy-efficiency measures, the absence of

data on characteristics and operation for each of the three gas

territories led to our developing a common set of prototypical building

Differences end-use energy use were estimated by simulating the prototypes

1 The prototypical buildings developed for analysis of gas space heating energy-efficiency
measures are also used to assess the cost-effectiveness of fuel-switching (Chapter 5)0
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separately for an upstate and downstate climate. The upstate climate was represented using

hourly weather data typical for Buffalo; the downstate climate was represented using typical

hourly weather data for New York City.

Each prototype was calibrated separately for upstate and downstate conditions using

utility-specific end-use data developed for the.New York Power Pool (NYPP) <&

Following calibration, the impacts of gas space heating energy-efficiency measures were

estimated using additional simulations. Interactive effects were captured by· sequentially

simulating the- cumulative effects of the energy-efficiency measures.. That is, the order of

simulation was designed to follow the approximate order of decreasing cost-effectiveness (the

most cost-effective measures were simulated first; the least cost-effective measures were

simulated last, assuming the presence of the more cost-effective measures).. Through this

process interactive effects between measures were captured automatically and in the appropriate

order 0 The cost of saved gas for each measure and building type was then calculated using

measure cost and lifetime information and the results of the energy simulations 0 For the

remaining building types (i~e<&, those not represented by six prototypes), we make a simple

extrapolation of our results from the detailed analysis of the prototypes6

For analysis of gas water heating and cooking energy efficiency measures, two

spreadsheet models were develo r these analyses, the energy impacts of the measures

were estimated by applying savings fractions from engineering calculations directly to the

estJLm(ltes developed the NYPP for each utility service territory0 As with the

analysis of gas space-heating measures, the cost-effectiveness of the gas water heating and

cooking energy-efficiency measures is reported using the cost of saved gasG

number and types of buildings selected for analysis were intended to ensure that the

reSlults could be reliably extrapolated to the population of commercial buildings in each of the

service territories0 Based on a review of end-use information developed for the NYPP
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for forecasting, six commercial building types were selected for detailed analysis: office, retail,

hospital, supermarket, restaurant, and warehouse. For the gas space-heating analysis, which

involved DOE-2 simulations, two additional prototypes for the office and retail building types

were analyzed to capture differences in energy use between buildings with central compared to

packaged HVAC equipment. Taken together, the forecasting data imply that the gas

consumption of these six building types represents 87, 78, and 63 percent of total commercial

sector gas consumption in the LILCo, BUG, and NFG service territories, respectively (see Table

4-1).2

The forecasting data used in this analysis (floorspace, end-use fuel saturation, and energy

use intensity), and presented in Table 4-1, were developed primarily by J. Jackson for the NYPP

(Jackson 1992a and Jackson 1992b) .. These data, however, were developed only for New York

State electric utility service territories~ For LILCo, th~ gas and electric service territories were

assumed to be identical~ For NFG, the floorspace and fuel saturation estimates were developed

consultation with NFG staff (pijacki 1992b, Narayannan 1992), but the Energy Use Intensities

or EUIs (expressed kBtu/sqft~yr) of end-uses by fuel type were assumed equal to the NYPP

estimate for Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation (NMPC) .. For BUG, floorspace by building

type was derived from information supplied by Consolidated Edison (ConEd) on floorspace by

borough (Griffo 1991)" BUG saturations were developed by ACEEE, after discussions with

New York State Energy Office forecasting staff (Bowman 1992) .. However, as with NFG, the

EUIs of end-uses by fuel type for the BUG service territory were assumed equal to those

develo for P for the ConEd service territorye

2 In. reviewing the percentages of total commercial sector gas consumption by the six
U'u.aJlU.lU.l~ types analyzed in this study, it is useful to note that the miscellaneous building category
represents 6, d 24 percent of total commercial sector gas consumption for LILCo, BUG
and NFG, respectively.. In other words, with the exception of this extremely heterogeneous
VUA.lILy.A..a ...~ type for which there is little comprehensive information on building or operating
characteristics, only 7, 8, and 13 percent of total commercial sector gas consumption is
unaddressed by the prototypes for the LILCo, BUG, and NFG service territories, respectively4

The unaddressed categories include schools, colleges, and lodging, in addition to the
miscellaneous category of commercial customers~
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Table 4-1. Commercial Sector Sales Profile

Office Retail Health Supermkt Restrnt Warehse Source

fl.. Area Cmlt If)
llLCo 205.4 96.7 28.8 15.2 14.0 25.3 Jackson

1992b
NFG 67.1 22.3 17.8 13.5 2.3 42.3 NFG 1992
BUG 91.5 63.0 32.4 14.6 12.3 60.6 Con Ed

1991,
ACEee

Fuel Saturation %
lllCo Jackson
sp heat 45.8 48.1 25.0 42.5 50.3 40.4 1992b
ale 2.5 0.3 2.9 0.0 0.0 1.1
wt heat 20.7 34.8 19.0 35.9 54.6 21.3
cooking 8.1 4.2 12.8 15.0 48.6 0.7
mise 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

NFG
sp heat 94.0 80.0 94.0 84.0 84.0 78.0 NFG 1992,
ale 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 Jackson
wt heat 12.0 62.0 85.0 80.0 80.0 64.0 1992b
cooking 86.0 25.0 48.0 90.0 90.0 100.0
mise 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

BUG,
sp heat 50.0 62.5 40.9 87.8 69.6 62.5 Jackson
ale 0,,9 0.0 17.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 1992b,
wt heat 28.5 76.2 42.0 41.5 65.0 76.2 ACeeE
cooking 8.1 4.2 12.8 15.0 48.6 0.7
mise 100.0 100..0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

EU8 (kBtu/lf)
LllCo 59.6 55.6 69.4 104.7 119.4 76.6 Jackson
sp heat 24.0 27.1 62.7 37.0 45.2 26.0 1992a
ale 6,,7 599 15,,2 1407 41&0 1.1
wt heat 9.0 11.9 12.8 58.5 125.3 6.6
cooking 0.2 2.7 1.1 3.1 3.6 0.7
mise

NFG (=NMPC)
sp heat 17.4 66.1 12103 116.8 107.3 14.1 Jackson
ale OeQ 000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1992a
wt heat 6.7 5.9 15.2 14.7 41.0 1.1
cooking 9.0 11,,9 12.8 58.5 125.3 6.6
mise 0.2 2.7 1.1 3.1 3.6 0.7

BUG (ConEd)
sp heat 37.8 50,,9 117.7 51.2 70.4 16.8 Jackson
ale 30.2 15.5 72.7 26.4 36.7 7.8 1992a
wt heat 6.7 5.9 15.2 14.7 41.0 1.1
cooking 9.0 11.9 12.8 58.5 125.3 6.6
mise 0.2 2.7 1.1 3.1 3.6 0.7

Total Gas r ,," 6 Bldg.
(% of Total types
Commercial Gas Sales)
lllCo 39 20 5 6 13 5 81
NFG 32 8 13 3 3 4 63
BUG 15 19 17 7 13 6 78
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Prototype Simulation with DOE-2

For the analysis of gas space heating energy-efficiency measures, detailed prototypical

buildings were developed for simulation with the DOE-2 building energy analysis program. The

prototypes used in this study were based on earlier prototypes developed by the Lawrence

Berkeley Laboratory (LBL)~ All but the war~house prototype were originally developed and

calibrated to be broadly representative of buildings in the Northeast region, as defined by the

Energy Information Administration (EIA) Commercial Buildings Energy Consumption Survey

(Huang, et. ale 1991). The warehouse prototype was originally developed for Southern

California (Akbari, et. al.. 1989). For this present study, the most important features of the

prototypes (including the warehouse) were modified using data unique.for the specific New York

State utility service areas.3 Finally, the calibration of each of the prototypes (leading to

additional re-specification of the building descriptions) was done using end-use energy-use

information unique in each service territory l&

The prototypes were specified using several modeling conventions that may initially seem

These conventions were developed to create an accurate thermodynamic model for

proto energy performance, but may result in building descriptions that are architecturally

unrealistice For example, the number of distinct HVAC zones was reduced wherever possiblee

Zone floor areas were expressed as a percentage of the total floor area of the building, as were

the numbers of exterior walls, windows, and interior walls adjoining other zoneso Instead of

developing arbitrary building geometries, average aspect ratios (exterior wall length to width

were defined based on reviewing typical buildings.

Wall area was further divided into attached or enclosed exterior and free-standing exterior wallse

total free-standing exterior wall area for each zone was then equally distributed in four

U.AJII.~""""IU!.IU'U~ to directional bias.. Finally, envelope thermal integrity features such as roof and

3 Specific prototype building characteristics will sometimes differ considerably from those
now required by New York State building codes or observed in current building practice. The
reason is that the prototypes are intended to be broadly representative of the entire stock of New
York State buildings, which may consist of buildings that span many generations of bIding
construction and practices41 Current building practices and applicable codes affect only the most
recent vintages of buildings within the stocko
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wall insulation, and window R-values and shading coefficients were modeled calculating a

saturation-weighted measure for the entire building component. For example, if 50 percent of

a given building type has R-9 roof insulation, the prototype was modeled with the entire roof

having.~ insulation value equivalent to having R-9 insulation for 50 percent of the roof area and

R-Oinsulation for the remaining area, resulting in an average roof R-value of 4..

Two main sources of utility-specific data were used to update inputs from the original

LBL prototypes. The first was Niagara Mohawk's commercial sector characterization. (Xenergy

1988). The second was LILCo's commercial building equipment inventory (Xenergy 1990)0

Wherever poSSIble, information from these two studies was used to replace inputs from the

original LBL prototypes.

The Niagara Mohawk commercial sector characterization reports several important

physical and operating characteristics for commercial buildingse The following information from

the Niagara Mohawk report replaced characteristics the original LBL prototypes:

whether the building is free-standing, attached, or enclosed;

number of stories;

presence of ceiling insulation;

presence of wall insulation;

window to wall ratio;

window type (number of panes and if treated);

AJ8.Ii"'I.A3.l1ioJlAllll#i"t equipment (W/sqft);

saturation of packaged versus central HVAC equipment (affects only office and retail

prototype)~

Niagara Mohawk data often report categorical features; that is, categories indicating

"n"lf"dClll;t:'.QlI"\r'bC'tt. or absence of a feature (e"g., does the building have wall insulation?), but, if

!IU"" ..... _·.......-.. Ill'''''411 not the quantity (e.g., the amount of insulation). Categorical information was converted

·by assigning mean values to categories and calculating a weighted average. For example, the
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percent ofbuildings reporting wall insulation is multiplied by the minimum wall insulation called

for by the New York State energy code (R-9) and a resulting, average R-value is estimated.

Review of both the NMPC and LILCo data confirmed the presence of substantial

numbers of packaged and central HVAC systems in office and retail buildings (i.e., central

HVAC systems in excess of 15 percent of the stock). Accordingly, two prototypes were

developed for these building types, each with identical physical and operating characteristics but

with different HVAC systemsG Central HVAC systems were modeled for the hospital and

packaged HVAC systems were modeled for the remaining building types (supermarket, .

restaurant, and warehouse) ..4

Two additional sources of information were used to modify the original LBL prototypes0

The first was direction from the review committee for the project, which recommended that the

office building prototype be a two-story building with a floor area of 75,000 square feet, and

that the retail building prototype be a single-story building with 5,000 square feet of floor area~

The second was modifications that arose from calibrating the prototypes to existing EUIs..

Lighting and miscellaneous equipment energy-use intensities (i~ee, watts per square foot) were

adjusted to ensure calibration with existing EUIses In addition, calibration to existing heating,

cooling, and ventilation EUIs resulted some re-specification of HVAC design and control

characteristics those used the original LBL prototypes.. In general, these characteristics

4 er HVAC systems were also documented in the NMPC and LILCO survey data, but
represented a much smaller proportion of the stock than central and packaged HVAC systemse
Through our calibrations, we are implicitly assuming that the energy use of these non-explicitly
represented systems is captured by the energy performance of. the prototypes~

5 The-original values from the Niagara Mohawk data are also specified in Tables 4-2 to 4-7
for comparisoll&
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(such as design ventilation rate or temperature control strategy) are rarely reported in any

survey. 6

The prototype features influencing heating and cooling energy use are summarized in six

separate tables, 4-2 to 4-7, one for each prototype. The hospital and supermarket have the most

complicated zoning; five distinct building functions were specified and zoned separately. Other

building types have multiple zones intended. primarily to reflect typical HVAC zoning practices

(e.g., core versus perimeter zones) rather than functional differences between zones.

<;alibration of Prototypes to End-U$e EUIs

The original characteristics of the prototype buildings were modified by extensive

calibration efforts to ensure that the analysis of energy-efficiency and fuel-switching measures

accurately reflected their potential for New York State.. The data used in the calibrations were

end-use energy-use intensities or EUIs expressed in kWh/sqft (for electric end uses) or kBru/sqft

(for gas end uses) 0

7

described previously, separate EUIs for each electric service territory in New York

were developed by J~ Jackson for the NYPP (Jackson 1992a). The Eills were based on work

performed originally by Xenergy, but include additional adjustments, primarily to gas space

required for reconciliation with utility records on actual gas salese

6 the case of minimum outside air ventilation, for example, two issues are being
addressed 0 First, as noted previously, the prototypes are intended to be broadly representative
of all generations of New York commercial buildings" Hence, current industry practice (e.g$'

Standard 62-1989) does not strictly applye Second, to the extent these practices do
apply, actual building occupancies (as specified for the prototypes) are typically lower than those
used in design outside air ventilation calculations, resulting in apparently higher outside air
ventilation rates on a per person basis than might be recommended in Standards.

7 Each building is assumed to be heated with natural gas and cooled with electricity 0 The
actual saturations for these fuels, which are required to extrapolate the simulation results to
buildings within a given service territory are treated separately 40
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Table 4-2. Office Prototype Characteristics.

Characteristic Value Source/Comment

Size (sqft) 75,000 review comm.

Floors 2 review comm.

No. of Exterior Walls - Height 303 - 10 ft NMPC (Xenergy
1988)

Wall Insulation 0.8 NMPC (Xenergy
(R-value) 1988)

Ceiling Insulation (R-value) 2.6 NMPC (Xenergy
- 1988)

Window/Wall Ratio 0.24 NMPC (Xenergy
1988)

Window Conductance 0.86 NMPC (Xenergy
1988)

Weekday Start/Stop 7 am - 6 pm Huang 1988

Weekend Start/Stop 8 am - 12 pm Huang 1988

Occupancy (sqft/person) 420 ang 1988

Lighting Intensity (wattJ ft) 1.7 calibration
(NMPC = 1.8)

Misc. Eqp. Intensity 1.. 1 calibration
(wattlsqft)

Heating Setpoint (F) 72 calibration

Cooli etpoint 74 calibration

Zoning 4 perimeter; 1 core Huang 1988

HVAC System Type 1 Reheat Fan System or 5 Package Huang 1988
Single Zones

esign (CFM/sqft) 0.7 calibration

M 'it uts e 20/40 calibration
(CFM/person)

r~ntrnl Plant 2 Hot-Water Boilers; Huang 1988
2 Hermetic Centrifugal Chillers
wIcooling tower
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Table 4-3. Retafl Prototype Characteristics.

Chacteristic Value Source/Comment

Size (sqft) 5,000 review camm.

Floors 1 review comm.

No. of Exterior Walls - 3.2 (15 ft) NMPC (Xenergy
(Height) 1988)

Wall Insulation 0.9 C (Xenergy
(R-value) 1988)

Ceiling Insulation (R-value) 3.2 NMPC "(Xenergy
1988)

Window/Wall Ratio 0016 NMPC (Xenergy
1988)

Window Conductance 1.13 NMPC (Xenergy
1988)

Weekday Start/Stop 9 am.,., 9 pm Huang 1988

Weekend Start/Stop 11 am - 6 pm Huang 1988

upancy (sqftlperson) 135 Huang 1988

Lighting Intensity (wattlsqft) 1.1 calibration
(NMPC = 108)

~ Eqp~ Int~nsity 0.6 calibration
(wattlsqft)

Heating Setpoint (F) 68 calibration

C tpoi ) 72 calibration-
HVAC Zoning 1 zone Huang 1988

HV C System Type 1 Reheat Fan System or Huang 1988
1 Package Single Zone

Design (CFMlsqft) 1.0 calibration

Min~ Outside Air 10 calibration
M/person)

rentrnl Plant 2 Hot-Water Boilers; Huang 1988
2 Hermetic Centrifugal Chillers
w/cooling tower
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Table 4-4u Hospital Prototype Characteristics4

Chacteristic Value Source/Comment

Size (sqft) 386,900 Huang 1988

Floors 6 Huang 1988

No. of Exterior alls - 3.9 (10 ft) NMPC (Xenergy
(Height) 1988)

all Insulation 0.8 NMPC (Xenergy
(R-value) 1988)

Ceiling Insulation (R-value) 6.1 NMPC (Xenergy
1988)

indowlWall Ratio 0.27 NMPC (Xenergy
1988)

Window Conductance 0.93 NMPC (Xenergy
1988)

day Start/ p 24 ur operation Huang 1988

Weekend Start/Stop 24 hour operation Huang 1988

Occupancy (sqftlperson) 150 .. 700 Huang 1988

Lighting Intensity (wattlsqft) O~4 - 1.0 calibration (NMPC
- 1.8)

Misc~ Eqp. Intensity O~O - 4&1 calibration
(wattlsqft)

Heating Setpoint (F) 70 calibration
I ~_ 11'" g" 74 calibration

A

Ar 7..on1no Perimeter, Core/Public & Huang 1988
Q

Hallway, Kitchen, Clinic

HVAC System Type Four-pipe fan coil, Reheat fan Huang 1988
(follows order of zones) system, Reheat fan system,

Dual-duct system

Design (AC/hr) 2«5 - 9 calibration

Min" Outside Air (%) 50 - 100 calibration

ren~l Plant 2 Hot-Water Boilers; Huang 1988
2 Hermetic Centrifugal Chillers
w/cooling tower
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Table 4-5& Supermarket Prototype Characteristics~

Chacteristic Value Source/Comment

Size (sqft) 21,300 Huang 1988

Floors 1 Huang 1988

No. of Exterior Walls - 2.8 (20 ft) NMPC (Xenergy
(Height) 1988)

Wall Insulation 003 NMPC (Xenergy
(R-value) 1988)

Ceiling Insulation (R-value) 100 NMPC (Xenergy
1988)

WindowIWall Ratio 0.14 NMPC (Xenergy
1988)

Window Conductance 0.93 NMPC (Xenergy
1988)

Weekday Start/Stop 6 am ... 11 pm Huang 1988

Weekend Start/Stop 6 am -- 11 pm Huang'1988

Occupancy (sqftJperson) 100 Huang 1988

Lighting Intensity (watt/sqft) 108 calibration (NMPC
- 109)

* Eqpo Intensity 0.6 ... 1000 calibration
(watt/sqft)

Heating Setpoint (F) 70 calibration

ling Setpoint (F) 70 calibration

7.nn1no- Office, Bakery, Deli,Dry... Huang 1988
"'" storage, Sales

HVAC System Type 5 package single zone Huang 1988

Design (CFMlsqft) 1.0 calibration

Min. Outside 50 calibration
(CFM/person)

Plant n/a
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Table 4-6~ Restaurant Prototype Characteristics.

Chacteristic Value Source/Comment

Size (sqft) 3,084 Huang 1988

Floors 1 Huang 1988

No. of Exterior Walls ... 3.4 (10 ft) NMPC(Xenergy
(Height) 1988)

Wall Insulation IGO NMPC (Xenergy
(R-value) 1988)

Ceiling Insulation (R-value) 2.9 NMPC (Xenergy
- 1988)

Window/Wall Ratio O~16 NMPC (Xenergy
1988)

WindowConducmnce 0.97 NMPC (Xenergy
1988)

Weekday Start/Stop 7 am ..... 12 am ang 1988

Weekend Start/Stop 7 am - 12 am Huang 1988

Occupancy ( .& 1",. ',& rson) 50 Huang 1988

Lighting Intensity (wattlsqft) 0.8 calibration
(NMPC - 1.6)

Misc. Eqp~ Intensity 0.0 - 9.0 calibration
(wattlsqft)

. Heating Setpoint (F) 65 calibration

ling Setpoint (F) 75 calibration

HVAC Zoning Kitchen & Dinning Huang 1988

H System Type 2 package single zone Huang 1988

Design Air (CFM/sqft) 0.7 calibration

Min<& Outside 20 calibration
(CFMlperson)

rpnt~l Plant n/a
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Table 4-7$ Warehouse Prototype Characteristics.

Characteristic Value Source/Comment

Size (sqft) 25,700 Akbari 1989

Floors 1 Akbari 1989

No. of Exterior Walls - 3.8 (15 ft) ·NMPC (Xenergy
(Height) 1988)

Wall Insulation 0.3 NMPC (Xenergy
(R-vaIue) 1988)

Ceiling Insulation (R-value) 5.3 NMPC (Xenergy
- 1988)

Window/Wall Ratio 0.21 NMPC (Xenergy
1988)

Window Conductance 1.04 NMPC (Xenergy
1988)

Weekday Start/Stop 9 am - 5 pm Akbari 1989

Week Start/Stop 11 am - 5 pm Akbari 9

Occupancy (sqft/person) 1370 Akbari 1989

Lighting Intensity (watt/sqft) 0.7 calibration
(NMPC - le8)

MiscG Eqp. Intensity 0.5 calibration
(wattlsqft)

Heating Setpoint (F) 68 calibration

..., tpoint 70 calibration

HVAC Zoning 1 zone Akbari 1989

."ste ype 1 P ge single zone Akbari 1989III

Design Air (C Isqft) 1.0 calibration

Mine Outside Air 50 calibration
(CFM/person)

p t n/a
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The following assignments of electric service territory EUIs were made in order to

calibrate upstate and downstate prototypeso The upstate prototype (used for NFG) is Calibrated

to the EUIs developed for the NMPC service territory $ The downstate prototype (used for

LILCo and BUG) is calibrated to the simple average of the EUIs developed for the ConEd and

LILCo service territories~ See Table 4-1 for the original EUIs.

The results of the calibrations are presented in Table 4-8 which includes information on

the calibration to EUIs for electric ventilation, lighting, and miscellaneous (e.gG office

information processing equipment), and to gas space and water heating. Calibration to the EUIs

for electric lighting and miscellaneous is important because these end uses contribute to internal

gains, that in turn affect space heating and cooling-energy-use., Ventilation is related to space

heating and cooling in an even more direct fashion since air is the primary means for

transporting mechanical heating and cooling into and out of buildings~

Table 4-8 indicates reasonable overall but imperfect individual calibration to data

currently being used by the NYPP" Since calibration for electric lighting and miscellaneous, and

gas water heating EUIs result from direct modificati~ns to DOE-2 inputs, excellent calibration

results were guaranteed for these end useSe For the space conditioning end uses, except

ventilation, acceptable but less precise calibrations were achieved;p

gas space heating EUIs for retail, health, and grocery were within 15 percent of the

values u by the NYPP~ th the office EUIs were consistently lower than the NYPP values,

upstate EUI was higher than the downstate EUI0 The restaurant EUIs were within 15

percent; case, the downstate EUI was lower, while the upstate EUI was higher than

the valuee The warehouse EUI was within 15 percent of the downstate NYPP EUI, but

significantly than the upstate NYPP EUI0 Since the upstate NYPP EUI is considerably

downstate NYPP EUI (which is counter to expectations, since upstate New York

downstate), the NYPP EUIs suggest that there are significant structural or

d"dI.'I!"'lIt..,e!ll~Wll~~#"l~differences between upstate and downstate warehouses that cannot be captured simply

by the same prototype with different weather data~8

8 On the other hand, absent the presence of these differences, it remains an open question,
outside the scope of the present study, as to why the NYPP data, themselves, are inconsistent
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Table 4-8 Calibration Results.

Downstate Upstate

ACEEE NYpp (%diff) ACEEE NYPP (%difO
(kBtu/ft2) (kBtu/ft2) (kBtu/ft2) (kBtu/ft2)

Office:

gas heat 44.4 48.7 -9 59.2 77.4 -24

elec cool 9.6 9.9 -3 8.5 9.4 -9

elec vent 11.7 9.2 26 11.8 6.0 98

elec 19ht - 21.4 21.5 -0 21.4 21.5 -0

elec mise 14.9 15.2 -2 15.0 15.2 -1

gas dhw 6.6 6.7 -0 6.6 6.7 -0

Retail:

gas heat 57.1 53.2 7 73.7 66.7 10

elec cool 9.7 9.1 7 6.4 7.4 -13

elec vent 8.9 5.6 59 8.9 2.7 229

elec 19ht 16.6 16.6 -0 16.6 1606 -0

elec mise 7.8 8.0 -3 8.4 8.0 3

gas dhw 5~8 5.9 -1 5.8 5.9 -1

Heal e

gas heat 97.3 93.6 4 131.4 121.3 8

elec cool 14.1 2201 -36 9.8 5.0 96

elec vent 6.4 11.0 -42 6.5 6.3 3

elec 19ht 16.1 16.0 1 16.1 16.0 1

elec mise 16.1 16.0 1 15.7 16.0 -2

gas 15.3 15.2 1 1503 1582 1

with one another for this end use and building type..
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Table 4-8 Calibration Results (continued)~

D upstate

ACEEE NYPP (% difO ACEEE NYPP (%difO
(kB~/fU) (kBtu/fU) (kBtu/ft2) (kBtu/ft2)

Grocery:

gas heat 84.4 78.0 8 134.6 116.8 15

elec cool 11.4 11.7 -3 7.2 9.1 -22

elec vent 19.9 5.6 257 20.4 6.8 201

elec 19ht 45.1 44.1 2 45.1 44.1 2

elec mise 107.9 113.9 -5 106.9 113.9 -6

gas dhw 14.4 14.7 -2 14.4 14~7 -2

Restaur:

gas heat 99.0 94.9 4 143.9 107.3 34

elec cool 11.5 14.0 -18 7.1 6.5 9

elec vent 12.1 7.7 57 12.3 2.8 338

elec 19ht 18.7 19.0 -2 18.7 19.0 -2

elec mise 11.8 11.7 1 11.8 11.7 1

gas dhw 5 41.0 -1 40.5 41.0 -1

Warehse:

gas heat 42.7 46.7 -9 56.7 14.1 304

e c 4.5 5.9 -24 2.8 6.2 -54

e ve 6.1 2 1.7 263

elec 19ht 8.3 8.3 0 8.3 8.3 0

elec mise 6.4 6.2 2 6.4 6.2
6

2

gas hw 2.,9 2.8 2 2.9\ 2.8 2
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The electric space-eooling EUls for only office and retail were within 15 percent of

the NYPP EUls" For health and restaurant, due to differences between the upstate and

downstate NYPP values (see previous comment regarding warehouse space heating), the

prototype EUls fell in the middle of the range of NYPP Eills, but in a consistent pattern (i.e.,

the upstate Eill is higher than the downstate Eill). For the grocery, both upstate and downstate

EUIs were lower than the NYPP Eills, with the upstate Eill significantly lower than the NYPP

Bill 0 For the warehouse, the prototype Eills were consistently lower than the NYPP EUIso

Since the upstate NYPP Eill for cooling was higher than the downstate Eill, there may be

important differences between upstate and downstate warehouses that cannot be captured using

only weather data~

The poorest area of calibration was ventilation 0 For all building types, the prototype

EUIs were rarely within 20 percent of the NYPP EUIs$ However, concerns regarding the

calibration for this end use are mitigated somewhat by two considerations~ First, the present

study is concerned primarily with the impacts of DSM on gas space heating and of fuel

switching on electric space cooling; ventilation energy use is a secondary concern" Second,

conversations with energy analysts confirm that the empirical basis for ventilation EUIs is

probably the weakest of all end uses~ The end use is often not well-defined and can be difficult

to estimate separately from heating and cooling energy use& That is, the poor calibration

observed for this end use may be the result of reliance on possibly un-realistically low (and

certainly un-verified by, for example, end-use metering) EUIs developed for NYPP &

cumulative effect the EUIs developed in the calibration process is summarized in

Table 4-9~ The Table presents both 1991 commercial sector gas sales for each utility service

territory gas consumption resulting from the calibrated end-use gas EUIs for the six

prototypes, adjusted saturation, times the floor area represented by each building type (see
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Table 4-ge Reconciliation of Prototype Energy Use to 1991 Commercial Sector Gas Salese

1991 Utility Gas Consumption of
Commercial Sector Six ACEEE Ratio of 1991 Gas
Gas Sales Prototypes Sales to Prototype
(thousands DTh) (thousands DTh) Gas Consumption

LILCo 14,629 12,068 1.212

BUG 12,2 12,141 1.006

NFG 20,282 12,235 1.658

Total gas consumption by the six prototypes is less than total utility commercial sector

gas sales due to several reasons. First and most importantly, gas is consumed in building types

other than those for which prototypes were developed (eGg~, schools, lodging, and

miscellaneous) 0 Second, the calibrated EU~s do not exactly match the Eills developed for

NYPP to forecast gas sales; as mentioned previously, the downstate prototype is calibrated to

the simple average of the EUIs developed for LILCo and ConEd<D

we correct for the first factor by using the NYPP EUIs to include building types not

explicitly considered in this study, the model results are 8 percent higher, 6 percent higher and

10 percent lower than reported 1991 commercial sector sales by LILCo, BUG, and NFG

respectively ~ This comparison suggests our data are quite consistent with actual utility sales$

That forecast data are intended to represent typical consumption patterns, whereas 1991 gas

sales result from the particular economic and climatic conditions influencing gas use in 1991 ..

1991 was a warm ye4f to averages (Schultz 1992), lower than average

gas sales should result (leading to ACEEE over-estimates of gas sales)" Indeed, warmer weather

1991 appears to be a plausible explanation for ACEEE's over-estimates for LILCo and BUG.

under-estimate for NFG, however, cannot be explained by weather.. In this case, we believe

1lI1U·'\r1D.CMI"'_.cL'f"'II'If"Ir'lb~f'~ results from a combination of errors introduced by the floor areas and EUIs

assum analysis.. Nevertheless, the cumulative effect of these errors is tolerable (only

a 10 percent under-estimate), although we believe that this is a worthy area for future
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The simple ratio of utility 1991 commercial sector gas sales to the gas consumption of

the six prototypes is used to scale the energy efficiency results for the six ACEEE prototypes

for the building types for which prototypes were not developed and to calibrate energy efficiency

results to 1991 utility commercial sector gas saleS4

COMMERCIAL SECTOR ENERGY EFFICIENCY MEASURFS

To determine the technical and economic potential for improvements to commercial sector

gas energy-efficiency, the energy savings and cost-effectiveness of ten gas space heating, seven

gas hot water heating, and five gas cooking energy efficiency measures were evaluated.. After

defming each measure, the cost of measures and the applicability of the measures to the building

types considered is discussede

Ten gas space-heating energy-efficiency measures were analyzed$ The energy effects of

each measure were simulated using the DOE-2 building energy analysis program for each

applicable building prototype.. Interactive effects were treated explicitly by simulating the

measures cumulatively in the order of cost....effectiveness.. That is, the order of simulation was

designed to follow the approximate order of decreasing cost....effectiveness (the most cost-effective

measures were simulated first; the least cost-effective measures were simulated last, assuming

presence of the more cost-effective measures)e Through this process interactive effects

between measures were captured automatically and in the appropriate order.. 9 The cost of saved

gas 'for each measure and building type was then calculated using measure cost and lifetime

energy simulations ..

9 This procedure follows that used in the residential sector analysis (Chapter 2) with one
ex tion.. the analysis of energy efficiency measures for the residential sector, energy
savings from the sum of a package of cost-effective measures are re-allocated among individual
measures; the effect is to increase the energy savings attributed to the more expensive measures

e group cost....effective measures and decrease the savings of the less expensive
m~ures~ No such reallocation was performed for the analysis of energy efficiency measures
in the commercial sector, primarily because of the difficulty of determining the appropriate
threshold for cost-effectiveness0 Instead, the savings attributable to each measure are taken
directly from the simulations as increments assuming the presence of more cost-effective
measures 0 These savings are referred to as ··interactive savings U in the example given of this
method in Chapter 2$
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The ten space heating measures are:

Reset HVAC SuUply Air Temperature ("Reset SA Temp") for central HVAC systems

(office, retail, and health) re-sets the temperatures in the main supply air ducts hourly to satisfy

heating load of the coldest zone. Operation of central HVAC systems without this measure

requires manually setting hot deck temperature.s to a high temperatu,re (105 degrees F) to ensure

the highest expected load will be met during the heating season. Re-setting this temperature

lower on an hourly basis to just meet the actual hea~g load of the coldest zone results in

significant gas heating energy savings. 10 This measure is modeled within DOE-2 using an .

algorithm that compares, each hOUf, the h~ting demands of all zones and the minimum hot deck

temperature required to satisfy the highest heating load4

2. Boiler Tune-up ("Boiler Tune") refers to general improvements to gas boilers in central

HVAC systems (office, retail, health) to improve combustion efficiency by 5 percent (Zoellick

1992)~ Examples of these improvements include system balancing, duct sealing, thermostat

calibration and checking damper operation 0 The base level of boiler efficiency used in the

calibration 75 percent0 This measure is modeled by re-specification of boiler efficiency input

to DOE-20

Time Clocks/Temperature Set-back ("Temp Set-Backtt
) are measures to control more

precisely the operating the gas heating system in a building.. By lowering space

temperatures during non-occupied hours, gas energy use for heating is reducedo The measure

modeled heating temperature set-points to 55 degrees F during non-business

hours0 This measure is m eled by re-specification of the hourly schedule of temperature set-

points to DOE-2o

10 Due to the interaction of this measure with cooling and ventilation energy, electricity
consumption may be increased.. The cost of saved gas for this measure was calculated with an
additional cost-penalty to account for the increase in electricity usee The penalty was calculated

multiplying the increase in el~tricity use by the avoided cost of electricity (see Table 1-1)Q
No other measure resulted in an increase in electricity use of more than 2%..
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4. HVAc Heat Recovery ("HVAC Heat Rec") recovers heat that would normally be

exhausted in the return air of a central HVAC system to preheat supply air 0 It saves gas by

reducing the amount of gas that would otherwise be required to preheat supply air. This

measure is modeled within DOE-2 using an algorithm that calculates the amount of recoverable

heat available in the return air to be exhaustede

5$ H- ("Hi-Eff Boiler") are forced draft, four pass frretube boilers

with rotary damper, characterized fuel valve, and high velocity gas burner for precise fuel to

air mixture and high combustion efficiency. These measures increase boiler efficiency to 85

percent (Zoellfck 1992). The efficiency of.a standard, forced draft, gas fired, watertube boiler

is 80 percent.& This measure is modeled by re-specifying boiler efficiency input to DOE-2~

6G ce ("Hi-Eff Furnace") rely on similar advanced designs and

control techniques to increase furnace efficiency by 6 percent. The efficiency of a standard

furnace is 74 percent<& This measure is modeled by re-specification of furnace efficiency input

to OE-2o 11

Double-Pane Windows ("Dbl Pane") reduce heating loads by improving the thermal

integrity of windows to a center of glass U-value of 0 ..53, excluding outside air film coefficient

and the window frame 0 This measure is modeled by re-specifying of the window U-value and

shading coefficient input to DOE-20

Low-Emissivity Windo"Ys Glass i§) reduce heating loads by improving the

_ .. _ ...... 411 ...._ integrity of windows to a center of glass U-value of 0024, excluding outside air film

coefficient window This measure is modeled by re-specifying the window U-

and to DOE-2o

11 High-efficiency furnaces will soon be mandated by recent Federal standards for minimum
appliance eJlergy efficiency.. For this reason, we will note the contribution of this measure to
total savings separately in discussing our findings ..
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9. Roof Insulation ("Roof Ins") reduces heating loads by improving the thermal integrity

of the roof. The measure is modeled by increasing the level of insulation input to DOE-2 to

R-19, using either rigid board insulation under built-up roofing or fiberglass insulation under the

roof deck. 12

100 HVAC System Maintenance ("HYAC Maint") refers to general improvements to HYAC

distribution systems to reduce wasted gas heat by 5 percent (Zoellick 1992)& Examples of these

improvements include system balancing, duct sealing, thermostat calibration and checking

damper operation. This measure is modeled by re-specifying the base level of either the gas

boiler or gas furnace efficiency input to DOE-2e

Seven gas water heating energy-efficiency measures were analyzed based on preliminary

engineering estimates developed by Xenergy for this study (Zoellick 1992)" The preliminary

estimates were re-calibrated to NYPP gas water heating Ellis by seIVice tenitory.. The measures

included:

I.. Lower DHW Temperature ("Lower Temp") reduces gas use through a one-time reduction

hot water temperature' from between 1300 and 1400 F to 1200 F~ This measure is modeled

reducing the energy required to heat water from an assumed ground water temperature of 6{)0

F to 1200 F instead of 1300 or 1400 F, and by reducing the energy lost through the walls of the

due the lower temperature of water $

High-Efficiency Boiler is based on a 12-hp pulse combustion gas fired

that increases efficiency to 85 percent (Zoellick 1992).. The efficiency of a standard,

forced draft, gas fired, watertube boiler 80 percent.& This measure is modeled by increasing

"' .. "' .....""".. "" efficiency gas boiler meeting hot water loads and maintaining hot water

I'Ofl"'el~1~t-11~'Ili"'IC&at" in tank~

12 contrast to the residential energy efficiency analysis, we did not consider wall
insulation as an energy efficiency option for the commercial sector.. This decision stems the
rea.ua~ need for ting in the commercial sector because commercial buildings have: (1) higher
inte gains when occupied; and (2) reduced or no occupancy during the late evening and early
morning hours when heating needs are greatest..
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3. Hi&h-Efficiency Stand-Alone Water Heater ("Hi-EffStdaln") is a stand-alone water heater

that also includes increased insulation, an intermittent ignition device, and a power burner9 It

increases overall efficiency to 72 percent compared to the efficiency of standard stand-alone,

atmospheric, gas fired water heater of 54 percent (Zoellick 1992). This measure is modeled by

increasing the overall efficiency of the standalone water heater in meeting hot water loads and

maintaining hot. water temperatures in the tank.

4. Boiler Tune-up ("Boiler Tune") refers to general improvements to gas boilers to improve

combustion efficiency by about 5 percentl

5.. T kIn la i n ("Tank Ins") increases tank insulation from R-5 to R-12 thereby reducing

heat losses through the tank walls in proportion to the increase in R-valuese

6. Pi · n ("Pipe Ins le
) adds pipe insulation to exposed pipe runs nearest the hot

water heater or boiler.. This measure is modeled by reducing heat losses. for an assumed exposed

bare run four feet to that for R-3 insulation over the same exposed area.

7$ A R ("Auto Reset") uses a time-clock to lower hot water

temperatures during off-hours0 This measure is modeled by calculating the reduction in tank

wall heat loss during off-hours resulting from a. lower hot water temperature-a

Five gas coo ~ng energy-efficiency measures were analyzed.. The analysis was performed

a developed by based on data developed by Lobenstein and

Hewett (1992) a study prepared for Minnegasco* A single analysis was performed for ail

building types then extrapolated to each building type using building and service territory

The measures are listed below" All savings estimates come from the Minnegasco

1& dard to Dir en (t'Std-Dir Convvt)~ Convection ovens use fans

A~,8J,"~ in the rear of the oven compartment to circulate heated air over and around the food
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being cooked, accelerating heat absorption. Compared to a conventional oven, gas savings

average approximately 50 percent.

2e (wInd-Dit Cony"). Convection ovens come in two

configurations -- direct and indirect. Indirect convection ovens circulate air heated from the

walls of the oven compartment while direct convection ovens· circulate hot flue gases. Direct

convection ovens are more efficient because the flue gases they circulate are hotter. Compared

to indirect ovens, direct ovens reduce gas use by approximately 30 percent.

3. r ("Cat IR Fry"). Infrared fryers use ceramic plate burners to

increase combustion temperatures to 16500 F or higher0 Increasing temperatures to these levels

creates electromagnetic energy which vibrates the atoms in the absorbing object, in this case the

frying oil, causing its temperature to rise., In this way heat is delivered directly to the product,

without relying on .convective or conductive 'heat transfer0 Relative to conventional fryers,

energy use is reduced approximately 35 percent~ So-called "catalytic" infrared fryers have

improv ceramic plates relative to standard infrared fryers, increasing the energy savings

compared conventional fryers to approximately 43 percent.

~~~........n.........·d.........d,;;;,,;;;;,l ("IR Griddle9t)~ Infrared griddles operate similarly to infrared fryers,

except the griddle plate is heated instead of the frying oilG Relative to conventional griddles,

infrared griddles reduce gas use by approximately 27 percent~

Power burners fully mix the gas and combustion

in the burner (as opposed to incomplete mixing when secondary combustion air is drawn

from as a conventional burner), reducing energy use approximately 24
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In addition to energy use, the lifecycle cost of gas energy-efficiency measures depends

on two inputs: the capital and operating (not excluding energy) costsl3of the measures, and their

life expectancy0 Cost and life expectancy data were developed based on either the most recent

estimates available in the literature or information developed specifically for the New York State

region0

Generally speaking, costs are developed for retrofit applications of measures~ For the

measures involving equipment up-grades (to higher efficiency or new technologies) for space

heating, water heating, and cooking, however, only incremental costs are considered beyond a

base technology 19 Accordingly, these measures would only be considered at time of

replacement, while the remaining measures (all retrofits) could be considered at any time..

Three primary sources of information were used to develop measure costs and lifetimes

the gas energy-efficiency measures~ The first was an analysis of commercial sector

conservation measures performed for the Bonneville Power Administration (DIe 1988)~ This

source was used extensively to develop cost and lifetime information for the gas space heating

energy-efficiency measures0 The second was data developed by Xenergy specifically for use in

study (Zoellick 1992)~ These data were used in the analyses of several gas space heating

measures and all gas water heating energy efficiency measures" The third was Lobenstein

and Hewett (1992), which was used for the analysis of all the gas cooking energy-efficiency

measures $

measure cost and lifetime information developed for each measure and its source is

Tables 4... 10 through 4... 12 for the gas space heating, water heating, and cooking

To facilitate comparisons, the costs presented are normalized to a

13 This analysis assumes that the energy-efficiency measures do not increase non-energy
operating costs, such as changes in maintenance costs <0 The issue of increased or decreased
operating costs for the gas energy-efficiency measures is treated implicitly through the sensitivity
analysis which examines the impact of higher and lower measure costs on the findings~
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Gas Space Heating Energy-Efficiency Measure Costs and Lifetimes..

Measure Cost Units ($1991) Lifetime Source/Notes

Reset SA Temp 0.03 S/sqft 11 PIC 1988

Boiler Tune 0030 $/kBtuh 5 Zoellick 1992;
lifetime - eng. judgement

Temp Set-back 0.09 S/sqft 10 UIC 1988

HVAC Heat Rec 0.. 35 $/sqft 14 UIe 1988

Hi-Eff Boiler 2.00 $/kBtuh 15 Zoellick 1992; incr. cost

Hi-Eff Furnace 1.90 S/kBtuh 15 SRC 1990; incra cost

ObI Pane 21$00 $/sqft window 20 Reed 1992b

Low-E Glass 24.40 S/sqft window 20 Reed 1992b

Roof Insulation 0.77 S/sqft roof 20 UIC 1988; retrofit

HVAC Maint - central 0*50 $/sqft 5 Zoellick 1992; lifetime - eng.
judgement

HVAC Maint - packaged 0.25 $/sqft 5 Zoellick 1992; lifetime - enge
judgement



. Table 4-11 \) Gas Hot Water Energy-Efficiency Measure Cost, Lifetime.

1991 S/unit Lifetime
Cost

Lower Temp so.00 tank 20

Hi-Eff Boiler 900.00 boiler 15

Hi-Eff Stdaln 166.00 tank 10

Boiler Tune 300.00 iler 5

Tank Insulation 5.40 sq ft 10

Pipe Insulation 3.74 ft pipe 10

Auto Reset 71.21 tank 10

Source: Zoellick 1992, me 1988.

Table 4... 12@ Gas Cooking Energy-Efficiency Measure Cost, Performance, Lifetime.

Measure Cost Avgo (cet) Savings Lifetime
Saved

S ir Convection Oven $1338 720 50% 20
I _11 "lII"""iI.* Convection Oven 0 282 28 20

Catalytic IR Fryer 1253 674 43 15

• 1 292 27 20

Power-Burner Range 870 248 24 20

Source: Lo nstein Hewett 1992.
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common metric, such as S/sqft of floor area, $/kBtuh of heating capacity, or S/umt (in the

case of cooking), as appropriate. For the analysis of cost-effectiveness, these costs are then

scaled by the specific characteristics of the prototypes examined (i.e.. , by floor area or by

peak heating requirements) 0 Measure lives for cooking are capped at 20 years to allow for

equipment change-out during remodeling.

The Agplicability of Gas Energy-Efficiency Measures

Two steps determine the applicability of gas energy-efficiency measures in

commercial bUildings in New York State. _The first is to determine technical feasibility, which

requires mapping each measure to appropriate commercial building types.. The second is

remaining potential by estimating the proportion of commercial buildings' of each type that have

not yet installed each measure~

The mapping required by the first step is summarized Tables 4-13 to 4-15 for the gas

space heating, water heating, and cooking measures, respectively<D Tables· 4-13 and 4-14

calculate applicability as a fraction of the building floor area in the service territory where the

measure could be applied~ The values were derived from the saturation of measures in the

NMPC service territory (Xenergy 1988), which, in the absence of more saturation data for each

service territory, was assumed to be identical for all three service territories.. The NMPC survey

data did not report saturations for high-efficiency gas boilers and furnaces and low-E windows;

the existing saturation of the high-efficiency heating equipment is assumed to be ten percent and

windows assumed to be zero~ Table 4-14 separately reports technical feasibility

and existing penetration for gas water-heating measureSe

gives the applicability and technical feasibility of gas cooking energy

measures in a slightly different formate In this table, applicability and existing

~'F',.o.t'-r~h"''\fl is expressed on a technology-specific basis with the assumption that the distribution

cooking technologies is constant across all building types, apparently a reasonable assumption

survey information that would permit a more accurate mapping of specific types of

cooking equipment for-particular buildingso
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Table 4-13. Applicability of Gas Space Heating Energy-Efficiency Measures to Commercial Building Prototypes (%).

o
rti

I
~

'gy

Measure Office Office Retail Retail Hospital Super- Restau- Ware-

Cnt Pkg Cnt Pkg market rant house

Reset SA Temp 95.4 94.7 87.4

Boiler Tune 74.8 82.1 0.0

Temp Set-back 69.6 69.6 73.8 73.8 59.0 83.1 8507 87.1

HVAC Heat Rec 95.6 99.4 73.0

Hi-Eff Boiler 90.0 90.0 90.0

Hi-Eff Furnace 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.0 90.0

Double-Pane 21.0 21.0 37.0 37.'0 25.0 27.0 20.0 36.0

Low-E Glass 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Roof Insulation 42.0 42.0 36.0 36.0 13.0 39.0 18.0

HVAC System 66.2 85.6 43.5

Mainl. - central
I

HVAC System 66.2 85.6 86.9 93.8 93.7

Mainl. - packaged

....



Table 4-14$ Gas Hot Water Energy-Efficiency Measure Applicability (%).

Technical Feasibility

Office

Lower Temp 100

Auto Reset 100

Pipe Ins 100

Tank Ins 100

Boiler Tune 8

Hi-Eff Boiler 8

Hi-E Stdaln 92

Existing Penetration

Retail Hospital Supermkt Restrnt Warehse

100 0 100 0 100

100 98 100 98 100

100 98 100 98- 100

100 98 100 98 100

1 87 0 2 18

1 87 0 2 18

98 12 61 96 81

Office etail Hospital Supermkt estrnt Warehse

Lower Temp 5.3 2.9 17.3 2.4 8.3 0.0

Auto Reset 3.3 4.2 16.1 4.1 1.7 0.0

Pipe Ins 36~7 17.8 71~O 62.9 13.5 11.3

k s 12.7 18.5 65.0 7.0 17.7 12.4

Boiler Tune 25.2 17.9 100.0 90.3 12.1 5.7

Hi-Eff iler 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Hi- Stdaln 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Source: Xenergy 1988.
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Table 4-15. Gas Cooking Energy-Efficiency Measure Applicability (%).

Equip. Type as % Technical Existing Applicability
of Total Cooking Feasibility Penetration Factor

(d)(a) (b) (c)

20 50 38

20 60 50

19 90 10

20 90 10

26 23 1

Catalytic IR Fryer 15

IR Griddle 16

Std..Dir.Co~v. Oven 2

Applicability factor = [a]*([b]-[c]).
Source: ACEEE estimates based on Lobenstein and Hewett 1991 ..

The second step is to determine how many commercial buildings have gas space

heating, water heating, or cooking in each of the three service territories (LILCo, BUG, and

NFG)0 Table 4-1 (in the Methodology sub-section), summarizes floorspace estimates and end

use fuel saturations for gas space heating, water heating, and cooking for each of the three utility

service territories..

As described in the Methodology sub-section, two additional prototypes were developed

the office and retail building types to capture important differences in energy use in central

and packaged HVAC systems and the large relative saturations of both system types in these

buildings,. Table presents the results of our analysis of LILCo and NMPC survey data

1988 Xenergy 1990) -which were used to develop relative saturations for these

system types for downstate and upstate respectivelyo
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Table 4-16. Relative Saturation of Central and Package HVAC for Office and Retail.

Downstate Upstate
(LILCo, BUG) (NFG)

Office-eentral HVAC 0.27 0.67

Office-package HVAC 0.73 0.33

'" -central HVAC 0.23 0.11

Re I-package AC 0.77 0.89

Source: Xenergy 1988, Xenergy 1990.

THE COST-EFFECTIVE TECHNICAL POTENTIAL FOR GAS ENERGY-EFFICIENCY

The results 9f the simulations or spreadsheet analyses, combined with the cost and

lifetime of the measures, adjusted for their applicability, the existing penetration of measures,

the fpel saturation of the each end use, and a real discount rate of 5 percent, yield a cost of

saved gas (in $/DTh) for each energy-efficiency measure in each building type..

The results are discussed from both a commercial gas customer perspective (represented

by average retail price of gas) and a gas utility perspective (represented by an avoided cost

for gas)~ The average gas price used to evaluate .technical potential from a commercial gas

customer perspective are $6~OO/DTh, $8&50/DTh, and $5&OO/DTh for LILCo, BUG, and NFG,

which are based on Table rounded to the nearest half dollar.. Since

there no consensus on gas avoided costs, the results from the gas utility perspective are

described with reference to a range of possible avoided costs from $2050 and $4.00/DTh, which

based on estimates of avoided costs for year-round and winter-only energy

as discussed Chapter 1, and summarized in Table 1-1 ..

sets of results are presented in order to capture the potential effects of both the

"'-3ll:l,Juu•.I1l.'I",.I'aa~ program costs required to deliver measures through utility DSM programs and

pessimism regarding measure cost and rformance" The first case presents results based only
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on the installed gas energy efficiency technology costs (or measure costs) documented above.

The second case presents results based on adding 25 percent to the measure cost assumed in the

first case. The third case adds 50 percent to the measure cost and the fourth case adds 75

percent to the measure cost.

Adding costs over and above the direct installation costs of the gas energy efficiency

technologies a.ddresses several concemso First, added costs would be a natural consequence of

utility-sponsored activities promoting the adoption of these technologies<t In this regard, the

additional costs can be thought of as proxies for the likely administrative, marketing, and

evaluation costs that would be incurred by a utility running a DSM program for these

technologies<a For this reason, when describing results from the utility cost perspective (using

a range of gas avoided costs), we will refer to results from the third case in which the total cost

has been increased by 50 percent over the measure costs developed for the first caseo

Second, the various cases can also be thought of as sensitivities on the direct cost and

performance of the energy efficiency measures 0 For example, considering costs 25 percent

those assumed the first case can be thought of either as direct-cost sensitivity or

as a sensitivity on estimated energy savingso In this case, costs 25 percent higher could also

result from energy savings 33 percent lower than that modeled in the first case..

each utility service territory, results are first summarized on an aggregated basis,

considering both the various cost-effectiveness thresholds and the various sensitivities considerecL

the are by use building type, considering only the results from

case which measure costs are increased by 50 percent over those developed for the

casee Finally, the results for individual measures are discussedG All results are discussed

some future date (e..g~, 2020) at which time it is reasonable to expect

that has elapsed to allow 'widespread retrofit activity and to ensure turnover of

uipment stock.. This perspective acknowleges that equipment turnover and

.lII.'&«''lWI~_A.!II.~~;lU&'''''' will not take place instantaneously..
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The presentation of detailed results, by measure, follows a common order: The results

for each measure are presented in order of increasing cost; measures with the lowest cost are

presented first, while those with the highest cost are presented last~ The amount of gas that

could be saved annually is presented in thousands of decatherms, which is also equal to

thousands of MMBtu. Gas savings from the prototype analyses have been adjusted upwards to

extrapolate our results to the building types DQt examined (schools, hotels, and miscellaneous).

We also present the cumulative amount of saved gas, expressed as the fraction of total annual

gas sales for the commercial sector of each utility. An arbitrary ceiling of $10/0Th is used to

limit the number of measures presented in each table.

The Potential For. Commercia.l Sector Gas Energy-Efficiency For The LILCo Service

Territory

Table 4-17 summarizes the economic potential for commercial sector gas energy

efficiency measures fcreach of the perspectives and sensitivities considered0 Figure 4-1 presents

the results graphically ~ Considering the case in which measure costs are increased by 50

percent, the results suggest that 17 percent or 204 million DTh to 18 percent or 2G6 million DTh

of the gas consumed annually by the commercial sector could be saved with energy efficiency

measures costing less than $2~50/Dth and $4$OO/DTh , respectively 0 From the customer

~'li"'«:.'-n.&:l!i,A"'1t'!l'T.c ($6~OO/DTh), this case indicates 24 percent or 304 million DTh could be saved

cost-effectivelye Replacement measures (or all higher efficiency equipment) account for a small

fraction of these savings, totalling 4, 6, and 15 percent of the cost-effective savings potential in

each perspective, respectively 0 Among these replacement measures, savings due to high

'llr.;fJl,AAl"~A~ ..II.a:v'l gas furnaces (now covered by Federal law) contribute only 0, 1, and 8 percent to the

A"'n~I1t_.cf"1"~f"'l!lh'TCIro savings potential in each perspective, respectively 0}
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15
Figure 4-1. Supply Curve of Saved Gas, Long Island Lighting Co., Commercial Sector.

0% = no program costs
25 % = 25 % program cos~s

50% = 50% program costs
75% = 75 % program costs

75%
50%

25%

0%

o
o 5 10 15 20 25 30

Cumulative Savings as a Percent of Sector Consumption
(Includes both mandated measures and measures that may be the target of utility DSM programs.)
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Table 4-179 Summary of Commercial Sector Economic Gas Savings Potential - LILCo..

Perspective Measure Measure Measure Measure
Cost + 0% Cost +25% Cost +50% Cost +75%

Utility - $2.501 n/a 17 17 17

Utility - $4.00/DTh n/a 18 18 17

Customer - $6.00/DTh 26 25 24 19

The results appear to be robust with respect to the cost and performance sensitivities

considered. Considering only the utility perspective, for example, if the cost of the energy

efficiency measures is only 25 percent higher than the direct installed cost of the gas energy

efficiency technologies (also corresponding to energy savings 33 percent lower), the cost

effective energy-efficiency potential does not change at the utility cost-effectiveness thresholds

of $2 ..50/DTh and $4.oo/DTh, respectivelye If the cost of the energy efficiency measures is 75

percent higher than the measure costs, the cost-effective energy-efficiency potential decreases

slightly (to 17 rcent) only at the higher cost-effectiveness threshold $4 0 oo/DTh ..

Table 4-18 summarizes our findings from the third case (measure costs + 50%) by end

useo Savings are expressed both as percentages of annual gas consumption by the end use, as

as a percentage of total commercial sector gas consumption~ The percentage of total

sectoral sales accounted for by each end use is also indicated ..

~VJallUI.i1a~iI#lL\o#afj;U. Sector Economic Gas Savings Potential by End Use -

Space Heat (77%) ter Heat (8 %) Coo ng (10%)
n
.c ~ .K:&. VIC'C % of % of % of % of % of % of

end use sector end use sector end use sector

19 14 23 2 15 2
<tf

ty - $4 ~ oo/DTh 20 16 24 2 15 2

~ er - $69001 Th 28 21 28 2 15 2
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Table 4-18 highlights the importance of energy efficiency measures to reduce gas used

for space heating. Space heating accounts for the majority of gas consumption in the

commercial sector (77 percent). Significant cost-effective savings are achievable from each

perspective considered and these savings would have a major impact on commercial sector gas

consumption. Despite the cost-effectiveness of measures directed toward reducing gas water

heating and cooking energy use, the savings .from these end uses account for only a modest

portion of total commercial sector gas sales, although the results indicate that the majority of

cost-effective savings for these end uses are highly cost-effective, costing less than the lowest

cost-effectiveness threshold considered ($2..50/DTh). For example, all five cooking measures

were found to-be cost-effective under any scenario of gas avoided cost or cost/performance

sensitivity.

Table 4...19 summarizes our primary findings separately by building type.. The results are

expressed both as a percentage of gas consumed by the building type and as a percentage of total

commercial sector salese

Table 4-190 Summary of Commercial Sector Economic Gas Savings Potential by Building Type
- LILCo0 - Measure Cost +50%

Perspective

Utility-$2 ..50/DTh Utility-$4400/DTh Customer-
$6&OO/DTh

Building % of % of % of % of % of % of
Type Bldg Sector Bldg & Sector Bldg.. Sector

Office 25 10 25 10 31 12

Retail 3 13 3 22 6

Hospital 18 1 19 1 25 2

ocery 27 2 28 2 32 2

Restaurant 0 0 5 1 7 1

ehouse 0 0 0 0 5 0
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Table 4-19 indicates that the greatest source of cost-effective commercial sector gas

savings lies in the office sector. Offices account for the largest share of gas consumption (65

percent) and offer significant gas savings, under each perspective considered. There are also

significant cost-effective savings available in the retail, hospital, and grocery sectors, yet the

cumulative effect of savings from. these buildings is modest as a percentage of total commercial

sector gas sales9

The changes in cost-effective potential as a function of perspective provides insight into

the cost-effectiveness of measures by building type" For example, the majority of savings for

the office and supermarket and most of the, savings for hospitals are highly cost-effective; only

modest additional savings result from considering higher cost-effectiveness thresholdss The

majority of (albeit modest) savings for restaurants and warehouses become cost-effective only

at the higher thresholdse

Table 4-20 summarizes the individual results for the measures costing less than $10/Dth~

energy-efficiency measures contributing most to the costcaeffective energy efficiency potential

JIlJllIl.lliLJ!JIIIlllL'I'Sr'lll.J the control of HVAC systems, including the reset of supply air temperatures in central

HVAC systems, and the night set-back of temperatures in both central and packaged HVAC

systemsc& Significant energy savings also result from lowering hot water temperatures~ Shell

measures (double pane windows, low-e glass, and roof insulation) only appear to be cost

effective for some building types, notably hospitals~ However, where cost-effective, they offer

large energy savings,.

Higher-efficiency equipment for space heating and water heating is generally cost-

effective, but sometimes marginally & Boiler tune-ups for space heating are highly cost-

retail with central HVAC systems~
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~ CuM .... c...." CSG + 0% CSG +21% C8G +60" CSG +71CMa
fnd ..... ........ IWa 1000 DTh 1000 Dlh of Seat. ./DTh • 10th • 10th • 10th
wat., hAting Low., temperature ~et 34- 34- 0.2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
wet.,hMting Low., tlll"rlPWature office 88 122 0.8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
wet., hMting low., temperature ret.' 64- 186 1.3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
w8t., heating Low.. temperature W.....OUH 2 188 1.3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
cooking Ind.... cony. ell buildings S 197 1.3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
wet.,heating High-efficiency boil. hoepi.eI 8 206 1.4- 0.15 0.18 0.22 0.28
cooking Std..... cony. 811 butldinge 14 220 1.5 0.18 0.20 0.24 0.28
cooWng Cat. 8R fry ell buikfing. 92 312 2.1 0.19 0.24 0.29 0.33
epee. heating DoubI. pane windows hoapital 79 391 2.7 0.30 0.38 0.45 0.53
cooking Pow. bum. ell building. 33 424 2.9 0.31 0.38 0.46 0.54
epace heating NMt sa t~atur. off ent 941 1385 9.3 0.31 0.38 0.46 0.54
cooking 1ft griddI. .. building. en 1426 1.8 0.31 0.39 0.47 0.55
wet.. heating Hiqh-efficiency stand-aaone W1 office 52 1478 10.1 0.49 0.61 0.73 0.85
..ehMting Tun.... offcnt 85 16M 10.7 0.50 0.83 0.75 0.88
epee. hMting Rent sa ttlfnPGfature ret ent 357 1821 13.1 0.54 0.88 0.81 0.95
epeee hMting Tune boil. ,et ent 40 1981 13.4- 0.70 0.87 1.04 1.22
epee. hMting TemperetUfe Ht-beck off ent 212 2173 14.9 1.16 1.45 1.73 2.02
spec. hMting High-efficiency boil. hOtlPittal 39 2212 15.1 1.18 1.48 1.78 2.07
epee. hHting Roof in8uIetion ~ket 219 2431 18.8 1.34 1.88 2.01 2.35
8P8C8 hAting low-Eglen tto.pital 86 2497 17.1 1.69 2.11 2.53 2.95
weterhMting High-efficiency stlltM'l-elone un~.t » 2507 17.1 1.82 2.27 2.73 3.18
spece hMting Roof .in......tion hotpital 5 2512 17.2 1.98 2.48 2.91 3.47
spece hMting High-efficiency fun'teee rnt.......t 38 2550 17.4 2.19 2.74- 3.28 3.83
wet. heating Hith-.tficieney boiler office 2 2552 17.4- 2.35 2.94 3.53 4.11
speceheeting Roof insulation rntautant 88 2819 17.9 2.64 3.30 3.96 4.62
spacehNting HVAC hut recovery hospital 68 2686 18.4 3.15 3." 4.72 5.51
apace heating High-efficiency boil. ,etent 25. 2711 18.5 3.38 4.22 5.08 5.91
apace hAting High-.fficiency fumece ret pkg 102 2813 19.2 3.50 4.38 5.26 6.13
epeee hMting High-efficiency furnace w.ehou•• 25 2838 19.4 3.55 4.44- 5.33 6.22
Wilt., heating High-efficiency stend-alone un rettaurant 49 2887 19.7 3.56 4.45 5.34 6.23
space heating Tempereture .et-beck off pkg 181 3088 21.0 3.62 4.52 5.42 6.33
space heeting High--efficiency furnace off pkg 114 3182 21.7 3.83 4.79 5.75 6.71
,space hMting High--efficiency boiler off ent 37 3219 22.0 3.85 4.81 5.77 6.73
spece heating Roof inaul.tien ret pkg 214 3433 23.5 3.88 4.85 5.82 6.78
wilt., hming Tune boil., office 1 3434 23.5 3.93 4.91 5.89 6.87
apace he.ting High-efficiency fumace aupennerkot 31 3464 23.7 4.02 5.03 6.03 7.04
space hAting Double pan. windows off cnt 51 3515 24.0 4.07 5.09 6.11 7.13
epace hNting Roof inlUlation w.ehou•• 27 3543 24.2 4.26 5.32 6.39 7.45
spec. hAting Roof insu••tion ret cnt 56 3598 24.6 4.32 5.40 6.49 7.57
weter heating High-efficiency stlJnd.elone un retail 36 3835 24.8 4.47 5.58 6.70 7.82
wet. heating High-efficiency stand-elene un warehou8e 1 3636 24.9 4.47 5.58 6.70 7.82
space heeting Roof inlUlation offpkg 191 3827 26.2 4.84 6.05 7.26 8.47
wilt., heating Tenk insu.ation rntMlf,.,t 10 3836 26.2 6.20 7.74 9.29 10.84
apace hMting Double pene windows off pkg 89 3926 26.8 6.20 7.75 9.29 10.84
apace huting Roof insul.tion off cnt 49 3975 27.2 1.05 8.81 10.58 12.34
apace hHting Double pene windOW$ fm6lUfant 32 4007 27.4 8.03 10.04- 12.05 14.05
wet. heating TInk inou'ation ~.t 1 4008 27.4- 8.49 10.61 12.74 14.86
wet... heating Ten" insulation WtWehou•• 0 4008 27.4 9.55 11.93 14.32 16.71
wat., h••ting T'" inaul.tion ret" 6 4014- 27.4 9.55 11.93 14.32 16.71
wet., huting Tank inNlation office 1 4015 27.4 9.55 11.94 14.33 16.72
weter heating High--officiency boiler rmaurent 0 4016 27.5 11.45 14.31 17.18 20.04
space heating Doub"t pene windows ret pkg 243 4259 29.1 11.48 14.35 17.22 20.09
wet., heating renkinsujation hospitlld 0 4259 29.1 11.51 14.38 17.26 20.14
wet.,. h.ating Pipe ineuilltion hospit81 1 4259 29.1 11.81 14.77 17.72 20.67
apace heating Double pan. window. ~.t 14 4274 29.2 12.55 15.69 18.83 21.97
apace hNting HVAC rNlintenmeo rest8U,ant 35 4308 29.5 12.57 15.72 18.86 22.01
space heating Double pene,windows ret cnt 64 4372 29.9 12.72 15.90 19.08 22.28
watMheeting Pip. ineuilltion ~et 0 4372 29.9 13.29 16.61 19.93 23.26
spaco h••ting Doubt. pane windOW$ warehou•• 38 4410 30.1 13.80 17.25 20.10 24.18
apace he.ting HVAC meintMU!lm~ sup«rnlt'ket 25 4435 30.3 14.62 -.., 18.27 21.93 25.58
weter heating Pipe insulation restaurant 1 4436 30.3 18.34 20.42 24.51 28.59
wet. h.ating Pipe insulation W8fehOUf!J@ 0 4436 30.3 17.07 21.34- 25.60 29.87
w8tCH'hMting Pipe insulation retail 1 4431 30.3 11.07 21.34 25.60 29.87
wetOf' heating Pipe maul.tion office 0 4431 30.3 17.12 21.40 25.68 29.96
water h••ting Tune boil. rG8tfIlUfMt .0 4437 30.3 19.13 23.91 28.69 33.47
spece heating HVAC heat recovGfY off cnt 50 4487 30.7 19.93 24.91 29.89 34.88
weter heating Auto ,net retail 3 4490 30.1 21.93 21.41 32.89 38.37
wet. h••ting Auto ,net w«ehoue. 0 4490 30.7 21.93 27.41 32.89 38.37
water h.eting Auto rMet office 1 4491 30.7 21.93 27.41 32.90 38.38
space heating HVAC fNlIintDnMCe ret pkg 86 4576 31.3 24.08 30.10 38.12 42.14-
space heating low-Egl_ off cnt 46 4623 31.6 25.34 31.68 38.01 44.35
$pacs heating HVAC maintMance hospitel 16 4638 31.7 26.40 33.00 39.60 46.21
space hMting HVAC matntefufmce werehouM 22 4660 31.9 28.70 35.87 43.05 50.22
water heating Auto ,nDt restaurant 2 4863 31.9 32.01 40.01 48.01 56.01
spece heating HVAC f'NiMntOf·ulmee ret cnt 35 4699 32.1 33.08 41.35 49.62 57.89
$palce heating HVAC maintenance off ent 64 4763 32.6 34.88 43.60 52.32 61.04
apace heating HVAC B'NIintmMce off pkg 83 4846 33.1 36.16 45.20 54.24 63.28
$pace hNting low-Eg'•• offpkg 80 4928 33.7 39.29 49.11 58.94 88.76
wetet heating High-efficieney boil. ,et.' 0 4926 33.7 43.10 53.87 64.65 75.42
weter "Nting High-efficiency boiler w.ehou•• 0 4926 33.7 43.10 53.88 84.65 75.43
wator h••ting Auto ,eset lUpet"fNlket 0 4926 33.1 43.86 54.83 65.79 78.78
$pac@ heating low-E Qla. restaurant 22 4948 33.8 70.83 88.53 106.24 123.94
space heating low-E gl•• ret pkg 124 5072 34.7 71.72 89.65 107.58 125.51
water heating Tune boil. r.tail 0 5072 34.7 71.98 89.98 107.97 125.97
wat. heating Tune boiler warehouse 0 5072 34.7 71.99 89.98 107.98 125.98
apace hoating low-E gl•• ~.t 11 5082 34.7 73.40 91.75 110.09 128.44-
apace h.ating low-E gl... rot cnt 32 5114- 35.0 80.80 100.99 121.19 141.39

Isoace hoatina low-E alas. w.ehous. 21 5135 35.1 82.13 102.66 123.20 143.73
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Table 4-21 summarizes the economic potential for commercial sector gas energy

efficiency measures for each of the J>e,rspectives and sensitivities considered" Figure 4-2 presents

the results graphically. Generally speaking, the cost-effectiveness results for the BUG service

territory parallel those developed for the LILCo sexvice territory since the same prototypes were

analyzed using identical cost assumptions. The differences between the findings for the two

utilities stem only from the differing amounts of gas consumption affected by the measures, as

defined by differences in the population or building type between BUG and LILCOe

Considering the case in which measure costs are increased by 50 percent, the results

suggest that 17 percent or 2&3 million DTh to 21 percent or 2.6 million DTh of the gas

consumed annually by the commercial sector could be saved with energy efficiency measures

costing less than $2<s50/Dthand $4<sOO/DTh, respectively~ From the customer perspective

($8~501 Th), this case indicates that 28 percent or 3 .. 4 million DTh could be saved cost

effectively.. Replacement measures (or all higher efficiency equipment) account for a small

fraction these savings, totalling 6, 8, and 16 percent of the cost-effective savings potential in

each perspective, respectively.. Among these replacement measures, savings due to high

efficiency gas furnaces (now covered by Federal law) contribute only 0, 2, and 9 percent to the

total cost-effective savings potential each perspective, respectively 0)

Table Commercial Sector Economic Gas Savings Potential ... BUG

Perspective Measure Measure Measure Measure
Cost + 0% Cost +25% Cost +50% Cost +75%

Utility - $2 .. n/a 20 19 19

lty - $4 .. , ft II II ., I on n/a 22 21 20

Customer ... $8 ..50/DTh 32 32 31 31
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15
Figure 4-20 Supply Curve of Saved Gas, Brooklyn Union Gas Co4' Commercial Sector..

75%

0% == no program costs
25 % = 25 % program costs
50% =: 50% program costs
75% == 75% program costs

50%

25%

0%

o
o 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

Cumulative Savings as a Percent of Sector Consumption
mandated measures and measures that may be the target of utility DSM programs.)
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The results appear to be robust with respect to the cos.t and performance sensitivities

considered. Considering only the utility perspective, for example, if the cost of the energy

efficiency measures is only 25 percent higher than the direct installed cost of the gas energy

efficiency technologies (also corresponding to energy savings 33 percent lower), the cost

effective energy-efficiency potential increases by only one percent at the utility cost-effectiveness

thresholds of $2.50/DTh and $4.00/DTh, respectively. If the cost of the energy efficiency

measures is 75 percent higher than the measure costs, the cost-effective energy-efficiency

potential decreases by only one percent at the higher cost-effectiveness threshold of $4.00/DTh.

Table 4-22 summarizes our findings from the third case (measure costs + 50%) by end

usee Savings are expressed both as percentages of annual gas consumption by the end use, as

well as a percentage of total commercial sector gas consumption.. The percentage of total

sectoral sales accounted for by each end use is also indicated<o

Table 4...22Q Summary of Commercial Sector Economic Gas Savings Potential by End Use - BUG
- Measure Costs + 50%

Space Heat (75%) Water Heat (10%) Cooking (9 %)
Perspective

% of % of % of % of % of % of
end use sector end use sector end use sector

Utility - $2$50/DTh 17 13 25 2 15 2

Utility - $49 Th 21 26 2 15 2

Customer - 0 30 24 29 2 15 2

highlights the importance of energy efficiency measures to reduce gas used

space heating.. was found for LILCO, space heating accounts for the majority of gas

commercial sector (75%)0 Significant cost-effective savings are achievable

rspective considered and these savings would have a major impact on commercial

gas consumption@ Despite the cost-effectiveness of measures directed toward reducing gas water

.U.~1Wl.AI~ and cooking energy use, the savings from these end uses account for only a modest

total commercial sector gas sales, although the results indicate that the majority of
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cost-effective savings for these end uses are highly cost-effective, costing less than the lowest

cost-effectiveness threshold considered ($2.50/DTh). For example, all five cooking measures

were found to be cost-effective under any scenario of gas avoided cost or cost/performance

sensitivity 41

Table 4-23 summarizes our primary fin4ings separately by building type. The results are

expressed both as a percentage of gas consumed by the building type and as a percentage of total

commercial sector sales. The percentage of gas consumption accounted for by each building

type is also indicated.

Table 4-230 Summary of Commercial Sector Economic Gas Savigns Potential by Building Type
... BUG - Measure Cost +50%

Perspective

Utility- Utility- Customer-$8 ..50/DTh
$2&50/DTh $4~OO/DTh

Building % of % of % of % of % of % of
Type Bldg tor Bldg & Sector Bldg. Sector

Office 25 10 25 10 38 14

Retail 2 0 11 1 19 2

Hospital 19 4 29 6 29 6

Grocery 22 1 23 1 26 1

Restaurant 2 6 0 9 0

Warehouse 0 0 0 0 9 2

indicates that, like LILCO, the greatest source of cost-effective commercial

sector gas savings remains the office-sectOfe Significant cost-effective savings are also available

grocery sectors, but the overall contribution to total sales by these sectors is
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The changes in cost-effective potential as a function of perspective provides insight into

the cost-effectiveness of measures by building type. For example, the majority of savings for

the office and supermarket and, to a lesser degree, for retail and hospital are highly cost

effective; only modest additional savings result from considering higher cost-effectiveness

thresholds. The majority of (albeit modest) savings for restaurants and warehouses again

become cost-effective only at the higher thresholds.

Table 4-24 summarizes the individual results for the measures costing less than $10/Dtho

The energy-efficiency measures contributing most to the cost-effective energy efficiency potential

improve the control of HVAC systems, including the reset of supply air temperatures in central

HVAC systems, and the night set-back of temperatures in both central and packaged HVAC

systems~ Significant energy savings also result from lowering hot water temperatures.. Shell

measures (double pane windows, low-e glass, and roof insulation) only appear to be cost

effective for some building types, notably hospitals~ However, where cost-effective, they offer

large energy savings<9

Higher-efficiency equipment for space heating and water heating is generally cost

effective, but sometimes only marginally0 Boiler tune-ups for space heating are highly cost

effective for offices and retail with central HVAC systems~
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Tabkt 4-24. COfIt of SavedGu - BUG CommefC:ial SoctOf.

lavinp eumSew.p Cum." CSG + 0% CSG +25% CSG +50" CSG .75%
Wu.. ...... IIda 1000 OTh 1000 DTh of Sector • 10Th • 10th • 10th $1DdI
wet_ heating low. tetnr*'eture lUperm8'ket 42 42 0.3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
w.t_ heating Low- ternpe"'Dt",e w.,ehou•• 20 62 0.5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
wet. huting Low.t.......tur. office 80 122 1.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
cooking Ind.... cony. ai, building. 9 131 1.1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
wet_ heating Low., tempet.ture r.t. 102 234 1.9 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
wet., hoating High efficiency boil.,. ho.tal 23 257 2.1 0.15 0.18 0.22 0.26
cooking Std.... conv. all buildings 13 270 2.2 0.16 0.20 0.24 0.28
cooking CatlA fry ... building. 81 357 2.8 0.19 0.24 0.29 0.33
spac. he.ting Doubl. pane window. hospital 164 520 4.3 0.30 0.38 0.45 0.53
cooking Pow., bum., aU buildings 31 551 4.5 0.31 0.38 0.46 0.54
cooking 1ft griddle ....buiIding. 51 808 5.0 0.31 0.39 0.47 0.55
epeee heating ....t .. temperatur. off ent 513 1121 9.2 0.45 0.51 0.68 0.79
w.t. heating High-efficieney alend-alone un office 36 1161 9.5 0.49 0.81 0.73 0.85
$p4ICe heating Tune boil. off ent 48 1203 9.9 0.50 0.63 0.75 0.88
apace hMting An... ternpera'tUf8 r.t cnt 335 1538 12.6 0.59 0.74- 0.89 1.03
epac. heating Tune boil., r.t ent 37 1575 12.9 0.70 0~87 1.04- 1.22
'Pac. heating T.....,.atu.....t-beck off ent 115 1891 13.9 1.16 1.45 1.13 2.02
'Pace he.ting Hgh-efficiency boit.,. hospital 81 1172 14.5 1.18 1.48 1.78 2.07
apace heating Roof ineuletion ~ket 487 2259 18.5 1.34- 1.88 2.01 2.35
epac. heating Low-Egl.. ho.tal 136 2395 19.6 1.69 2.11 2.53 2.95
wat. heating .High-efficiency stand-alone un tuperm8'ket 12 2407 19.7 1.82 2.27 2.73 3.18
apace huting Roof· inaulation hoaprtel 11 2417 19.8 1.98 2.48 2.97 3.47
space huting High-efficiency furnace rnt...,.ant 52 2410 20.2 2.19 2.14 3.28 3.83
wlllt_ hNting High efficiency botl. office 1 2411 20.2 2.35 2.94 3.53 4.11
$pace hating Roof inaul.tiO" re"..rant 91 2582 21.0 2.64- 3.30 3.96 4.62
space heating HVAC heat MCovery hospital 139 2101 22.1 3.15 3.94 4.72 5.51
apace h.ating tti9h effit;iencyboil- ret ent 24 2124 22.3 3.38 4.22 5.06 5.91
apace heating High-efficiency furnace ret pkg 96 2820 23.1 3.50 4.38 5.26 6.13
'PACe h.eting High-41fficiency furnace w.....ou•• 103 2923 23.9 3.55 4.44 5.33 6.22
wat.,. heating High-efficiency at&fld.alone un rm...r."t 58 2981 24.4 3.56 4.45 5.34 6.23
&pace hHting TCIlfTIP8fature ••t-back off pkg 98 3019 25.2 3.62 4.52 5.42 8.33
'Pace huting High-efficiency fumace off pkg 82 3142 25.7 3.83 4.79 5.75 6.71
epeee heeting High efficiency boa. off ent 20 3162 25.9 3.85 4.81 5.77 8.73
apace h••ting Roof msuletion r.t pkg 201 3382 27.5 3.88 4.85 5.82 8.18
water h••ting Tun. boil., office 0 3383 27.5 3.93 4.91 5.89 6.87
apace h••ting High-efficiency fumece suptwmerket 88 3431 28.1 4.02 5.03 6.03 7.04
apace he.ting Double pane windows off ent 28 3459 28.3 4.07 5.09 6.11 7.13
space heating Roof insulation Wetehou•• 113 3512 29.3 4.26 5.32 6.39 7.45

$pace heeting Roof insu••tion ret ent 52 3824 29.7 4.32 5.40 6.49 7.57
water heating High-efficiency stand-alone un retM 5S 3682 30.2 4.47 5.58 8.70 7.82
water heating High-efficiency .tend-elonfi un wllfehOU•• 9 3691 30.2 4.47 5.58 6.70 7.82
aplllce he.ting Roof insulation off pkg 104 3795 31.1 4.84 6.05 7.28 8.47
watGH' heating Tank insulation t.staurmt 12 3807 31.2 6.20 7.74 9.29 10.84
space heating Double pene windows off pkg 49 3856 31.6 6.20 7.75 9.29 10.84
1IBPace heating Roof insulation off ent 27 3882 31.8 7.05 8.81 10.58 12.34
space heating Ooubht pane windows te3taulant 44- 3926 32.2 8.03 10.04 12.05 14.05
water hoting Tank insulation ~ket 1 3928 32.2 8.49 10.61 12.74 14.86
water heating Tank inNation W_ehOUM 2 3930 32.2 9.55 11.93 14.32 16.71
watflf' h••ting Tank insu'ation nanN' 9 3939 32.3 9.55 11.93 14.32 16.71
weter heating Tank in.,'atien office 1 3940 32.3 9.55 11.94 14.33 18.72
water he.ting High efficiency Dot'er ,e"..rMt 1 3940 32.3 11.45 14.31 17.18 20.04
space he.ting Double pane window@ ret pkg 227 4188 34.1 11.48 14.35 17.22 20.09
waUM' hMling Tfink insulation hospitsl 1 4188 34.1 11.51 14.38 17.26 20.14
wet« h••ting Pipe insulation hospital 2 4170 34.2 11.81 14.77 17.72 20.67
space h••t.ng Double pene window@ 8Uperm8'ket 32 4202 34.4 12.55 15.69 18.83 21.97
apace heeting HVAC maintenance ,ntWfM't 41 4249 34.8 12.57 15.72 18.86 22.01
space heating Double pane windows ret cr..t 60 4309 35.3 12.72 15.90 19.08 22.26
wetM he.ting Pipe insulation $UpefTlW'ket 0 4309 35.3 13.29 16.61 19.93 23.26
space huting Double pane windows werehouse 157 4466 36.6 13.80 17.25 20.70 24.16
space h••ting HVAC meintMencllD tluperrMfk@t 56 4522 37.0 14.62 18.21 21.93 25.58
weter h••ting Pipe intlUlation restaurant 1 4523 37.1 16.34 20.42 24.51 28.59
water heating Pipe ;nlulation Wet.nOU8@ 0 4524 37.1 17.07 21.34 25.60 29.87
wetor hMting Pipe injUl.tion reteil 1 4525 37.1 17.07 21.34- 25.60 29.87
water he.ting Pipe insulation office 0 4525 37.1 17.12 21.40 25.68 29.96
weter h••ting Tune boiler ftlJ)stawrent 0 4525 37.1 19.13 23.91 28.69 33.47
spacel heating HVAC heat roeoyeey off ent 27 4552 37.3 19.93 24.91 29.89 34.88
water heating Auto r.Mt r.tail 5 4557 37.3 21.93 27.41 32.89 38.37
water h••ting Auto ,o.tlt warohou$@ 1 4558 37.3 21.93 27.41 32.89 38.37
watOf' huting Auto re••t office 0 4559 37.3 21.93 27.41 32.90 38.38
apacs hNting HVAC fNlAintMooc@ r.t I*g 80 4639 38.0 24.08 30.10 36.12 42.14
apace heating low-E gl088 off ent 25 4864- 38.2 25.34 31.88 38.01 44.35
space h••ting HVAC maintenance hoepital 32 4696 38.5 26.40 33.00 39.60 46.21

space h.ating HVAC I1'Ml1ntMai!lnC@ warehous@ 91 4788 39.2 28.70 35.87 43.05 50.22
watM h..ming Auto r•••t refIt8Urent 3 4790 39.2 32.01 40.01 48.01 56.01

Ipece h"ting HVAC l"naintenenc® ret ent 34 4824 39.5 33.08 41.35 49.62 57.89
space h••ting HVAC f'I'\1Iintl/llmMC® off cnt 35 4859 39.8 34.88 43.60 52.32 81.04

apace h04llting HVAC fNIIintmanco off pkg 45 4904 40.2 36.16 45.20 54.24 63.28
space heating low-Egl... off pkg 43 4948 40.5 39.29 49.11 58.94 68.76
watM heating High efficiency boiler retei' 0 4948 40.5 43.10 53.87 64.65 75.42
water heating High efficiMey boiler w.....ou•• 1 4949 40.5 43.10 53.88 64.65 75.43

water heeting Auto r•••t sup.,.",.ket 0 4949 40.5 43.86 54.83 65.79 76.76
space hNting low-E 9'as. restaurant 30 4979 40.8 70.83 88.53 106.24 123.94
space he.ting low-E glua ret pkg 116 5095 41.7 71.72 89.65 107.58 125.51
water heating Tune boil. retail 0 5095 41.7 71.98 89.98 107.97 125.97
water he.ting Tun. boiler war....ou.e 0 5096 41.7 71.99 89.98 107.98 125.98
space heating low-E g181l. $Up_market 24 5119 41.9 73.40 91.75 110.09 128.44
space hMting low-E glasa ret cnt 30 5149 42.2 80.80 100.99 121.19 141.39
SDace heatina low-E alass warehouse 86 5235 42.9 82.13 102.66 123.20 143.73
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Table 4-25 summarizes the economic potential for commercial sector gas energy

efficiency measures for each of the perspectives and sensitivities considered$ Figure 4-3 presents

the results graphically. Considering the case in which measure costs are increased by 50

percent, the results suggest that 16 percent or 3.2 million DTh to 19 percent or 309 million DTh

of the gas consumed annually by the commercial sector could be saved with energy efficiency

measures costing less than $20501Dth and $4.00/DTh, respectively & From the customer

perspective ($S ..OO/DTh), this case indicates that 24 percent or 409 million DTh could be saved

cost-effectively. Replacement measures (or all higher efficiency equipment) account for a small

fraction of these savings, totalling 9, 14, and 16 percent of the cost-effective savings potential

in each perspective, respectively It Among these replacement measures, savings due to high

efficiency gas furnaces (now covered by Federal law) contribute only 1, 3, and 8 percent to the

total cost-effective savings potential in each perspective, respectively"

Table 4-25" Summary of Commercial Sector Economic Gas Savings Potential .. NFG

Perspective

Customer - $5 ¢ OO/DTh

Measure ure Measure Measure
Cost + 0% Cost +25% Cost +50% Cost +75%

n/a 18 16 16

n/a 23 19 19

26 26 24 21
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Figure 4-3. Supply Curve of Saved Gas, National Fuel Gas Co., Commercial Sector.
15

0% = no program costs
25 % = 25 % program costs·
50% = 50% program costs
75% = 75% program costs

o
o 5 10 15 20 25 30

Cumulative Savings as a Percent of Sector Consumption
.lIb>4d'J,_,!Il. __ ~'o>!#"'-i8 both mandated measures and measures that may be the target of utility DSM programs.)
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The results appear to be robust with respect to the cost and performance sensitivities

considered. Considering only the utility perspective, for example, if the cost of the energy

efficiency measures is only 25 percent higher than the direct installed cost of the gas energy

efficiency technologies (also corresponding to energy savings 33 percent lower), the oost

effective energy-efficiency potential increases by 2 and 4 percent at the utility cost-effectiveness

thresholds of $2.50/DTh and $4.00/DTh, respectively. If the cost of the energy efficiency

measures is 75 percent higher than. the measure costs, the cost-effective energy-efficiency

potential does not change at these gas-eost thresholds.

Table 4--26 summarizes our finding~ from the third case (measure costs + 50%) by end

usee Savings are expressed both as percentages of annual gas consumption by the end use, as

well as a percentage of total commercial sector gas consumption~ The percentage of total

sectoral sales accounted for by each end use is also indicatecL

Table 4-26~ Summary of Commercial Sector Economic Gas Savings Potential by End Use - NFG
- Measure Cost +50%

Space Heat (80%) Water Heat (7 %) Cooking (12%)

Perspective % of % of % of % of % of % of
end use sector end use sector end use sector

Utility ... $2~50/DTh 15 11 18 2 15 1

Utility - $4~OO/DTh 18 13 19 2 15 1

Customer - $50OO/DTh 19 14 19 2 15 1

Table 4-26 highlights, as was found for both LILCO and BUG, the importance of energy

efficiency measures to reduce gas used for space heating 4 Space heating accounts for the

gas consumption in the commercial sector (80 percent).. Significant cost-effective

savings are achievable from each perspective considered and these savings would have a major

Imr)aC[ on commercial gas consumption & Despite the cost-effectiveness of measures directed

toward reducing gas water heating and cooking energy use, the savings from these end uses

account for only a modest portion of total commercial sector gas sales, although the results
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indicate that the majority of cost-effective savings for these end uses are highly cost-effective,

costing less than the lowest cost-effectiveness threshold considered ($2.50/DTh). For example,

all five cooking measures were found to be cost-effective under any scenario of gas avoided cost

or cost/performance sensitivity4

Table 4-27 summarizes our primary fmdings separately by building type. The results are

expressed both as a percentage of gas consumed by the building type and as a percentage of total

commercial sector sales.. The percentage of gas consumption accounted for by each building

type is also indicated..

Table 4-27. Summary of Commercial Sector Economic Gas Savings Potential by Building
Type - NFG aD Measure Cost +50%

Perspective

Utility-$2.50/DTh Utility-$4.OO/OTh Customer-$5 .. OO/DTh

Building % of Bldg % of % of % of % of % of
Type Sector Bldg 0 Sector Bldg. Sector

Office 26 5 26 5 26 5

el 3 14 3 14 3

Hospi 10 2 16 3 22 4

Gr~ry 31 3 31 3 31 3

Restaurant 6 1 6 1 6 1

ehouse 1 0 1 0 1 0

Table 4-27 indicates that, unlike LILCo and BUG, cost-effective savings are spread

among several building types, including office, retail, hospital, and groceryo Percentage-wise,

grocery have large cost-effective savings potentials, followed by hospital and retail.

savings are modest for the remaining building types, restaurant and warehouse0

The changes in cost-effective potential as a function of perspective provides insight into

cost-effectiveness of measures by building type" For example, .. the majority of savings for
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the office, supermarket, restaurant and all of the savings for the hospital are highly cost

effective; only modest additional savings result from considering higher cost-effectiveness

thresholdse The majority of (albeit modest) savings for warehouse and, to a lesser extent, retail

become cost-effective only at the higher thresholds.

Table 4-28 presents the individual results for the measures costing less than $10/Dth.

The energy-efficiency measures contributing the most to the cost-effective energy efficiency

potential improve the control of HVAC systems, especially the reset of supply-air temperatures

for central HVAC systems and set-back of temperatures for both types of HVAC systems in

offices~ Significant energy savings also result from lowering hot water temperatures. Large cost

effective energy savings also result from several measures applied to hospitals including double

pane and then low-e windows, and HVAC heat recovery 0

Roof insulation is the only shell measure found to be consistently· cost-effective across

\ building types<&

Higher-efficiency equipment for space heating and water heating is generally cost

effective, but sometimes only marginally ~ Boiler tune-ups for space heating are highly cost

effective for offices and retail with central HVAC systems~
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T.bIe 4-28. C08t of Saved Gee - NFG COI"nIMercia' Sector.

.winge Cum ..... Cum .. " ClQ + 0" ClO +2&" CGO+60" ClQ +76"
IndUM U........ ... 1000 DTh 1000 DTh of Sector ./DTh OlDen ./Oth ./D1h

.eter heeting Lowe'tGN'nperetuNt .eNhow. 14 14 0.1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
w.ter Meting Lowertemper.tUN office 139 153 0.8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
weter hNting Lower tempe,etUN Ntail 38 190 0.1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
weterhNting Lowe, temPSr.tu... eupef'l'Nllriu.llt 24 214 1.1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
cookino .ftd.-dir. eonv. aU buikfings 15 229 1.1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
wate,hNting Migh-efficiency baUer .....--. 32 281 1.3 0.15 0.18 0.22 0.28
cooking Std.-dir. cony. all buildinoa 23 283 1.4 0.16 0.20 0.24 0.28

eookina Cat. 8ft fry all buildirtgG 148 431 2.1 0.19 0.24 0.29 0.33
.pece heating 00.... pene windoWl1ll .....pi... 301 733 3.8 0.25 0.32 0.38 0.45
cooking Power"""...,. ... buildinoe 52 7• 3.1 0.31 0.38 0.48 0.54
cooking 8ft Griddle all buildi,... 8. 183 4.4 0.31 0.31 0.47 0.55
.pectl heeting ...t .. temPoretunll off ont 1208 2010 10.3 0.32 0.39 0.47 0.55
.fMC8 .....ting T~M bet"'r off ent 121 - 2211 10.8 0.45 0.58 0.87 0.78
w.terhNtino Micah effiCiency .teftd...tone u office 13 22M 11.3 0.41 0.81 0.73 0.85

8pee. "'ati"1ll TUM taoHer Nt en' 14 2308 11.4 0.57 0.72 0.88 1.01
.peee heeting T......per.ture ..t-beck. off ent 28. 2008 12.1 0.82 1.15 1.38 1.81
.peee Meting Roof _uleticn ....ft'Mrket 1M 2100 13.8 0.14 1.18 1.42 1.85
• pee8 hINting Mioh-efficiency boiler IMMpi.... ,. 28• 14.8 1.02 1.2. 1.53 1.79
.poee he.ting Lo'W-£O.... hoeptte' 21G 3224 U5.8 1.40 1.74 2.09 2.44
.PlCe hMting High efficiency fumace ...t41u...n' 22 3248 18.0 1.88 2.07 2.49 2.90
oplllCtl heeting HVAC ....t recowry hocpi.... 313 3828 17.8 1.78 2.23 2.87 3.12
w.te,heating HiGh efficiency .tend....SOne u .upa~t 7 3835 17.8 1.82 2.27 2.73 3.18
opece heating Roof N"letien ......urent 3~ 3872 18.1 1.10 2.37 2.85 3.32
8pace heatino Roof inauletien hoepite. 17 3181 18.2 1.81 2.39 2.88 3.34
.peee heating Re.et .. temperetute Nt ent 111 3800 18.7 2.21 2.77 3.32 3.87
w.te,heating High-eff'teiency boile, office 3 3803 18.8 2.35 2.94 3.53 4.11

spec. heeli"" High efficiency fUm.tIC8 Nt pltg IS 3889 11.2 2.58 3.20 3.84 4.47

.pace hMtino HigtHfficiency. boile, Nt ent I 3818 18.2 2.59 3.24 3.89 4.54

.peee heating HiGh efficiency fumac. 8 upef'mGritet 30 3828 19.4 2.88 3.35 4.02 4.69

.pace he.ting T8f"ftP'8r.tu"" .et-beck off pkg 209 4137 20.4 2.71 3.39 4.07 4.75.pec_ he.tino High efficiency fumec. w4I""howe 145 4282 21.1 2.78 3.45 4.14 4.83
opec......ting High efficiency fUfNlOo offpko 131 4413 21.8 2.91 3.84 4.37 5.09

opec. heating Roof in.ule.n niltpk(l use 4583 22.6 2.94 3.88 4.41 5.15.poe. he..ting High-efficiencv boiler off ent 59 4M2 22.9 3.03 3.79 4.55 5.31.pee. heating Doubka peM windows off cnt 75 4717 23.3 3.07 3.84 4.81 5.37
.peee heating Roof i....uaetion fIlt ent 20 4737 23.4 3.28 4.10 4.92 5.73
.pace heeting Roof iMuletion w....house 157 4894 24.1 3.31 4.13 4.98 5.78
spec. htMting Roofineuae*~n off ent 113 5007 24.7 3.44 4.30 5.17 8.03
w.t., heeting High officiencV stand-flIoM U ....teur.nt 17 5024 24.8 3.58 4.45 5.34 8.23
..peee .....ting Roof iMulation off pkg 210 5234 25.1 3.81 4.78 5.71 8.87

water heeting Tu,", boihar office 1 6235 25.8 3.93 4.91 5.89 8.87
wet., heating High efficiencv etaftd..eIoM U roteil 21 5258 25.9 4.47 5.58 8.70 7.82

weter h••ting High efficiency .tencHiioM U w....ho"•• 7 5282 25.8 4.47 5.58 8.70 7.82
_p.fAC. heatino Ooubklt poM windoWtll off pkg 100 5382 28.4 4.80 8.00 7.20 8.40

lpace ......ting Doubl9 pane windowo ,..taur.nt 17 5319 28.5 8.14 7.67 9.21 10.74

w.te, .....ting Tank iMutation ....taurent .3 5382 28.5 8.20 7.74 9.29 10.84
wet., .....tino Tenk.in.ulation eUp$ff't'\4ltrket 1 5383 28.5 8.49 10.81 12.14 14.86.pee. he.ting HVAC meint.Mlne. ......urant 20 5403 28.8 8.81 10.77 12.92 15.07
,poco heating HVAC mIIint.Mnce eupermarket 25 5429 21.8 1.04 11.30 13.56 15.82

-PRe NiPeting. Doubte pane windowc mtpko 180 580S 27.7 9.27 11.59 13.90 16.22
Gp&OG heating Ooubk8 pane windowo euptft'nllrk8t 12 5821 27.7 9.51 11.88 14.26 16.64
wete, he.ting Tank iMuletion w..,.ho~ 1 5822 27.7 9.55 11.93 14.32 18.71
w.t., Meting T.nk iMuletion ,....il 3 5828 21.7 9.55 11.93 14.32 18.71
w4ll.e, heetino Tank in1Jluletion office 2 5827 27.7 9.55 11.94 14.33 16.72
epm:o heating OoubhJ p.fAM windoW'$ ,.t ent 21 5M8 27.8 10.39 12.99 15.58 18.18
epeee heeting Doubkl paM windowc wef'llho~ 212 5880 28.9 10.98 13.70 1«J.45 19.19
weter heeting Hig.....ffic..ncy booi..., ....taur.nt 0 5881 28.9 11.45 14.31 17.18 20.04
w.tIlr heating T.nk ;neulatia", haopftal 1 5861 28.9 11.51 14.38 17.26 20.14
w.t., ho.line PipeiMul4Jtion ~pitel 3 5884 28.9 11.81 14.17 17.72 20.87
w.tor haulIlting Pipe iMulation 3upet't"'nOI"ket 0 58M 28.9 13.29 16.61 19.93 23.26
epee. heeting HVAC heet mcowey off cnt 75 5939 29.3 14.85 18.56 22.27 25.98
w.t., ....tino Pipe tMulation nttateur.nt 0 5939 29.3 16.34 20.42 24.51 28.59
w8t8r heating Pipe insulation wa...hoU$@ 0 5939 29.3 17.07 21.34- 25.60 29.87
water heating PiPllQ insulation retail e 5940 29.3 17.07 21.34 25.80 29.87
wete, heating Pipe ineulation etHic. 0 5940 29.3 17.12 21.40 25.68 29.98
.poee muuino HVAC meinteMMl@ Ntpkg 71 8010 29.6 17.47 21.83 26.20 30.57
spece .....ting Low-E gUa.G off ent 73 8083 30.0 18.10 22.83 27.15 31.88
wet., heeting TUM boite, ",.u.ur4llnt 0 8083 30.0 19.13 23.91 28.8S 33.47
spece M4IIting HVAC mainteMnce ho8pttal 87 6150 30.3 19.87 24.84 29.81 34.77

epee. heetina HVAC meinterwaftC@ we,.ho..".. 132 6282 31.0 21.38 28.70 32.04- 37.38
wetll' hfNting Auto ",eat flIt..il 2 6284 31.0 21.93 27.41 32.89 38.37
water ....ating Auto ,..et w....hoUllll$ 1 6284 31.0 21.93 27.41 32.89 38.37
wat., .....ting Auto ""tit off~ 1 8285 31.0 21.93 27.41 32.90 38.38
opecs ne.otine HVAC m.eintlllllnanee ...t cnt 13 8298 31.0 25.89 32.11 38.53 44.95
lIIp.fAce h••ting HVAC maintenance off pkg 95 6383 31.5 27.22 34.03 40.84 47.64
.poee he4CiftG HVAC mainteNlnes off ene 91 6484 32.0 27.46 34.33 41.19 48.08
specs heeting low..£g..... off pko 93 8577 32.4 29.25 36.58 43.87 51.18
wete, hoeti"G Auto ,..8t tlHteurant 1 8578 32.4 32.01 40.01 48.01 58.01
wet., MGting High-efficienev bo.lo, retail 0 8578 32.4 43.10 53.87 84.85 75.42

w.ste, _aline High..fficiency boiler w.",hou.@ 1 8579 32.4 43.10 53.88 64.85 75.43
WGte, Mating Auto fe.8t 3Upeft'nllrtUtt 0 8579 32.4- 43.88 54.83 65.79 78.76

oplllCe heating low-£ g .... ",.teurent 12 8591 32.5 51.09 83.86 78.64 89.41

spec. Metina Low-E 0". eupermark@t 9 6600 32.5 53.47 68.84 80.21 93.57
opec_hIllIleting Lo'W-E Oleo. nttpkg 98 6898 33.0 54.11 87.64 81.17 94.69

spec. he.tina low-£ Ola.o W4lnthoWJ8 129 8827 33.7 59.14 73.92 88.71 103.49
Gpece MlltinG Low..£ glae. Nt cnt 12 6838 33.7 59.78 74.73 89.68 104.82
wet., Meting TUM boiler Ntei' 0 8838 33.7 71.98 89.98 107.97 125.97
weter he.ting TUM boiler w ....houe. 0 8839 33.7 71.99 89.98 107.98 125.98

8Pl11lC- M4Iting Tempe,ature .ot-b4ick 3uPl!tfV1'Wllrket 0 8839 33.7 374.92 468.64 562.37 658.10
SDaC$ h••tina HVAC h••t ...cowrv nat cnt 0 8839 33.7 562.13 702.66 843.19 983.73
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MEASURED PERFORMANCE OF COl\fMERCIAL SECTOR ENERGY EFFICIENCY

MEASURES

The use of measured data to evaluate the in-field performance of energy efficiency

measures in commercial buildings is rare 0 The most comprehensive source of these data is

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory's Buildings Energy Use Compilation and Analysis (BECA)

project, which has collected measured performance data o~ almost 500 retrofit projects in nearly

1,800 commercial buildings (Greely, et alo 1990)$

The BECA data provide a wealth of information regarding several aspects of the current

study, including the measured performance of window modifications, HVAC controls, and

improved maintenance practices~ In addition, some of the data collected provide insight into the

relationship between measured and predicted savings.. Finally, a significant fraction of the data

were collected from buildings and projects in the Northeastern region of the US, which is

particularly relevant for our study <)

Use of the BECA data, however, must be cautioned by the following considerations: (1)

the projects included the database were selected based on the completeness of data available -

the resulting findings, while indicative of actual performance, are not necessarily statistically

representative; (2) results are presented in common units of changes in site energy intensity,

sometimes m it difficult isolate separate gas and electricity savings; and (3) packages of

measures are typically installed, making it difficult to identify the savings due to individual

measures.,

At most aggregate level, the BECA data suggest that fuel savings were an important

cost-effectiveness of the retrofits examined.. For health and education buildings,

~~'l1lno~ accounted for nearly all savings.. For health (29 projects), fuel savings averaged

savings were slightly more than 15 %) of pre-retrofit total site energy use, with an

average payback time of just under 6 years.. For education (207 projects), fuel savings averaged

16% (total savings averaged slightly more than 16%) of pre-retrofit total site energy use,

an average payback time of a little more than 5 years & For offices (74 projects), fuel
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savings averaged 5 % (total savings averaged 23 %) of pre-retrofit total site energy use, with an

average payback time of 2.6 yearse For retail (101 projects), fuel savings also averaged 5%

(total savings averaged 21 %) of pre-retrofit total site energy use, with an average payback time

of only 1 year.

Typically, more than one type of retrofit was considered in a project. The BECA data

report savings for classes of retrofits (e.g., shell, HVAC, lights, etc.). For the 18 projects

implementing shell measures alone (windows, insulation, infiltration reduction, singly or in

combination), the site energy savings a.veraged 14%, with the majority of these savings being

attributable to fuel use reductions. HVAC measures alone (115 projects) saved an average of

18%~ HVAC measures in combination with shell measures (30 projects) saved an average of

24%~ These savings are in line with our savings potential estimates at $4.00/DTh~

For a small number of projects, only a single retrofit was performed~ While there

remains the problem of separating energy savings between electricity and fuel, these measures

are the BECA data that allow for direct comparison to our study results.. In general, the

V"~(!111llItc! are quite comparable..

Local HVAC controls (mostly, timeclocks) saved an average of 8% of total site energy

use~ simulations oftimeclocks led to natural gas savings of between 8% and 13% (or about

these percentage ~mounts on a total site energy basis) ..

average

savings

to 1II'"&lr]IT~IIII'lIl""'VJI ~

maJLntf~nalrlce (88 performed with in-house labor, saved an

% total site energy use.. Our simulations of boiler tune-ups led to natural gas

between 2% and 5%<9 OUf simulations of HVAC system maintenance measures led

savings of between 3% and 5 %..

modifications (5 projects) saved an average of 6% of total site energy useo The

double-pane windows led to natural gas savings ranging from just under 2% to

10%~ The simulations of low-e glass windows led to additional savings ranging from
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somewhat more than 1% to over 6%G For both measures, the savings are based on simulations

that already include the effects of more cost-effective measures.

The BECA data also include information on the relationship between predicted and

measured performance for nearly 30% of the projects. While the researchers found significant

differences between the predicted and measured savings, they also note that there is "a fairly

even split between underestimates and overestimates of savings. "

Thus, the limited field data available tend to support the validity of the savings estimates

presented in this chapter.
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Cha.pter 5

THE ECONOMICS OF COl\fl\llERCIAL GAS FUEL-SWITCHING FOR SPACE
HEATING AND COOLING

The six prototypical buildings used to assess the economic potential for commercial sector

gas space-heating energy-efficiency measures in Chapter 4 were also used to examine the

economics of fuel-switching from electricity to gas for space heating and cooling. The economic

perspective is a comparison of the lifecycle costs of owning and operating electric compared to .

gas space heating or cooling equipment. 1 Because consensus over the value of gas avoided costs

does not exist, the economics of fuel-switching have been analyzed using a "breakeven If gas

pricee

The economics of using electricity compared to gas for water heating and cooking were

not studied ..

THE CALCULATION OF A BREAKEVEN GAS PRICE

Lifecycle costs of electric versus gas space-heating and cooling technologies cannot be

calculated without a well-defin avoided cost for gas$ However, since the other costs required

by such a lifecycle analysis can be specified, for example, the capital and operating cost of both

technologies, the real discount rate percent), and the avoided cost of electricity, a breakeven

can the of gas at which the lifecycle costs of

perspective differs from that used in the analysis of residential fuel-switching
presented in Chapter The residential analysis considered replacement of existing electricity
using equipment with gas-fired appliances~ In that case, the energy cost savings from switching
to gas had to off-set the entire capital cost of the new gas appliance in order to be cost-effective6

Chapter, we consider the choice of equipment at the time of replacement~ In this case,
dijference in capital costs between new gas and new electric equipment must be off-set

by energy cost savings for the gas equipment to be cost-effective. The approach for the
residential and commercial sectors differ because commercial equipment is generally larger and
more expensive, which means that commercial fuel-switching will usually be cost-effective only

the time existing equipment is being replaced.. Residential fuel-switching will often be cost
effective on a retrofit basis.
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competing electric and gas options are identical& At this price, one would be indifferent (on

economic grounds) to the choice of technology. Thus, if the actual avoided cost of gas is

lower than the breakeven price, then the gas technology would be more cost-effective than the

electric technology and vice versa. To summarize the basic idea: a high breakeven gas price

means that the gas technology will be generally cost-effective compared to the electric

competitor. A detailed explanation of the calculations involved can be found in Appendix B,

along with intermediate tables of results used to develop the findings presented in this Chapter<t

Electric avoided costs were developed from a recent New York Public Service

Commission order for long-run avoided costs for LILCo, ConEd for the BUG analysis, and

NMPC for the NFG analysis. Table 1-1 gives these values for an annual average $/kWh2
, and

a winter and summer $kW-yre Sales of electricity to the utility for the cogeneration options

were evaluated using the same avoided COsts3 While generalized avoided distribution costs are

included in these avoided costs,' site-specific avoided distribution costs, which may differ

significantly from the reported service territory-wide averages and which may include

distribution cost savings on the customer's side of the meter, are not included due to their highly

site-specific nature~

The winter and summer capacity values of the technologies were estimated by averaging

electricity demand over the peak demand-period hours (8 am to 8 pm) for weekdays in January,

and over the" peak demand period hours (12 pm to 6 pm) for weekdays in August, respectively0

Consideration of only the change in building~lectricity demand during the single hour of the

peak demand each season, for example, would tend to overstate the capacity

impacts the technologies to the electric utility due to the lack of coincidence between the

2 The avoided energy cost represents an annual weighted average of peak and off-peak
avoided costs for summer and wintero Later in this Chapter, a sensitivity analysis is performed
on the avoided costs used in the analysis to examine the impacts of the weighting procedure on

results.
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timing of a particular building's peak demand and that of the utility system.3 Similarly,

consideration of the building's peak demand only at the time of utility system peak places undue

importance on a single hour's contribution. That is, peak demand periods and system peak

capacity values are defined not in terms of a single hour of system peak, but on the basis of the

likely times of system peak, because the time, day or even month of system peak is rarely

identical from year to year. An average over the entire peak demand period, separately for the

peak heating and cooling months, is a more conseIVative estimate of the capacity impacts of the

technologies on the utility system in absence of building-specific coincidence factorso 4

The energy performance of the gas. and electric space-heating and cooling technologies

was calculated using DOE-2 simulations of the same prototypes used in the analysis of gas space

heating energy-efficiency measureso However, reliance on the same prototypes used to evaluate

energy-efficiency potential has important.consequences for the fuel-switching analysis. That is,

the prototypes were ·calibrated to mean or average end-use EUIs to generalize results for a broad

population of buildings within a service territory ~ This decision, essential for determining a

service territory-wide energy-efficiency potential, may under- or over-state the cost-effectiveness

:4 Class load research, for example, suggests that commercial customer class electricity
coincidence factors of less 60 percent are not uncommon, especially for smaller customers (SeE
1986)e A coincidence factor is defined as the ratio of a customer's demand at the time of system
peak demand to the customer's actual peak demandQ

4 Not surprisingly, different approaches to estimate the coincidence between building loads
and utility system peak demands can yield the same basic result. Consider, for example, the
retail building with a central HVAC system with centrifugal chillers compared to the central
system with a gas engine-driven chiller; the simulations of the gas engine-driven chiller for the
central HVAC system were also used to estimate the performance of the packaged gas engine
cooling/heating system~ For a single hour: At 4 pm on the hottest day in August, which can be
assumed to be the system peak hour and day, the difference in electric loads between the two
simulations leads to percentage reductions in electrical peak demand of 42 percent and 30
percent for the downstate and upstate locations, respectively.. Consider four hours: At 4 pm
on the four hottest days in August (for a broader measure of system peak demand), the average
percentage reductions in electrical peak demand are 40 percent and 31 percent for the downstate

upstate locations respectively 0 Consider finally, 132 hours: (i.eo, application of the
technique used in· the current study) the differences in loads are averaged over the 6 on-peak
period hours, 12 to 6 PM, of all 22 weekdays in August, leading to peak demand reductions of
37 percent and 33 percent for the downstate and upstate locations respectivelye In other words,
for these examples, all three methods yield approximately the same result and no one method
appears uniquely biased with respect to the otherse
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of gas fuel-switching because the most attractive gas fuel-switching markets are likely to be

found in the "tails" of the distribution of EUIs. Depending on which tail of the distribution a

building happens to fall, there will be fuel-switching opportunities that are both more and less

cost-effective than that indicated by the analysis. Thus, the analysis reported here is not

intended to substitute for site specific analysis of promising fuel switching opportunitieso

COMl\1ERCIAL GAS AND ELECTRIC SPACE HEATING AND COOLING

TECHNOLOGIES

Separate analyses were perlormed for gas and electric heating and cooling technologies,

within both central and packaged HVAC systemse Table 5-1" lists these technologies and the

building type/HVAC system configurations for which they were considered .. 5

The base technology was always assumed to be electrice For packaged HVAC systems,

three base systems were considered: a packaged HVAC system with electric resistance heating

and compressive cooling; a packaged HVAC system with an air source heat pump for heating

and cooling; and a packaged HVAC system with gas heating and electric compressive cooling$

Using these three base system configurations, up to three gas heating and cooling options were

considered: packaged HVAC with standard efficiency gas heating and electric cooling ("gas

heat"); a packaged HVAC with desiccant gas heating and cooling ("desiccant")6; and (3) a

packaged HVA with gas engine cooling and gas-fired heating ("gas eng cool") ..

.5 Baseb.oard electric resistance heat, which is found in some small commercial buildings, was
not studied as part of this analysis<b However, a rough indication of the cost-effectiveness of
switching from electric baseboard heat to gas heat can be found by reviewing the analysis of
residential fuel switching in Chapter 3 ~

6 With the limited exception of ~the packaged dessicant heating and cooling system, no
dehumidification technologies were considered&
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Table 5-10 Applicability of Fuel-Switching Technologies to Commercial Building Prototypes.

Measure Office Office Retail Retail Hospital Super- Restau Warhse
Central Pkg Central Pkg market -rant

Std. Gas Boiler X X X

Hi Eff Gas Boil. X X X

Elect. Boiler X X X

Pkg. Gas Heat, X X X X X
Elec. Cool

Pkg. Elec X X X X X
Heat/Cool

Pkg. Air Source X X X X X
Heat Pump

Pkg. Gas Eng X X X X X
HeatlC 1

Pkg Desiccant X X X X X

Centrifugal X X X
Chiller

Gas-fired sor X X X

Eng. Chir X X X

Eng~ C r X X X

Cogeneration X X

Cogeneration X
wIAbsorption
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For central HVAC systems, separate comparisons were made for heating and coolinge

For heating, the base HVAC system was an electric boiler with electric compressive cooling..

The alternatives considered include: standard; and high-efficiency gas boilers, with electric

compressive cooling. For cooling, the base HVAC system was a gas boiler with electric

centrifugal chillers. The gas cooling alternatives considered include: gas-frred absorption

chillers; gas. engine-driven chillers with and Without heat recovery; and packaged cogeneration

with and without absorption cooling, operated in both a thermal load-following and electric

load-following modeo

The energy use of all options except one was modeled using the DOE-2 building energy

analysis programe The current version of the DOE-2 program (2.1D) does not offer a packaged

gas engine-driven HVAC system, although both a central system engine-driven chiller and a

packaged HVAC system with electric compressive cooling can be simulatedG To estimate the

performance of the packaged gas engine-driven HVAC system, we have used the design full-load

and DOE-2 simulated part-load performance characteristics of the central system gas engine

driven chiller, adjusted for the full-load COP of packaged gas engine-driven chillers, to meet

DOE-2 cooling loads calculated for the conventional packaged gas-heated,electrically cooled

HVAC system<p

The cogeneration systems were sized to meet some but not all building heating or cooling

Due their high capital costs, undersizing helps to ensure that the by-product of the

electricity production process (heat) can be fully utilized, leading to a more cost-effective

cogeneration systems were sized as follows: office, 100 kW; retail, 15 kW;

and hospital, 500 kW (all sizing is made in reference to rated electric generating capacity). Also

note that engine-driven cogeneration systems are rated conservatively.. Most engines are capable

of at 110% of their rated capacity," Because we have undersized the cogeneration

to loads placed upon -them (either thermal load or electric load following),

pn(,71ru~<! wil tend to run above design capacity during the periods over which peak capacity

'lII~4/1I'f1"'li.J""l'tL'l are calculated..
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In addition to the data developed by Xenergy (Zoellick 1992) for the gas energy

efficiency analysis, there were seven additional sources of information on the capital and O&M

costs, and lifetimes for the fuel-switching measures. These sources included a recent study of

gas cooling for commercial buildings in Rhode Island (Xenergy 1991); additional information

provided by Xenergy on packaged gas engine-drive HVAC systems (Reed 1992); the EPRI TAG

manual for commercial sector technologies (Of! 1988); the Wisconsin Center for Demand-Side

Research data base of commercial sector technologies (SRC 1990a); an EPRI sUlVey of small

cogeneration systems costs (SRC 1990b); a recent NYSERDA study of small cogeneration

system operating experience (SAle 1991); and an assessment of commercial building gas

technologies by Northern States Power (NSP 1990). The technology cost and lifetime

information from these studies is summarized in Tables 5-2 through 5-51&

The gas cooling equipment examined in this analysis is equipment that was on the market

1992$ Since this time a number of manufacturers have introduced new equipment including

Altradyne which has a full product line of engine-driven chillers from 30-1000 tons, Carrier

which has a 25 ton engine-driven packaged unit, and Thermoking which introduced a 15 ton

engine-driven split unit (our analysis of a small engine-driven unit was based on Thermoking's

15 ton single-package unit)0 In addition, several new gas products are scheduled to enter the

market in 1994 including York's 3 and 4 ton engine-driven heat pumps and Trane's triple-effect

absorption chiller (Gobris 1993b)* Similarly, new high-efficiency electrically-powered cooling

equipment has entered the market~ Packaged systems have been introduced by several

manufacturers with COPs of 2jp9 or more (Houghton and Hibberd 1993)~ Similarly, centrifugal

'l8o"'&&.JIl..&.A_AWIf are now with as as 7 (Nugent 1992)$ Thus, the analysis presented

b on equipment in common use today, but not state-of-the-art equipment. If we were

to compare state-of-the-art gas and electric cooling equipment, the results might be differento
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Table 5-2. Summary ofFuel-Switching Technology Costs and Lifetimes - Pkg. Heating/Cooling.

System Type Capital Cost Lifetime O&M Cost Source/Notes
(1991$/000) (1991S/ton-yr)

Pkg. Rooftop - Gas Heat 828 15 50.4 Xenergy 1991
(eff. := 75%), Elect. C 1
(COP := 2.8)

Pkg. Rooftop ... Elect. Heat 840 15 50.4 Derived from Xenergy
(eff. = 100%), and Elect. 1991
Cool (COP = 2.8)

Pkg. ftop - Air Source 984 15 50.4 Xenergy 1991
Heat Pump (Cooling COP
= 208, Heating COP = 207)

p
'10 ooftop - Gas Heat 1442 15 50.4 Reed 1992a, Xenergy

(eff. = 75%) and,Gas Eng 1991
Cool (COP = 0065)

p . Desiccant (eff. 1932 15 84.0 NSP 1991
calcul by OE-2)
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~

Table Fuel-Switching Technology Costs and Lifetimes - Space Heating.

System Type Capital Cost Lifetime O&M Cost I Source/Notes (kBtuh = heating
(1991S/kBtuh) (1991S/kBtuh-yr) capacity)

Stde Gas Boiler - 8m 0.97 Zoellick 1992; OFI 1988
(eff. = 80%)

Std. Gas Boiler - Ig (eff. 5&0 0.55 Zoellick 1992; DFI 1988
80%)

HiEff Gas Boiler - 8m 0.97 Zoellick 1992; DFI 1988
(eff. = 85%)

HiEff Gas Boiler - 19 7.0 15 0.55 Zoellick 1992; OFf 1988
(eff. = 85%)

Electric Boiler (eff. = 100%) 6.0 15 0.72 DFI1988



Table 5-4. Summary of Fuel-Switching Technology Costs and Lifetimes ... Space Cooling@

System Type Capital Cost Lifetime O&M Cost Source/Notes
(1991$/ton)1 (1991$/ton-yr)

Centrifugal (COP = 4.6) 828 15 3~6 Xenergy 1991

Gas-fired Absorption 1272 15 690 Xenergy 1991
(COP = 1.0)

Engine-driven Chiller 1260 14e4 Xenergy 1991
(COP = 1.4)

Engine-driven Chiller w/Heat 1272 15 14.4 derived from Xenergy 1991
Recovery (COP = 1.4)

Table 5-5~ Summary of Fuel-Switching Technology Costs and Lifetimes - CogeneratiOfil'

System Type Capital Cost Lifetime O&M Cost Source/Notes (kW = eleele
(1991$/kW) (1991$/kW-yr) gen$ capacity)

Cogeneration (eff. = 35%) 1693 15 84 SRC 1990; SAle 1991
w/o Absorption Cooling

Cogeneration (eff. = 35 %) 1857 84 SRC 1990; SAle 1991
wIAbsorption Cooling
(COP = 1.0)

o.......
I

't')

7 Capital cost of gas cooling options includes incremental cost additional cooling tower capacity relative to higher
centrifugal chillers.



THE COST-EFFECTIV S OF GAS VERSUS ELECTRIC SPACE HEATING AND

COOLING TECHNOLOGIES

The breakeven price of gas relative to electric commercial sector heating and cooling

technologies is presented separately for each utility service territory., The breakeven gas price

is expressed in $/DTh. Although there is no.consensus about the exact value of gas avoided

costs, a range of values from $2 to $4/DTh is a reasonable starting point.8 The discussion of

results will refer to this range in assessing the economics of fuel-switching.. Results are

presented separate~y for packaged HVAC systems and for central HVAC systemse

The analysis of fuel-switching is based on technology cost and performance estimates that

represent current practices" To the extent that future technological improvements or

manufacturing cost reductions through dramatically increased sales volumes reduce these costs,

the results of the analysis will be conservativee In the case of packaged gas engine chillers, for

example, reductions in the cost of future systems would improve their economic attractiveness

relative to the analysis this study"

On the other hand, if the technologies are delivered through utility DSM programs,

additional costs will be incurred as a result of utility administrative and promotional activitiese

These additional costs will reduce the cost-effectiveness of gas alternatives (L,eo, lower the gas

breakeven price)~ We considered effects of these additional costs as well as technology

performance uncertainties with three sensitivity analyses.. Each sensitivity was implemented by

~..,.Ja.ML8l.,% installation, O&M operating costs of the gas alternatives by a fixed

percentage relative to the base case~

sensitivity cases increase the cost of the gas alternatives by 25, 50, and

~Av""""&'.Ja"lIIl respectivelye Although the translation is not one-for-one, these sensitivity case are

S The range of gas avoided costs considered differs from that used in the residential analyses
the commercial energy .efficiency analysis~ On the lower end of the range, $2/DTh is close

to estimates that have been made of summer avoided gas costS$ We felt this lower bound would
more instructive for use in evaluating gas fuel-switching technologies competing against

electric summer cooling technologies$
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also equivalent to assuming that the difference in actual difference in gas consumption will be

greater than that calculated by DOE-2, which might result from poorer than expected

performance of the gas alternativeso Since our analysis is in the context of utility fuel-switching

programs (for example, we discuss our results with reference to a range of avoided gas prices),

we initiate the discussion of results around the second sensitivity case in which direct measure

costs have been increased by 50 percent to account for the costs of utility promotion of a fuel

switching program (which is consistent with the discussion of gas energy efficiency measures).

Finally, to address concerns that using a weighted average avoided electric energy cost

may produce biases when applied to technologies whose load shape impacts differ from those

assumed in the weighting process, a fourth sensitivity analysis was performed to place an upper

limit on the impact of the weighting process used to combine on and off-peak electric avoided

costs from different seasonso For this sensitivity case, the weighted average avoided electric

energy cost in case 3 (measure costs plus 50 percent) is replaced with on-peak avoided electric

energy cost. In other words, all changes electricity use are valued at the highest avoided cost.

This sensitivity increases the gas breakeven price (relative to case 3) making the gas alternatives

more attractive compared to the electric base technologieso The on-peak avoided electricity costs

from Table , are $00460, $1>0407, and $o0404/kWh up from $00393, $~0362, and $o0364/kWh

LILCo, BUG (ConEd), and G (NMPC), respectivelyo

e not consider a sensitivity case that lowered the cost of the gas altemativeso Such

a sensitivity might be especially important for desiccant technologies because it could in principle

aerlUnl1(u.:rl~an(Ul cost savings associated with desiccant systems!> That is, the

dehumidification nefits of desiccants may eliminate the need for a separate mechanical

dehumidification system those applications requiring closer humidity control.. For these

lIlJII.I!."'llio&I."W;"'llI.A~" which are highly application-specific, the cost savings should be credited as offsetting

desiccant system0

We also did not conduct a sensitivity case that examined the economics of fuel-switching

from the customer's perspec~ve0 In this case, the complexities of modern electric utility rate

d1P~110n~ led us to conclude that a stylized example of assumed time-of-day periods, energy and
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demand charges (and ratchets) would not be readily generalizable. Yet, these utility-specific rate

design features are critical to the economics of fuel-switching from the c~stomer's perspective.

Clearly, these features will be an essential elements in the design of utility programs to stimulate

cost-effective fuel-switching~

Tables 5-6 through 5-10 present the cost-effectiveness of gas heating and cooling

technologies compared to the electric base technologies.9 Tables 5-6 through 5....9 present results

for the cases assuming total measure costs are 0, 25, 50, and 75 percent higher than the direct

installation and non-fuel 0 M costs developed for the gas technologies.. The primary discussion

of results is made in reference to Table 5-8 in which gas technology costs have been increased

by 50 percent~ Table 5-10 presents results from the analysis considering high avoided electricity

costs, in addition to total measure costs 50 percent higher than direct gas technology costs;>

For the packaged HVAC system analysis, three base electricity technologies were

compared to three gas alternatives~ With respect to the base electric technology consisting of

electric resistance heating and electric cooling, gas heating is cost-effective for all building types

except offices (gas breakeven price is greater than $4~OO/DTh), for which it is only marginally

cost-effective (gas breakeven price is between $2;oOO/DTh and $4;oOO/DTh);o Gas engine cooling

very cost-effective for the office and warehouse (gas breakeven price is greater than

$6~OO/DTh), cost-effective for the retail and restaurant, and marginally cost-effective for ~he

With respect to base electric technology consisting of an electric air source heat

lIlJWAI&JlI.LP", gas heating is marginally cost-effective for only the office, supermarket, and restaurant.

_aA/lJlJr'l,.lII.d&4_ cooling is cost-effective for both the office and warehouse, and marginally cost

retail and supermarket~

9 Appendix B presents a sample derivation of the gas breakeven price, the intermediate
project results used to develop the findings reported in this Chapter, as well as the derivation
of additional information useful for fuel-switching analysese
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With respect to the base electric technology consisting of gas heating and electric cooling,

the gas engine cooling system is very cost-effective for the office and cost-effective for the

warehouse.

The dessicant system is not cost-effective against any of the base electric packaged

HVAC systems (gas breakeven price is less than $2.00/DTh). However, as noted, dessicant

system economics would be improved in those situations where the dehumidification benefits of

the dessicant system could be used to off-set some of the additional costs associated with the

installation and operation of a dessicant system.

Turning to the central HVAC system analyses, two different sets of analyses were

performed0 Electric versus gas boilers for heating, and electric versus various gas chillers and

gas cogeneration systems for cooling and, in some cases, heating. Several cogeneration systems

were considered, both with and without absoJ])tion chillers for cooling, and for each system two

modes of operation were examined, thermal load following (or thermal tracking) and electric

load following (or electric tracking)~

We find that in all cases gas boilers, either standard or high-efficiency, are extremely

cost-effective against the electric boiler base technology ~ In contrast, none of the gas cooling

or cogeneration options are cost~effective against the central HVAC base technology consisting

a gas boiler and electric chiller, except one case, the gas engine driven chiller for the

office, marginally cost....effectivee

The cases which the cost premium for gas technologies is reduced (Tables 5-6, 5-7,

and 5-10) predictably improve the cost-effectiveness of the gas technologiesG Generally

speaking, the highest electric avoided costs to value electricity savings (Table 5-11) does

not increase cost-effectiveness of· the technologies more than does adding only a 25% cost

Dre~mlum to direct cost of the technologies (Table 5-7)~ The exception is gas heating for

~Aa.lWJ.~ HVAC systems, which is already extremely cost-effective compared to the base electric

technology ~
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Of course, gas technologies are most cost-effective when .no cost premium is assumed

(Table 5-6). For the packaged HVAC systems, gas alternatives that were only marginally cost

effective become cost-effective (gas breakeven price is greater than $4 e OO/DTh) $ Dessicant

systems become cost-effective or marginally cost-effective in some situations. For the central

HVAC systems, gas engine chillers become cost-effective and several cogeneration systems

become marginally cost-effective.

Under the highest cost premium scenario (Table 5-9), only gas engine cooling remains

cost-effective for selected building types (office and warehouse) against electric packaged HVAC .

base technologies. Gas heating remains highly cost-effective against electric central HVAC

systems~

Commercial Fuel-Switching Results for BUG

Tables 1 through 5-15 present the cost-effectiveness of gas heating and cooling

technologies compared to the electric base technologies» Tables 5-11 through 5-14 present

results for cases assuming total measure costs are 0, 25, 50, and 75 percent higher than the

direct installation and non-fuel O&M costs developed for the gas technologies4Q The primary

discussion of results is made in reference to Table 5-13 in which gas technology costs have been

increased by 50 percent» Table 5-15 presents results from the analysis considering high avoided

electricity costs, addition to total measure costs 50 percent higher than direct gas technology

costs&

Generally speaking, fuel-switching results for BUG tend to follow those presented for

the previous section & The energy use patterns and technology costs are, in fact,

to analysis since the same prototypes and simulations were used ..

only stem from the use of Con Ed electric avoided costs to value the changes

.CIlt.aQ.d'''1l1ll''''l!'''''1I.t''1l'lllf''~Jl' useo Since the Con Ed electric avoided costs are slightly lower than those of

.-~",......... '" (see Table 1-1),.the effect will be to make gas technologies less cost-effective for BUG

they were for LILCo~
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Table 5-6. LILCo Fuel-Switching Results .. Gas Technology Cost +0%

Breakeven Gas Price ($IDTh)

Packaeed Rooftop HVAC (reference case: electric resistance heatin2. electric coolin2)

Gas Heat

Dessicant

Gas EOline Cooling

omce Retail Supermarket Restaurant Warehouse

7.05 8.42 7.74 8.15 7.57

3.91 -1.29 -0.06 5..87 -10.10

12.13 8.17 7.28 6.89 10.88

reference case: electric air source heat

Retail Su nnarket Restaurant Warehouse

Gas Heat - 6.61

3.13

11.87

5.14

-8.80

6.02

5.51

-2.10

5.69

4

2.16

4.36

4.62
-18.13

8.68

Packa2ed Rooftop HVAC (reference case: gas. heatinJ!,electric coolin2)

Dessicant

Gas. Eneine Coolin2

Office Retail Supermarket Restaurant Warehouse

3.01 1.74 -4.63 -11.26 6.47

19.62 7.70 6.13 3.01 20.57

Central HVAC (reference case: electric boiler, electric cooling)

s
Heatin~

_v Gas Boiler

Office

18.32

Retail

18.26

Hospita.l

18.32

Hi2h Efficiency Gas Boiler 19.16 19.04 19.20

en

G

reference case:

ll9D. Thenn Track

- Elect Track

Wl Elect Track

Office

4.31

-0.28

0.04

3.57

3.61

5-16

Retail

1.11

3.54

-9.72

-7.88

1.88

Hos ital

-0.09

2.63
-1.19

1.54

3.76

3.71



Table 5-7. LaCo Fuel-Switching Results .. Gas Technology Cost +25%

Breakeven Gas Price ($/DTh)

Packaged Rooftop HVAC (reference case: electric resistance heatin2. electric coolin2)

Gas Heat

Dessicant

Gas Eneine Cooling

Office

4.89

-3.96

10.25

Retail

6.79

-9.06

6.62

Supermarket

6.04

-3.30

5.51

Restaurant Warehouse

6.90 5.82

2.99 -20.05

5.52 8.98

Packaged Rooftop HVAC(reference case: electric air source heat pump)

Gas Heat

Dessicant

Gas Engine Cooling

Office Retail Supermarket Restaurant Warehouse

4.45 3.51 3.81 3.55 2.87

-4.74 -16.57 -5.34 -0.71 -28.09

9.99 4.47 3.92 2.99 6.78

Packa2ed Rooftop HVAC (reference case: ~as heatin~, electric cooling)

Office Retail Supennarket Restaurant Warehouse

Dessicant -1.06 -1.38 -16.38 -17.46 2.72
a_n~ ... oein iog 14.97 3.20 -0.09 -2.60 13.09

Central HVAC reference case: electric boiler electric coolin

Office iI Hos ital

er 18.16 18.04 18.18

18.93 18.73 19.00

G

reference case:

Office

0.78

3.30

Retail

-0.47

2.40

Hos ital

-3.57

-0.07

Gas En ine Chiller w/Heat Rec

Co en w/o Abso - Thenn Track

""" Th rack

88 Elect Track

- Elect Track

2.50

-2.58

-2.35

2.74

2.73

5-17

-0.57

-14.39

-12.25

0.53

0.99

-7.43

-0.81

-0.27

2.84

2.73



Table' 5-8. Ln.,co Fuel-Switching Results caD Gas Technology Cost +50%

Breakeven Gas Price ($/DTh)

Packa2ed Rooftop HVAC (reference case: electric -resistance heating, electric cooling)

Office Retail Supermarket Restaurant Warehouse

Gas >Heat

Dessicant

Gas EuPle COOlio2

2.72 5.16 4.33 5.65 4.06

-11.84 -16.83 -6.54 0.12 -30.00

8.38 5.06 3.74 4.15 7.07

Packaeed Rooftop BVAC (reference case:elecmcair source heat pump)

Office Retail Supermarket Restaurant Warehouse

Gas Heat

Dessicant

Gas Engine Cooling

2.28 1.88 2.10 2.30

-12.61 -24.34 -8.57 -3.59

8.11 . 2.91 2.14 1.61

electric coolin

Restaurant W

1.11

-38.04

4.87

ouse

Dessicant

Gas En iDe Coolin

-5.14

10.33

-4.49

-1.30

-28.14

-6.31 -8.20

-1.03

5.61

Central HVAC reference case: electric boiler electric coolin

lleatin 0 ce

Standard Efficienc Gas Boiler 18.00

Hi h Efficienc Gas Boiler 18.70

17.81

18.41

Ho I

18.04

18.79

Ce

n ioe Chiller w

w/o bs

Co en w/Abso

Co en w/o Abso

en w/Abso

5-18

-0.05

2.29

0.25

-4.88

-4.75

1.85

Retail

-2.04

0.54

-4.68

-19.05

-16.61

-0.82

-0.38

Hos ital

-7.05

-2.77

-13.66

-2.83

-2.09

1.91

1.75



Table 5-9. LILCo Fuel-Switching Results .. Gas Technology Cost +75%

Breakeven Gas Price ($/DTh)

Packaeed Rooftop HVAC (reference case: electric resistance heatin~. electric coolin2)

Office Retail Supermarket Restaurant Warehouse

Gas Heat

Dessicant

Gas En2ine Coolin2

0.56

-19.71

6.50

3.53

-24.60

3.51

2.63
-9.78

1.96

4.41

-2.75

2.78

2.31

-39.96

5.17

Packaeed Rooftop HVAC (reference case: electric air .source heat pump)

Office Retail Supennarket Restaurant Warehouse

Gas Heat

Dessicant

Gas Engine Cooling

0.12

-20.48

6.24'

0.25

-32.10

1.36

0.40

-11.81

0.37

1.05

-6.46

0.24

-0.64

Pa electric coolin

Office Retail

Dessicant

Gas

-9.21

5.69

-7.61

-5.81

Su ermarket Restaurant Warehouse

-39.89 -29.87 -4.78

-12.54 -13.81 -1.88

Central HVAC reference case: electric boiler electric coolin

er
Office Reta

17

18.47

17.59

18.10

17.89

18.59

Ce rence case:

k

electric coolin

Office

-0.89

1.29

.99

-7.14

-1.09

0.98

5-19

Retail

-3.61

-1.32

-8.80

-23.72

-20.97

-2.17

-1.75

Ros ital

-10.52

-5.47

-19.89

-4.86

-3.90

0.99

0.77



Table 5-10. LILCo Fuel-Switching Results - Gas Technology Cost +50% .. High Avoided
Electricity Cost

Breakeven Gas Price ($/DTh)

reference case:..electric resistance heatin electric coolin

Gas Heat

omce Retail Su nnarket Restaurant Warehouse

3.87 6.43 5.55 6.92 5.38

-8 -13.87 -5.41 1.80 -26.56

9.32 6.13 4.79 5.29 8.22

Packa2ed Rooftop HVAC (reference case: electric air source heat pump)

- Omce Retail Suoennarket Restaurant Warehouse

Gas Heat 3.17 2."53 2.83 2.95 1.77

Dessicant -9.80 -22.80 -7.89 -2.59 -36.42

Gas En2ine Cooling 8.90 3.57 2.85 2.29 5.53

electric coolin

Dessicant

Gas En ine Coolin

etail

-4.18

-0.63

-27.33

-5.64

estaurant

-23.70

-7.45

arehouse

-0.74

6.25

Central BVAC (reference case: electric boiler<t electric cooling)

Heatine Office Retail Hospital

Standard Efficiencv Gas Boiler 21.14 20.95 21.18

Hi2h Emciency Gas Boiler 22.03 21.74 22.12

rence case:

Office Retail Hos ital

0.32 -1.67 -6.36

3.00 1.20 -2.07

1.31 -3.67 -12.59

-3.56 -17.72 -1.43

-3.42 -15.25 -0.78

ion - Electric 2.76 -0.11 2.82

Cogen wIAbsorption - Electric 2~71 0335 2.66
Track
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For the packaged HVAC system analysis, three base electricity technologies were

compared to three gas alternatives. With respect to the base electric technology consisting of

electric resistance heating and electric cooling, gas heating is only cost-effective (gas

breakeven price is greater than S4.00/DTh) for the restaurant and is marginally cost-effective

for retail, supermarket, and warehouse (gas breakeven price is between $2.00/DTh and

.OO/DTh. Unlike the LILCo results, gas h~ting is not cost-effective against this base

technology for the office (where it was*marginally cost-effective)o Gas engine cooling

remains cost-effective for the office, retail, and warehouse and is marginally cost-effective

for the supermarket and restaurant.

With respect to the base ~lectric technology consisting of an electric air source heat

pump, gas heating is not cost-effective for any building type.. Gas engine cooling remains

cost-effective for both the office and warehouse, but is marginally cost-effective for only the

retail building type~

With respect to the base electric technology consisting of gas heating and electric

~~'A.L8t411iii..<ll the gas engine cooling system remains very cost-effective for the office and cost

ef tive for the warehou5e$

was found LILCo, the dessicant system is not cost-effective against any of the

base electric packaged HVAC systems (gas breakeven price is less than $2GOO/DTh)~ Again,

dessicant system economics would be improved in those situations where the

dessicant system could be used to off-set some of the

additional costs associated with installation and operation of a dessicant systernG

central HVAC system analyses, two different sets of analyses were

'-.1lo'lllo'--'lI>..&,IIl.q,.,f versus gas boilers for heating, and electric versus various gas chillers

cogeneration systems for cooling and, in some cases, heating.. Several cogeneration

C!"c:!'tAn"ll~ were considered, both with and without absorption chillers for cooling, and for each

system two modes of operation were examined, thermal load following (or thermal tracking)

and electric load following (or electric tracking).
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As was found for LILCo, gas boilers, either standard or high-efficiency, are

extremely cost-effective in all cases against the electric boiler base technology.. None of the

gas cooling and cogeneration options are cost-effective against the central HVAC base

technology consisting of a gas boiler and electric chillere

The cases in which e'the cost premium for gas technologies is reduced (Tables 5-11, 5

12, and 5-15) predictably improve the cost-effectiveness of the gas technologieso Generally

s~ng, using the highest electric avoided costs to value electricity savings (Table 5-15)

does not increase the cost-effectiveness of the technologies more than does adding only a

25% cost premium to the direct cost of the technologies (Table 5-12)0 The exception is gas

heating for central HVAC systems, which is already extremely cost-effective compared to the

base electric technology..

Gas technologies are most cost-effective when no cost premium is assumed (Table 5

11)$ For the packaged HVAC systems, both gas heating and ga.s engine cooling become

cost-effective against both electric heating base technologies~ The dessicant system become

cost-effective against electric resistance heating in the restaurant~ Against the packaged

HVAC system with gas heating, the gas engine cooling system becomes highly cost-effective

for the office, retail, and warehouse, is cost-effective for the supermarket, and is marginally

cost-effective for the restaurant~ For the central HVAC systems, gas engine chillers become

cost-effective for the office, and, along with several cogeneration systems, become

marginally cost-effective for all three building types~

Under the highest cost premium scenario (Table 5-14), only gas engine cooling

remains cost-effective for selected building types (office and warehouse) against electric and

gas packaged base technologies.. Gas heating remains highly cost-effective against

systems..
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Table 5-11. BUG Fuel-Switching Results - Gas Technology Cost +0%

Breakeven Gas Price ($/DTh)

Packa2ed Rooftop HVAC (reference case: electric resistance heatin2. electric coolin~)

Office Retail Supermarket Restaurant Warehouse

Gas Heat 6.25 7.23 6.73 7.10 6.96

Dessicant 1.79 -4.02 -1.00 4.53 -11.61

Gas Engine Cooling 11.46 7.26 6.45 6.00 10.29

Packaeed Rooftop HVAC (reference case: electric air source heat Dump)

Office Retail Supennarket Restaurant Warehouse

Gas Heat

Dessicant

Gas Engine Cooling

6.01

11.31

4.52

-10.22

5.48

4.91

-2.66

4.26

1.39

3.85

4.32

-18.81

8.32

electric coolin

Office Retail

Dessica.nt 3.09

1 .13

1.55

7.31

Su nnarket Restaurant Warehouse

-5.11 -11.19 6.23

5.73 2.61 20003

Central BVAC reference case: electric boiler electric coolin

Heatin

Standard Efficienc Gas Boiler

Hih EfficiencGas Boiler

Office

16.86

17.62

R I

16.81

17.50

Hos it

16.87

17.66

Cen reference case:

Coolin /Heatin Office Retail Hos ital

Gas-Fired Abso tion 1.39 0.84 -0.49

iller 3.88 3.78 2.25

Gas En ine hiller wlHeat ec 4.11 2.81 -1.76

Co en w/o Abso - Thenn Track -1.04 -10.95 0.30

Co en w/Abso ~ Therm Track -0.72 -9.06 0.70

Co n w/o Abso rack 3.06 1.35 3.20

Co n w/Abso - Elect Track 3.10 1083 3.15
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Table 5-12. BUG Fuel-Switching Results .. Gas Technology Cost +25%

Breakeven Gas Price ($/DTh)

Packared Rooftop HVAC (reference case: electric resistance heatin~1 electric coolin2)

Office Retail Suoermarket Restaurant Warehouse

Gas Heat

Dessicant

Gas En2ine Cooling

4.09

-6.08

9.58

5.60
-11.79

5.70

5.02

-4.24

4.67

5.85
1.66
4.63

5.21

-21.56

8.38

Packa2ed Rooftop HVAC (reference case: electric air source·heat pump)

Office Retail Supermarket Restaurant Warehouse

Gas Heat

Dessicant

Gas Engine Cooling

3.84
-6.51

9.43

2.89

-17.99

3.93

3.21

-5.90

3.37

3001

-1.49

2.48

2.56

-28.76

6.41

electric coolin

Office Retail S rmarket Restaurant W ouse

icant -0.99 -1.56 -16086 -17.39 2.47

Gas En ine Coolin 14.49 2.81 -0.49 -2.99 12.55

Central HVAC reference case: electric boiler electric coolin

Office Hos

Standard Efficienc Gas Boiler

H h Efficienc Gas Boiler

16.70

17.39

16.58

17.19

16.73

17.46

VAC (reference case: gas boiler, electric cooling)

CoolinJ!.IA'ieatinJ! Office Retail Hospital

Gas-Fired Absorption 0.56 -0.73 -3.97

Gas En2ine Chiller 2.88 1.92 -0.45
e e Chil tRee 1.87 -1.30 -7.99

d"""'lI w/o Absoro e9 Therm -3.34 -15.61 -1.73

COllen w/Absoro «0 Therm Track -3.11 -13.42 -1.11

C02en w/o Absorp qg Elect Track 2.24 0.00 2.28

eogen w/Absorp - Elect Track 2.22 0.45 2.17
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Table 5-13. BUG Fuel-Switching Results .. Gas Technology Cost + 50%

Breakeven Gas Price ($/DTh)

Packaged Rooftop HVAC (reference case: electric resistance heatin2 .. electric cooling)

Office Retail Suoermarket Restaurant Warehouse

Gas Heat 1.93 3.97 3.32 4.61 3.45

Dessicant -13.95 -19.56 . -7.48 -1.22 -31.51

Gas En2ine CoolinR 7.71 4.15 2.90 3.26 6.48

Packaeed Rooftop HVA.C (reference case: electric air source heat pump)

Office Retail Suoermarket Restaurant Warehouse

Gas Heat 1.68 1.26 1.50 1.76 0.81

Dessicant -14.39 -25.76 -9.13 -4.36 -38.71

Gas Engine Cooling 7.56 2.38 1.60 1.11 4.51

Packa2ed Rooftop HVAC (reference case: 2as heating .. electric cooling)

Office Retail Supermarket Restaurant Warehouse

Dessic81lt -5.06 -4.68 -28.62 -23.59 -1.28

Gas EOiline Coolina 9.84 -1.70 -6.71 -8.60 5.07

Central HVAC reference case: electric boiler electric coolin

Heatin

dard Efficienc Gas Boiler

Office

16.54

17.16

il

16.36

16.87

os ital

16.58

17.26

c v reference case: electric coolin

Office

-0.28

1.87

-0.38

-5.64

-5.50

1.41

1.34

5-25

Retail

-2.30

0.06

-5.41

-20.28

-17.78

-1.35

-0.92

Hos ital

-7.44

-3.15

-14.23

-3.75

-2.92

1.18



Table 5-14. BUG Fuel"'Switcbing Results .. Gas Technology Cost +75%

Breakeven Gas Price ($IDTh)

Packa2ed Rooftop BVAC (reference case: electric resistance heatin~, electric coolin~)

Office Suoennarket Restaurant Warehousell~tAil

Gas Heat -0.24 2.34 1.61 3.36 1.70

Dessicant -21.83 -27.33 -10.71 -4.09 -41.47

Gas Eorine Cooliol( 5.83 2.60 1.12 1.89 4.58

Packared Rooftop HVAC (reference case: electric air source heat pump)

Office Retail Supermarket Restaurant Warehouse

Gas Heat

Dessicant

Gas Engine Cooling

-0.48

-22.26

5.68

-0.37

-33.53

0.82

-0.20

-1~.37

-0.18

0.51

-7.24

-0.26

-0.94

. -48.66

2.61

Packa electric coolin

Office Retail Su ennarket Restaurant Warehouse

Dessicant -9.13 -7.79 -40.37 -29.80 -5.03

Gas ine 5.20 -6 0 -12.94 -14.21 -2.41

Central HVAC reference case: electric boiler electric coolin

8ta er

Hi h Efficienc Gas Boiler

Office

16.38

16.93

Retail

16.14

16.56

os ital

16.44

17.05

Ceo AC (reference case: gas boiler, electric cooling)

Coolinf?/Heatinf! Office Retail Hospital

Gas....Fired Absorption -1~ 11 -3.88 -10.92

Gas Eneine Chiller 0.86 -1.80 -5.85

Gas En2ine Chiller w/Heat Rec -2.62 -9.53 -20.46

Cogen w/o Absoro - Thenn Track -7.93 -24.94 -5.78

COi!en wIAbsorp - Thenn .P8fA ~ -7.90 -22.15 -4.74

Cogen' w/o Absorp ~ Elect Track 0.59 -2.70 0.43

eogen w/Absorp - Elect Track 0.47 -2.29 0.20
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Table 15. BUG Fuel-Switching Results - Gas Technology Cost +SO% - High Avoided
Electricity Cost

Breakeven Gas Price ($/DTh)

4.34

7.25

-29.20

Warehouse

4.02

5.45
-0.09

urant

electric coolin

4.13

3.61

-6.72

Su

4.83

4.87

-17.57

Retail

2.70

8.34

-11.76

Office

Packaled Rooftop HVAC (reference case: electric air source heat pump)

Office Retail SUPermarket Restaurant Warehouse

Gas Heat 2.28 1~70 1.99 2.19 1.25

Dessicant -12.50 -24.73 -8.67 -3.69 -37.62
Gas Engine ..,... - _.0 8.08 2.82 2.08 1.56 4.95

electric coolin

Office Retail

Dessicant

G ine Co in

-5.24

10.27 -1.25

Su nnarket Restaurant Warehouse

-28.07 -23.61 -1.08

-6.26 -8.10 5,.51

Central HVAC reference case: electric boiler electric coolin

Standard Efficienc Gas Boiler

Hi h Efficienc Gas Boiler

Office

18.65

R il s ital

18.47 18.69

19.11 19.49

ioe

reference case: electric coolin

Office

-0.02

2.34

Retail

-2.06

0.51

Hos ital

-6.98

0.33

-4.75

-4.61

-4.73

-19.38

-16.87

-13.51

-2.81

-2.05

Co en w/o Abso .. Elect Track 1.98 -0.87 1.97

Co en w/Abso wa Elect Track 1.92 -0.43 1.80
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Tables 5-16 through 5-20 present the cost-effectiveness of gas heating and cooling

technologies compared to the electric base technologies. Tables 5-16 through 5-19 present

results for the cases assuming total measure costs are 0, 25, 50, and 75 percent higher than

the direct installation and non-fuel O&M cost .assumptions for gas technologieso The primary

discussion of results is made in reference to Table 5-18 in which gas technology costs have

been increased by 50 percent. Table 5-20 presents results from the analysis considering high

avoided electricity costs, in addition to total measure costs 50 percent higher than direct gas

technology costs

For the packaged HVAC system analysis, three base electricity technologies were

compared to three gas alternatives. Against the base electric technology consisting of electric

resistance heating and electric cooling, most of the gas alternatives are cost-effective (gas

breakeven price is greater than $4<900/DTh)~ The primary exception is the dessicant system

for the warehouse, which is not cost-effective!) The dessicant system is highly cost-effective

for the retail building typee

With respect to the base electric technology consisting of an electric air source heat

pump, gas heating and gas engine cooling are cost-effective for all building types, except for

the warehouse where they are only marginally cost-effective~ The dessicant system is

marginally cost-effective for the restaurant.

ith 'respect to the base electric technology consisting of gas heating and electric

1"'l;"""""lI.I'81l""lhK'lll' . neither gas alternative is cost-effective for any building type&

_4&&.l&..I11dl.~ to the central HVAC system analyses, two different sets of analyses were

Electric versus gas boilers for heating, and electric versus various gas chillers

gas cogeneration systems for cooling and, in some cases, heating.. Several cogeneration

C!v~t~n,<! were considered, both with and without absorption chillers for cooling, and for each
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system two modes of operation were examined, thermal load following (or thermal tracking)

and electric load following (or electric tracking) ..

We find, as was found for both LILCo and BUG, that in all cases gas boilers, either

standard or high-efficiency, are extremely cost-effective against the electric boiler base

technology. In contrast, none of the gas cooUng or cogeneration options are cost-effective

against the central HVAC base technology consisting of a gas boiler and electric chiller.

The cases in which the cost premium for gas technologies is reduced (Tables 5-16, 5

17, and 5-20) improve the cost-effectiveness of the gas technologies~ Generally speaking,

using .the highest electric avoided costs to value electricity savings (Table 5-20) does not

increase the cost-effectiveness of the technologies more than does adding only a 25 % cost

premium to the direct cost of the technologies (Table 5-17). The exception is gas heating for

central HVAC systems, which is already extremely cost-effective compared to the base

electric technologye

Gas technologies are most cost-effective when no cost premium is assumed (Table 5

16)~ For the packaged HVAC systems with electric heating base technologies, all gas

alternatives are cost-effective, with the exception of the dessicant system for the warehouse0

the packaged HVAC system with gas heating and electric cooling as a base technology,

gas engine cooling is cost-effective for the office and warehousee For the central HVAC

systems, gas engine chillers and several cogeneration systems become only marginally cost-

Under the highest cost premium scenario (Table 5-20), only gas heating and gas

pnor1np cooling cost-effective for most building types against packaged electric

reSllstance heating HVAC systems (except ·warehouse)~ Gas heating becomes marginally cost

~"'1"4:~?ll'.IC& against electric air source heat pumps for office, as does gas engine cooling for all

the warehoU8ee Gas heating remains highly cost-effective against electric central HVAC

systemse
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Table 5-16. NFG Fuel-Switching Results - Gas Technology Cost +0%

Breakeven Gas Price ($/DTh)

Packa2ed Rooftop BYAC(reference case: electric resistance heatin2. electriccoolin~)

Omce Retail Suoermarket Restaurant Warehouse

Gas·Heat

Dessicant

Gas Enrine Coolina

9.33 14.23 11.83 12.28 7.13

18.97 49.24 7.97 12.52 4.96

9.20 11.60 10.06 10.32 7.00

Packaeed Rooftop HVAC (reference case: electric air source heat purno)

Gas Heat

Dessicant

omce Retail Suoermarket Restaurant Warehouse

8.12 9.28 8.62 8.07 4.77

15.98 23.80 4.83 7.43 -8.70

8.30 7.59 7.27 6.56 4.95

Warehouse

• .. nt

Gas En ioe Coolin

-6.23

8.82
-2.93

0.41

-20.68

-1.63

-15.78

-6.35

-1.78

6.14

Central BYAC reference case: electric boiler electric coolin

o ce

Standard Efficienc Gas Boiler

Hi Gas Boiler

Retail

16.93

17.67

tal

16.98

17.81

G8SuFired Abso tion

Gas En ine Chiller

Gas iDe Chiller wlHeat Rec

no

Co en w/Abso - Thenn Track

Co en w/o Abso - Elect Track

o en w/Abso .. Elect Track

iler electric coolin

Office

3.52

3.32

1.02

0.81

3.34

5-30

Retail

0.05

2.75
0.57

-2.39

-1.99

1.95

2.05

Hos I

-7.80

-2.03

-12.90

3.56

3.41

3.67



Table 5-17. NFG Fuel-Switching Results - Gas Technology Cost +25%

Breakeven Gas Price ($/DTh)

Packa2ed Rooftop HVAC (reference case: electric resistance heatin2.. electric coolin2)

omce Retail Supermarket Restaurant Warehouse

Gas Heat 7.78 13.09 10.94 11.42 5.82

Dessicant 11.03 37.06 6.14 10.37 -10.79

Gas Enpe Cooling 7.53 10.26 8.93 9.21 5.35

Packa2ed Rooftop HVAC (reference case: electric air source heat pump)

omce Retail Supennarket Restaurant Warehouse

Gas Heat

Dessicant

Gas Engine Cooling

6.57

8.05

6.63

8.14

11.62

6.25

7.72

3.00

6.14

7.22

5.28

5.45

3.46

-24.45

3.30

electric coolin

Omce

-9.64

2.40

Retail

-5.21

-6.

Su nnarket Restaurant Warehouse

-35.03 -21.84 -4.56

-10.26 -16.90 -6.26

Central HVAC reference case: electric boiler electric coolin

omce
1 81 16.75

17.41

Hos ital

16.86

17.64

c

Co en w/Abso

reference case: as bo ectric coolin

Office

2.44

-1.06

-1.34

5-31

Retail

0.78

-4.27

-6.30

0.52

0.61

Hos ita.1

-17.32

-5.67

-22.67

1.77

2.81

\2.61



Table 5-18. NFG Fuel-Switching Results .. Gas Technology Cost +50%

Breakeven Gas Price ($/D1h)

Packa2ed Rooftop HVAC ... (reference case:. electric resis.tance heatin~. electric coolin2)

omce Retail Supermarket Restaurant Warehouse

Gas Heat 6.23 11.95 10.04 10.57 4.51

Dessicant 3.09 24..88 4.31 8.22 -26.54

Gas Engine Cooling 5.86 8.92 7.79 8.10 3.69

Packa2ed Rooftop HVAC (reference· case: electric air source heat pump)

omce Retail Suoennarket Restaurant Warehouse

Gas Heat 5.02 7.00 6.83 6.37 2.14

Dessicant 0.11 -0.55 1.17 3.13 -40.20

Gas Engine Cooling 4.96 4.91 5.01 4.34 1.64

Packa2ed Rooftop HVAC (reference case.: gas heating, electric cooling)

Office Retail Supennarket Restaurant Warehouse

Dessicant -13.06 -7.49 -49.39 -27.90

Gas Eneine Cooling . -4.01 -13.68 -18.89 -27.46 -18.65

Central HVAC re rence case: electric boiler electric coolin

Head Office Ros it

Standard Emcienc Gas Boiler 16.66 16.56 16.74

Bib Efficienc Gas Boiler 17.33 17.15 17.47

A

Coolin

rence case: electric coolin

Office Retail os ital

Gas-Fired Abso tion -0.70 -3.22 -26.84

-0.01

-9.32

-32.43-9.10

-1.19

-10.20

1.36

-1.78

-3.13w/o Abso rm T

Gas Enlne Chiller

Gas iDe eat Rec

Co·.·en w/Abso - Thenn Track -3.50 -9.55 0.13

Co en w/o Abso GVI Elect Track -0.91 1.81

wIAbso ~ Elect Track 1 9 . -0.82 1.55
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Table 5-19. NFG Fuel-Switching Results .. Gas Technology Cost +75%

Breakeven Gas Price ($/DTh)

Packaf!ed Rooftop HVAC (reference case: electric resistance heatine;, electric cooling)

Office Retail Suoennarket Restaurant Warehouse

Gas Heat 4.68 10.82 9.14 9.72 3.20

Dessicant -4.84 12.70 2.48 6.07 -42.29

Gas Enline Cooling 4.19 7.57 6.66 6.99 2.04

Packa2ed Rooftop HVAC (reference case: electric air source. heat pump)

Office Retail Suoennarket Restaurant Warehouse

Gas Heat 3.47 5.86 5.93 5.52 0.83

Dessicant -7.82 -12.73 -0.66 0.98 -55.95

Gas Engine Cooling 3.29 3.56 3.87 3.23 -0.01

Packaged Rooftop HVAC (reference case: 2as heatine:, electric coolin~)

Office Retail Suoermarket Restaurant Warehouse

Dessicant

Gas En.gine Cooling

-16.48

-10.43

-9.77

-20.72

-63.73

-27.53

-33.96

-38.01

-10.13

Central HVAC reference case: electric boiler electric coolin

Heatin Office

17.12

Retail

16.38

16.89

Hos ital

16.61

c C reference case:

Coolin /Heatin

G Abso tion

Gas En ine Chiller

Gas En iDe hiller wlHeat Rec

w/o Abso .. Therm Track

aD Thenn Track

Track

ck

electric coolin

Office

.58

-4.33

...5.20

-5.65

0.90

0.57
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Retail

-4.85

-13.94

-14.11

-13.33

-2.34

-2.25

Hos ital

-36.36

-12.96

-42.19

-1.79

-1.52

0.81

0.49



Table 5-20. NFG Fuel-Switching Results - Gas Technology Cost + 50% eo High Avoided
Electricity Cost

Breakeven Gas Price ($/DTh)

Packa2ed Rooftop HVAC (reference case: electric resistance heatin2. electric coolin!!)

Omce Retail Supermarket Restaurant Warehouse

Gas Heat 6.94 12.74 10.78 11.35 5.31

Dessicant 5.79 29.06
-

5.06 9.29 -21.95

Gas EnJrine Coolin2 6.49 9.63 8.50 8.85 4.44

Packaeed Rooftop BVAC (reference case: electric air source heat pump)

- Office Retail Suoennarket Restaurant Warehouse

Gas Heat 5.58 7.46 7.33 6.83 2.60

Dessicant 2.44 1.96 1.68 3.82 -37.56

Gas E02ine Coolin2 5.48 5.36 5.50 4.81 2.10

Office arehouse

Dessicant -13.32 -7.42 -49.04 -28.06 -7.28

Gas En ine Coolin -3.62 -13.24 -18.46 -26.92 -18.24

Central BVAC reference case: electric boiler electric coolin

Heatin

Standard Efficienc Gas Boiler

r

Office Reta.il

19.14

Hos ital

18.61

19.45

A ference case: electric coolin

Coolin /Heatin

Gas-Fired Abso tion

En ine Chiller

ileat ec

Co en w/o Abso 4@ Thenn Track

Co en w/Abso mo Therm Track

Co en w/o Abso w Elect Trac

w/Abso Tra

Office

-0.47

1.81

-1.

-2.33

-2.70

2.31

2.03

5-34

Retail

-2.99

-0.78

-8.41

-9.42

-8.74

-0.46

-0.37

Hos ital

-25.81

-8.88

68

0.84

0.93

2.39

2.14



SIZE OF THE RESOURCE

Based on the economic analysis, we assessed the size of the cost-effective fuel

switching resource in the commercial sector. This analysis covers the three electric service

areas most closely corresponding to the three gas utilities covered by this study -- LILCo,

Consolidated Edison (whose service area partially overlaps with BUG's) and Niagara

Mohawk (whose service area partially overlaps with NFG's). For this analysis we looked at

total electric sales for each of the major end-uses for which fuel switching is an option (space

heating and cooling); the proportion of businesses that now use electric equipment that are

likely to have gas service available; and the proportion of businesses for which fuel switching

is likely to be cost-effective. The product of these three variables is a rough estimate of the

size of the available resource0 Specific assumptions and calculations are summarized in

Tables 5-21, 5-22, and 5-23, respectively 3 Most of the data come from New York State

Energy Office sourceso The proportion of businesses for which fuel switching is likely to be

cost-effective was estimated by ACEEE using the same procedure as for the residential

analysis that described in Chapter 3&

resource estimates provided by these simple models are approximate~ The

~onomicsof fuel-switching, particularly for electric cooling, can be site specifice Based on

our analyses of the economics of typical applications, we have made rough estimates of the

·on of buildings of each type that could benefit from cost-effective fuel switching ..

However, without data on the range of conditions in the real world, any estimates will be

QiJi-'lLVI'lIo.AJUlllllliIJl"",,,,,, and subject to a large error band -- on the order of plus or minus 50

percent& Furthermore, the other assumptions in the analysis are also impreciseo Thus, these

estimates are to identify the order of magnitude of the fuel-switching resource to lay

more detailed assessmentso

these analyses indicate that the economic potential for fuel-switching is

3 percent of commercial electric sales for LILCo and approximately 4 percent

commercial electric sales for Con Edison and Niagara Mohawk" For the downstate

'i!'g'!I'''IlJI'lITlII.lI:::Ill.C' most of the savings are due to switching from electric to gas coolingo For the
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upstate utility, most of the savings are due to switching from space heating conversions; the

economics of gas cooling are not nearly as favorable upstate as downstate..

Looked at another way, the economic potential for fuel-switching can result in

increased commercial gas sales in the three utility service territories including a 14 percent

increase for LILCo, a 30 percent increase for Con Edison, and a 7 percent- increase for

Niagara Mohawke The increase is particularly large for Con Edison because of the large

number of office buildings in its territory and because nearly all commercial buildings

presently have gas service. The increase is relatively small for Niagara Mohawk because

most of the fuel-switching potential is in space heating, and the majority of commercial

buildings in the Niag~ Mohawk service area already use gas for space heating& Also, due

to the high saturation of gas space heat upstate, the baseline upon which sales increases are

calculated is higher, making it more difficult to achieve high percentage increases in gas

sales;) The increase in gas sales for LILCo is in-between the increase for the other two

utilitiese Like Con Edison, LILCo has advantageous economics for gas cooling in many

buildings and the baseline commercial gas sales are relatively low (compared to Niagara

Mohawk), making it easier to achieve large percentage increases in gas saleso
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Table 5..2!. Estimate of Electricity Savings from Cost-Effective Fuel Switching in the Commercial Sector of Niagara Mohawk Power Cotp.

Health ISupernUirke1Reltaur.n:fl WarellouR I. iTOti..··..I.-~.. su.·.•.•.•...... I NotetlSOurCei
BuUdlngTYBt (1#'• • re row".)

958 I 133 I 456

0% 0% 0%
78% 43% 76%
408 140 48
10% 0% 20%

79% 79% 79%
32 0 8

12.36 14.31 i 1.21

398 0 8S

185 21 80
9% 2% 10%

1.,351 133 541
16% 1% 15%

0%1 IJiCQOD-~2a.

o I 401(12.·13*14)

BaSed on efficiencies in Tables
S-2 and S-3; assumes 75% base
bc>ard hiat, 25% heat pumps.

(1 ~2}7(ltJo~~- 2)

ACEBBestimate based on Table
5·18 &. allowances for outliers.

JackSOn 1992a.
IJacksonl992i.

27.4'(4 ·5· (ij

914 INYSEll..1.991c.

1,71'>1(7 ·>il)

9 I 2.2001(9 + 17)

1 1 3131{1 +15)
o I 483](IS-~Il)j

S%

9

1%1 4%1{:l4ltolirsaleirrom~EO 1991c)

8

0%1 IACHEEestiDiafeDaSeGOn TiDre
5·11 &. allowances for outliers.

13 I 690 lNYSBtll99Ie.

2%I 7%1(361totaliales from NYSEO 1991c)

SS%

11~1 - ~-----·--~-lJiCtiOn 1992L

79% I I(r ·-~lO)l(ICJOO" - 10)

69%

33%

6.27

14.70 I -IBisetfon efficiencies in Tables
5·2& S-4 and ratios in Table 4-1 S.

13

15%
142

51%

90%

57%

6.27

Office I Retail

79%1 79%

62% 75%
20% 9%
527 139
65% 90%

45% 17%
153 21

6.27 6.27

1 % ofbldgs wI gas on street

SPACE HEATING
2 Gas share
3 Electric share
4 Elee. use· GWh (1992)
5 Cost-eff. poten. (% elec)

6 % elec. wI available gas
1 Savings potential (GWb)
8 Ratio M oThioWb

Added gas sales (M OTh)9

AIR CONDITIONING
~

I Gas s are
•W Electric s are
~

Use - GWb (1992)
Cost-efT. poten. (% eJec)

14 % elee. wI available gas
15 Savings potential (GWh)
16 Ratio M DThlGWh

17 Added gas sales (M OTh)
34 Total sav'gs potent'. (GWIt)
3S % of commIt elec sales
36 Total sales added (M DTh)
37 % ofcomm't gas sales



Table 5-22. Rough Estimate of Electricity Savings from Cost-Effective Fuel Switching in the Commercial Sector of LILCo.

89 1 241 57

3% 0% 3%
68% 64% 68%
292 168 104
5S% 0% 20%

53% s4~1 53%
8S 0 11

13.76 i3.90 I 11.21

1,167 I o I 123

99 4$ 10
6% 6% 9%

1,156 24 179
28% 22% 53%

37 I INYSSa 1991.

22 I 548 INYSEO 199t
5%1 lJackSOriT992a.

00
~

I
\f')

Notes/Sources
(IPs are row "a)

18%1 14%I(361totafiales-Jrom NYSB0l991c)

I% I IJacwnl992a.

14 I 14% 1(1 + IS)
6%1 3%J(34/total sales from NYSBO 1991C)

12 I 108 l(i2T I1$14)

3 I 34 1(4" S ,. 6)

16 I 216 1(7 • 8)

175 I I~40{1(13'· 16)

39%1 IJacEOD 19928.

50%1 IACEEE'estimate based oDla61e
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Table 5...23. Rough Estimate of Electricity Savings from Cost-Effective Fuel Switcbing in the Commercial Sector ofConsolidated Edison.
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Chapter 6

GAS DSM PROGRAMS: LFSSONS LEARNED

INTRODUCTION

Contrary to the relatively dynamic and rapidly evolving relationship electric utilities have

with DSM, few gas utilities are aggressively pursuing DSM primarily because the gas regulatory

framework and technical analysis has not yet developed in mostjurisdictions$ However, interest

in gas DSM and integrated resource 'planning (IRP) is increasing4 A recent survey of state

public utility commissions (PUCs) identified 15 PUCs that are actively developing or considering

IRP for gas utilities (Goldman and Hopkins 1991)~ Gas utilities in these and other states are

aware that if they have not already begun offering DSM programs, they soon may be required

do so~ This chapter examines utility experience with gas conservation programs to summarize

lessons learned and what they teach us about operating successful programso

Although many gas utilities offer customers information and audit programs, such as

those offered under the federally-mandated Residential Conservation Service (ReS) program,

few utilities go beyond this initial step& These programs generally provide on-site computerized

energy audits and supply a detailed audit report0 Audits are typically provided to customers at

a charge, although some programs offer free audits0 According to an evaluation of the

years after it started, approximately seven percent of eligible customers had

participated the program (DOE 1987)0 Evaluations of the program have found that audited

households have average net savings (relative to a control group of non-audit recipients) of three

to percent (Hirst 1984)0 Several studies found the program cost-effective from the utility

societal perspectives when savings from all fuels were considered, although net benefits

.program were small (see, for example, Hirst and Hu 1983)~ Due to the large number

programs and their limited net benefits for this project, we focused on gas DSM

1iJ'&_~&_•.iI,oll4o..1l' that go beyond just providing information and instead offer financial incentives for

customers to adopt gas-saving measureSe
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Since few aggressive gas conservation programs have been pursued to date, and since gas

utilities rarely track their conservation program results closely, this is a rough, preliminary

examination18 As more programs are offered and experience gained, analysis with a greater

degree of depth and accuracy will be possibleo

OVERVIEW OF DATABASE

This analysis of gas DSM programs was primarily based on a survey of approximately

forty utilities wbich yielded data from more than seventy programs$ To compare programs, we

used three indices: participation rates, gas savings as a percent of retail gas sales, and levelized

utility costs per therm savect, Participation rates (participating customers divided by eligible

customers) indicate the effectiveness of a program in reaching the eligible customer baseG Gas

savings as a percent .of gas retail sales to the relevant customer class indicate the effectiveness

of a conservation program in significantly affecting a utility's overall gas demands The levelized

utility costs per therm saved indicate the program costs to a utility over the lifetime of the typical

program measure 0 Since each index used in this analysis provides only a partial picture of gas

conservation programs, it is important to consider the indices collectively rather than separately~

A particular focus of this analysis is on programs that result in high participation rates and/or

high gas savings or below marginal gas costS$ If demand-side resources are going to play a

major role in meeting future gas needs, then programs will need to reach a substantial number

customers and will need to have a significant impact on the gas consumption of the customers

preparing the database, utilities offering gas conservation programs were identified

'l»&&.....lJ'_,.,.~J&4I. .a..JL\I.~A~4ij"U'!!.~and word-of-mouth and contacted by phone, fax, and/or mail. Program results

were available from 16 utilities offering 69 conservation programso Data collected from utilities

AJUI.1ll#J!..U~~~ a program's annual and cumulative number of participants, eligible customers, gas

and expenditures $

1 The data analysis for this chapter focused on annual data (generally

1 Cumulative gas savings refer to the annualized savings for each measure performed since
start of the program.,
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for 1991), since little cumulative information was availableG However, cumulative data were

analyzed where available. Participation rates, gas savings as a percent of gas retail sales to the

relevant customer class,2 and leve1ized utility costs per unit of gas saved were calculated for

those programs for which data were available. Annual gas savings per participant were also

calculated. However, this index should be used with caution, since high values can reflect either

substantial energy savings per customer or merely that' the program primarily served large

customers. Another index we attempted to calculate is gas savings as a percent of the pre

program gas use of participating customers. However, data to compute this index. were not

available.

In calculating levelized program costs, a discount rate of five percent and a measure

lifetime of ten years were assumed (except for large equipment replacement and new

construction programs, for which measure lifetimes of 20 and 30 years were assumed

respectively)e These measure lifetimes are based on measure life estimates developed in

Chapters 2 and 40 The measure lives used are generally less than the engineering lives of

equipment and instead are based on typical lives in the field after considering such factors as

building renovation, pre-mature equipment failure or replacement, and improper maintenance

equipment0

Tables 6-1 and 6-2 give an overview of the commercial/industrial and residential

programs the databasee Appendix C includes program descriptions and a complete

compilation data for all programs the databasee

Caveats

data summariz here are subject to several important caveats that should be kept

this reporte

are great variations in the way gas utilities track and report program results and

2 For example, residential gas savings as a percent of residential gas sales for a program$
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Table 6·2~ Summary of St8ti$t~ts on GIS Cons~rvetton Programs for Restdential Customers.
Annual CUllUt .. Annual CUllJt 4& level· A,...,
partl- pert'· ••vlngl .8vlngl tzed '8vl"lI'PrOgram clpa" clPG'" 8. I of 8. 1 of utility pertl·Program Start Date Dates: tlon- tion theMR the... COlt e1cnt

code * Utfttty Program Dete Start End fete rate •• les .etes (S/DTh) (t enIB)

Berkshire Ges Rei ident Iat Conservat Ion (low Income) 1991 1/91 1/92 O.9X 0.91 0.021 0.021 3.40 320Berkshtre Gam Residential Conservation (Multt-family) 1991 1/91 1/92 3.. 01 3.01 0.161 0.161 3.15 211All Berkshir@ Ga. Rem ident lIt Conservat ton (Noo-low IncClme) 1991 1/91 1/92 0.11 0.11 0.011 0.011 9.69 2UAll BOlton G8S Attic Insulation Progr.. 1991 1/91 12/91 0.71 0.11 o.on 0.071 1.. 61 142EQR&R BOlton Gel Domesttc Hot Water Heater 1990 2/91 3/92 1.11 1.11 0.411 0.411 0.75 47
EQR&R BOlton Gas Home Helt'ng Control Progrem 1991 2/91 3/92 1.. 21 '.21 0.161 0.161 1.41 113
Ala! Boaton G_a Multifamily Plan 1991 1/91 12/91 nIl n/a 0.071 0.011 n/I 40
EQR&R connecticut Netural Ges SeteBack Thermostat Progr.m 1989 1/90 12/91 n/a nil 0.021 0.011 1.10 100Ail connecticut Natural Gas WeathertzetlM It Attic Insulation Program 1989 11/89 1/92 5.61 8.31 0.. 101 nil 1.56 71
Alai Elizabethtown Gas ASlistenceSeetupProgrllm 1984 4/86 3/87 12.21 n/e 0.061 n/8 6.16 $3
EQR&R ELizabethtown Gas furnacel loiter Rebate Proerem 1985 4/86 3/81 0.8X n/a 0.041 n/. 1.81 n
A&I Elizabethtown GIS Regular Sealup Progrem 1984 4/86 3/81 0.61 n/a 0.021 n/. 2.00 34ECIRIR Elizabethtown GSI Set-back Thermostat Rebate Program 1986 4/86 3/81 0.41 n/e 0.091 n/e 0.21 333EQR&R Elizabethtown Gas Water Heeter Rebate Program 1985 4/86 3/87 3.61 n/a 0.021 n/a 4.03 14
All Elizabethtown G8S Weatherization low-Interest loen 1984 4/86 3/87 0.11 n/e 0.101 n/e 0.54 1,816EQR&R Medison Gas &Electric High-Efficiency Water Heater Rebates n/a 6/90 5/91 0.91 n/_ 0.051 n/e 0.35 59EQR&R Medison Gel &Electric Low-flow Showerhead Install.tion n/e 6190 5/91 2.. 21 n/a 0.141 n/a 0.41 66Ail Madison Gas" Electric Residential Weatherization n/e 6190 5/91 0.41 n/_ 0.0041 n/e 2.86 11EQR&R Northern States Power 0 Yi Appt fance Efficiency Rebate 1984 1/91 12/91 0.2X n/e 0.181 niB 0.81 491All Northern States Power . Yi lowe!ncome Weatherization 1981 1/91 12/91 0.51 n/e 0.061 nil 1.23 330Ali Pacific Gas &Electric Appl lance Efficiency Incentives n/a 3/90 2/91 1.01 n/. 0.101 n/. 2.32 58

9'
EQR&R Pacific Gas &Electric Dfrect Assistance: Customer Appt iance n/e 3/90 2/91 0.31 n/e I 0.0041 n/. n/e 42All Paciftc Ges &Electric Oirect Assistance: Weatherization n/. 3/90 2/91 8.0X n/e 0.171 n/a 5.61 62

~ EQR&R Peoples Gas, light, &Coke Efficient Gel Heating Equipnent Incentive 1984 1/91 1/92 0.8X nil 0.041 n/I 0.42 151
All Peoples GaS,lt9ht, &Coke Multifamily Low-Interest loan Program 1984 1/91 1/92 0.11 n/e 0.011 n/e 5.80 6,636
AI! Public Serv ce fiG Yeatherl!8tion low-interest Loan Program 1984 4/86 3/87 n/. n/I 0.021 n/I 12.74 99EQR&R San Diego Gas &Electric loweflow Showerhead Program 1990 3/90 2/91 4.51 6.21 0.201 0.291 0.26 30
Ali South Jersey Gas Assistance Sealup Progrem n/e 4/86 ]/81 nIl n/I 0.011 n/e 4.68 65
All South Jersey Gas Regular Seatup Program n/e 4/86 3/87 n/e n/m 0.021 n/e 0.49 452
EQR&R South Jersey Gas Space &Yater Heating financing n/a 1/91 12/91 O.2t nl. 0.14% n/e n/I 920
Ail South Jersey Gas ~e8therilatfon low-interest Loan Pr09rem n/a 4/86 3/81 nil n/_ 0.051 n/e '.10 6n
EQR&R Southern California Gas Appliance Efficiency Program 1990 7/90 2/91 n/a nil 0.031 0.041 1.44 n/.All Southern California Gas Direct Assistance Program 1983 3/90 2/92 2.51 5.11 0.15% n/e 5.37 124
NC Southern CalIfornia Gas High Efficiency New Home Progrem 1990 1/90 2/91 niB n/. 0.01% 0.011 5 .. 92 n/_
NC Southern California Gas New end Innovative Multi-family Program 1990 3/90 2/92 '031 3.1% 0.002% 0.0041 8 .. 67 42
Air I Southern California Gas Residential \leatherfletfon n/. 1190 2/92 nIl n/. o.on o.on 2.16 n/I
EQR&R Washington Gas light Mul t i - f amfly Itehab f1ita t Ion 1989 1/89 12/91 1.21 2.41 n/e n/a nil n/e
EQR&R Washington Ges light Residential loiler/Furnace Replacement 1989 1/89 12/91 0.21 0.11 0.021 0.131 9.20 125
All Washington Gas light Residential Yeetherization 1989 1/89 12/91 0.91 z.n 0.05% 0.291 4.39 70
EQR&R Wisconsin fuel &light furnace Rebate Program 1981 1/90 12/91 0.1% 0.11 0.021 0.031 nIl 225
All '1isconsln Ges large Huitt-family Conservetion 1990 10/90 10/91 13.0% 13.01 0.161 n/e 3.18 2,958
NC Wisconsin Gas lerge Multi-family New Construction 1990 10/90 10/91 80.01 80.0X 0.021 nIl 2.17 114
AI! "isconsin Gas Residential Conservation 1989 9/90 10/91 4.31 n/e 0.46% n/e 3.74 151Ne "isconsln Ges Residential New Construction 1989 6/89 10/91 0.21 nil 0.. 02% n/e 1.91 155
A&i "Isconsln Gas Small Multi-family Rental Conservation 1989 6/89 10191 U5.9% n/a 0.10X 0.10% 2.61 62
Ail ~Isconsin Natural Gas low-Income \leatherlzatlon (Homeowner) n/e 1/91 12/91 0.4% n/8 o.on n/. 5.81 2,073
All "Ilconsfn Natural Gas low-Income Yeathertzetfon (Rental) n/I 1/91 12/91 1.11 n/e 0 .. 04% n/. 5.51 383
All Yisconsin Natural Gas Savings Plus: Homeowner niB 1/91 12/91 3.91 n/I 0.40% n/s 0.90 167
All Wisconsin Natural Gas Savings Plus: Rental n/8 1/91 12/91 1.. 5" n/. 0" 151 n/e 0.75 354

" AIlsAudlt & InstIllation Program: EQR&R=Equipment Retrofit/Replacement Program; NC=New Construction Pro9r8~



fable 6·1~ Summary of St.ti.tt~s on Gas Conservation Progr~ for Commercial &I~tri.l Customers.

'ragr_
code" Utility frogr.

Annual CUftJt. ArnJll C.....t. level- Arn.IIl
~rti'" perti· 1.8Vingl IIVinel Ized 18"lngl'

Program cipa- clpa· I' I of I. X of utility part ....
Start Data Oates: 1 t Ion tlon thenl the... COlt c:1~t
Dlte Start End rate rate .ates 'Ites (S'OTh) (t .r8I)

All "edison G8. &Electric lerge ell Coniervetfon Service. nil 6/90 5/91 n/a n/a 0.151 n/a 0.90 nI-
NC Medison Gas I Electric large til New Construction n/I 6/90 5/91 nil n/I 0.241 n/I 0 .. 58 NI
AlB Medison Gas &Electric Major Accomts Progr_ n/e 6/90 5/91 n/e n/I 0.041 n/I 1.35 n/e
All Madison G81 &electric smatl ell Conservation Services n/_ 1/91 1/92 n/. n/a 0.141 nI. 1.56 nI.
Ne Madison Ge. &Electric small ell Ie.... Construct Gon n/_ 6/90 5/91 n/. n/a O.08X 0.211 3.13 nI.
AIsI Northern States Power 6 YI loiterlSte8lft Trap Efficiency l~roYeMent 1990 1/91 12/91 0.11 0.1% 1.34X 1.341 4.18 15,497
EGRIR Paetflc Ga. I Electric CustCIIlzed Rebates: COIIMrc at 1983 3/90 2/91 O.05X n/a 0.061 nJa n/a 5,541
EQRII Pacific G•• &Electric cuat.lzed ••ibates: Industrt.t 1983 3/90 2191 1.8X nla 0.191 n/e 0.00 66,109
ECIRIR Pacfflc Ga. &Electric Direct lebates: CQllDtrctlll 1983 3/90 2/91 2.91 nI. 0.111 nla n/a 172
EGRIR 'aciflc Ga. &Electric Direct Rebates: Industria' 1983 3/90 2/91 15.91 nil 0.501 n/_ n/a 11,282
All Southern California Ga. Commercial Equipment leptac.-ntUperade 1989 3/90 2/91 0.11 nil 0.18X 0.321 0.49 4,n6
Me Southern Cattfornle Ga. Hilh Efficiencv Mew CQftIIerclat Bulldi",. n/e 1/90 2/91 n/. n/a 0.081 0.091 0.31 12,566
Aii Southern California Ga. Industrial Equipment Replacement/Melt: Recovery 1990 3/90 2/92 1.5l 1.51 0.181 0.311 0.39 26,204
EaR&R Washington Gas light Coomerci.t'Ml.d t i f.f l y Water Heater Replacement 1989 1/89 12/91 n/e o.ft O.16X 0.96% 3.34 n/e
All "fsconsin Gas Existing COIIMrciat Customer Conservation 1990 10/90 10/91 B.7X 8.7% 0.401 0.401 3.59 464
All Wisconsin Gas large til Conservation: NewE1tipment 1990 10/90 10191 0.11 0.11 0.981 0.981 1.53 83,241
All "isconsin Gas large ell Conservation: Retro it Equipment 1990 10/90 10/91 0.51 0 .. 51 · 0.431 0.431 1.16 54,154

0'\ All Yisconsin Gas large e&1 Steam Trap Operation" Maintenance 1990 10'90 10/91 0.6% 0.61 0.22% 0.221 0.26 24,672
• Ne \disconsin Gas New Cc:;crmere i at Canst ruet ion Conservat fon 1990 10/90 10/91 n/a nla 0.02X 0.021 1.95 342

tJl EQR&R Wisconsin Natural Ga. Blueprint for Savings: ell Heatlng Upgrade 1986 1/91 1191 l.Ol n/a 1.061 n/. 0.53 2,381

• A&I=Audit Ie Instillation Progr_; EQR&RzEquipment Retrofit/Replacement Program; NC-New Construction 'ragr_



in the quality of the data collected for this analysis$ Utility data for gas conservation programs

are generally crude and incomplete. When collecting data from utilities, for example, it became

apparent that program participation is often tracked by the number of measures installed rather

than the number of customers who participated. In some cases, utilities were willing to make

rough guesses on the average number of measures installed per participant. Even when the

utility tracked the number ofparticipating customers, for programs targeting a subset of a market

sector, such as low-income residential customers, the utility generally did not have estimates of

the number of customers eligible to participate in the program.

Most utilities represented in this analysis did not subtract free riders (customers

participating in a program who would have taken the same conservation actions even if the

program was not offered) from their savings estimates. Thus, the savings values reported in the

database may overestimate the incremental savings achieved by the programs.. In addition, most

utilities based their gas savings estimates on engineering analyses; more sophisticated evaluations

of actual savings were rarely availableo

While utility data on direct (i4ee rebate) program expenditures were usually available,

data on indirect (i.e4 administrative) costs were not consistently availableG To incorporate

indirect costs into the analysis, for those programs lacking data on indirect costs, indirect costs

were assumed to be 30 percent of direct program expenditures based on recent research on the

indirect costs of electric DSM programs (Berry 1989, Nadel 1990)4 This estimate was used

because reliable data on gas DSM programs were available to perform such a calculatione

of the database are pilot programs with high "start-up"

administrative costs; pilot programs generally have higher administrative costs than typical DSM

programs4

of caution regarding a program's levelized cost is that only utility costs

were thus levelized costs this study are from the utility's perspective9 A more

measure would be levelized costs from the Total Resource Cost perspective, since this is

predominant test for DSM program cost-effectiveness in most states, Whereas the utility cost

only considers the costs of a DSM program to the sponsoring utility, the Total Resource
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Cost test takes both the utility and customer costs into account. Since utilities rarely collect

customer cost data, we were unable to analyze program cost-effectiveness from the total resource

perspeCtive.

Another limitation of this review is that the sample size is small -- 69 programs divided

into six somewhat arbitrary categories. Certain categories only contain four or five programs

whereas other categories contain five times this amount. Therefore, generalizations about one

of the more popular categories will be more accurate than generalizations about categories with

only a few programs.

Due to the many caveats, this report should be regarded as advancing the study of gas

utility DSMand encouraging continued experimentation with program design, not as a final

word on these issues9

Prggram Types

Two-thirds of the programs the database are offered by gas-only utilities, and one-third

are offered by combination electric/gas utilities 4> Wisconsin utilities dominate the database;

more than one-third of the programs originate m this state~ California utilities have one

fourth of the programs; New Jersey and Massachusetts utilities combined have another quarter

of programs 0 Programs from utilities in Connecticut, Illinois, and Washington D.C represent

the remainder the databasee The 49 residential programs comprise the bulk of the programs

database~ are 20 commercial and industrial (C&I) programs for which data were

available, except one are offered by Wisconsin and California utilities.. There are

commercial and industrial gas conservation programs offered in other states, but data could not

these programs4> Four of the residential programs in the database, and one of

_~.a._A.II,WJ<lj are pilot programs'8

convenience, the gas conservation programs in the database are grouped into six

~.&&.IIl.'IIl<i"'.a.'_A&oa. categories: three residential categories and three C&I categories~ The residential

categories are audit and installation, heating equipment retrofit/replacement, and new
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construction. The C&I categories are audit and installation; equipment retrofit/replacement; and

new construction. Table 6-3 summarizes the number of programs in the database for each

category.

Residential Audit and Installation Programs

Residential audit and installation programs account for more than one-third of the

programs in the database. These programs offer eligible customers an energy survey (either

mandatory or optional) leading to recommendations and financial incentives to install gas-saving

measures.. The surveys vary in their comprehensiveness, from a brief energy survey addressing

one particular measure such as insulation, to a more thorough energy audit leading to

recommendations on a wide range of cost-effective gas-saving measureSe Measures rebated

include basic weatherization measures, replacement of space and/or water-heating equipment

with more efficient equipment, installation of low-flow showerhead and setback thermostats,

equipment tune-ups and retrofits, and custom measures.. Incentives include 30 to 100 percent

subsidies for the cost of materials and installation; cash rebates of up to $250 for weatherization

measures and space and water heater upgrades; and low-to-no-interest loans for installing

measures 0 More than one-third of the programs target low-income customers.. Incentives for

low-income programs are significantly more generous than those for non-low-income customers

and us Iy cover 100 percent of the materials and installation costs of gas-saving measures ..

Roughly one-fifth of programs this category are targeted for multifamily customers;

incentives are generally offered to the building owner..

Residential Heating Equipment Retrofit/Replacement Programs

1i""c«.'1ii"'ll431,nf''ll·~j heating equipment retrofit/replacement category represents one-fourth of

Programs this category primarily offer incentives for upgrading water and space

Jl'dl~lI&.~Af,JII'''' .c..l·'nllll'r'Ifl~cnt' with more energy-efficient units" A few programs target one specific heating

'IF''Gi"1S''',,nli'' measure such as low-flow showerhead or setback thermostat installation., Customer

for equipment upgrades are either cash rebates ranging from $25 to $540, low-interest
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Table 6-3. Utility Programs in Database by Category.

Program Category Residential Commercial/Industrial

Audit and Installation 28 10

Equipment Retrofit! Replacement 17 6

New Construction 4 4

Total 49 20

loans, arrearage forgiveness3
, or free equipment and installation~ Low-flow showerhead

programs offer free equipment to participants.. Setback thermostats are offered at a 50 to 100

percent subsidy.

Residential New Construction Programs

Residential new construction programs generally offer cash incentives to builders or

developers of single-family and multifamily residences for installing energy-efficient gas

equipment~ Most programs require that the building exceed certain state-defined or utility

defined building standards. sh incentives are' offered, generally from $100 to $150 per

dwelling A few programs offer additional bonuses when certain building standards or

equipment efficiency thresholds are exceeded<t

·n'M1!I~.o'fl4J"'i''' ..na and Industrial Audit and Installation Programs

industrial audit and installation programs make up half of the C&I

database~Programs this category initially offer, although do not always

reaUlr~e'll various energy surveys leading to recommendations and incentives for installing gas

~~"~'f"H'tr measures'l Most of these programs offer incentives for a wide range of measures, such

3 The utility "forgives ve
, or cancels, any debts accrued by the customer through unpaid gas

bills~
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as installing vent dampers, efficient gas space and water heaters, setback thermostats, pipe

insulation, infrared heating units, boiler heat-recovery equipment, water heater blankets, ceiling

insulation, and custom-designed measureso A few programs, however, focus on only one area

of potential improved gas efficiency, such as inspection of steam traps and installation of a

computerized steam trap maintenance programe Incentives range from a fixed dollar per

estimated unit of gas saved to a percentage of the incremental project costs to a fixed rebate such

as $60 per setback thermostat,

Commercial and Industrial Equipment Retrofit/Replacement Programs

The commercial and industrial equipment retrofit/replacement category includes programs

that are similar to the C&I audit and installation programs, with the exception that energy

surveys are not offerede More than half these programs are customized rebate programs in

which the customer submits project proposals and the utility performs cost-benefit analyses to

determine which measures are eligible for an incentiveel These custom programs offer incentives

the form of fixed dollar per first year therm savings, with a limit set at a certain percentage

project costs~ A few programs offer rebates for installing· particular pieces of equipment,

such as setback thermostats, water heater blankets, water heater heat recovery equipment, and

other measures.. There is only one commercial/industrial program in the database that focuses

entirely on space and water heating equipment upgrades0 This program offers participants 15

percent cost of purchasing and installing high-efficiency furnaces and boilerse For most

programs this category, the customer has a choice between the incentives outlined

or a lO~/"'lrlteI$est

Commercial Industrial New Construction Programs

four commercial and industrial new construction programs for which data

were These programs offer financial incentives to builders constructing new

COlnmler(~lal or industrial facilities who install certain gas-conserving measures.. Incentives are

oriented toward installing particular types of equipment,
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Some of the measures rebated in the new construction programs include installing vent

dampers, boiler water resets, setback thermostats, infrared heating units, efficient gas cooking

equipme,nt, efficient space and water heating equipment, and energy-management systems. One

program has an additional element that provides incentives for exceeding certain minimum

thermal building envelope efficiency standards.. Customer incentives are in the form of either

fixed cash rebates from $5 to $150, depending on the type of equipment, or rebates based on

a percentage of the project costso

RESULTS

For this study, an ideal program is defined as one that has a high participation rate

combination with high gas savings as a percent of sales to the relevant customer class at low

levelized utility cost, If programs were within or below, the range of marginal costs discus~

Chapter 1, from $2~50 to $4~OO/DTh, they were considered likely to be cost-effective from

the utility perspective$

4

Trends were sought among the six program categories .. Average values for the different

measures of success were calculated for the entire database and separately for each category,c

Additionally, programs in each category with the lowest and highest values for the different

parameters were examined~ After isolating particularly "successful tt or "unsuccessful" programs

as defmed by this analysis, we explored the reasons for success or failure.. This information was

program managers and 'written materials on the

different programs$

m

on information the database, the average gas conservation program was

1988, has an annual participation rate of two percent, an average savings as a

4 This range agrees with marginal cost estimates made by regulatory staff in other states
represented in the database, notably California and Wisconsin (Bloch 1992, Wood 1992)~
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percent of retail gas sales to the relevant customer class of 0.11 percent, and a levelized utility

cost of $3.39/DTh saved. These values exclude major outliers.S The average residential

program has a two percent annual participation rate, savings asa percent of residential sales of

0.08 percent, a levelized utility cost of $4.30/DTh saved, and has saved approximately 160

thenns per year per participant. The average C&I program has an annual participation rate of

two percent, savings as a percent of C&I sales of 0.21 percent, a levelized utility cost of

$1.68/DTh saved, and has saved approximately 19,000 therms per year per participant.

The Successful Proeram

A tlsuccessful" gas conservation program in the database is defined as program that

annually or cumulatively saves 0.30 percent or more of a utility's retail gas sales and/or has an

annual or cumulative participation rate greater than five percent.& The levelized utility cost for

the "successful" program must fall at or below the $440oo/DTh cost-effectiveness threshold~

There are 16 programs in the database which meet these requirements, almost half of which are

offered by Wisconsin Gas Company;) The average annual participation rate for these 16

programs is eight percent, savings as a percent of the relevant customer class' sales are 0.38

percent, and the average levelized utility cost is $2*04/DTh savede

The average successful residential program saves approximately 100 therms pet

participant year, whereas the average successful C&I program in the database saves

20,000 per year per participant~ Compared to the typical program in the

database, successful programs have achieved, on average, more than three times the

participation rate and savings at lower cost. The average savings per participant for the

J!,""'a.JA~~·1.Bl.1\..I.~iJIUIl. programs are slightly lower than the averages for the entire residential

6-4 highlights the overall results of the database, and Tables 6-5 and 6-6

5 For this analysis, tlmajor outliers" has been defmed as those values which are more than
five times or less than one-fifth of the median value for the index in question~
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Table 6-40 Overall Database Results for Typical and Successful Programs.

Savings as Levelized
Participation a % of Utility Cost Number of
Rate Gas Sales ($/DTh) Programs

"Typical" Program 2% 0.11% 3.39 69

"Successful" Program 8% 0.38% 2.04 16

summarize the results for residential programs and C&I programs separately0 All values are

average annual values and exclude major outlierse

Although the database contains more than twice as many residential programs as C&I

programs, there are an equal number of C&I and residential programs in the f.successful"

program category. The C&I heating equipment retrofit/replacement programs account for one-

fifth of successful programs yet only account for one-tenth of the programs in the database..

Likewise, the C&I audit and installation programs are over-represented; approximately one-third

of the successful programs are C&I audit and installation programs, whereas only one-seventh

the database falls within this category" Residential heating equipment retrofit/replacement

programs are under-represented the successful program category; although this category

accounts for one-fourth of database, only one such program met the criteria for success as

It difficult to pinpoint the reasons for the over-representation of C&I programs in the

successful category, but two important contributors are worth noting~ First, C&I programs in

database generally target a larger proportion of the customer base than residential programs.

ereas residential programs target a subset of the entire residential sector (for example,

customers), most C&I programs in the database target all commercial and industrial

customers 0 Due to the fact that a larger number of customers are targeted, and to the fact that

savings per participant are generally high, it is easier for the C&I programs to achieve the

o,;)u",,~.;,."JLUA program" savings threshold of 0.. 30% of sector gas saleso Six of the eight
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Table 6-5e Database Results for Residential Programs.

Residential Audit & Heating Equipment New "Successful ft

Average Installation RetrofitIReplacement Construction Programs

Participation Rate 1.6% 1.S% 1.0% 1.3% 8.7%

Highest 1/4 9.8% 7.1% nla

Lowest 1/4 0.2% 0.2% n/a

Highest Value 18.9% 15.6% 80.0%

Lowest Value 0.1% 0.1% 0.2%

Savings as % Gas 0.08% 0.08% " 0.08% 0.01% 0.26%
Retail Sales -

Highest 1/4 0.24% 0.25% n/a

Lowest 1/4 0.01% 0.02% n/a

Highest V4llue 0.46% 0.41% 0.06%

Lowes~ Value 0.004% 0.004% 0.002%

Levelized Utility 4..30 4.71 0.93 2.91 2.15
Costs ($/DTh)

Highest 1/4 8.40 6.50 n/s

Lowest 1/4 1.20 0.51 nIl.

Highest Value 10.27 9.60 17.10

Lowest Value O.SO 0.21 0.03

SavingslPartici t 171 191 148 124 100
(thenns per year)

Highest 1/4 1,818 494 n/a

Lowest 1/4 46 40 n/a

TV·""~III£::;"! Value 920 174-
Lowest Value 11 14 42

Number of 49 28 17 4 8

Programs

"Highest 1/4" and ·'Lowest 1/4" refer to portions of the programs within either the highest
or lowest one-fourth of the values in each category and index$
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Table 6-6. Database Results for Commercial & Industrial Programs.

C&I Audit & General Equipment New "Successful"
Overall Installation RetrofitJReplacement Construction Programs

Participation Rate 1.5% 0.8% 2.6% n/a 2..5%

Highest 1/4 5.1% n/a n/a

Lowest 1/4 0.3% nla nJa

Highest Value 8.7% 15.9% wa
Lowest Value 0.1% 0.048% n1a

Savings as " Gas 0.21% 0.26% 0..20% 0.. 10% 0.48%
. Retail Sales -

Highest 1/4 0..92% 1.57% nIl,

Lowest 1/4 0.11% 0.03% n/a

Highest Value 1.34% 2.79% 0.24%

Lowest Value 0.04% 0.02% 0.02%

LeveHzed Utility 1.68 2.14 0.42 1.91 1.66
Costs ($IOTh)

Highest 1/4 4.20 n/s nla

Lowest 1/4 0.40 n/a n1a

Highest VaIue 4.. 80 0.50 3.90

Lowest Value 0.30 0.30 0.20

Savings/Participant 19,337 40,755 6,403 6,454 19,759
(therms per year)

Highest 1/4 68 t 701 38,696 nla

Lowest 1/4- 2,620 2~228 ala

Highest Value 83,247 66,109 12,566

Lowest Value 464 172 342

Number of 20 10 6 4 8
Programs

ffHighest 1/4" and "Lowest 1/4" refer to portions of the programs within either the highest
or lowest one-fourth of the values in each category and index4D
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"successful" C&I.programs qualified for the category as a result of their high annual savings as

a percent of gas sales.

A second contributor to the large number of C&I programs in the successful category

relates to the fact that residential programs in the database have, on average, higher utility costs

per therm saved than C&I programs. Three residential programs met the savings and

participation thresholds for ..successful" status but were removed because they did not fall below

the levelized utility cost threshold of $4.00/DTh, .whereas only one C&I program meeting all

other successful program requirements was removed due to its high costse

Data Analysis by Pro2rnm Type

Residential Audit and Installation Programs

The residential audit and installation programs have been offered, on average, since 1986..

The average participation rate of these programs is the highest of all six categories in the

database & However, the audit and installation programs are the most expensive programs in the

database 0 This is partially due to the time and labor required to perform residential audits and

installations 0 In addition, many of these programs target low-income customers who generally

receive large fmancial incentives$ Due primarily to the auditing process, which helps identify

optimal packages of measures, the programs save a significant amount of gas per participant~

Jil&.!%""~I'.~'li.."H~f,li40~ l1~eUJ"ln!l .&JJUID~meJURetrofit/Replacement Programs

Programs this category generally started in 19886 This category has the second lowest

average six categories in the database 0 The equipment retrofit/replacement

_""'JII.~"",JII,<lf."lWI' generally demand less time and labor on the part of the utility than most other

customers often receive a rebate simply with proof of purchasee Since heating

eQlllpJtneJllt lifetimes can be more than 20 years, roughly five to ten percent of residential

customers replace heating equipment each year and the relatively low participation rates in this

category reflect this ..
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Residential New Construction Programs

These programs are the newest residential programs in the database and have been

offered, on average, since 1990. There are only four residential new construction programs in

the residential databasell Therefore, results should be regarded with extra caution, particularly

participation rates because a utility's estimate. of the number of eligible customers is usually

based on guesswork, not objective data. This category, as well as the commercial new

construction category, has had limited success in achieving large savings as a percent of sales,

due to low participation rates and low savings per participant. In addition, the newness of the

programs and -the amount of utility outreach requi has contributed to the results. The

relatively high levelized utility costs for these programs is partly due to high start-up costse

C&I AlUlit and Installation Programs

Programs of this type generally started in 1990. The average gas savings per participant

highest of all six database categories at approximately 22,000 therms per year per

participant; however, the participation rates for programs this category are among the lowest

of the six categories~ These programs may ha.ve lower participation rates due to the paperwork

and customer time requireda e eligible customer base is usually large and generally includes

all C&I customers& addition, most of the programs in this category are relatively new and

customers are just becoming familiar with themo As with residential programs, C&I audit and

installation programs are more costly than the C&I equipment retrofit/replacement programs in

database~

C&I Equipment Retrofit/Replacement Programs

C I equipment retrofit/replacement programs are among the lowest cost programs

the tabase~ Among the commercial and industrial programs, these programs have the

n12Jrlest participation rates and savings as a percent of sales~ Although this category and the C&I

audit and installation category do not appear to differ considerably in terms of the types of

programs they contain (with the exception that the. latter offers audits), results from the analysis
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favor the equipment retrofit/replacement category$ This may reflect that the equipment

retrofit/replacement programs on average date to 1985, whereas the audit and installation

programs have generally only been offered for two years. The lack of an audit for the

equipment retrofit/replacement programs decreases the time and paperwork required and may

be more appealing to the customer and cheaper for the utility. However, the average savings

per participant value is not as high as the average value for the audit and installation category <I

Four of six equipment retrofit! lacement programs are offered by Pacific Gas & Electric as

part of its direct and customized rebate programs.

Commercial aM Industrial New Construction Programs

Like the residential new construction programs, the C&I new construction programs in

the database have, on average, been offered since 1990~ There are only four C&I new

construction programs in the database; therefore, results should be regarded with caution~ None

of the four commercial programs in this category had information on participation rates.. The

programs with the highest savings as a percent of sales in this category are less than the average

levels of the other two commercial categories ..

Notable Programs

Having summarized the overall results of this survey, we now review a few of the more

successful programs in the database, using the definitions of success as outlined above~ The

same caveats above, as lack of post-installation savings evaluation and the lack

estimates free rider share, apply to the "successfulU programs as discussed below..

Residential programs are listed followed by commercial and industrial programs..

1~ Gas' Domestic Hot Water Heater Program

A heating equipment retrofit/replacement program with noteworthy results is Boston Gas'
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Domestic Hot Water Heater program. The program provides, at no cost to the customer, low

flow showerheads, hot water heater wraps, six feet of pipe insulation, and a variety of other

water heating retrofit measures. This program began in 19913 In its first year, the hot water

heater program reached approximately seven percent of eligible customers, more than twice the

participation rate of the average program in the databaseo Gas savings as a percent of residential

gas sales for this program were 0.41 percent. _These results were achieved at a levelized utility

cost of only $0.75/DTh. This program served 34,000 customers in 1991. This high

participation, coupled with the utility's rough estimate that 20 percent of a participant'sdomestic

water heating consumption is saved through this program, led to high savings as a percent of

sales.

Part of the apparent success of this program may be due to the regulatory financial

incentive that Boston Gas receives for achieving DSM savings. Another reason for the

program's apparent success is the attempt by the utility to make the program user-friendly by

minimizing the time, paperwork, and financial requirements for the customer" Savings es~imates

are based on engineering analyses that may differ significantly from actual results~ An impact

evaluation is now underway and is expected to be completed by early- to mid-1993 (Greenblatt

1992)~

Wisconsin Large Multifamily Conservation Program

newest conservation program, Large Multifamily Conservation program,

Wisconsin Gas offers audits, recommendations, and financial incentives to owners of multifamily

buildings of or more units to encourage gas conservation" The program began in early

1990" After an energy survey by a utility field representative, if a building owner decides

to go with measure implementation, the utility will inspect the installation and train the

maultc~naJt1ce personnel about equipment operatione Energy savings from heating and distribution

~'u~jtt:"&1""r!"1l improvements are the focus of the programe

The program offers incentives for installation of outdoor resets and cutouts, vent
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dampers, low flow showerheads, remote sensing thermostats, main line air vents, and

weatherization measures. Incentives are also available for replacing boilers with high-efficiency

models and for boiler tune-ups. The program manager noted. that the most commonly installed

measures are boiler control measures (Derepkowski. 1992). Customers hire contractors to install

the measures. A percentage of the equipment and installation costs, between 20-50 percent

depending on the measure, are refunded to the participant upon project completion.

The program was initially marketed through direct contact with building owners and

building management agencies. However, in the past year the program has been marketed

through word-of-mouth by building owners and contractors and through brochures distributed

to customers by contractors and field representatives.. Equipment manufacturers offer seminars

for potential participants in the program when requested ..

In 1991, the program achieved a participation rate of five percent. Since the start of the

program, 13 percent of the eligible customer base has participatedl> Savings as a percent of

residential sales were Oe 16 percent in 1991, annual savings per participant were approximately

2,960 therms, and the levelized program cost to the utility was $3~ IS/DTh saved..

The program manager noted that initially, when the program was first offered, there was

a general lack awareness on the part of building owners who did not believe there were any

cost-effective gas conservation measures for their buildings~ However, over the past two years,

has spread among building owners about the potential energy savings available through

customers is now much less skeptical than it

was initially (Derepkowski 1992) ..

plans to modify the program to offer incentives for customers who install

'W"\~"'l>V~1nQJf.' of measureSe These incentives will be higher than the individual incentives for each

will hopefully capture a greater fraction of the available electricity savings within

a (Derepkowski 1992)0
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30 Wisconsin Gas' Residential Core Conservation Program

Wisconsin Gas has offered the Residential Core Conservation program to owners and

renters of one-ta-four unit family dwellings since 1989 It The core residential program offers

rebates and energy services that include free energy audits, an 800 number telephone information

line, and a dealer/contractor trade ally support.program. A wide range of incentives is offered,

including fixed rebates or a percentage of materials and installation costs for prescriptive

measures (efficient gas space and water heaters and insulation) and a percentage of fJIst year

savings for custom measures. This program has had few custom measure installations 0

Marketing strategies include mass media advertising, bill stuffers, trade ally cooperation, and

marketing at trade shows&

In 1991, the Core Residential Conservation program had a participation rate of four

percent, savings as a percent of residential sales of 04046 percent, savings per participant of

roughly 151 therms per year, and a levelized utility cost of $3 $ 74/DTh savedo The savings for

this program are the highest the audit and installation category and roughly four times greater

the average for the entire database.. According to the program administrator, the relative

high costs are related to the extensive marketing techniques used in the program and the large

number of insulation measures performedo The program administrator also noted that insulation

measures have tended to be more labor intensive, and thus more expensive, and have brought

less savings r installation than the heating measures 0 Program staff attribute the moderately

high participation and savings to the multi-faceted marketing approach that is usedo In addition,

it was free in space heating part of the Residential Conservation

program is relatively high (piessens 1992)

\A!1«·of"'l>r'%?"Il(.'l1n Public Service Commission (PSC) is facilitating a shift within Wisconsin

approach to incentives for individual conservation measures toward a

conservation measures in order to achieve greater savings at lower cost and with

hassle (!(aul 1992)'t In order to accomplish this shift, as well as address the fact that high

efficiency furnaces (90%+ AFUE) are now the norm in the Wisconsin marketplace, the PSC

ordered all utilities to discontinue, by 1993, "stand-alone" rebates for furnaces in the
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residential sectofo The PSC, as well as a number of utilities, believes that high-efficiency

furnaces are well enough established in the market that dealers can successfully promote energy

efficient models in the future without incentives (Kaul 1992).

Commercial- Programs

Ie Washington Gas' Commercial! Multifamily Water Heater Replacement Pilot Program

In 1988, Washington Gas was directed by the Washington, DeCe Public Utility

Commission to test opportunities for achieving significant gas savings over the next ten years

through gas DSM programs (Chapman 1992)0 Conservation goals were set for different

customer classes and end-usese In the multifamily and commercial sectors, these goals call for

reducing water heating energy use by 35 percent and 25 percent respectively relative to the

utility's base forecast for the year 20000 One of the DSM programs developed to assist the

utility meeting these goals is the Commercial! Multifamily Water Heater Replacement Pilot

Initiated early 1990, this pilot offers owners of multifamily and commercial buildings

.il.All.l!.·MJIlll.",Ai4A incentives for installing efficient water heaters $ Free energy audits are available to

customers.. The program focuses on equipment replacement at the time of equipment "bum

~ An incentive of $85 per 10,000 Btu input rating is offered for installing a gas water heater

a at least 80 percent4l Washington Gas performs impact evaluations

every year new participants~ Annual impact evaluations are also performed for existing

participants order to track persistence of savings"

start of the program, approximately one percent of the eligible buildings have

the program" 1991, the savings as a percent of commercial gas sales6 were

The program has cumulatively saved 0.96 percent of commercial sales. The

6 Commercial sales include multifamily sales$
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levelized cost to the utility was $3.. 34/DTh, making this program one of the more costly of the

"successful" programso However, it should be noted that, among the 16 successful programs,

this is the only pilot programG Washington Gas has recently proposed to the Commission that

the program be expanded to a full-scale program.

The program manager attributes the moderate success of the program largely to the

incentive, which generally covers the incremental costs of purchasing energy-efficiency water

heaters. In addition, the aggressive conservation goals of the utility and Commission have

enhanced the commitment of the utility towards achieving program savings (Chapman 1992)<t

In the future, Washington Gas plans to offer a DSM program which provides incentives

for the installation of joint water heater/space heater systems in commercial and multifamily

buildings (i.e. water heaters linked to heat exchangers off the main heating system)$ Utility staff

noted that greater savings at lower cost may be possible beyond what is being achieved through

offering separate DSM programs for the two end uses (Chapman 1992) ..

Wisconsin Natural Gas' Blueprint for Savings Program for C&I Heating

A commercial equipment retrofit/replacement program with relatively high values for

participation rate and gas saved as a percent of sales is Wisconsin Natural Gas' Blueprint for

Savings program C&I heating.. This is the only commercial/industrial program in the

database that offers incentives solely for space and water heating equipment upgrades.. The

__.olI._<llllt.Rl. offers an equal to percent of the materials and installation costs

replacement equipment.. Participants have the option of choosing an interest rate buy...

financing package place of rebate..

1991, this program had a participation rate of approximately three percent and gas

rcent sales of 1~ 1 percent, the highest percent savings of the "successful·'

The levelized utility cost was low, at $O,,53/DTh saved~ Based on data collected

the utility, the average annual savings per participant are estimated at 2,381 therms<t

CUJTI.UJ.an"e data were not available..
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The success of this program may be due to the fact that it has been around since 1986;

initially it started as a pilot program that was expanded to full-scale operation in 1989G This

program is part of a large Blueprint for Savings conservation package which has been widely

marketed to all customers for more than six years. The program requires relatively little

paperwork and time by utility staff, since the customer installs the equipment and receives a

rebate afterwards; this aids in keeping utility costs down.

Industrial Programs

10 Pacific Gas &, Electric's Industrial Direct Rebate Program

A notable program with a relatively high participation rate and gas savings as a percent

of sales is PG&E's industrial direct rebate program which has been offered since 1984.. The

direct rebate program offers industrial customers fixed incentives (e.. g9 a fixed dollar amount per

piece of equipment installed) for a wide variety of gas-conserving measures, including heat

recovery measures, setback thermostats, air compressor system retrofits, and insulation~ In 1991,

program served 16 percent of the eligible customer base. Savings were approximately O~50

percent of PG&E'g industrial retail gas sales and more than 11,000 therms per participant0

Although accurate data on PG E's direct and indirect costs for this program were unavailable,

a calculation indicates that these results are achieved at a very low cost to the utility 0

age of the program, and the utility's overall long....term experience with DSM,

__ JlI.~'IIlo.&A<lIoO'_IIlr_ to years experience have allowed the utility to refine the

program so that it operates smoothly and is marketed successfully 9 The program targets

industrial customers which consume a relatively large portion of the utility's gas sales 0 The

PG&E's industrial customers is relatively small; therefore marketing can be more

focused than programs that target a large number of customers. In a recent study

experience with DSM, industrial programs tend to be the most cost-effective

.Q~Dit."~'I'11""'lI"" DSM programs (Nadel 1990)~ The low apparent cost of this industrial program may

Ji.JIl.&lY·J8.VU","" that the same is true for gas utility DSM programs~
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DISCUSSION

Realistically, the present quality of the data from gas conselVation programs prohibit a

defInitive statement of which programs have been successful and which have not; however,

some trends are worth noting.

One clear trend from the database analysis is that commercial and industrial programs

appear to achieve greater savings as a percent of sector gas sales than residential programs, and

at less than half the cost.

More than half of the programs analyzed, and nearly all of the programs with high

participation rates and savings, have estimated levelized costs to the utility of less than

$2~50/ Th$ Approximately three-fourths of the programs analyzed have levelized utility costs

of less than $4.00/DTh$ This indicates that programs can be designed that will be cost-effective

to gas utilities (assuming long-run marginal gas costs are between $2.50 and $4 ..00/DTh) ..

However, it should be reiterated that due to the unavailability of customer cost data, our

estimates of levelized costs and cost-effectiveness are based on the utility perspective and not

the total resource perspectivee

Although audit and installation programs the database generally require more time and

Jl.Jltll'lL.iI'JltJll'&JW on the part utility than the equipment retrofit/replacement programs, the diversity

measures performed and the individual attention paid to each customer result in greater

savings as a sales per participant~ equipment retrofit/replacement programs

the database, on other hand, generally have high participation rates and low utility

program costs~ The sharp contrast levelized costs to the utility between the two program

categories is to the fact that the equipment retrofit/replacement programs require little

on the utility; often customers mail in their proof of purchase for efficient

n~lnnl2 e4JUrDment and receive a rebate» In addition, a few of the equipment retrofit/replacement

.....,~J1.~&A8.1oOlI' are collaborative efforts with either another utility or community-based organizations,

therefore costs are shared among more than one party $
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In order to achieve high participation and large savings in the long-term, a gas or

combination utility should be offering the best of both types of- programs. Equipment

replacement programs are critical because, as discussed in Chapters 2 and 4, some conservation

opportunities are only cost-effective when existing equipment must be replaced (for example,

it is often not cost-effective to install a new furnace on a retrofit basis). In addition, equipment

retrofit/replacement programs, with their high~participation rates and low cost, can be used to

interest customers in DSM. Audit and installation programs can be used as a follow-up to obtain

more in-depth savings.

The two new construction categories .present!y appear to be least ..successful II in attracting

participants and low-cost savings. This may be because new construction programs are generally

new and "immature" programs. To dare, marketing has required a significant amount of

outreach from the utility 4l Despite unimpressive program results to date, there is a large

untapped cost-effective gas savings potential in the new construction market and more experience

is needed to learn. how to tap it. In addition, the savings in the new construction market are

"lost op rtunity" resources; if conservation measures are not installed during construction, it

may be prohibitively expensive to retrofit them latere

There are a number of program design features that appear to be linked with the

successful programs the databaseo For example, many of the successful programs are user

friendly and require little time and paperwork, such as Boston Gas' Domestic Hot Water Heater

program and isconsin Na Gas' Blueprint for Savings programeo Moreover, the successful

marketing strategies, such as use of trade associations and

allies the case Wisconsin Gas' Large Multifamily Conservation Program.. Also, some of

the more successful programs offer customers a diversity in types of incentives, such as with

Wisconsin Natural Gas' Blueprint for Savings program and Wisconsin Gas' Residential Core

programe A choice 'of incentives can widen the range of c'ustomers who find a

_JIOm.&'l!.<l~&1t appealingo

conclusion, preliminary data indicate that utility gas DSM programs can be cost

to utility compared to marginal gas supply costs, and thus a yiable resource for gas
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utilities 9 Furthermore, data indicate that the average gas DSM program has lower participation

rates and savings than the average electric DSM program, and the results of the best gas DSM

programs are less than the best electric programs (Nadel 1990)~ This indicates that there may

be ways that even the more successful gas DSM programs can be improved, which is not

surprising given the much more extensive level of activity with electric DSMe These

conclusions, however, should be confirmed -- or modified - when better data on actual program

impacts become availableo Obtaining such data should be given high priority by gas utilities and

regulators 0
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Chapter 7

ELECTRIC..TO-GAS FUEL SUBSTITUTION POLICIES AND PROGRAMS:
EXPERIENCE TO DATE

INTRODUCTION

In the ongoing process of developing electric utility IRP and DSM methodologies, fuel

switching from electricity to other fuels as an electric demand-side resource has become a topic

of hot debateo _While there are clear societal and ratepayer benefits associated with certain gas

substitution activities as discussed in Chapters 3 and 5, few regulators have officially mandated

fuel swit~hing as a necessary component in IRP processes, due primarily to concerns about the

role of regulators in influencing customer choice and inter-fuel competition (see, for example,

Kaul 1992 and McDonald 1992)0 Still, some states have openly addressed the fuel-switching

issue, and a number" of electric-to-gas conversion programs are offered by utilities ..

Although fuel-switching issues have received considerable attention, limited information

available about actual experience with fuel-switching policies· and programs.. This chapter

brings together information on the current status of fuel switching in the most active states and

provinces and the results of a survey of electric-to-gas fuel conversion programs offered by

utilities.. Fuel switching from electricity to other fuels, such as propan.e or oil, is not addressed

Moreover, while this discussion focuses on electricity-to-gas conversions, there

are op to fossil fuels to electricity, primarily in the

AAJl""'Me.JI""'Ia.JLUI.A sector (Resource Dynamics 1986).. However, an analysis of such opportunities is

beyond scope of this study $

INTERFUEL SUBSTITUTION POLICY

are numerous end-uses that can be powered by either gas or electricity, including

space heating and cooling, water heating, cooking and clothes drying~ As shown in Chapters

3 and 5, extensive opportunities exist for cost-effective fuel switching 1& Considerable debate
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remains as to whether regulators should require utilities to consider fuel switching as a potential

resource when developing integrated resource plans. Depending on one's perspective, incentives

to customers to fuel-switch can be seen as a promotional practice on the part of a gas utility

designed to increase sales or a genuine technique for providing least-eost energy services. Many

unresolved issues were brought up during interviews conducted for this report with regulators

and gas and electric utilities from across the country 0 These include:

* Do regulators have the authority to influence customer fuel choice and inter....fuel

competition?;

* Should electric to gas fuel switching be considered an electric demand-side

resource?;

$: Which energy source is most cost-effective and efficient for specific end uses (the

answer will vary depending on the region of the country and the specific

application under consideration)?; and

$: Who should pay for fuel switching, the electric or gas utility, or both?

Regulatory staff noted during intelViews that dual-fuel and gas-only utilities are more

supportive of switching than electric-only utilities .. It also became clear through interviews

the most aggressive fuel-switching programs are generally in states with the most

regulatory framework for electric and gas integrated least-cost planning ..

Review of Interfuel-Substitution Policies in the Most Active States and Provinces

British Columbia Hydro (Be Hydro), a provincial electric utility in Canada, offers a

nl1'&'''nt''!&.4::ltt"1''' of electric-to-gas water heater conversion programse According to the manager of these

programs, the gas conversion programs are the lowest cost DSM programs at Be Hydro, which
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was up until a few years ago a dual-fuel utility (Bachard 1992)0 Since the local gas companies

were recently part of Be Hydro, there is still generally a good rapport among the gas and

electric utilities .. Be Hydro has collaborated with two local gas utilities on the programs~ The

gas utilities pay for administering and delivering the gas substitution programs while Be Hydro

pays customer incentives (see Table 1 and Appendix D for more information on these programs).

This collaboration is a central reason for the success of.the fuel-switching programs (Bachard

1992, Jung 1992). Despite the program success, utility staff- noted that there is no official

corporate policy stance at Be Hydro regarding fuel switching (Bachard 1992)$

California

In order to address questions regarding cost-benefit methodologies for fuel switching, the

California Public Utility Commission (PUC) has recently reached decisions on fuel-substitution

policy guidance and .fuel switching in the new construction markete In November 1992, the

PUC adopted a "three-pronged" test for determining the cost-effectiveness of a fuel-substitution

program~ The three elements of the test include the "Source Btu" test (the program must not

increase source Btu consumption), the Total Resource Cost test, and an environmental test which

independent of economic considerations (the program must not adversely impact air quality,

ba on PUC-defmed air emissions values)e Prior to this ruling, the PUC had assessed the

cost-effectiveness of fuel-substitution programs on a case-by-case basis, and the new guidance

intended to streamline and standardize the process<a Whereas the PUC has ruled that retrofit

fuel-substitution programs must be kept separate from DSM programs and must be subject to

the test, PUC has recently agreed to allow utilities to include

new fuel-substitution programs in their package of energy-efficiency programs..

This decision was made mainly keep utility fuel-switching programs aligned with the treatment

California building standards (Schultz 1992)*

'1n1F'4:Ill(.'l.Qt"lt- time, there are few gas substitution programs offered by utilities in

These programs are offered by either dual-fuel utilities as conservation activities or

by gas utilities as conservation or marketing when high-efficiency gas equipment is eligible for
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Florida

The Florida Public Service Commission (PSC) has no official stance on whether fuel

switching is an electric demand-side resource; however, there is a strong push to encourage cost

effectiveelectricity-to-gas fuel switching (McCormick 1992). In 1987, the PSC proposed a rule

that would require electric utilities to address electric-to-gas substitution in their conservation

plans. The electric utilities responded by stating that they would sue the PSC if required to

consider fuel switching. As a result, the issue has been put aside and is only addressed in

relation to gas-substitution pr rams offered by the state's gas utilities 0 People's Gas, for

example, has a series of gas substitution programs which the PSC has encouraged them to offer

since the early 1980sQ Regulatory staff thought that the strong negative response of electric

utilities was surprising, considering that electric utilities have over six million customers and the

customer growth rate is almost four percent per year whereas the customer base for gas utilities

Florida totals roughly 300,000 and is growing between one and two percent per year

(McCormick 1992)9

Hearings are presently being held on revised conservation goals for electric utilities 0

Decisions based on the hearings will be made in early 1993$ The conseIVation goals are not

expected to focus specifically on fuel switching due to the contentious nature of the subject;

staff no that the language will attempt to encourage fuel switching (McCormick

1992)$

Maine

to a recent change rate design for electric utilities in Maine, which led to

mcrea,setJl residential rates, there has been a significant increase in naturally-occurring electric-to

switching Mainee In 1991, a fuel-switching decision resulted in an initial resolution

Maine PUC that utilities should help low-income customers switch from electricity to

fuelsG Outstanding issues include who should pay for fuel switching (electric or gas

utilities) and whether or not fuel switching is an electric DSM resourcee In the hope of moving
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the debate forward, the Maine legislature passed a bill in mid-1992 recommending that the PUC

speed up the process.

In response to the legislature's bill, a number of parties -- including the Commission's

advocacy staff, third-party affiliates, gas utilities, but excluding electric utilities -- responded by

designing and proposing to the Commissioners a pilot low-income fuel substitution program.

The state housing authority and community action programs would administer and implement

the proposed program, since these parties have already worked closely with low-income

residents. Funding for the program is proposed to come from the electric utilities. The

Commission's advisory staff and examiners endorsed the program.. However, in October 1992,

the Commissioners rejected the program., Staff attributed the Commissioner's rejection largely

to concerns about the costs of the program; the budget for the proposed one-year pilot program

is approximately $3$5 milliong Recent rate increases have led the Commission to act

conservatively when· considering any action that may lead to additional increases (Bergeron

1992)0

In December 1992, Central Maine Power (eMP), the largest investor-owned utility

Maine, was ordered by the Commission to study the cost-effectiveness of fuel switching based

on existing data on naturally-occurring fuel substitution& CMP is to submit their research report

by mid-1993, at which point the Commission will begin fuel-switching litigation (B& Hamilton

1993)~

In 1991, ston Gas intervened Massachusetts Electric's (MECo's) pre-approval

electric company's conservation ·programso According to Boston Gas, fuel

t"'1I.'y1j;t'.f"'h-enft is a cost-effective demand-side resource that electric utilities ignore when designing

r-Jf""1ll1r',e:-,a;1I''''i.llf''Jlf'"'linn programs 0 Boston Gas performed studies which concluded that fuel switching is

cost-effective for the following end-uses: air conditioning, water heating, and space heating 0

.&'l'..llB..dlb.o'I__ maintains that fuel switching at these end-uses is often not cost-effective and that electric

customers should not have to subsidize gas utility marketing programs (Hicks 1993)$ The
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electric utility noted that they are waiting for the case to be addressed by the Massachusetts

Department of Public Utilities (DPU).

Regulators still have not set a date for hearings on the MECo case. According to the

DPU, the case will probably be split into two separate stages. The first stage may address the

costs and benefits of fuel switching at variolls-end-uses, and the second stage may address the

allocation of the costs associated with fuel switching. Commission staff noted that the gas

substitution debate will probably not be resolved in the near future, as other issues are receiving

higher priority (Latham 1992)0

Most gas, electric, and oil companies in Massachusetts have become involved in the fuel

switching debate, and the situation, according to the DPU, is stic (Latham 1992). The Oil

Heating Council has intervened with the argument that gas companies will have an unfair

advantage if allowed to use conservation. funds for marketing purposes; the gas utilities would

essentially receive cost recovery for marketing~ Staff at the DPU noted that even joint electric

and gas utilities Massachusetts are not supportive of fuel switching~ For example, the gas and

electric portions of Commonwealth Energy sometimes act as competing entities$ As a result,

there little agreement within the company on how to approach fuel switching (Latham 1992)e

Nevada

In 1991, Southwest Gas, Nevada's largest local distribution company, was instructed by

Nevada to the DSM portion of its 1990 Resource Plan due to the inadequacy of

Plan's conservation programse According to Southwest Gas and other sources, during the

preparation of the 1991 re-filing, the gas utility received encouragement from the Commission

to include programs (Kolberg 1992, zanoni 1993)~ The majority of the programs

Southwest Gas' 1991 re-filing of its 1990 Plan were electric-to-gas fuel-substitution

According to the C and utility staff, there was some disagreement among

members as to how to address fuel switching; some members felt it was

inappropriate to discuss fuel switching within a gas utility's least-cost plan (p$ Hamilton 1992;

Kolberg 1992; zanoni 1993)0 The PSC decided, after Southwest Gas' re-filing was submitted,
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that fuel switching should not be addressed as part of the gas utility's demand-side resource

acquisition plane Southwest Gas was ordered by the Commission to remove the fuel-switching

programs from its re-filing..

In addition, the Commission ordered the largest electric and gas utilities, Nevada Power

and Southwest Gas, to work together toward energy efficiency 4) According to the Commission,

this order stemmed from concerns for the rapid growth of new housing which was growing at

five to eight percent per year (pI> Hamilton 1992). The Commission held a workshop to

encourage free dialogue among the parties with the hope of working out problems which might

arise as a result of cooperative efforts. Among the issues that the utilities were instructed to

address was fuel switchingo Both utilities gave similar responses to the issue of fuel-switching

in comments they prepared on the Commission's order: (1) the utilities noted that there is little

precedent to go by in the fuel-switching arena, particularly with joint electric and gas utility

cooperation; (2) many sticky issues still remain, such as who pays and the cost-effectiveness of

fuel switching at various end-uses; and (3) the utilities would prefer to wait until more

experience has been gained in other regions of the country&

November 1992, the two utilities filed amendments to their Resource Plans based on

coo rative effort41 Five joint Southwest Gas/Nevada Power "fuel-neutral" programs

(programs designed not to influence a ratepayer's choice of fuel) were proposed.. Staff at the

Commission noted they were disappointed that the two utilities had not addressed fuel choice in

proposed new construction programs (McRae 1992)" The Regulatory Operations Staff at the

COlmrrllSSlon is now analyzing filings.. Commission expects to set these two dockets for

spring of 1993..

New Jersey

1992, new electric and gas LCPs were submitted to the New Jersey Board of

p.O'lI·'ftI~tlnnl Commissioners which reflect the Board's recent approval of regulatory incentives

utilities to pursue conservatiofi& Plans submitted by. one electric utility and one dual-fuel

have been approved; approval of other plans will be considered by the Board in early
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1993. As part of the final settlement on the two approved plans, the utilities have agreed to

participate over the next two years in an evaluation of the lifecycle costs of different gas and

electric HVAC systems, including gas air conditioning.

The Commission presently takes the stance that DSM rebates should not promote the use

of one fuel over another 0 However, Commission staff noted that the results of the study

described above may help the Commission redefine their position toward fuel switching for

certain end-uses (Mosser 1992).

New York

In 1988, the New York PSC recommended that utilities, in preparing a package of

electric DSM programs, consider many different types of programs, including electric-to-gas

fuel-substitution programse At that time, one DSM program which the PSC required all utilities

to offer was an HVAC program 0 The Commission gave suggestions on possible types of HVAC

programs, and among these suggestions was gas air conditioninge Six of the seven combination

utilities New York (there are no electric-only utilities in New York) submitted plans which

included gas substitution programs, and the majority of these proposals were for gas air

conditioning *

According to Commission staff, the gas substitution programs have been implemented

with varying degrees of success over the past four years (Gallagher 1992).. Some of the

cornOlnatlon YILJL.li.JIl."'-L'tl"'.:J) have awa.y" from fuel switching, generally due to equity concerns;

electric side of the does not believe it should have to pay for the total costs of the gas

.,;;tU1L.'\JI\.All.U~I!.'lU'Aa pro rams~ the case of gas and combination utilities with overlapping service

have been problems with gas and electric utilities offering rebates for the same

,j!.311l.'<9lo''Qoo1I,1.B'~B>A.~'lI ~A.lUl.""""JII.&1.1l~.....eoJIl allowing customers to receive rebates totaling more than the material and

of the measure0 Until the recent past, little coordination has occurred between

gas and electric utilities, according to Commission staff (Gallagher 1992)~ In December

1992, ommission endorsed a recommendation that electric and gas utilities, whether within.

one company or between two companies with overlapping seIVice territories, need to coordinate
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fuel-switching programs. The Commission recommended that the .utilities should jointly

negotiate cost-sharing agreements (Gallagher 1992). One example of improved coordination is

the recent attempt by Consolidated Edison and Brooklyn Union Gas, two utilities with

overlapping service territories, to link their separate gas air conditioning programs.

Ontario

The provincial legislature in Ontario recently amended the regional Power Corporation

Act to allow local electric utilities to promote fuel switching" Before amending this key

legislation, fuel switching by electric utilities was not allowed. According to the Ontario

Ministry of Energy ~ it was expected that when this permission was granted, Ontario Hydro, the

provincial electric generatil1:g utility, would be eager to promote fuel switching. However, due

to Ontario Hydro's current financial problems and capacity surplus, and because market

conditions apparently promote gas substitution, Ontario Hydro is not yet encouraging fuel

switching (O'Dell 1992)& Whereas a few years ago OntaIio Hydro was projecting that utility

induced electric-ta-gas fuel substitution would reduce the utility's load requirements by 1,275

¥W by the year 2000, this past year the utility projects that utility-induced fuel switching will

reduce load requirements by only 237 MW by the year 2000e The large decrease in the

projected fuel-switching potential is due to the large increase naturally-occurring fuel

switching which occurred in the last few years (and which is expected to continue to occur)

A~GJI"J!.""UJl~ from the expanding gap between electricity and gas costs to customerSe Ontario

ydro's Darlington Nuclear er Plant recently began operation, and costs associated with

operating the are now being reflected customer rates (Katsuras 1992)& One

utility staffmember roughly estimated that rates will increase 20% due to the costs of the nuclear

plant (zakaib 1993)~

Jb.lll.IlI.J!..\II.'I!J'"IIIii.. &I.& Ontario Hydro isn't eager to offer financial incentives to customers to fuel

...... ".,. ...........,..... & ~'It!sf"lloo"~Jl,.'llId!.&ill.&~ to utility staff several small efforts are addressing the issue~ The utility is

jfJ'.&._lil#~.11.4&1IO... studies on the cost-effectiveness of switching various end-uses to gase Results will be

early- to mid-1993 and incorporated into the informational component of their Home

Savers program (Katsuras 1992)e The component allows utilities who purchase Ontario
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Hydro's power to include fuel-switching options in their home energy audit recommendations..

In addition, Ontario Hydro will offer financial incentives for switching from electricity to gas

in the commercial and industrial new construction market under very limited conditions.

Oregon

There is no mandate or state policy which favors gas substitution in Oregon9 However,

according to staff at the Oregon Department of Energy (ODOE), a question continuously asked

in the Northwest is why electric utilities ar~ investing in gas-fired power plants when they could

invest in replacing residential electric space and water heating with more economical and

resource-efficient gas water and space heating (Stephens 1992)01 A collaborative process initiated

1990, including the Oregon Public Utility Commission (PUC), ODOE, the electric utilities,

and the gas local distribution companies (LDCs), studied using gas for residential water and

space heating~ A preliminary analysis completed in 1991 indicated that there is a large cost

effective potential for fuel switching at these end-uses 0 The technical potential for residential

water and space heating gas-substitution Oregon, areas where gas service will be available

next 20 years, has been estimated at approximately 400 MWe The cost-effective

residential water and space heating fuel-switching potential has been estimated at 275 MW

(Stephens 1992)0

sed on analysis, Oregon PUC formally reaffirmed its

consider proposals from gas and electric utilities for fuel-switching programs,

programs are cost-effective9 The Commission recommended that the parties

involved the collaborative process jointly agree on methods for estimating the costs and

savings associated with different fuel-switching program optionso Staffat the Commission noted

fuel-substitution and electric utility DSM programs are addressed separately

the Commission-approved approach for evaluating fuel switching programs is

erent than the approach for DSM programs (Jasso 1992)0

Commission staff also noted that there is presently a high level of naturally-occurring fuel

the region, and some gas utilities are concerned that a large number of free-riders
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will participate if they offer financial incentives to customers to switch from electricity to gas

(Jasso 1992)$

Utility response to fuel switching has varied. In their draft least-eost plan, Pacific Power

& Light dismissed fuel switching as an insignificant resource. The fuel-switching issue has

evolved further for Portland General Electric (POE), which recently decided to close their 400

MW+ Trojan Nuclear Power' Plant by 1996~ POE must replace the lost load with other

resources and has begun to seriously consider fuel switching as a resourcelP A possible

collaboration between Northwest Natural Gas and POE to offer a joint electric-to-gas water

heating conversion program has failed to g~t off the ground, reportedly due to conflicting goals

of the two utilities; PGE is only interested in giving up their space heating load, whereas

Northwest Natural Gas is only interested in obtaining more water heating load (Stephens 1992).

1991, the capacity-eonstrained Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) began

preparation of a. technical analysis on the potential for fuel switching as well as a fuel-switching

policy on how to work with the public utilities to whom they sell power 0 The preliminary

'Ill"'£.'Jt.€"l11'i1It'l'I indicated that there is at least 200 MW of cost-effective fuel-switching potential in BPA's

entire service area and roughly 70 MW of cost-effective potential in BPA's Oregon sexvice area

(Stephens 1992)0 Due to strong concerns of their public utility customers about BPA's

fuel-switching issues, the technical analysis and policy study were stopped before

completion~

.n~·~('Vllt"'\n to work on switching was criticized by the U&S. Office

Management and Budget (OMB), U~S~ Representative Ron Wyden of Oregon, and DOE$ In

response, BPA recently proposed a fuel-switching strategy that, among other things, allocates

pilot programs which promote active fuel switching (Stephens 1992). In addition,

"''''-''' ......o..ol. ... ""...,............ Power Planning Council (NWPPC) recently formed a task force to re-examine

n~("I_'IIl"'~m~t't::la.l"'li JI.~a.:.JU~lOJ,," such as gas pricing, gas-fired generation, and fuel switching" The first

k force was held in December 1992 and included representatives from utilities,

ODOE, and other parties. Based on the outcome of the task force, the NWPPC will

re.u:~se an issue paper summarizing the results of a re-evaluation of BPA's basic power planning
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assumptions0

Vermont

The Vermont Public Service Board (PSB) is one of the few commissions that openly

refers to electric-ta-gas fuel substitution as an electric utility demand-side resource. According

to both the Board and the Vermont Department of Public Service (the ratepayer's advocate),

there is a large cost-effective fuel-switching potential in Vermont (parker 1992, Weston 1992)~

An estimate of the size of this potential is not availableo

In April 1990, the PSB ordered electric utilities to pursue all cost-effective demand-side

resources, including fuel switching, when developing least cost plans.. At this time, some of the

utilities, the Department of Public Service (DPS), and intervenors either had already entered into

or began an extensive collaborative process to design comprehensive DSM programse

Negotiations with some of the electric utilities resulted in comprehensive energy

efficiency packages~ However, negotiations with the investor-owned utilities (lOUs) reached a

stalemate over the fuel-switching issue@ The 10Us in Vermont stated that the PSB did not have

the authority to mandate fuel switching* The Board took nine months to respond, and in March

PSB rejected the argument and stated it did have the authority to direct a provider of

essential services to employ state-of-the-art technology and practices necessary to deliver

adequate service to its customers at the lowest possible cost~ All Vermont utilities were ordered

to cost-effectiveness fuel switching and to incorporate cost-effective

substitution DSM programs~

_A<Il!a&.t~_&&'ll- Public Service (CVPS) performed their fuel-switching analysis outside

Their analysis concluded that the cost-effectiveness of fuel switching needs

to on a case-by-case. basis, and that there is no end-use for which fuel switching is

untlaterally cost-effective (Gamble and Weedall1992)~ In July 1991, CVPS, the DPS, and other

reached a compromise agreement on a fuel-switching program for CVPS which did

include financial incentives.. As of January 1992, CVPS has offered the following fuel-
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switching services to residential customers: (1) free energy audits to customers for whom fuel

switching may be cost-effective; (2) information on fuel-switching options and the costs and

savings associated with these options; and (3) assistance in obtaining non-utility fmancing for

fuel-switching measures (Gamble and Weedall1992, Weston 1992). By early 1993, CVPS will

report to the PSB on the progress of their fuel-switching effort.

Vermont Gas Systems, Vermont's local distribution company, was ordered by the PSB

in 1991 to coordinate fuel switching with the electric utilities and participate in cost-sharing~

A collaborative has been formed as a result.

The regulatory context in Vermont has allowed utilities to choose from a relatively wide

variety of fuel-substitution programs. As a result, a number of different program designs have

emerged4P The majority of the programs offer customers detailed on-site technical and financial

analyses of their fuel....switching options and assistance in obtaining market-rate financing from

third parties0 In addition, a number of municipal utilities in Vermont offer financial incentives

customers to encourage fuel substitutioo&. By early 1992, programs offered by municipal

utilities had seen participation rates of up to 44 % of electric space heating customers and load

reductions of up to 11 % of winter peak load for the entire utility (Hamilton, et al~ 1992)9

Only one utility service territory in Vermont (Burlington Electric Department) has

significant access to natural gasQ Although there are a number of interesting fuel-substitution

programs, they generally switch customers from electric to oil or propane heatoo As a result,

'-_Jilo4.l111.&~.p..Iilo"".::IOA Electric Department's (BED) programs are highlighted in this chaptere Under

a grant from the Department of Energy, BED offered a fuel-switching pilot in 1990. Due

to the success of the pilot, BED began offering a full-scale space and water heating conversion

These programs are discussed later in this chapter..

Washington

The Washington Utilities and Transportation Commission has not formally stated that
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electric-to-gas fuel switching should be seen as an electric DSM resource. However, in 1991,

the Commission approved a residential fuel-switching pilot program as part of Washington Water

Power's (WWP) 1991 electric least-eost plan. WWP, a combination utility, paid financial

incentives to eligible customers who converted from electric to gas space and water heating.

Due to the success of the pilot in recruiting participants and acquiring savings, WWP has begun

a full-scale version of the fuel-switching program (the pilot is described in- greater detail'later

in this chapter).o

The Snohomish County Public Utility District (POO) joined Washington Natural Gas· in

offering a water heating fuel-switching pilot program in early 1991 which was highly successful

in acquiring cost-effective savings and participation, according to the utilities. The program

attracted three times as many customers as a similar program previously offered by Washington

Natural Gas (this program will be discussed in greater detail later in this chapter)~ There is no

full-scale version of this program proposed to date~

The Washington State Energy Office (WSEO) has estimated that the technical and cost

effective fuel-switching potentials in the state of Washington are approximately 900-1000 MW

and 400-600 MW, respectively" The cost-effective potential is net of naturally-occurring fuel

substitution (Byers 1992)~ WSEO recently obtained a grant from DOE through Oak Ridge

National Laboratory to manage a cooperative least-cost plan between the largest electric and gas

1lo&.If.,JIi.JU&.1o-&.'lli#";' in ashington State, Puget Power and Washington Natural Gas.. The plan will focus

on all cost-effective actions, including cost-effective fuel substitution, that can reduce the costs

energy services utilities' overlapping service territory$ The joint plan will be prepared

over next months (Byers 1992)~

Seattle City Light, a large electric utility, is presently considering offering a joint

ashington Natural Gas to switch electric water heating customers to gas; this

be eligible for a portion of the $3 million which BPA is offering for fuel

Jlilr~a.BUUa.~ activities (Byers 1992)*
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Wisconsin

The Wisconsin Public Service Commission (PSC) sees interfuel substitution "to be a cost

effective demand-side option" (Wisconsin PSC 1992). Due to' concerns regarding customer

choice and market impacts of mandating fuel-switching programs, however, the PSC does not

require utilities to offer fuel substitution programs. Nevertheless, in the latest Advanced Plan

Order released by the Commission, five points address fuel-switching issues. First, utilities are

required to consider fuel switching as a demand-side option in preparing their Advanced Plans~

Second, utilities must provide complete information to customers on their fuel-switching options.

Third, the state's largest electric and gas utilities -- Wisconsin Gas and Wisconsin Electric Power

Company -- are required to make an effort to embark on a joint gas substitution pilot program.

Fourth, electric DSM incentives cannot exceed gas DSM incentives for the same end-use, if gas

is available to the customer" Finally, the order requires that utilities study the cost-effectiveness

and feasibility of using new heat pump technologies, the majority of which are gas technologies

(Kaul 1992)~

Northern States Power Company - Wisconsin (NSPW), a dual-fuel utility, completed a

gas fuel-switching technical.assessment 19890 The motivation to perform the analysis was

primarily two-fold: (I) the electric side of the utility is summer peaking and the gas portion of

utility is winter peaking; (2) in areas where gas lines have been laid out, only 50 to 60

reent of the customers use gas" The assessment identified, among other things, the customer

segments for whom natural gas is the best e10 An integrated electric/natural gas computer

and database were developed and various demand-side technologies were evaluated.. In

1992, as a result the assessment NSPW offered financial incentives on a case-by-case basis

to commercial industrial customers who switched certain end-uses to gas.. The end-uses

most commonly switched are air conditioning and water heating.. Although fuel switching is

residential sector, incentives have not been offered since fuel switching is

~d"l'11'f"'!1P""lInn due to forces in the marketplace, according to the utility (Reck 1993) ..
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INTERFUEL SUBSTITUTION PROGRAMS

A survey was conducted and a database compiled on the achievements-to-date of electric

to-gas substitution programs. This database on fuel-switching programs was developed primarily

to understand what is happening across the country with respect to utility electricity-to-gas

substitution programs, the savings and participation achieved by existing programs, and the traits

that may characterize successful programs.

MethOdQlogy

Telephone interviews were conducted with program managers at more than 40 utilities

that had been noted through literature or word-of-mouth as offering fuel-substitution programs<o

As a result of interviews, it became clear that many fuel.-switching programs offer incentives for

customers to switch from electricity, propane, or oil to natural gas; data from these programs

rarely distinguished which fuel a customer had replaced with gas& Ultimately, data were

obtained from 28 programs offered by 19 utilities~

Data requested from the sponsoring utilities included the number of program participants,

eligible customers, electricity savings, added gas load due to the program, direct and indirect

program expenditures, and 1990 gas sales by customer class for combination and gas utilities..

Data on 1989 electricity sales by customer class for combination and electric utilities were

obtained from annual documents published by the U~S~ Department ofEnergy (DOE/EIA 1991b;

DOElEIA 1991c)~ Utilities were asked to adjust the number of eligible customers to equal the

portion of the targeted customer base currently 'using electricity at the end-use to be switched,

and to exclude customers who are currently using oil or propane at the end-use in question.

Both cumulative (since the start of the program) and annual (for the most recent year) data were

utilitiese A program's performance over the long-term is best reflected throug·h

AJIl4&·VA'&j~lIi~IL'.IIll."lbJ'lIil! collected since the start of the program <9 However, since cumulative data were

available, the analysis focused on annual data..

to analyze the data collected from utilities, several indices were calculated..
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Annual participation rates (number of participants divided by the number of eligible customers)

and annual electricity savings as a percent of the utility's electricity sales to the relevant

customer class were used as the primary indices of program success (for example, residential

electricity savings as a percent of residential electricity sales for a program). Linked with these

two ..indices is the levelized utility cost ($ per kWh saved), based on an ··assumed five percent

discount rate and a measure lifetime of twenty years. Although it would have been desirable

to look at all costs on the electric side and the gas side, including customer payments and monies

spent by both gas and electric utilities, generally the only program costs available were those

directly spent by the sponsoring utility on direct incentive payments and administrative costs.

Using these indices as a basis for analysis, we have defined a program with a high

participation rate and large savings as a percent of sales at a low levelized utility cost as

successful4& In addition to the preceding indices, we also calculated annual electricity savings per

participant and annual utility gas load added as a percent of the utility's gas sales to the relevant

customer class for combination and gas utilities~ Table 7-1 presents an ovexview of the

dabase~ Appendix D includes a program description and complete compilation of data for each

program in the database; a few additional programs are included in the appendix but not in the

database due to lack of sufficient data~

Database Highlights

There are eight gas utilities, eight combination electric/gas utilities, and three electric

1lO.aI>lWUUI~!IIoA.~ represented in the databaseQ New Yark, Massachusetts, and Wisconsin utilities are each

responsible for roughly one-fifth of the programs in the fuel-switching database. The programs

are equally split between residential programs and commercial/industrial programs4 Of the 28

roughly half are offered by gas utilities, one-third by combination electric/gas

Y'lIooAA.!lI.llooJlL"""'o,JIt and only a few are offered by electric utilities.. Five of the programs are pilots; the

renlaInlOer are full-scalee One pilot program is a joint effort between an electric utility and a gas

utilitye
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Table 1-1. Database of Utility Electric-to-Gas fuel Substi.tution Programse

Gas,
elec. ,
or
conOo
utll'" Program
tty code * Utility

A. Conmerciel end Industrial Programs

Program

ArnJal
Annua t ClmJ l ~ e l ec .. Annul t CU'IIJ l f> Annua t

Annual eleco etec. saved therms therms level e

pert i-savings savings per 8dded added I zed Pi lot
Program cipa- IS X 8S X partt- 8S l of 8. X of utility or

Start End Data Dltes: tion of GYh of GYh clpant thenm therm costs full~

Date Date Start End rate sales sales (MYh) sales sales ($/kWh) scale

I. Residential Programs

g8S
888
gas
elec
conOo
cOftDo
combo
liS
combo
sa.
cambo
cOftDo
g••
gas

"VAC
GNRl
HVAC
"VAC
HVAC
HVAt
GNRl
GNll
KVAC
HVAC
HVAC
HVAC
HVAC
HVAC

leystate G88 Co" High-efficiency Heating Converston
Boston Gas Co. COlenerationRebate Progr_
Boston Ges Co. Ga. Air-Conditioning Program
British Columbia H~ro Power smart: Water Heater Converston
tonsol idatedEdfson G•• Air ConcUtfoning Progr..
long Island lighting Co.- Dolter, I Sense: G•• All" Conditioning
Madison Ga. " Electric Electrlc-to-Gas Fuel Switch
Nat lonal fuel Coanercfel lui tding Energy Management
Oral'lge I, Rock Iend Non-Electric Coot ins Progr_
Peoples Ga. Systems Gal Space Conditioning At low.nee
Public Service EIG C&IGas All" Conditioning Proor_
San Diego GlE Gal Ai rCondlt i oning
Wisconsin Naturel G81 Ga. Air Conditioning PrOlram
Wisconsin Naturel Gas Gas Spece &Water Heating

1990 ~ 12/90 11/91
1985 ~ 6/91 5/92
1988 • 1/91 12/91
1990 3191 4/91 3/92
1988 ~ 1/91 12/91
1986 • 10/90 9191
1988 .. 1/9112/91
1991 • 1/91 12/91
1989 .. 1/9012190
1990 6 10/90 9/91
1989 12/92 119112/91
n/8 • 3/90 2/91

1989 .. 1/90 1/91
1989 e 1/90 12/90

003%
0.011

0.003%
0/.

0.0041
0.021
n/e
0.1%

0.02%
nil
0.11
1.3%

0,,005%
00041

n/.
n/e
n/.

O.04X
0 .. 02%
0.041
0.04%
n/.
n/a
n/a

0.. 01%
0.23%
n/e
niB

n/e
n/m
n/a

0.04%
0.04%
n/e
n/a
n/s
n/e
n/e

0 .. 021
n/e
n/a
nJa

n/I
180
n
44

260
206
nl.
67

n/e
2333
850

2061
n/.
n/e

0.. 02%
0,,02%
0.06%
n/I

0020%
n/e

0.. 68%
0.. 003%
0.491
0.. 16%
0.06%
1.. 40X
0.02%
0.. 02%

0.02%
0.60%
0.10%
n/e

0.531
n/a
n/a

0 .. 003%
n/e

0.26%
0.12%
n/.

0.04%
0.05%

n/e
0.003
0,,012
0 .. 001
0.. 059

nle
0.022
0.. 001
0.001

0.0003
00013
0,,003

n/_
n/.

Full
Full
full

Pi lot
ful t
full
Ful l
Full
Full
Full
Full
full
fui t
Full

00
~

§

t'

gas HVAC
elec HVAt
elec HVAt
elec HVAt
combo HVAt
9as GNRl
gas GNRl
combo HVAC
combo GNRl
gas GNRl
elec .. HVAt

gas
combo HVAC
cOftDo HVAt
98S HVAC

leystate Gas Co. High-efficiency Heating Converston
British ColUlilfa Hydro Power Smart: Water Heater Conversion
Burlington Electric Dept Heat Exchange
Burlington Electric Dept Pi lot Fue.t Substi tutton Program
Madison Gas &Electric Water Heating Fuel Switch
National fuel Appliance Conversion Program
National fuel EeB - Zero-Interest loan
Northern States Power-14M Furnace I, Water Heating Conversion
Pacific Gas" Electric Natural Gas Homes
Peoples Gas Systems Residential Home Builder
Snohomish County P\.I)" Yater Heater Fuel-Switching Program

Washington Natural Gas
~ashington ~ater Power Switch Saver (loan only)
Washington Water Power Switch Saver (shared savings)
~isconsin Fuel" light Slectric-to-Gas Water Heater Program

1990 • 12/90 11/91
1989 .. 4/91 3/92
1991 Q 4/91 3/92
1990 2/91 8/90 2/91
1988 .. 1/91 12/91
1988 .. 1/91 12/91
1988 3/92 1/91 12/91
1989 11/90 11/89 10/90
n/8 1989 3/90 2/91

1981 .. 10/90 9/91
1991 6/91 2/91 5/91

1991 1191 3/91 1/91
1991 7191 3/91 1/91
n/e 8/91 1/90 1/91

3.2%
9,,7X

10.3%
2 .. 4%
4.. 5%

0.. 02%
0,,4%
1.0%
n/I
n/8

14 .. 9%

1.4%
17 .. 4%
0.3%

n/.
0" 19%
2.. 12%
0.. 12%
0.24%
n/a
nla
nla

0 .. 15%
n/e

0803%

0,,04%
0.. 26%
n/e

n/_
nls

2.. 12%
0 .. 12%
n/e
n/a
n/a
nl.
n/a
n/a

0.. 03%

0.. 04%
0.. 26%
nla

21
5
8
8

n/8
11

1
n/e
n/a.,

4

10
10

niB

0,,04%
n/_
n/a
n/a

O.27X
(L01X

0.001%
0 .. 49%
0 .. 19%
O,,26X
n/e

0 .. 03%
0 .. 18%
(L 11%

0.04%
n/e
n/e
n/a
nla
n/e

0.. 001%
n/e
nle

2 .. 50%
n/s

0.03%
O.. 18X
n/s

ole Full
0.002 full
0 .. 009 Fut t
0.063 Pilot
0.006 Ful t
0.014 full
0,,084 Fut t

nil Ful t
0.012 full
0 .. 008 full
0,,005 Pilot

0.020 Pilot
0 .. 014 Pi tot

n/e ful t

* Program codes ere as follows: GNRl=General Equipment fuel Conversion Program; HVAC=Heeting~ Ventilation, &Air Conditioning fuel Conversion Program..



Program Descriptions by .Customer class

Residential Fuel Substitution Programs

The residential programs in the database can be divided into two broad categories:

heating equipment conversion programs and .general equipment conversion programs. The

heating conversion programs represent one-third of the database. Generally, these programs

provide customers with cash rebates for replacing electric space and/or water heating equipment

with efficient gas equipment, provided the customer is already connected to a gas main..

Incentives are -in the form of either cash rebates ranging from $50 to $300 per piece of

equipment; ten to forty percent of materials and installation cost; low- or zero-interest loans; or,

in the case of one pilot program, free materials and installation~ Some programs requ~re other

measures to be performed in conjunction with the switch, such as weatherization measuresG One

program is jointly offered by electric and gas utilities with overlapping service territory 0) Three

offer incentives for replacing water heating equipment only ~ The rest of the programs offer

switching water and/or space heating equipmentG

The four residential general equipment conversion programs in the database promote the

installation of efficient gas space heaters, water heaters, ranges, and clothes dryers~ Two of the

four programs are new construction programs and two are for existing homes~ The new

construction programs offer financial incentives to builders of single-family homes to install gas

The programs. for existing homes offer homeowners and landlords either zero-

or existing single or multifamily dwellings ..

C&l Fuel Substitution Programs

Commercial and industrial programs in the fuel-substitution database can be divided into

two HVAC equipment conversion programs and general equipment conversion

Programs the C&I HVAC equipment conversion category, the largest category

database, offer incentives for customers to switch to gas-fired space cooling and heating

uipment and gas-fired water heating equipment<9 Two-thirds of the programs in this category
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offer incentives for commercial and industrial customers to fuel switch to efficient gas air

conditioning equipment. These incentives are either on a per ton or per kW deferred basis and

range from $100 to $400 per ton and from $200 to $500 per kW deferred;» The other programs.

in this category offer commercial and industrial customers incentives to install efficient gas-fired

water and/or space heaters. Incentives are in the form of either $200 to $800 cash rebates per

piece of equipment; low-interest loans; or 15 percent of the cost of materials and installations

In dition, one program offers commercial customers an incentive of $400 to $500 to replace

an electric dishwasher booster heater with a gas-fired booster heater.

The C&I general equipment conversion category contains. programs offering incentives

for C&I conversions of a wide variety of equipment types; HVAC conversions are just one

component~ One program offers a $150 incentive to customers who switch from electric to

efficient gas water and space hearers in addition to special case-by-ca.se incentives for customer

designed electric-to-gas switching projects0 Another program offers $1 per 1000 BtuH of

installed input for replacing electric equipment with efficient gas space and water heating,

cogeneration, and air conditioning equipment~

Table 7-2 indicates the number of programs in each of the four categories described

above$

Caveats

Before discussing the results fuel-switching survey, it is important to note that the

data summarized here are subject to several caveats"

are great variations the quality of the data$ The type of utility, whether gas,

~nf'"hl"~t·1.nfl electric/gas, or electric, affects the type, and often the quality, of data collected..

one California regulator, fuel-switching data from combination utilities are usually

biased than similar data from electric or gas utilities (Schultz 1992)~ Gas utilities account

roughly half the programs in the database4 Data collected by these utilities, and to a lesser

extent the combination utilities, are generally rough and incomplete.. Often, data from the gas
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Table 7-2. Number of Utility Fuel-Switching Programs in Database by Category9

Program Category Residential ommercial/Industrial

HVAC Equipment Fuel Conversion 10 11

General Fuel Conversion 4 3

14 14

utilities were collected from marketing staff who acknowledged that data collection was often

limited to the number of rebates offered and the added gas load$

The savings data should be regarded with extra caution for a number of reasons.. For all

of the fuel-switching programs offered by gas utilities, and most of those offered by combination

utilities, available data on added gas use and electricity savings are rough estimates based on

engineering analyses rather than direct measurements and/or billing analyses~ This lack of after

the-fact verification of program results restricts the accuracy of the analysis .. The small number

of programs in the database (28 programs), as well as the even smaller number of programs

having electricity savings data (14 programs), also limits the accuracy of the analysis .. Half the

programs the database are marketing programs run by gas utilities; for all of these programs,

electricity savings as a rcent electricity sales could not be calculated.. l In addition, most

represented database not' subtract free riders from their savings and

participation estimates~ The data may overestimate the incremental savings and participation

achieved by the programs as a result$

.lJi,l&A,-,IIWl.Jl""'JI, word caution is that whereas data on direct (i.e .. rebate) program expenditures

were available, data on indirect (ioe.. administrative) costs were not consistently available.

programs lacking data on indirect costs, indirect costs were assumed to be 30

1 nly a few of the electric-to-gas conversion programs offered by gas utilities tracked
electricity savings achieved through conversionlO However, for these few programs, there

was generally more than one neighboring electric utility "acquiring". the savings..
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percent of direct program expenditures based on experience with electric DSM programs (Berry

1989, Nadel 1990). Also, there. are potential hazards in comparing the costs of fuel-switching

programs in this database to costs associated with electric DSM programs, since calculations in

this study only include utility costs and not the additional gas costs to the participants (total

societal costs were rarely calculated by the utilities)e

RFSULTS

The average program in the database, excluding major outliers, has seen annual

participation from roughly two percent of. the eligible customer base, electricity savings as a

percent of electricity sales to the relevant customer class of 0013 percent, and a levelized utility

cost $0..011 per kWh savedo The average annual therms added to a utility's load are 0 .. 14

percent the utility's gas sales to the appropriate customer class ..

Data Analysis by Customer Class

Table 7-3 highlights the results of the database for residential and C&I programs

separately.. Values the table are average annual values~

residential electric-to-gas fuel-conversion program has seen an annual

participation rate roughly five percent and an annual electricity savings as a percent of sales

17 percent at a levelized utility cost of $09016 per kWh saved.. This is roughly two times

the participation at a cost 50 percent higher than the typical program for the entire database..

average therms added as a percent of gas sales for residential programs is 0.14

The typical C&I electric-to-gas fuel-switching program in the database has had annual

participation from only 0.,1 percent of the eligible customer base and annual savings as a percent
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Table 7-3. Summary of Results for Programs in Fuel-Switching Database.

Average for Average for
Residential Commercial &
Programs Industrial Programs

Annual Participation Rate 4.9% 0.1%

Highest Value 17.4% 1.3%

Lowest Value 0.2% 0.003%

Annual Electric Savings as % 0.17% 0.04%
of Electricity Sales*

Highest Value 2.12% 0.23%

Lowest Value 0.04% 0.01%

Annual Therms Added as % of 0.14% 0.16%
Gas Sales

:$

Highest Value 0.27% 1.40%

Lowest Value 0.001 % 0.003%

Annual Cost per kWh Saved $0.016 $0.005

Highest Value $0.084 $0.022

Lowest Value $0.002 $0.001

Nu er of Programs 14 14

* Electricity savings and therms added are taken as a percent of the utility's sales to the
relevant customer class.

of sales of 0004 both of these are much lower than the average values for the entire

database. $0.005 r kWh saved, the average levelized utility cost of these C&I

programs is less than one-third that of the residential programs in the database. The average

_lIl._.IIl.lIIi1oJlLo.ll' added as a percent of gas sales for C&I programs is 04 16 percent~ The

measures most commonly perfonned the C&I category are air conditioning and heating

equipment conversions.
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C&I programs have been highly cost-effective from the perspective of the utility

purchasing the electricity savings. Two of the cheapest C&I fuel-eonversion programs in the

database either receive partial funding from the local government or share the cost of the

program between electric and ~as utilities. However, this does not completely account for the

difference between the average cost of residential compared to C&I fuel-switching programo

Despite similar marketing and administrative costs per customer for commercial and residential

programs, there are generally more savings per dollar spent in a commercial program compared

to a residential program when looking at similar end-uses, such as water or space heating,

because commercial customers are larger0

The average C&I program in the database has achieved only a fraction of the average

savings and participation of residential programs 0 This may be partially due to the large

potential for residential space and water heater conversions (see chapter 3). Also, three of the

four municipal electric utility fuel-switching programs in the database are residential programs,

and three of the four pilot programs in the database are residential programs~ As discussed

below, pilot and municipal electric utility programs tend to have high participation rates" In

addition, a few utilities offering both residential and C&I fuel-switching programs noted that,

general, the level and rate of response from residential customers is often greater and quicker

than that of commercial customers (Chrisione 1992, Bachard 1992)"

Successful Fuel-

A database is defined as a cost-effective

program annually saves at least 0,,2 percent of electricity sales and/or has an annual

participation rate at least five percent" "Cost-effective" has been defined as any fuel-

switching costing the utility less than $0.04 per kWh saved. Seven programs in the

database criteria of a successful program 0 On average, compared to the typical

database, these programs have achieved three times the participation, two times

savings, and five times the added gas load as a percent of gas sales at no additional cost to

sponsoring the program~ The average successful program has achieved an annual

participation rate of seven percent, annual savings as a percent of electricity sales of 0 .. 24
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percent, annual gas added as a percent of gas sales of 0.61 percent, and a levelized utility cost

of $0.011 per kWh saved. All of the seven programs are HVAC equipment conversion

programs & Three of the programs are offered by electric utilities, three by combination utilities,

and one program is jointly offered by a gas utility and an electric utility 0 Six of the seven

programs are residential programs. Four of the seven programs are offered by municipal

utilities. Three of the programs are pilot programs, and the rest are full-scale. Results of data

analysis on the "typical" and "successful" programs in the database are highlighted in Table 7-4.

Table 7-5 summarizes the annual results for the seven successful programs in the database A

Levelized utility costs are based on cumulative program results when available; otherwise, the

costs are based on annual data. The seven successful programs are discussed in greater detail

in the sections below 4»

Be Hydro's Power Smart Residential Water Heating Conversion Program

Be Hydro initiated their residential water heater conversion program in 1989.

Residential customers are eligible to receive a $100 to $200 rebate for converting electric water

heaters to efficient gas heaters, provided the customer is already connected to a gas mainG The

program. is a joint effort between Be Hydro and three gas utilities in their service territory .. The

gas utilities pay for the marketing and administrative costs of the program and Be Hydro pays

customer incentives.. As a result, the program has been highly cost-effective to Be Hydro.

In 1991, program achieved an annual participation rate of ten percent (of 50,000 eligible

""Utbl'''VAUUlfwAt:»/ and savings as a percent of residential sales of O~2 percent~ The levelized cost to Be
was $0&002 kWh saved.. only includes costs to Be Hydro, and does not include

costs to gas utilities..

The success the program has been partially attributed to the fact that the gas utilities

program with a clear incentive to make it work.. In addition, since Be
recently, a dual-~!.lel utility, there is a particularly good rapport between the

and neighboring gas utilitiese Utility staff noted that, for the most part, the typical

animosity between competing gas and electric utilities does not exist in Be Hydro's service

(Bachard 1992)0 Another reason for the success may relate to the fact that, generally
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Table 7-40 Average Results for Typical and Successful Fuel-Substitution Programs.

Electricity Added Levelized Number
Participation Savings as % of ·Therms as % Utility Cost of
Rate Electricity Sales ofG Sales ($/kWh) Programs

Typical 2.3% 0.13% 0.14% $0.011 28
Program* -

SuCcessful 7.3% 0.24% 0.61% SO.011 7
Program*

* Excluding lJiajor outlierse

speaking, public electric utilities generally do not ·have the same aversion to fuel switching as

private utilities-a Public utilities may be more willing to aggressively pursue fuel switching as

a DSM resourcee Moreover, the program has been in existence for three years, and customers

have become familiar with the program, which is marketed as part of the large Power Smart

package of DSM programs~

Burlington Electric Department

late 1989, the Burlington Electric Department (BED), a small municipal electric utility

Vermont, received a grant of $125,000 from the U~S. Department of Energy (DOE) to offer

a DSM designed to save a significant amount of power with little

disruption to operations or to the utility's customers$ Under the grant, BED offered a residential

space heater "supplemental" fuel-switching pilot program that ran from mid-1990 through mid

1991.. program installed 48 gas-fired space heaters as supplemental heating units in

24 multifamily residences heated with electric resistance heat" Customers

of'II;!t"IIA'"I~lIl~A of ten heaters to choose frorno Radio control switches were attached to the

'li#A.~'~.!L"'" heating units to allow the utility to shut off most of the electric heat during peak hours""

one-half of the participants never used their electric heat after the gas heat was installede

utility paid for 100 percent of the cost of materials and installationo The average cost per

home was $2,223 ..
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Table 7-5. Database Results for the Seven "Successful" Programs.

Electricity Gas Levelized
Savings Added as Utility Cost

Participation as a % of a % of ($/kWh
Utility Program Rate Sales Gas Sales saved)

Be Hydro Residential Water 10% O~19% n/a $0.002
Heating
Conversions

Burlington Pilot Fuel 3% 0&23% n/a $0.031
Electric Substitution
Dept. - Program

Burlington Residential Heat 10% 2.12% n/a $0.009
Electric Exchange
Dept.

Madison Residential Water 5% O~24% 0027% $0.006
G&E Heating

Conversions

San Diego C&I Gas Air 1% 0&23% 1.40% $00003
G&E Conditioning

ogram

Snohomish Cooperative Water 15% 0.03% n/a $0.005
County PUD Heating Fuel
and Switching Pilot
Washington
Natural Gas

Washington Switch Saver 17% 0026% O~18% $O~O14

Water Power Pilot: Sharoo-
Savings

Roughly three percent of BED's residential electric heat customers participated in the

The savings achieved, as a percent of residential electricity sales, were OG23 percent)

levelized utility cost was $0.031 per kWh saved, although this cost was absorbed by the

grant0 The fact that participants received free gas-heating equipment and installation made
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the program very attractive to customers. In addition, program staff attribute the success of the

program to its simplicity, including the limited number of options offered customers and a

simple contract& Marketing was based on telemarketing"

As a result of the success of the pilot, BED launched a full-scale electric heat-eonversion

program, Heat Exchange, in mid-1991 to convert 1,500 dwellings and save 12 GWh annually

by 1998. Under the full-scale program, an energy audit is initially performed by a BED

contractor who custom-designs gas space-heating systems for participants and also determines

if weatherization improvements are needede Weatherization measures are generally performed

in one out of every five dwellings.. The utility also encourages water heating conversions..

Worth noting is the fact that more than one-half .of BED's electric space heat customers are

renters, rather than homeowners.

Under the Heat Exchange program, participants have two forms of financing available

to them, a. "positive cash flow" loan or a cash rebate 0 If the loan option is chosen, BED will

[mance, through a local bank, the first costs for the weatherization and water and space heating

system improvementsG The customer retains 40 percent of the calculated monthly energy

savings, and BED recovers the remaining 60 percent over a five-year period, up to the loan

Q.&AJl.VYAl.&1lf., (without interest)& Any remaining balance after five years is paid by BED* If the rebate

option is chosen, the participant receives approximately ten to forty percent of the installation

costs after the equipment switch and weatherization measures are performed, depending on the

type cost of heating equipment chosen by the customero Participants choose the rebate

option by a to one margine The program manager noted that the utility

costs for the loan portion of the program are initially higher than the rebate portion; however,

customer loan payments are credited, the costs to the utility are the same for

options (Buckley 1992)0

year of the Heat Exchange program, savings of 201 percent of BED's

reSloe:nU4al sales were achieved along with a ten percent participation rate~ The levelized utility

of the program was only $0$009 per kWh saved~ The percent savings is by far the largest

savings figure in the database*
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Before the program even began, the utility had a waiting list greater than the six-year

target of 1,500 dwelling Units4 BED reports that there has been no need to market the program;

instead, the utility has focused on "traffic control" 0 The program's success is partially due to

the customers' understanding of the financial benefits of using gas heat in the cold Burlington

climate. The targeted marketing of the pilot program, and word-of-mouth marketing of the full

scale program, helped generate the large response (Buckley 1992);0

Madison Gas & Electric's Residential Water Heating Fuel-Switching Program

Madison Gas & Electric (MG&E), in the late 19808, was given a mandate by the

Wisconsin Utility Commission to put at least 50 percent of residential water heaters under direct

load control before any further construction of new generating facilities could continuee MG&E

decided that it was cheaper to fuel switch customers to efficient natural gas equipment than to

invest in the load-control equipment. As a result, the utility began offering a residential electric

to-gas water heating conversion program in 1988~ Roughly 80 percent of the combination

utility's residential customers already use gas water heat, and MG&E is aiming to switch the

remaining 20 percent to gas$ The water heater program offers a $100 rebate to customers who

replace an electric water heater with high-efficiency gas equipment~

1991, the program achieved savings of 0;024 percent of Madison G&E's residential

electricity sales and a participation rate of five rcente The annual gas added to the utility's

system as a percent of residential gas sales was 0624 percent, The results were achieved at a

of $O~006 per kWh saved$ The program has exceeded the participation

goals t by the

One reason the success of the program, according to the utility, is that MG&E has

cornmllnf~ to switching electric water heating customers to gas and has advocated gas water

st two decades through bill inserts, thus exposing customers to a consistent,

message$ In addition, the size of the incentive is a determining factor in the

program's success (Chrisione 1992)e The $100 incentive pays for approximately 20-percent of

materials and installation cost of switchinge The utility has worked with plumbers and trade
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allies to ensure product and service availability. MG&E has even considered lowering the

customer rebate to $75 and offering the plumbers, who have a financial interest in selling the

product, a rebate of $25 per. piece of equipment converted. There has been some indication,

however, that the plumbers do not need an incentive and would rather have the money continue

to go to the customer (Chrisione 1992).

San Diego Gas & Electric's Commercial &: Industrial Gas Air Conditioning Program

Since 1986, San Diego Gas & Electric has offered a gas air conditioning/thermal energy

storage program for commercial and industrial customers. The program provides cash incentives

to customers who replace conventional electric air conditioners with more efficient gas systems

or with thermal energy storage systems. The utility provides engineering analyses for both types

of systems and lets the customer choose betwee~ the two.. An estimated two-thirds of the

program savings are due to thermal storage and one-third to gas air conditioning (Nadel 1990).

The data reported here is limited to the gas air conditioning portion of the programo

The customer incentive for installing gas air conditioners ranges from $50 to $200 per

kW shifted depending on the size of the equipment~ Marketing is done primarily through the

account executives who are in regular contact with the largest commercial customers~

addition, program marketed at trade show exhibits and through information seminars$

program achieved savings of approximately O~20 percent of commercial and

sales and a participation rate of one percent$ The levelized utility cost was

at $O~OO3 per kWh savede The program has increased the utility's commercial and

industrial gas sales by 1$4 percento According to the program manager, program participation

been slow for past two years due to the economic dowtttumo In the late 1980s, much

gas conditioning was being installed in C&I new construction .. Due to the recession~

in this market sector has dropped significantly in the past three yearso However, the

sees a significant DSM savings opportunity with gas air conditioning and plans to continue

offering the program (Linderman 1992)$
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Snohomish County PUDI Washington Natural Gas I Cooperative Fuel-Switching Pilot Program

From February 1991 through April 1991, the Snohomish County Public Utility District

#1, a municipal utility in Washington State, coordinated with Washington Natural Gas to offer

the Cooperative Water Heating Fuel-Switching Pilot program~ Two of the central purposes of

the program were to acquire electricity savings and to analyze the customer response to a joint

el~tric utility! gas utility fuel-switching program. This is the only cooperative effort in the

database between a neighboring electric and gas utility ~

The program targeted a specific region of the two utilities' overlapping service territories

and was offered to owners of single-family homese To initiate the marketing effort,

approximately 1,400 letters were mailed explaining the benefits of water heating electric-to-gas

substitution & The letters had the logos and signatures from both utilities.. A follow-up

telemarketing campaign was performed* Ultimately, 209 customers converted from electric to

gas water heaters, or percent of the eligible customer base0 This is three times the

participation rate relative to a similar program offered earlier by Washington Natural Gas~ As

a result of the fuel-switching pilot, Snohomish PUD saved 0903 percent of its residential

electricity sales.. Washington Natural Gas did not track the added gas load due to this program..

The levelized cost to the utilities is $O~005 per kWh saved~ The Snohomish PUD is monitoring

savings over a one-year period ending in mid-1993~

According to surveys conducted after the pilot program ended, 90 percent of the

participants cooperation of utilities offering a joint program enhanced the

attractiveness the program~ Both the electric utility and the gas utility were positive about

the results of program, noting that the joint approach led to greater customer trust in the

programiP However, to date, no full-scale program has been proposed" Although the gas utility

supports a full-scale version of the program, upcoming rate increases have caused the electric

to spending in areas that may lead to additional increases in rates (Lintz 1992,

Stac 1992)40 Snohomish PUD ex ts to re-evaluate the economics of fuel switching as a

demand-side resource in late 1993 (Lintz 1992)e In the meantime, Seattle City Light, a nearby

_.\Il.~'IIlo>A.&_ utility, and Washington Natural Gas are considering a joint fuel-switching effort (Byers
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1992, Stephens 1992).

Washington Water Power's Switch Saver Pilot Program

Washington Water Power (WWP), a dual-fuel utility, conducted a test DSM program for

four months during 1991 to evaluate the impact and cost-effectiveness of two different types of

customer incentives for residential fuel....switching from electric space and water heating to

efficient gas heating 0 Two geographically separate locations in the utility's Idaho service

territory were chosen to conduct the pilot Switch Saver program. In one location, a low-interest

loan (12% financing, no down-payment) was offered for the fuel switch. In the other location,

100 percent funding of the change-out was provided by the utility, and participants were assessed

monthly shared savings charges based on the expected net bill savings over a five-year periodo

Installation costs of up to $4,400 per joint space/water change-out and $850 per water heater

change-out were paid for by the utility" The shared-savings charges ranged from $12095 to

$48000 per month for joint space/water change-outs and $4 .. 95 to $9,,95 per water heater change

out depending on the installation cost.

Marketing was based on a direct mail promotion campaign explaining the benefits of

switching to gas space and water heating: In evaluating the program, WWP considered free

ridership in calculating net program results 0 The utility estimated free riders at 45 percent for

loan portion of the program and 11 percent for the shared-savings portion of the program

(Washington ater Power 1991)& The high level of free riders for the loan portion of the

program was attributed by the utility the relatively small size of the incentive and the small

number of participating customers (Johnson 1992)0

residences converting both water and space heating, the shared savings-based test

a 20 percent net participation rate and the loan-based test program resulted

percent net participation rate.. For residences converting only water heating, the net

ft"l'lt'''1t'll'''1IIfl'''1l''1Il'''''d.n rates were 14 percent for the shared savings program and one percent for the loan-

based program3 Overall, the shared savings-based program resulted in a net participation rate

17 percent, net savings as a percent of residential electricity sales of O~26 percent, added gas
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load as a percent of the utility's gas sales of 0.18 percent, and a levelized cost to the utility of

$O.014/kWh saved. The total cost of this program, to both the customer and the utility, was

approximately SO.031/kWh saved. The loan-based program resulted in an overall net

participation rate of one percent, net savings of 0.04 percent, and a levelized utility cost of

$00020/kWh 0 The shared-savings portion of the program resulted in net savings six times larger

than the those of the loan-based program and.a participation rate 17 times as large; however,

the shared-savings approach was more expensive to the utility It

Even though the program only ran for four months, as opposed to one year for most of

the other progiams in the database, the participation rate for the shared-savings po~on of the

program is among the highest in the database, primarily because this was a pilot program

targeting only one geographic region with approximately 4,000 eligible customers ..

The utility concluded that to significantly increase the level of fuel switching compared

to what is already occuning market, direct utility intervention with significant financial

such as shared-savings agreements or cash grants rather than loans at market-level

interest rates, necessary (Washington Water Power 1992)41 Due to· the success of the pilot

program, Washington Water Power has since begun offering a full-scale space and water heating

fuel-substitution program41 The new program, the Energy Exchanger, began in mid-1992 and

offered to all eligible Washington and Idaho customers4P The utility offers cash incentives up

to $640 and up to $2,750 for each water and space heater electric-to-gas conversion,

respectively ~ Additional incentives are offered to customers who exceed fixed efficiency

new space and water heating equipment10 Similar incentives for exceeding

efficiency thresholds are available for new residential constructionG According to the utility, the

program experienced a tremendous response from customers4P In the first six months of the

program, over 15,000 customers have expressed interest in participating in the program; over

1,8 joint water and space heating conversions have been completed, and over 1,200 water

_............._......_ have been completed (padayao 1992). The marketing of the new program

primarily through newspaper ads and through the 120 contractors who sell the

uipment~ The utility has roughly estimated that the free ridership during the first two years

this program is approximateiy 20 percent; the utility expects to evaluate the free ridership
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more closely in the next year (Johnson 1992).

DISCUSSION

Based on the average levelized utility cost of SO.010 per kWh saved·for programs in the

database, fuel-switching programs are apparently highly cost-effective as an electric demand-side

resource from the sponsoring utility's perspective. The overall cost effectiveness of fuel

switching programs from a TRe or societal perspective cannot be determined based on the data

available, however.

Results of the database indicate that residential programs apparently have greater

participation and greater savings than C&I programs 0 HVAC equipment conversion rebate

programs apparently are more successful than general equipment conversion rebate programs$

Gas utilities and, to a lesser degree, dual-fuel utilities have more of an incentive to switch

customers from electricity to gas than electric utilitieso Database results for the three different

types of utilities therefore appear to be counter intuitive (see Table 7-6)$ The programs offered

by electric utilities have considerably higher participation rates and savings and lower costs than

programsoffered gas and dual-fuel utilities& Furthermore, combination utilities in the

database have achieved almost seven times the added gas load as a percent of gas sales compared

to the gas the database..

In considering these results, it should first be noted that the analysis of electric utility

programs is based on only five programs$ In addition, there are no data on electricity savings

as a percent electricity sales for the gas utility programs, and therefore we are basing most

the comparison on participation data.. It appears that most of the gas utility programs target

customer base than the electric utilities.. Three of the five electric utility programs were

programs targeting certain areas of the sponsoring utility's service territory..

Moreover, the programs offered by electric utilities are also the only programs in the
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Table 1-641 Comparison of Database Results for Electric, Gas & Combination Utilities.

Electricity Added Gas Levelized
Savings as % Load as % Utility Number

Participation of Electricity of Gas Cost of
Rate Sales Sales ($/kWh) Programs

Gas Utilities 0.1% n/a 0.05% $0.007 13

Combination 2.6% 0.13% 0.34% $0.015 11
Utilities

Electric Utilities 8.2% 0.21% n1a $0.005 5

database offered by municipal utilitieso There has been some indication through interviews that

municipal utilities have been more willing to pursue fuel switching than private electric or dual

fuel utilities (Bachard 1992, Parker 1992, Weston 1992)& Results from municipal utility

programs compared to investor-owned utility programs in the database, highlighted in Table 7-7,

support such a conclusion~ Furthermore, one of the electric utilities was formerly a dual-fuel

utility and has a relatively close relationship with neighboring gas utilities.. In an unusual

example of cooperation, this utility has been able to work with the gas utility in offering gas

substitution programs0 The program manager for this utility's gas substitution program indicated

that the joint effort, and the fact that the gas utilities market .the program, is the reason for the

program's success (Bachard 1992)@

Clearly electric utilities have greater experience in operating DSM programs, and this

experience probably is reflected the fuel-conversion program results" As gas utilities gain

more experience, they should be able to increase participation rates and savings achieved per

limited experience with electric-ta-gas fuel-switching programs indicates that fuel

«:''lI!1U'lll!t'~hllnn can be successful. Programs which met the criteria for success defined in this analysis

RC'l1"U:.'lI''liI''''''''lIBI'li' have one or more of the following features: (1) the program design has been kept
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Table 7-70 Comparison of Database Results for Municipal and Investor-Owned Utilities.

Electricity Added Gas Levelized
Savings as % Load as % Utility Number

Participation of Electricity of Gas Cost of
Rate Sales Sales ($/kWh) Programs*

Municipal 8.2% 0.64% n1a $0.005 5
Utilities

Investor-Owned 2-00% 0.10% 0.11 % $0.010 24
Utilities

* The one joint municipal utility/private utility program is counted within both categories~

simple, and customers do not need to invest much time and effort to participate; (2) the program

has been a cooperative effort involving both gas and electric (or dual-fuel) utilities; (3) the

program offers significant direct financial incentives, such as a rebate or shared-savings

incentive; and (4) the program started as a pilot program and was then expanded to full-scale

implementation.

Experimentation a larger number of utilities is needed before more definitive

conclusions can be drawfl$ In addition, more data should be collected by utilities in order to

improve the analysis of fuel-switching programs& For example, electricity savings achieved

through gas utility programs promoting electric-to-gas conversions should be trackecL

Moreover, total costs and energy impacts of fuel-switching programs, on both the gas and

the electric side the equation, should be more thoroughly evaluated so that the quality of the

analysis can be improved and the cost-effectiveness of these programs from a Total Resource

rspective assessed G
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Chapter 8

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOl\1MENDATIONS

CONCLUSIONS

The analysis in the previous sections l~ds to the following conclusions:

1<l There is a substantial economic savin&s potential from &as efficiency measures ..

For the residential sector, assuming program administrative costs 'of 50 percent

of measure costs, the total economic savings potential is 23 to 30 percent of gas

sales at a marginal gas cost of $2 .. 50/DTh and 38 to 42 percent at a marginal gas

cost of $4 .. 00/DTh, varying slightly from utility to utility e Of this total potential,

approximately 10 percentage points are from measures mandated under Federal

law and the remainder are potential targets for utility programs. For the

commercial sector, with 50 percent program costs, the economic savings potential

is 17 to 21 percent of gas sales for ga~ marginal costs of $2 ..50 to 4 .. 00/DTh,

.varying slightly by utilitYe Mandated measures account for less than one

percentage point of this potentiaL, If program costs are only 25 percent, the

economic savings potential increases by approximately six percentage points in

the residential sector and approximately one percentage point in the commercial

sector" Based on average retail gas costs, the economic savings potential from

all measures (mandated and non-mandated) is more than 50 percent in the

""'6JJ&.1lo.&'IlooofAlI.'&.JIl.lI.lI..'li. sector and approximately 30 percent in the commercial sector"

economic savings potential is significantly higher in the residential sector

commercial sector for several reasonso First, there are probably more

efficiency measures appropriate for the residential sector than for the commercial

sector" For example, the majority of residential buildings have accessible attics

and woodframe construction to which attic and wall insulation can be retrofit$ In

the commercial sector, built-up roofs and masonry or curtain-wall construction

are much more difficult to retrofit $ Second, residential sector gas use is
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dominated by space heating; commercial sector gas use is more diffuse.. Since

savings are generally highest with space heating, residential potentials will be

higher.. Third, due to time and budget constraints, our commercial sector analysis

did not include as many efficiency measures as the residential analysis.. Some

additional measures could be added to increase the savings potentials, particularly

for HVAC controls" Thus, our analysis probably underestimates commercial

sector savings potentials to some degree, but even correcting for these problems,

savings potentials as a percent of sector gas sales are likely to be lower in the

commercial sector<l

2. There is also a substantial economic potential for fuel-switching.. In the

residential sector, assuming 50 percent program costs, it will be generally cost

effective from the total resource perspective to switch electric water heat to gas

and will often be cost-effective to switch electric dryers to gas at the time of

equipment replacement,; For homes with electric baseboard heat, conversion to

a ,gas hydronic system will generally be cost-effective from the total resources

rspective upstate for detached homes but not for attached homes~ Downstate,

conversion of electric baseboard systems will occasionally be cost-effective,; For

homes with electric heat pumps, conversion to a primary or backup gas furnace

will generally be cost-effective upstate, and is of marginal cost-effectiveness

downstate 1 but apartmentse

"""""Aa.l.illllI!.V'&"'l!l"AMA sector, analyses assumed that fuel-switching is done when

existing equipment is replaced. At 50 percent program costs it is usually cost

effective to replace an all-electric packaged heating and cooling system with either

a gas heating/electric cooling system or an all-gas engine-driven packaged system"

Downstate it is sometimes cost-effective to change a gas heating/electric cooling

packaged system to an all-gas engine-driven packaged system.. Similarly it is

usually cost-effective to convert an electric boiler to a gas boiler but rarely cost

effective to convert an electric chiller to a gas chiller.. Without program costs,

gas engine-driven chillers often are cost-effective downstate (and may be
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marginally cost-effective in some applications upstate), and several

cogeneration/gas abosorption chiller systems become marginally cost-effective

downstate.

Overall, the economic savings potential for fuel-switching in the residential sector

is estimated to be on the order of 3 to 4 percent of downstate· electricity sales and

10 percent of upstate electricity sales. Put another way, residential fuel-switching

can increase gas utility sales to the residential sector by approximately 1 to 2

percent downstate and 4 percent upstate. In the commercial sector, the economic

-potential for fuel-switching is approximately 3 to 4 percent of LILCo's, Con

Edison's, and Niagara Mohawk's commercial electric sales.. Cost-effective

commercial fuel-switcrJng can increase commercial gas sales in the LILCo, Con

Edison, and Niagara Mohawk service territories by approximately 14 percent, 30

Percent, and 7 percent respectively ~

A number of successful gas DSM and fuel-switching programs have been offered

is limi ed.. OUf

research found more than 100 gas DSM and fuel-switching programs throughout

the U~S" and Canada; however most have recently begun and have achieved

limited results to date.. A few programs have achieved annual participation rates

5 percent or more and/or have reduced utility gas or electricity sales by at least

1 reent, indicating that substantial savings are possible~

However, the results of the most successful gas DSM and fuel-switching

programs are paltry compared to the most successful electric DSM programs

best programs have p,articipation rates of 30 percent or more (Nadel

1990 and 1991a) and successful utility-wide DSM efforts have reduced sales by

1 percent for each year of program operation (eog .. 5 percent savings after five

years) (Nadel 1991b).. The difference between the most successful gas and

electric DSM programs is probably due to the fact that gas programs are just

developing while electric programs are well established~
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Out of 62 gas efficiency programs for which the cost of saved gas could be

calculated, 71 percent had estimated CSGs to the utility of less than $4.00/Dth

saved including 48 percent with estimated CSGs less than $2.50/Dth saved. If

initial indications prove correct that long-run marginal gas costs are between

$2.504.00/Dth, the presence of many gas DSM and fuel-switching programs with

CSGs below these levels indi~tes that programs can be. designed that will

probably be cost-effective for New York State gas utilities using the utility-cost

test (a test which includes utility costs for DSM measures but not customer costs)"

However, programs must be carefully designed so program costs are kept within

-cost-effectiveness limits. Similarly, approximately half the fuel-switching

programs analyzed have estimated levelized costs to the utility of less than

$O.Ol/kWh saved, and most of the remainder have estimated levelized costs less

than SO.03/kWh, indicating that fuel-switching programs can be designed that are

cost-effective to electric utilities~

RECOMMENDAnONS

Two types of recommendations are discussed: recommended changes to programs and

policies in New York State and recommendations for future research projectsiO

Pro

a resource available from cost-effective gas efficiency and fuel-

switching measures 0 Even our worst-case sensitivity analyses indicate a cost-effective gas

efficiency savings tential of at least 12 percent in the residential sector and at least 16 percent

oommecial sector from non-mandated measures .. Furthermore, experience with gas DSM

uel-Sv\'ltC:hlI1l2 programs shows that programs which are cost-effective from the utility

can offered .. New York State gas utilities should expand current efforts to pursue

resource
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Ie Expanding the range of current pilot DSM and fuel-switching programs to gain

more program design and operation experience and lay the groundwork for

possible full-scale programs that may be offered in the future. Both existing

programs and these new programs should be thoroughly evaluated.

2. Begin preparing integrated l~t-cost plans (LCPs) that develop long-range

strategies for meeting future energy needs at the lowest cost to consumers and

society.. Such plans, should include extensive reliance on DSM and fuel

switching programs to the extent these programs have a lower cost to society than ~

traditional gas and electric supply options.

In selecting targets for initial programs, two priorities appear to be justified: equipment

replacement programs (which promote high-efficiency equipment and fuel-switching when

existing equipment is replaced), and comprehensive residential weatherization programs (that

identify optimal weatherization packages for each home and assist homeowners with measure

financing and arranging for measure installation)~ These programs target several of the largest

opportunities for achieving energy savings .. The first program also targets a tllost opportunity"

resource; if high efficiency equipment is not installed when existing equipment is replaced, it

be many years before the equipment is again repla and thus the opportunity to achieve

energy savings be lost for a long time~ The second. program can build upon the existing

HEICA program operated by all New York utilities~ To be truly comprehensive, the number

measures covered HEICA needs to be expanded as should the range of financing and

are offered..

In addition to these two priorities, gas utilities should explore opportunities to offer joint

programs with utilities because cost sharing can reduce program costs for each utility 0

Joint programs are also less confusing to customers than separate electric and gas programs for

same population and joint programs allow gas utilities to benefit from electric utility DSM

encourage gas utility actions, we recommend that the NYPSC:
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1. Continue to work with gas utilities to develop long-run avoided gas costs so that

a methodology to compute marginal gas costs is agreed on and estimates of

marginal gas costs are available for each utility. These values are essential for

determining the cost-effectiveness of gas DSM and fuel-switching programs;

28 Encourage gas utilities to prepm;e pilot program plans and begin preparing LCPs.

3. Set up cost-recovery procedures so that gas utilities are assured that prudent

Investments in gas DSM will be charged to rate payers.

4" Review the impact of gas efficiency and fuel-switching programs on gas and

electric utility profitability and take steps to ensure that the LCP to society is the

most-profitable plan for utilities.. The NYPSC has been a national leader

promoting electric DSM.. Similar steps should be taken to promote gas DSM and

fuel-switching programs..

Open a docket or collaborative program design process for both gas and electric

utilities to discuss optimal ways to promote cost-effective fuel-switchingo This

should address who should implement fuel-switching programs (gas or electric

_'lJooA..II~.al.b&'Il"W or some combination) and how costs should be allocated0

cornOlement the activities, gas utilities and the New York State Energy

Office ( YSEO) should 'York on developing contractor skills in areas that will be critical for the

success gas DSM programs~ Several major opportunities for gas savings are not widely

understood by New York contractors,. Contractors should be trained so that savings are

costs are reasonable.. Contractor training efforts should be paced to keep just

anticipated demand for DSM serviceso Contractor training will probably be needed

* Infiltration reduction;
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Duct sealing;

Comprehensive furnace and boiler tuneups including boiler temperature

modulation (similar to successful programs in Colorado (proctor and Mills 1987,

Proctor 1987); and

*

Research

Comprehensive heating and hot water equipment system conservation packages

for multifamily buildings similar to programs operated by the Center for Energy

and the Urban Environment in Minneapolis and the Center for Neighborhood

Technology in Chicago¢

While the analyses discussed in this report justify specific program and policy actions,

many questions still remain that should be addressed by additional research $ Areas meriting

research attention include:

1~ Fjeld studies on the gas savings that can actually be achieved from comprehensive

gas efficiency packages$ As discussed in Chapter 2, studies have been done for

small single-family ranch houses and large steam-heated multifamily apartment

buildings0 Similar studies for other building t}]Jes would be useful to verify the

accuracy of our technical savings potential estimates.. Initial efforts should

address brownstone townhouses and several of the most common types of

commercial buildingsG Brownstones are a priority because savings opportunities

appear to be particularly large in brownstones $ Commercial buildings are a

due to the dearth of comprehensive retrofit studies in this sector.

Preparation of thorough evaluations on existing gas DSM and fuel-switching

progrnms& As noted in Chapters 6 and 7, few existing programs have been

thoroughly evaluated, including compilation of accurate savings, cost, and
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participation estimateso Proper evaluation of existing programs should be a high

priority0

3;» A set of pilot programs to examine customer response to different levels of gas

DSM and fuel-switching incentiveso Several pilot programs should be offered

which are similar in all respects except for the amount of incentive provided~

Such studies, which have been conducted by electric utilities for electric DSM

measures, isolate the impact of incentive level on customer response. Similar

studies should be performed for gas DSM and fuel-switching measures which

aiffer substantially from the measures already studied 40 For example, electric

utilities have.already studied attic insulation, infl1tration control, and basic

weatherization improvenlents" Research is needed on high efficiency heating and

hot water systems, wall insulation, duct sealing, and fuel-switching"

4'& Field studies on gas savings that can be achieved by specific efficiency

measures whose performance in the field is not well understood.. As discussed

Chapter 2, field studies have been conducted on the savings achieved from

many individual efficiency measures .. However, for some measures, such as duct

sealing in cold climates, field studies are still needed4;

examination of how gas DSM and IRP could affect gas rates, and how

competition with oil might affect gas DSM and IRP <l Gas utilities are concerned

gas DSM will raise gas rates and thereby affect gas utilities' ability to

compete with oil for important loads. On the other hand, gas DSM and IRP have

potential for reducing capital expenditures for new gas lines and/or for

allowing gas utilities to promote fuel switching from oil where it is cost-effective

from a societal perspective to do so. These issues may to be controversial; a

study that explores these effects and their interactions could help bring some

objectivity into debates on these issueso Also, to the extent rate impacts or

effects on inter-fuel competition prove to be significant, such a study should
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investigate ways to reduce these impacts. Research recommendations 7 and 15

also relate to this topic.

6.. An investigation of the gas savings and fuel-switching potential in the industrial

sector. Investigating fuel-switching opportunities is a particular priority because

many will favor using electricity, providing a useful balance to the gas-oriented

programs that tend to predominate in the residential and commercial sectors.

7. Research on the marginal costs of extending and reinforcing local gas distribution

networks. To the extent gas capacity costs are affected by gas DSM and fuel

switching programs, many of these costs will occur at the local distribution level$

A better understanding of these costs will be essential for accurately determining

the avoided costs of gas DSM and fuel-switching programs..

8~ An investigation of gas use patterns in upstate New York to explore why upstate

homes use substantially less gas per square foot per heating degree day than

downstate homes~ This project can lead to developing improved models of

upstate energy use and improved estimates of the savings potential upstatee

A review of the administrative costs of DSM programs in New York State,

including electric DSM programs, gas DSM programs, and fuel switching

programse As discussed in Chapter 1, preliminary estimates of administrative

costs New State differ substantially from the results of national studies ..

More precise data on administrative costs in New York State should compiled and

analyzed including analysis on how these costs differ from program type to

program type and whether and why administrative costs in New York differ from

those elsewhere the country e

Preparation of improved commercial sector forecasting data including energy use

intensities, equipment saturations, and floor areaso As discussed in Chapter 4,

the data included in the NYPP and NYSEO forecasts are problematic because
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limited effort has been made to correlate them with actual gas sales. Improved

data will need to be collected for each gas utility.. Current estimates are crude

and grouped according to electric utility service area and not gas utility service

area"

116 Further analysis of gas DSM anr] fuel-switching programs. As noted in Chapters

6 and 7, gas DSM and fuel-switching programs are not widely offered nor are

complete program data available.. Thus, few conclusions can be drawn about how

to structure programs to maximize the amount of cost-effective savings.

However, gas DSM and fuel-switching programs are growing rapidly, and an

analysis of program experience in about two years should be useful. After such

a study is completed, it may also be appropriate to analyze the achievable gas

conservation potential.. Achievable potential studies are discussed in Chapter 1&

A field study to examine the relationship between gas savings from different

efficiency and fuel-switching measures and gas demands at different times of the

year, including the period of peak demand" There is a widespread belief in the

gas industry, based on experience in the early 1980's with voluntary thermostat

setbacks and other weatherization measures, that gas efficiency measures save

energy during shoulder periods but not during periods of peak demand~ While

such a pattern may be true for thermostat setbacks and other measures such as

boiler temperature modulation and heat pumps whose control algorithms vary with

weather (for example, consumers are reluctant to set back thermostats on the

coldest days year), we do not think this pattern should apply to

weatherization "hardware" such as insulation, infiltration and duct leakage

reduction, and new furnaces, boilers, and water heaters.. Several New England

utilities are now studying this issue (ReG/Hagler, Bailly 1992)0 It is unclear

whether this study will provide enough data to satisfy outstanding concerns about

the peak demand impacts of gas efficiency measures 0 After the New England

study is completed, New York utilities should assess whether additional research

is neededo
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130 A study on the costs and savings of actual fuel-switching installations 0 Many

hundreds of New York homes and dozens of New York businesses have switched

from electric heating or cooling to other fuels; an analysis of the actual· costs of

these conversions and the savings achieved would serve as a check on our

analyses and would help to indicate the range of conversion costs and savings that

can be expected in the field ..

140 A field survey of a random sample of electrically heated and cooled buildings to

assess the costs and savings from fuel-switching. This study can indicate the

number of buildings for wh~ch fuel-switching is economical, the key variable in

estimating the size of the fuel-switching resource 0 The estimates made in the

present study are rough approximations subject to substantial uncertainty $ A field

survey will provide more accurate estimates~ As part of this study, simple

screening tools can be developed to assess the economics of fuel-switching on a

building-specific basis, taking account of site-specific energy use and fuel and

conversion costso Such screening tools will be useful if fuel....switching programs

are offered$

A study on the economics of fuel-switching to other fuels besides natural gas$

Many regions of the state do not have natural gas sexvicee For these regions, fuel

and propane are the primary competitors to electricity $ A study to assess the

economics switching to these fuels would complete the assessment of fuel-

the residential and commercial sectors&

CONCLUDING TIlOUGHTS

implementing these recommendations, New York State has an opportunity to achieve

energy and cost savings for its citizens$ However, achieving these savings

extensive long-term effort because it will take time to develop and test program

np(~lIO'1'\~ and because many savings <?pportunities are only available when equipment is replaced,

these opportunities will occur over several decades~ Still, in order to achieve significant
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savings this decade, initial steps must be made now. Just as New York State is a now a national

leader in electric DSM efforts, with diligent work, New York can also become a leader in the

gas DSM arenaq)
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Appendix A

MODELING HEAT LOSSES FROM
UNINSULATED ATIleS, WALLS, AND BASEMENTS

To accurately model the uninsulated case, the insulating value of components without

insulation must be estimated. This is an area where small changes in materials or conditions can

have a large impact, This appendix describes how assumptions for no-insulation conditions were

developede

Attic Insulation

Calculating attic heat loss is modeled. in most software and hand calculations as a

one-dimensional conduction phenomenon. In reality, it is not only a multidimensional heat

transfer, but there are very complicated mechanisms that make a one-dimensional calculation an

extreme oversimplifieatione The primary driving forces in an attic are the exterior roof and

gable temperatures which are affected by outdoor temperature, wind, ventilation rate below the

roof, solar gain, and sky temperature 6 Heat exchange from below the ceiling to the outdoors

occurs through conduction through the insulated area, and by radiation and convection from the

upper surface of the insulation through the attic and roof& Complicating factors, such as wind

blowing through the insulation, rafters, and ductwork make each attic a nearly insoluble

mathematical or engineering problem.. Indeed, ASHRAE is the process of selecting a

contractor produce a new improved attic heat transfer algorithm to use in mainframe computer

as

we need to simplify the assumptions. and the calculation procedure so that

easily done on a personal computer$ The goal is to choose a one-dimensional

characterizes a 'wide variety ofattic situations with reasonable parity with real attic

is insulation in the floor, the R-value of the insulation dominates the

~""'UJl.M"Ja.1VIU.'li and the one-dimensional model is accuratee If, on the other hand, there is no

InSUla,UO]rl.~ the effective R-value has a very wide range in real situations (from R-l.5 to R-7 or
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To find the best average R- value for the uninsulated case, we used a method

recommended by the California Energy Commission (California Energy Commission 1989)

which accounts for ventilation and buffering effects, and the effective R-value was calculated to

be 4.4. In addition, we reviewed measured data for savings at various insulation thicknesses and

compared the percent saved in the field studies to the REM Design calculations for the colonial

prototype. These were found to be within a reasonable range. Field data is scarce, but for one

program where houses were insulated to R-30 from R-O the savings were 21 percent as

compared to 20 percent calculated with REM Design. In another program where houses were

insulated from R-l1 to R...30, the savings were 13 percent as compared to 5 percent in the REM

calculations. The lowest savings from any attic insulation program were around 12 percent for

increasing various R-values to R-19 or more. (Cohen,. Goldman, and Harris 1991) ..

Several computer models and a simplified hand calculation were also run to compare

predictions for savings in million BTU/year to the REM Design estimates. These are

summarized below:

WAPA CALPAS EEDO REM REM%

R-O> 30 16.22 25.8 46.1 31.2 20%

R-O>40 16.91 25.8 46~8 32.3 20%

R-5>30 6.78 10.6 3205 16~7 11 %

R-l1 >30 3.35 502 9~ 1 7.5 5%

> 1029 2.0 2.5 2%

R-5 7.47 .7 1 17.8 11 %

1>40 4.03 6.3 9.8 8.6 5%

19>40 1.97 3.1 3.9 3.6 2%

Using approach described above, an effective R-value of 4.4 was used, and an input

1 was calculated and used for the.uninsulated attic cases to which internal REM

.&.I_...lIIJ1..&;;;.,.JII..3. algorithms add the remaining R-203. For flat roofs, a similar approach led to an
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effective R-5, and an input value of R-2.85 used with the cathedral ceiling component model in

REM Design.

WaD Insulation

Effective wall R-values for the uninsulated base case with wood frame walls and 16-inch

on-center studs were estimated to be R-6.49. Since REM Design calculates an effective R-value

of 2.75 in this case, an additional R-3.74 was input to achieve realistic wall performance in the

uninsulated case. Similarly, the brownstone building has an effective R-value of only 2.9 for

12-inch stone with metal lath and plaster; brick and 6-inch concrete block is the same.. The

input R-value for the base case was therefore R-0.. 15 ..

Floor Insulation

In floors, heat transfer is complicated by multiple paths and surface temperatures 0 In

case, the basement walls and floor temperature affect the heat loss through the floor. These,

depend on ground temperature and conductivity as well as the amount of masonry

exposed directly to the outdoors.. In this case, we do not have the advantage of any reliable

measured data, but there has been considerable work done by Oak: Ridge National Laboratory

(ORNL) and by the Underground Space Center in Minneapolis which published The Foundation

Handbook (Labs et 1988)~ This handbook is based on a specially modified version of DOE-2

designed to more accurately model ground losses.. Also, there have been several field studies

of to basement wall insulation (Robinson, et al" 1990) that allowed us to compare

our predictions of savings to a relatively small sample of 15 houses with these measures ..

again, we developed an effective R-value for the floor based on the predicted

savings Foundation Handbook and compared these to other software predictionSe

calculates the effective R-value of an uninsulated floor to be roughly R-3~3 including the

below-grade and above-grade heat loss through basement walls.. EEDO, another

software product based on LBL algorithms, calculates an R-value of 3GO for an uninsulated. floor,

adds the below-grade wall and floor resistances to get an overall uninsulated equivalent
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R-value of 11.23. Using the ORNL handbook, the loss would be larger than EEDO, but smaller

than the REM R-0 case, of the order of 17 million BTU per year for this basecase.. REM

predicts 31.3 MMBTU for the floor loss, ORNL predicts 17 MMBTU, and EEDO predicts 12

MMBTU. All three procedures predict similar floor losses at R-19 - approximately 6 MMBTU.

We therefore chose an overall effective R-value of 7.3 to duplicate the ORNL estimated floor

losses.. REM Design is executed with R-4 in the floor which produces an effective overall R-7 .. 3

and a total floor (floor only, not including interactive effects), loss for no insulation of 16.8

MMBTU. The resulting savings of approximately 7 percent are in line with the ORNL

predictions. Verified and comparable field studies for this measure are unavailable..

For the basement wall, modifying the automatically calculated REM Design R-values was

unnecessary .. However, comparing the insulated floor situation and the insulated basement wall

situation creates difficulties due to different temperatures in the basemente This becomes a

particular concern for the minimum savings analysis, where the base case has insulated walls,

the null case has no floor or wall insulation, and an alternate case has an insulated floors In the

base case 1 basement walls, the basement temperature is elevated, and the ductwork is

included within the insulated envelopes In actual houses the basement temperature may be as

high as the room temperature above the basement -- losses from the basement are very low, and

heat leakage from ducts, pipes, and equipment is sufficient to heat the basemente Of course, the

savings from insulation a basement with a 6(f F temperature are far higher than in a 400 F

basements Most data suggest that savings from insulating the floor are comparable to insulating

basement The R-O floor in the REM model has an effective R-value of 3 .. 3~ Running

floor eff~tive R-value led to overestimates of savings from insulation in

floors when compared to field studies, program data, and the LBL ClRA algorithms

o 2$0), less than the Oak Ridge Foundation Insulation model~ To

achieve parity match results to field studies, the R-O floor case was modeled with an

an effective R-7.. 3 and the below-grade masonry with an additional R-4 to

Slmlula'te C'lr1l''"n1l1il1''\/''1I resistance..

To assess the effective savings from basement wall insulation, it was necessary to develop

a new base case for a semi-heated basement such as would result from increasing the thermal
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resistance of a basement with ducts and equipment. To achieve this, we created a heated

basement base case with no wall insulation, no duct losses (ducts are now losing heat to the

heated space), and used a thermostat set point of 60° Fit We then ran the same model with added

R-l1 basement wall insulation above and below grade. The difference between the two cases

is the savings from the wall insulation, and the number input to the spreadsheet is the result of

subtracting, or adding in the minimum savings case, the savings from the original unheated

basement basecase. The predicted savings of 703 percent for the colonial prototype compare

well with the Robinson field study where savings averaged 7.9 percente
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Appendix B

METHODOLOGY FOR CALCULATING BREAKEVEN GAS PRICE AND
INTERMEDIATE RESULTS FOR THE GAS FlJEL-SWITCHING ANALYSES

To better understand the concept of a breakeven gas price, it is instructive to review a

simplified algebraic derivation followed by an example. The breakeven gas price is always

calculated in reference to the lifecycle cost of an assumed base electric technology compared to

a candidate gas alternative~ For the total lifecycle costs (TLCC) of the two competing

technologies to be equal:

TLCC of option 1 = TLCC of option 2 equation 1

The total lifecycle cost of each option is the sum of the capital and installation costs of

each option (CIC), its non-fuel operating and maintenance cost (OMC), its electricity cost

(ELC), and its gas cost (GSC)$ That

TLCC := CIC +OMC + ELC GSC equation 2

Since initially a socIetal perspective on the economics of fuel-switching is desired, the

costs electricity and gas are evaluated using long-run avoided costs (LRACs) for both energy

sources and future operating costs are present-valued using an assumed 5 percent real discount

rate b ed on the utility cost of capital as discussed Chapter 2~

Of course, the GSC unknown, since it is the product of the quantity of gas consumed

(G avoid cost for gas (GLRAC) which is unknown ..

== GQ * GLRAC equation 3

The breakeven ,gas price is based on the concept that, if the two lifecycle costs are equal,

il!"i'll~I_II~ algeb'raic manipulation of the terms will allow one to solve for the unknown GLRACG
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That is, substituting equation 3 into equation 2, and equation 2 into equation 1, start with the

equality:

CIC1 + OMC1 + ELC1 + (GQl * GLRAC) = CIC2 + OMC2 + ELC2 + (GQ2 *
GLRAC)

Then, solve for GLRAC:

GLRAC == [(CIC2 +OMC2+ELCJ - (CIC1+OMC1+ELC1)] / (GQl ... GQ2)

equation 4 .

In other words, given that two options have different non-gas lifecycle costs, the price

of gas that will make the totallifecycle costs of the two options equivalent is just this difference

non-gas lifecycle costs divided by the difference in gas consumption&

Tables to B-3 present intermediate values used to develop the gas breakeven prices

presented Chapter For each technology considered (base and gas alternative),. costs are

reported on a normalized basis (using floor area) for each component in the calculation of the

gas b even pricee The capital and installation costs of the technologies are combined and

expressed levelized (iee0' annualized) dollars per unit of floor area~ The energy values (either

cost for electricity or energy use for both electricity and gas) represent total building

consumption.. the electricity values include electricity use for non-space conditioning end

such as kWh/sqft, as well as summer and winter capacity

values rNlsqft) are reported0

We now the breakeven gas price calculation with an example.. For this

~Ai(,jU.l!Io'A""''Sl we consider a gasaltemative for the retail building prototype in the BU<;J service

example draw upon the information presented in Tables 5-2 (technology

(intermediate values for BUG), in order to derive a result presented in Table 5-11

breakeven prices for BUG, measure cost +0%)0
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Table B-1. Intuanedintc Vadues COl· Fuel-Switching Ana.lysis-LaCos

~HVAC

Ref.rence Ce._ 0 .. Attematiw_
1 2 1 .2 3

Heat Type ED Re. ('HP o. Descnt G••
Coo. Type EJ Comp SComp EI Cotnp Descnt G•• Eng Unit.

OFFla:
L'if. In.aM + 06.M 0.28 0.30 0.27 0.61 0.39 8/e.,ft.yt
Ann. EIr8ct. eo. 1.56 1.50 1.32 1.1. 0.79 .,.qtt.yt

EIec:t. Con~ 23.1 21.9 17.8 14.& ute kWhlsqft.y
S~c.8City 5.0 6.0 6.0 4.1 1.2 W/eqft
Wint« c.actty 2.2 1.9 1.1 o.e 1.1 W/.qft
0 •• Con8t.1lmiPt'ion 8.6 6.8 37.8 24.3 58.5 kBtuleqft.y

RETAIL
L\A. In.aaI + OlaM 0.30 0.34- 0.31 O.M 0.45 ".qft.yr
Ann. Elect. Co8t 1.42 1.22 1.01 1.10 0.88 ",qft.yr
E*t. Con.~n 21.4 11.0 12.4 12.3 9.9 kWh/.qft.y
Summet" Cepecity 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.8 2.1 W/aqtt
Wimer c.ecity 5.8 4.1 2.1 2.0 2.1 W/sqtt
G•• CoMU6'ftPt:iOn 6.8 5.8 13.1 21.6 18.0 k8tu1cqft.V

SUPERMARKET
L\fC. InsteM.OILM 0.&2 0.59 0.&3 1.11 0.17 .'.qn.Vf
Ann. Elect. eost 3.12 3.61 3.30 3.33 2.86 ".qtt.yr
Elect. Consumption 68.6 82.8 64.4 54.1 51.3 kWhlcqft.y
SUfftm4I, Capacity 8.8 6.8 8.8 9.1 6.2 W,.qtt
Wente, Capacity 11.0 ta.O 6.2 6.1 6.2 WJaqtt
G.cConll~n 14.4- 14.4 92.3 19.1 123.4 kBtWsqft.y

RE8TAURANT
LvI. Wllrt.ell .... 06.M 0.46 0.61 0.46 0.95 0.66 "sq1t.Yl
Ann. Elect. Cocn 1.92 1.55 1.16 0.93 0.86 t/llqft.yr
Elect. Con~ 33.8 25.2 18.4 12.9 13.0 kWh/sqft.V
S~c.edty 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.2 2.6 W/eqft
Wante, CapIlCity 8.3 5.5 2.6 2.2 2.6 W/eqtt
Ga. Consuweption 86.1 86.1 177.5 168.8 207. 1 kBtu/sql't.y

WAREHOUSe
lvt. IntrteM ... 061\.4 0.21 0.31 0.28 0.58 0.40 $/cqf't.yt
Ann. Elect. Cost 0.18 0.83 0.67 0.12 0.79 "."ft.yr
Elect. Con8~tio" 15.2 11.3 7.4 1.8 6. 1 kWh/eq1t.y
Summer Capecit'y 3.1 3.1 3.1 4.2 0.2 W/sqf't
Wint~1It Capecity 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 W/sqtt
Gas Con.~Uon 2.9 2.9 42.3 17.3 58.5 kStu/tlqft. V

~mmd HVAC .. Heating

Ae'oneftC@ CeM Gss Altemat1ws
1 1 :2

H~iUlllt TVp$ EI Boil Std 041$ Hil1Dtf G@@ Units

OFRQE
Lvi. k'urtaM +O&M 0.04 0.04 0.06 $/fiqn. 'If
Ann. EkiH:t. Cost 2.66 1.38 1.38 "eqf't.yr
Elect. CorulIUft"t4)tion 53.6 21.1 21.1 kWh/sQft. y
S~r~ecRy 4.3 4.3 4.3 W/.qft
WtntOf C&f)ecity 1.6 1.6 1.6 W/llqft
Gas Consumption 8.6 75.8 72.0 kBtu/sqf't. y

RFrAll
t\ti. !nsnal -+- OlaM 0.05 0.06 0.09 t/sqn. 'If
Ann. Eloct. Cost 2.48 1.15 1.15 ".qft.V(
EhK:t. eontIBUft'\Pticn 48.6 15.6 15.6 kWh/tlqf't.y
S~fC.ecitV 4.0 4.0 4.0 W/8Qft
Win'to, Cat»eefty 3.3 3.3 3.3 W/eqf't
Ga@ ConlBUft"lp'tion 5.8 18.2 74.2 kBtulsqft. y

HOaMAl
l\A. ltulrUIlM ... 06M 0.04 0.05 0.01 $'8qft.yr
Ann. Elect. CoGt 2.83 1.17 1.17 $/scvf't.yr
Ektet. Consumption 60.2 18.0 18.0 kWh/sqft.y
Summer Capacity 3.6 3.6 3.6 W/.qft
Winter Capocrty 2.0 2.0 2.0 W/aqft
0 •• Con8urnption 23.4 113.5 108.5 kBtU/sqft. y
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Table B-Io Intermediate Values for Fuel-Switching Analysis-Lll..,C04

Cool Type

OfFICE
lv" Inwtel ... OI&M
Ann. Elect. Cost
e.ct.CoM~

S~c.ectty

Winter CapecJty
0 ... eon.......tion

RETAIL
Lv.. lnenall ... OAM
Ann. Eleet. ColllJt
EhK:t" eonsumptioft
Summer c.ectty
Winter c.ecky
Ga. COn.......tion

HOaPfTAL
L~. 1n.......OaM
Ann. Elect. Cost
Ehtet. ~tion
SUt'ftl'fMtr c:...c4tv
Winter Cepecity
G•• Con.~

Hem TypIJi
Cool Type

oma:
l vI. tn.t.... + OIlM
Ann. EhIJct. Cost
Elect. Conaumption
Sumnl"tiOr Capacity
Winter Capectty
G•• Conlillurnp'tion

AETA8l
l~. Jntnal ... OlaM
Ann. eNact. Cost
Ehtct. Conautnption
Sum6"'n8( Capacity
Winter c.actty
GelB eonsUft1t)'tiofl

Ho.mAl
l'aA. Ml.Btd+O&M
Ann. E~. CoIl1
EkH:t. Contll~
SUf"ll'llffWr ~eeity
Winte, Capacity
OtiS Consumption

0.07
1••
21.1
4.3
1.G

1&.8

0.12
1.16
15.6
4.0
3.3

18.2

0.11
1.17
18.0
3.6
2.0

113.6

A8f~C3M

1
B.W
EICc~

o
1.38
21.1
4.3
1.8

15.1

o
1.15
15.6
4.0
3.3

11.2

o
1.17
11.0
3.6
2.0

113.5

G..~
1 2 3

G•• Ab. OMEng a_Eng wlHR Units

0.11 0.18 0.20 ./.qft.yr
1.17 1.0fI 1.1& .,.qtt.yr
17•• 18.3 17.1 kWhl4IerIt. y

3..1 3.4 3.6 W/.Qft
1.3 1.1 1.3 W/.qtt

133.1 121.3 18.0 kBtuJeqft.V

0.31 0.29 0.32 .'cqft.yr
0.10 0.81 0•• ./sqft.yr
13.0 11.7 12.7 kWh/.qft.y
2.8 2.6 2.1 W/.4ft
2.1 2.6 2.8 W/aqtt.

121.4 117.7 17.7 kBtulaqtt.V

0.43 0.41 0.44- "sQft.yr
0.''1 0.83 0.12 .,.qft.yr
14.1 14.0 14.0 kWh/sern.y

2.5 2.1 2.1 W/aQft
1.1 2.0 2.0 W/sqtt

1".3 151.1 131.2 kBtuJeqft.y

OotIBAit~

1 2 3 4-
~ Coo-" CogOft Cogen
eB Cofnf) AbeJEI eComf) Abs/E' Units

0.33 0.36 0.33 0.35 "sqft.vr
1.06 1.03 0.89 0.67 "sqft.Yf
14.1 14.0 8.5 8.4 kWh/sqn.V
4.0 3.1 2.9 2.7 W/sqf't
0:9 0.9 0.2 0.2 W/fJqft

111.1 112.4 175.1 175.7 kBtu/sqft.y

0.14- 0.79 0.74 0.79 .,.qft.yr
0.79 0.72 0.15 0.02 ./8qft.yr

8.0 1.3 1.2 0.1 kWh/8Qt't.y
4.0 3.8 0.8 0.2 W/cq'ft
0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 W/sqft

117.1 123.3 215.2 221.6Idhu/sqf't.y

0.32 0.34 0.32 0.34 $It1Jqtt. yr
0.81 0.78 0.53 0.51 "aqft.yr
10.3 1.6 6.3 6.3 kWh/8qn.y

3.4 3.3 2.2 2.2 W/.qf't
0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 W/.qft

153.0 160.3 200.1 200.1 kBtuJeqft.y
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Table B-2. Intermediate Values for Fuel-Switching Analysis-BUG.

Ref~e-- Gee AltetNtiY_
1 .2 1 2 3

Haec Type SA. aMP a. o-ont Gee
CoeI Type S eo,.. a~ BComp Deeont OM Eng UNtlJa

OFFICE
Lvt....... +OIIM 0.28 0.30 0.27 C.58 0.39 .,.qtt.yr
AM. Strot. Co8t 1.46 ".41 1.2& 1.13 0.73 ".qtt.yr
EJeot. ~tion 23.1 21.9 17•• 14.5 15.1 kVtlhleClf't.yr
~~ty S.O 1.0 &.0 4.8 1.2 WI_'*'
Wi""~1Y 2.2 1.1 1.1 0.8 1.1 WhJqft
Gee C"''''''''PtIOtl G.e 1.8 37.t 24.3 58.5 kIWl.flft.yr

MTAH..
Lvi..........0IaM 0.30 0.34- 0.31 O.M 0.415 8/e4tft.yf
Ann. Beat. Coat 1.30 1.13 0." 1.06 0.83 thJqf't.yr
Seat. Conaumotion 21.4- 17.0 12.4- 12.3 9.9 k\iYh/.CIft.yt
~~ty 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.1 2.1 Wleflf1
'MrmH~t'Y 5 .• 4.1 2.1 2.0 2.1 Wlflqtc
a-~t&en &•• &•• 13.1 21.6 18.0 kltuJeqf't.yr

~MIf

LvI. I"."" ... 06M 0.62 0.59 0.53 1.11 0.77 .1ecrf't.Y'
Ann. Beat. Coet 3.C91 3.40 3~O7 3.11 2.65 ".Q'f1. "I'
£J4IIIG't. eon........tion e8.6 82•• 54.4 54.1 51 .3 kYJhlsqft.V'
Surnrnot~ty .... 8•• 8.S 1.1 8.2 Whactft
Wintet~tv W1.0 1.0 1.2 e.1 6.2 WIsf.fft
G8 eon..."...tion 14.4 14.4 12.3 99.8 123.4 kltuhlqf't.yr

AUTAUMNT
lvt.'NteI'+06M 0.45 0.51 0.46 0.15 O.86'hIaQft.yr
Ann. Sect. e-t 1.76 1.43 1.01 0.87 0.80 thlertt.yr
Secrt. ~tion 33.8 25.2 11.4 12.1 t 3.0 kYtlhhJQ1t.vv
~~ty 3.D 3.8 3•• 3.2 2.8 W/.cstt
VVirrtw~ty 1.3 1.6 2.8 2•.2 2.G Whcsft
Ga1Id8 Co,..~tiofa 8IIe.l 8e.l 177.6 188.8 20'. 1 kihulecrtt.'If

WAREH04.Ia£
LvI. 'nate"'" 06M 0.21 0.31 0.2. 0.51 0.40 $hlqtt.Vf
Ann. Seat.. Coot 0.13 0.7' 0.85 0.79 0.73 "eQtt.y,
Eteot. ConeUl'l1Ptton 16.2 11.3 7.4 7.8 8.1 kWhltlllqf1.yt
~~ty 3.1 3.1 3.1 4.2 0.2 WIsqf't
Wint8l~tv 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 W/eQh
G.- CoNUif'ftf,tti4:m 2.9 2.9 42.3 17.3 58.5 kBtu/tlqn.V,

~HVAC·~

R8tfe,~~ Will A't~tI\fa
1 1 2

~tTy" a~1 Stela- Keff GM UNt8

OFAce
lvt. 'NUITU +O&M 0.04 0.04 0.06 ./ecrtt.y,
.Ann. SGCt. Cofi1 2.41 1.30 1.30 ./soh.y,
EkDo1. CGna..".,.'tNtn 53.8 21.1 21.1 ItWhI.qn.v'
~~ty 4.3 4.3 4.3 W/sQn
Wi"tOf~tv 1.8 1.6 1.G W/.qtt
GM ComurnptK.Wl 1.8 15.8 72.0 kStu/8oh.y'

MTAA.
lvl. 1mwi ... OAM 0.05 o.oe 0.09 '''(fh.Vr
Ann. BlUCtw Coet 2.30 1.07 1.07 ./sClIt.yr
Elect. Co~ti@ft 41.8 16.6 15.6 ItW'h/eqf't.y'
~~rv 4.0 4.0 4.0 W/flQft
YJime,~ty 3.3 3.3 3.3 WI.oft
Gee ConeUl'ftCltion 5.8 18.2 74.2 IeStultRa".v'

H08ATAL
lvt. 'Nteal+06M 0.04 0.05 0.07 .,.qft.vr
Ann. EJect. Coot 2.63 1.10 1.10 .'.qft·V'
Beat. Cono"""'Pcon 80.2 18•.0 18.0 kWh/sqft.v'
~~ty 3.8 3wfJ 3.6 W/sqtt
Wi"t.'~ty 2.0 2.0 2.0 W/.qft
GtatiI Coneurncttion 23.4 113.5 108.S kBtultllqft.y,
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Table B-2o Intennediate Values for Fuel-Switching Analysis-BUG41

~.HVAC·~

Rof8fenoe e- Gee AAtef'neti'veirl

1 1 2 3
Cool Type Eleomp GuAM GMEng Gem Eng wlHR UnitIB

OFACE
Lvi.....taIU +OItM 0.07 0.1. 0.1. 0.20 $l8qft.yr
Ann. EltICt. C08t 1.30 1.10 l.cn 1.01 "eqft.v,
Eleet. eoMumptfon 21.1 17.' 18.3 17.8 kWhlteqft.'If
SummaH~ty 4.3 3.1 3.4 3.8 WhlGf't
\Y6ftt.,~1V 1.6 1.3 1.1 1.3 WIfIQf1
Gee Coneumption 71.1 133.8 121.3 91.0 Icltul...ft.vt

MTAU..
lv" ."..,..... OI&M 0.12 0.31 0.2' 0.32 ./eqft.yr
Ann. Berm. CNt 1.07 O.M 0.71 0.82 .hJcrtt.Yf
EJect. Cof'llllllumotion 11.G 13.0 11.7 12.7 kWhleqft.yf
SummaH c..ecsty 4.0 2.1 2.6 2.1 Wlet¥l1
Wint.,~'tv 3.3 2., 2.8 2.8 W/sqtt
Gee Cone.."....oon 78.2 127.4 117.7 17.7 k8tuJecrtt.'If

H08PITAl
Lvi. INtaI' +06M 0.11 0.43 0.41 0.44- .met".y,
Ann. Elect. Coet 1.10 0.85 0." 0.85 .Jacm.y,
EJect. eo"'UfI'IPUon 18.0 14•• 14.0 14.0 kYIhJeqft.'If
Summot c...c;ty 3.8 2.5 2.1 2.1 WIe(ftt
Wint.'~ty 2.0 1.8 2.0 2.0 Wlaqtt
Gee CONurnption 113.5 144.3 151.1 131.2 k81:ulscvtt.'If

~HVAC ..~

RaD~~ o-AatefN~

1 1 2 3 4-
Hut Typ4Il Gee ... Coven ~ CoOflJi" Coven
Cool Type BComp aCornp AUIEI £leo". AbtB/EJ UntUlil

MACE
Lv.. IMUlII' ... 06M 0 0.33 0.35 0.33 0.35 Shilcrtt.yr
Ann. Eiocrt. CcMt 1.30 1.01 0.97 0.8e 0.64 $/flq1't.V'
EJect. Cc,.umruion 21.1 14.1 14.0 8.5 8.4 kWh/8oft.V'
Summot c...c;ty 4.3 4.0 3.1 2.9 2.7 W/llqft
Wint...~rv 1.8 0.9 0.1 0.2 0.2 W/eqtt
GM ConsumptIOn 75.1 111.1 112.4- 175.7 175.7 kBtuloqft.yt

RnAtl
Lvi. INUU + 06M 0 0.74 0.79 0.74- 0.79 S/lBqft.yr
Ann. EJeet. eN. 1.07 0.78 0.69 0.15 0.02 $/eqft.yr
Elect. CONumption 15.6 8.0 7.3 1.2 0.1 kWh/sqh.y,
Sumt'fWtf CaOGPiCl tv 4.0 4.0 3.8 0.8 0.2 W/.qte
Wintu,~ty 3.3 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 W/flqft
GH Coneut'nPtJon 11.2 111.1 123.3 215.2 221.8 kBtuJ8Qtt.Vf

H04PfTAL
lvt. 'Ntm, ... OlaM 0 0.32 0.34- 0.32 0.34 "s«3n.-"
Ann. a~. Coet 1.10 0.77 0.73 0.50 0.49 .I..qn.y,
a4lC't.CGM~ticn 11.0 10.3 9.5 6.3 8.3 kWh/scan.y,
~C8l(NCitV 3.6 3.4 3.3 2.2 2.2 W/sQft
Wint$'~tV 2.0 O.G 0.6 0.8 0.6 W/eqft
G.- COnDumpbon 113.5 153.0 160.3 200.1 200.1 kBtu/sQn.yr
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Table B-3~ Intennediate Values for Fuel-Switching AnaJysis-NFG&

Aef.~Ca"1lB Ga. Attem4lJ'tiws
1 :2 1 .2 3

Heat Type EIRe. BHP G•• o.ecnt Gas
Coo. Type Eleom, ElComp EJComp Oeecm: G.tleng Units

OFFICE
Lvi. Inst8H.O&M 0.25 0.28 0.26 0.53 0.37 .,.qft.Vf
Ann. Elect. eo. 1.41 1.33 1.02 0.81 o.n .,.qft.yr
Elect. eo........." 25.1 23.6 17.8 13.8 16.3 kWh/aQft.y
SUI'I'IfNf' c.ecfty 4.8 4.7 4.6 4.2 1.3 W/.qft
Winter Cat»ecftv 2.6 2.3 1..2 0.8 1.2 W/.qtr.
O.eeon• ..",.tion 8.8 6.6 48.0 23.4 62.5 kBtuJeqft.y

RETAIL
Lvi. 6netd.O.M 0.28 0.33 0.30 0.82 0.43 "eqft.Yf
Ann. Elect. eo. 1.7& 1.31 0.82 0.80 0.88 .'.qft.yr
E6ec:'t. Con~ .24.3 18.0 11.0 11.1 D.9 kWhleqft.y
~c.-tty 3.8 3.8 3.6 3.1 2.2 W/eqtr.
Wimw c.-it'Y 7.6 6.6 1.6 2.1 2.2 W/eqt(
G•• Cone~n i.8 6.1 70.1 11.6 86. 1 dtuI.qtt.y

SUPERMARKET
Lvi. tnst8l.0&M 0.43 0.48 0.46 0.13 O. f55 "eqft.yr
Ann. Elect. Cost 4.42 3.95 2.13 2.91 2.16.,.qft.yr
Elect. Coneurmption 76.1 a.8 53.0 52.3 51.0 kWhleqft. V
S~r Capacity 7.' 1.1 7.8 1.0 6.2 W/.qtt
Winter Capacity 13.6 11.4 6.2 6.2 6.2 W/.qtt
G•• Coneumption 14.4 14.4 138.5 141.1 157.3 kBtulaqft.y

RESTAURANT
l\A. Intnd+06M 0.44 0.60 0.46 0.14 0.66 ./eqft.Vf
Ann. Et.ct. Cost 2.61 1.11 0.11 0.75 0.87 .'.qft.vr
E~. Consumption 41.0 30.7 16.4 11.8 13.4 kWh/.qtt.y
SumtnGf' Capacttv 3.2 3.2 3.2 2.1 2.6 W/.qft
Wintfi c.eekv 10.7 8.0 2.6 2.2 2.6 W/aqtt
G•• Confl.UJ1"ftPtion ••2 16.1 218.5 195.3 234.0 kBtuJsq1t. y

WAREHOUSE
Lvi. lnanaU+OIlM 0.27 0.31 0.28 0.57 0.40 "eqft.yr
Ann. EkM:t. Cost 0.81 0.65 0.43 0.46 o.n "eqf't.vr
Elect. Con.~tion 17.6 13.0 7.0 7.0 6.2 kWh/aqft.y
SUl'Ml'Mlt Caoecitv 2.1 2.7 2.1 3.3 0.2 W/.qf't
Winter Capacity 0.2 0.2 0.2 0 . .2 0.2 W/Cqf't
Ga. Conilumption 2.8 2.8 55.4 t 1.9 62.5 kBtu/sqft.y

CentNd MYAC .......ating

Aef.~CeM Ga. Att.m~e
1 1 2

Heart TY1K' Shit Std Ga. Hie" G•• Unit.

omce
Lv!. Il'urtaM ... O&.M 0.04 0.06 0.07 ./sqf't.yr
Ann. E!eet. Cost 2.51 1.15 1.15 .'8qft.Vt
EhBet. Coneurnption 60.2 21.0 21.0 kWh/eqn.y
SUmf'fMtf Capacity 4.2 4.2 4.2 W/."ft
Winter CapacitY 1.6 1.6 1.6 W/.qft
Gas Con.~non 6.6 90.3 85.6 kBtu/sqft. y

RETAil
LvI. inert"'" OI&M 0.06 0.07 0.09 .'fllqf't.yr
Ann.EhDet. ColBt 2.66 1.07 1.07 $Jeqft.yr
Elect. CoMump'tion 51.3 15.5 15.5 kWh/sqf't.y
SumffMllJf c.OlUlliCfty 3.1 3.7 3.7 W/aqft
Winter Capacity 3.4 3.4- 3.4 W/sqft
Ga. Coneumption 5.8 99.3 14.1 kBtu/cqft.y

HOSPITAL
Lvt tnstaU ... 08aM 0.05 0.08 0.08 ./aqft.yr
Ann. Elect. Cost 3.05 0.88 0.18 .'Rqit.Vr
Elect. Coneumption 13.9 16.8 16.8 kWh/aqft.y
Summer e..,pecfty 3.2 3.2 3.2 WI8 Q'ft
Winter (Apecity 2.0 2.0 2.0 W/sqf't
G3@ Con8UfnPtion 23.4- 145.1 138.3 kBtuJaqft. V
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Tabie B-3. lntennediate Values for Fuel-Switching Analysis-NFG.

~HVAC ..~

Aef~Ca ... G•• A8t~.
1 1 2 3

eoo.Type EI Cornp G•• Ab. 0 •• Ena G•• eng wlHA Unit.

0Ff'I12
l\ft. lnetall.OIlM 0.07 0." 0.18 0.1t .'.qf't.yr
Ann. Elect. Cost 1.16 0.88 0.10 0.18 .,.qtt.vr
Elect. Cc",ultJn'IfJtion 21.0 18.0 16.6 17.8 kWh/.qn.v
S~rCapecity 4.2 3.6 3.4- 3.6 W/.4ft
Wim.r c.ectty 1.8 1.3 1.1 1.3 W/.qtt
0 •• eon.........,. 10.3 1"43.3 131.1 109.1 kBtuIsqft.V

RETAIL
l~. Imrtd ... OILed 0.11 0.21 0.21 0.30 .,.qft.yr
Ann. Elect. Cost 1.07 G•• 0.11 0.87 .,.qf't.yr
Elect. Consumption 15.5 13.0 11.1 12.8 kWhJaqft.y
S....."".., c.eclt'y 3.1 2.8 2.4 2.7 W/IQft
Winter Capactty 3.4- 2.1 2.7 2.1 W/.qft
0 •• COn.......tian 11.3 143.4 134.0 114.7 kBtulsqft. y

HOSMAl
Lvi. anet"''''06... 0.16 0.38 0.37 0.40 .'eqft.yr
Ann. Eleet. Coct 0.11 0.82 0.81 0•• .,.qft.Yt
Elect. Con........." 18.8 14.2 14.1 14.9 kWhl.qft.v
SU8'N'tlef Capacity 3.2 2.4 2.1 2.4- W/.qft
Went., c.aci1:v 2.0 1.8 2.0 2.0 W/eqft
a•• Coneumption 146.1 166.2 170.2 1&5.3 k8tuJ.(ftt.y

CNrtftIIJI HVAC ..~

Refenanee CaN 0 •• Akemamwe
1 1 2 3 4-

Hel1Jt Type G•• SoH CoG.,. Co(Jen eogen Cooen
Coo. Type £1 eo".. EI Comp AbelEl ED Cotnp Aba/EI Unit3

OFFlCl
L\A. Inen'" +Oli.M 0 0.33 0.35 0.33 0.35 t'sqft.vr
Ann. Elect. CoM 1.15 0.78 0.76 0.48 0.48 $/sqft.vr
Elect. eoneurnption 21.0 13.1 13.0 8.4 8.3 kWh/sqt't.y
S~fc.actty 4.2 3.8 3.6 2.8 2.8 W/sqft
Winter c.acfty 1.6 0.1 1.0 0.2 0.3 W/.qt't
Gaul Consumptton 90.3 130.0 130.9 184.7 184.9 kBtuJsqft. y

RETAil
lve. Inetd+O&M 0 0.74 0.79 0.14- 0.19 ./sern.yr
Ann. Ektct. CoGrt 1.07 0.44 0.39 0.08 0.00 ./flqn. yr
Ektct. Consumption 15.5 6.5 s.e 1.0 0.0 kWh/sqlt. V
Summer CaCUICi'ty 3.7 3.6 3.5 0.5 0.0 W/eqft.
Warn@, ~aerty 3.4 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 W/sqft
G.s Con8~tjon 99.3 146.6 151.3 228.4- 236.5 kBtu/sqft.y

HOSPITAL
l \ft. 1n1lrt8ft ... O&M 0 0.32 0.34- 0.34 0.34 S/sqft. 'If
Ann. E~. Cofi't 0.98 0.50 0.46 0.35 0.34 ".qft. "If
EJect. Conllurnption 16.8 8.0 7.2 5.2 5.0 kWh/.qn.\,
Summer Cap.city 3.2 3.0 2.9 1.8 1.8 W/aqft
Winte, Cap.city 2.0 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 W/sQf't
Gas Conflllu,.,.tmn 146.1 190.0 198.8 225.2 225. 1 kBtu/sqft. "I
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The base technology is a packaged HVAC system that relies on gas for heating and

electricity for cooling (referred to as "Gas Alternative 1" in Table B-2) and the gas option being

considered is a packaged gas-fired. engine system that provides both heating and cooling (referred

to as "Gas Alternative 3" in Table B-2).

From Table 5-2, the capital costs of th~ base technology is $828/ton .with O&M costs of

$50.4/ton.yre Given a measure lifetime of 15 years, the total annualized cost of this option (see

Table B-2) is SO.31/sqftoyr (= CIC1 + OMC1).1 Table B-2 also reports annualized electricity

costs at $O.95/sqft"yr (= ELC1) and gas consumption at 53.1 kBtu/sqft .. yr (GQl).

From Table 5-2, the capital cost of the gas alternative is $1442/ton with annual O&M

costs of$SO.4/ton.yr, leads to total annualized costs of$O.45/sqft.yr (= CIC2 + OMC2)6 Table

B-2 reports annualized electricity costs at SO.63/sqft.yr (= ELC2) and gas consumption at 78.0

kBtu/sqft~yr (GQ:J.

Substitution of these values into equation 4 yields a gas breakeven price of$7.31/Dth (see

Table 1)~ Since the range of likely gas avoided costs ($2 to $4/Dth) is less than $7631/DTh,

the gas cooling alternative is more cost-effective than the base electric cooling technology on a

lifecycle basis at the assumed discount rate. In other words, given the' current range of gas

avoided costs, the extra capital cost of the gas cooling technology (relative to the electric cooling

technology), despite increase gas use, is more than offset by the decrease in electricity

use, valued at long-run avoided costs..

Conversely, the gas breakeven cost turns out to be lower than the range of gas avoided

annualization is

A ::: r(1 +r)n
N (1 +r)n-1

with r == 5%, n = 15, the annualization factor is 0.09634. This converts the capital cost of
$828/ton (see Table 5-2) to $79~8/tonqyr (= 828 x 0009634)$ Adding the annual non-fuel O&M
cost of $50(04/ton~yr(see Table 5-2) yields a total annualized cost of $13002/ton~yr(= 79.8 +
50~4)~
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costs, the base electric technology would remain more cost-effective on a lifecycle basis than the

gas technology It In these cases, the added cost of the gas alternative, along with the increase in

gas use, is not offset by the decrease in electricity use. Put another way, under this scenario,

gas must be very cheap for the gas alternative to compete successfully against the assumed base

electric technology 4 If, for example, the gas brea.keven cost is negative, then the gas alternative

will never be cost-effective at any gas .price. _

A Final Note on the Information Presented in Tables B-1 to B-3

The data presented in this Appendix are intended to support a range of analyses related

to fuel-switching. This Appendix has presented an example of how the gas breakeven price can

be derived using intermediate information presented in the Chapter. In what follows, we

describe the derivation of (1) installed equipment capacity and, for the cogeneration options, (2)

annual net heat rates~

Installed equipment capacity can be derived by annualizing measure capital and O&M

cost information (from Table 5-2 to 5-5) with intermediate gas breakeven price information

(from bies to B-3) ..

Referring the BUG retail building example previously described, the total annualized

cost this option developed from the measure cost data in Table 5-2 ($130.. 2/ton.yr, see

footnote 1), when combined with the building-specific information in Table B-2 ($O.31/sqft.yr),

leads to an cooling capacity 420 sqftJton (= 130.2/0G31). A summary of the results

of these calculations, each of the building types examined in this study, is provided in Table

·n.n,~nt:lIll~'l"1nfl net heat rates can also be calculated from the information presented in

For this example, we derive the net heat rate for the hospital cogeneration

m (Gas Alternative 1) in LILCo service territory.. Net heat rate is simply the increase in

gas use divided by the decrease in electricity use., In this case, referring to Table B-1, the net

rate is (153~O - 113 .. 5) / (18 .. 0 - 10~3) = 5130 Btu/kWh~
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Table B-4o System Sizing for Commercial Fuel Switching Analysis.

Central Plcg Central Plcg Hospital Supmkt Restaur Ware-
Office Office Retail Retail house

Floor area 75,000 75,000 5,000 5,000 386,900 21,300 3,084 25,100

Downstate

Cool state kbtulhr 1,348 1,854 144 142 15,442 1,045 130 657

Heat size kbtulhr 2,106 2,538 202 260 12,586 2,151 195 1,182

Cogen size kbtulhr 341 51 1707

Upstate -

Cool state kbtulhr 1,296 1,715 134 137 13,892 876 128 653

Heat size kbtulhr 2, 6 2,559 218 265 14,564 2,270 215 1,199

Cogen size kbtulhr 341 51 1,707

Downstate

Cool size btu/sqft 17..97 24.72 28.80 28.44- 39.91 49.04 42.15 25.56

Heat size btu/sqft 28.08 33.84 40.40 51.94 32.48 100.99 63.16 45.97

Upstate

. Cool size btulsqft 17.28 23.67 26.90 27.34 35.91 41..13 41.60 25.42

Heat size bm/sqft 31868 34.12 43 .. 20 52.98 37.64 106.59 69.65 46.64
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APPENDIX C. GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual # Projects
Cumul # Eligible Customers
Cumul I Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumule Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (lOOOeS)
Annual Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumul~ Direct Utility Cost (lOOOeS)
Cumul. Indirect Utility Cost (1000a$)
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (lOOOeS)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Pa.rticipant
Annual Therme Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumul~ Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): cumu10 data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

Berkshire Ga.s
gas
Residential Conservation (Low Income)
R:A&I
full
1/91
1/92
7/91
7/92
1584
14

4416

009%
0.9\
320
0.02\
0.02\
3040
n/a
Tony Contrino
(413) 442 1511

Free audits are offered. Grants average S1370/homeo Households must have incomes below
175\ of the federal poverty leve10 Weatherization measures performed, including install
ation of attic insulation, storm windows, air sealing, setback thermostats, space and wate
heater upgrades, low-flow showerheads, faucet aerators, tank wraps, pipe insulation,
and water heater setbacks~

Comments



APPENDIX c~ GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual I Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual # Projects
Cumul I Eligible Customers
Cumul # Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumul. Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumule Direct Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumu10 Indirect Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumul& Total Utility Cost (lOCOeS)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumul~ Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): cumul* data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

Berkshire Ga.s
gas
Residential Conservation (Multi-family)
R:A&I
full
1/91

1/91
1/92
5794
114

36772

3eO\
3080\
211
O~16'

O~16'

3&15
n/a
Tony Contrino
(413) 442 1511

Program available to landlords with buildings of up to 4 units. Free audita. Grants
of up to S375/unit offered~ The option of zero-interest financing is available.
Weatherization measures are performed, including the installation of attic insulation
storm windows, air sealing, setback thermostats, space and water heater upgrades,
low-flow showerheads, faucet aerators, tank wraps, pipe insulation, and water
heater setbacks *

Comments



APPENDIX Co GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual I Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual I Projects
Cumul I Eligible Customers
Cumul I Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumule Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (lOOOeS)
Annual Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumul. Direct Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumul~ Indirect Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumule Total Utility Cost (1000a$)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as % Gas Sales
Cumule Therms Saved as , GaB Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): cumul~ data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

Berkshire Gas
gas
Residential Conservation (Non-Low Income)
R:A&I
full
1/91

1/91
1/92
12896
10

2880

2105

0.1\
0.1\
288
0.01\
0001'
9.69
n/a
Tony Contrino
(413) 442 1511

Homeowners and renters are eligible~ Participants are chosen randomly * Free audits~

Grants averaging $1270/unit, $150 grant for air sealing , and the option of zero-interest
financinqe Weatherization measures are performed, including the installation of attic
insulation storm windows, air sealing, setback thermostats, space and water heater upgrade
low-flow showerheads, faucet aerators, tank wraps, pipe insulation, and water
heater setbacks~

Comments



APPENDIX Ce GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual I Projects
Cumul I Eligible Custorners
Cumul I Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumul$ Therms Sayed
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (10008$)
cumu10 Direct Utility Cost (1000eS)
Cumul@ Indirect Utility Cost (lOOOaS)
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumulo Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): cumul& data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Boston Gas
gas
Attic Insulation Program
R:A&I
full
3/91

1/91
1/92
210000
1900

270000

0*'\
0.'\
142
O~07'

O~07'

7067
n/a
Tom Ryan
(617) 142 8400x203

Program

Free audit offered0 If customer has less than 6" insulation, a 50\ subsidy is offered
for installation of R30 attic insulation0 Low-income customers receive 100\ subsidy$

comments



APPENDIX C9 GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual I Projects
Cumul # Eligible Customers
Cumul I Participants
Annual Therme Saved
Cumul. Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (lOOOe$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (lOaOaS)
Cumu10 Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumul@ Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumu10 Total Utility Cost (lOOOeS)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual The&ms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumul@ Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): cumul$ data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

Boston Gas
gas
Domestic Hot Water Heater
IUIT
full
10/90

1/91
12/91
450000
32000

1500000

7~1'

701\
47
0$41\
0041\
O~75

n/a
Tom Ryan
(617) 742 8400x203

Free installation of low-flow showerheads, water heater wraps, 6 feet of pipe insulation,
and other water heater retrofit meaeureso

Cormnents



APPENDIX Ce GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Uti:lity Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual # Projects
Cumul I Eligible Customers
Cumul # Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumul~ Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (1000a$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumul~ Direct Utility Cost (1000sS)
Cumu10 Indirect Utility Cost (1000eS)
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Particip~tion Rate
Annual Therme Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumul~ Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S!Dtherm): cumu10 data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

Boston Gas
gas
Home Heating Control Program
RHT
full
3/91

1/91
12/91
270000
3300

570000

1000.0

1.2\
192\
173
0$16\
OG16%
1~41

n/a
Tom Ryan
(617) 742 8400x203

50\ subsidy offered for the installation of clock thermostats or boiler resets. Low-incom
customers and renters receive 100% subsidy. According to the utility, the boiler
reset rarely gets installed~

Comments



APPENDIX c~ GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual I Participants
Annual # Projects
Cumul # Eligible Customers
Cumul # Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumul. Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (1000s$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (1000a$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (lOOOe$)
Cumul0 Direct Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumul~ Indirect Utility Cost (lOOOs$)
Cumu10 Total Utility Cost (1000a$)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumul Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost CS!Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): cumule data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

Boston Gas
gas
Multifamily Plan
R:A&I

1991

1/91
1/92

6575

260000

n/a
n/a
40
0.07\
O~07'

n/a
nja
Tom Ryan
(611) 742 8400x20J

This program is available to multifamily building owners who pay the building's utility
bills@ For buildings with less than 50 units, 50\ subsidies are available for installatic
of a prescribed list of measures~ For buildings with at least 50 units, free energy audit
are performed and a 50\ subsidy is available for the installation of all cost-effective
measureSe Buildings with at least 50\ low-income residents receive 100\ subsidy.

Comments



APPENDIX Ce GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual I Eligible Customers
Annual I Participants
Annual I Projects
Cumul # Eligible Customers
Cumul I Participants
Annual Therms Saved
cumul& Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (1000a$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (lOOOe$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumu10 Direct Utility Cost (1000eS)
cumu10 Indirect Utility Cost (lOOOeS)
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (lOCOeS)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumu10 Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost ($/Dtherm): cumul~ data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

connecticut Natural Gas
ga.
Set-Back Thermostat Program
RHT
Full
11/89

1/90
12/91

265

882
26584
88480

7501
n/a
n/a
100
Oqo02\
O~07'

2.31
1010
Leslie Stophel
(203) 727 3458

Free installation of set-back thermostats offered~

Comments

Mailings on the program were sent to a select group of customers 0 Annual data
are for 1991, and cumulative data are for January 1990 through December 1991.



APPENDIX Co GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual I Eligible Customers
Annual I Participants
AnnUal # Projects
Cumul # Eligible Customers
Cumul # Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumul. Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (lOOOe$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (1000eS)
Cumul& Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumulo Indirect Utility Cost (1000eS)
Cumu10 Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms·Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumul~ Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): cumul~ data
Utility Cont.act
Phone Number

Program Description

connecticut Natural Gas
gas
Weatherization & Attic Insulation Program
R:A&I

11/89

11/89
1/92
33192
1844

33192
2752
130311

275e9
82.8
358.1
608.3
182GS
790.8
5~6'

8.3\
71
0$10\
n/a
3@56
n/a
Leslie Stophel
(203) 727 3458

For customers with less than RS attic insulation, free insulation is installed~ If needec
other weatherization measures are also installed free of charge, such as weatherstripping
and caulking of doors and windows, door sweeps, outlet gaskets, switch gaskets,
low-flow showerheads, faucet aerators, and water heater wrapSe

comments

Cumulative data are for January 1990 through September 1991e Annual data are for
October 1990 through October 19910 Indirect costs are assumed to be 30\ of direct costSe



APPENDIX C. GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual I Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual # Projects
Cumul I Eligible Customers
Cumul I Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumul~ Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (lOOOeS)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumul~ Direct Utility Cost (lOOOaS)
Cumul~ Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved-as' Gas Sales
Cumul& Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): cumul~ data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

Elizabethtown Gas
gas
Assistance Sealup Program
R:A&I
full
10/84

4/86
3/81
15000
1824

97000

fr
n/a
n/a
506e2

12<02\
n/a
53
0*06\
n/a
6~76

nja
Georgia Hartnett
(908) 289 SOOOx6102

Free audit performed~ A subsidy of up to S200/home was offered for weatherization measure
including water heater wrap, showerhead flow restrictor, door sweeps, outlet gaskets,
weatherstripping, caulking, attic hatch insulation, plastic window sheets, and other
measures * As of 1992, a rebate of up to $1000 per home is offeredo

Comments

Gas data are engineering estaimates adjusted based on billing analyses0



APPENDIX c~ GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual I Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual I Projects
Cumul I Eligible Customers
Cumul I Participants
Annual Thermo Saved
Cumule Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (lOaOaS)
Cumul~ Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumul~ Indirect Utility Cost (lOOOeS)
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (1000a$)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Tnerms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumul Therme Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (SjDtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): cumul~ data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

Elizabethtown Gas
9as
Furnace/ Boiler Rebate Program
RBT
full
4/85

4/86
3/87
130000
1018

73000

90e2
79G8
170.0

0.8%
nja
72
0004%
nja
1.87
nja
Georgia Hartnett
(908) 289 5000x6102

Rebates offered for upgrading either a boiler or fu~nace above a fixed AFUE ratingo
The rebate varies depending on the size and efficiency of the boiler or furnacee

Comments

Customer shows proof of purchase in order to receive rebate.
Gas data are engineering estima.tes adjusted based on billing analyses.



APPENDIX C. GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Prog:t"'.am
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual I Eligible Customers
Annual I Participants
Annual # Projects
Cumul I Eligible Customers
Cumul .' Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumul. Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (lOCOeS)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (lOOOeS)
Annual Total Utility Cost (1000&$)
Cumul~ Direct Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumu10 Indirect Utility Cost (lOOOeS)
Cumul$ Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumul~ Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): cumul. data
Utility Contact.
Phone Number

Program Description

Elizabethtown Gas
gas
Regular Sealup Program
R:A&I
full
10/84

4/86
3/87
130000
796

27000

fr
n/a
nJa
41.6

0.6\
o/a.
34
O~02'

n/a
2QOO
n/a
Georgia Hartnett
(908) 289 5000x6102

Free audit is performed~ For a S10 fee, a water heater blanket is installed$ If customeJ
has a blanket, three other low-cost efficiency measures are performed for a fee.
These measures include: low-flow showerheads, faucet aerators, window and door
weatherstripping, door sweeps, and water pipe insulation.

Comments

The is dropping this program in 19930 The gas savings data are engineering
estimates adjusted based on billing analyses.



APPENDIX Ce GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual I Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual # Projects
CumulI Eligible Customers
Cumul I Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumul~ Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (1000eS)
Annual Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumul~ Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumul Indirect Utility Cost (1000eS)
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumul~ Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): cumul~ data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

Elizabethtown Gas
glls
Set-back Thermostat Rebate Program
RHT
full
1/86

4/86
3/87
130000
459

153000

0&4\
n/a
333
0609\
n/a
0.21
n/a
Georgia Hartnett
(908) 289 5000x6102

A $10 rebat.e is

Comments

to participants who install a setback thermostat@

The utility has proposed dropping this program in 1993~ Gas savings data are
engineering estimates adjusted based on billing analyses@



APPENDIX C. GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual I Participants
Annual I Projects
Cumul # Eligible Customers
Cumul I Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumulo Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (lOOOeS)
Annual Total Utility Cost (1000aS)
Cumul~ Direct Utility Cost (1000a$)
Cumul@ Indirect Utility Cost (1000s$)
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumul~ Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): cumule data
Utility Contact.
Phone Number

Program Description

Elizabethtown Gas
gas
Water Heater Rebate Program
RHT
full
4/85

4/86
3/87
72000
2598

36000

142.5
38.3
180.8

3.6\
n/a
14
0002\
n/a
4.03
n/a
Georgia Hartnett
(90B) 289 SOOOx6102

A rebate of S50 per heater is offered to customers who install a water heater
which meets certain efficiency standards.

Comments

Customer shows proof of purchase in order to receive rebate 0 Gas savings data are
engineering estimates adjusted based on billing analyses.



APPENDIX C$ GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual I Participants
Annual I Projects
Cumul I Eligible Customers
cumul I Participants
Annual The~s Saved
Cumu10 Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (1000a$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (10008$)
cumul& Direct Utility Cost (1000a$)
Cumulo Indirect Utility Cost (1000a$)
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumul~ Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost ($/Dtherm): cumul$ data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

Elizabethtown Gas
gas
Weatherization Low-Interest Loan
R:A&I
full
10/84

4/86
3/87
130000
89

167000

fr
33.1
35.9
69.0

0$1'
n/a
1876
04010\
n/a
0.54
n/a
Georgia Hartnett
(908) 289 5000x6102

Free audit performed~ Zero-interest loans of $500-$4,000 are offered to households earnin~

less than 530,000 per year$ Low-interest loans are offered to households earning more
than $30,000 per year~ Measures installed include attic insulation, weatherstripping,
caulking, low-flow showerheads, faucet aerators, duct and water pipe insulation, clock
thermostats, storm windows and doors, attic vent fans, and water heater t~er contrale
Measures must have no more than a ten-year customer payback.

Comments

The utility has proposed dropping this program due to under-subscription~ Gas savings date
are engineering estimates adjusted based on billing analyses.



APPENDIX C. GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual I Projects
Cumul I Eligible Customers
Cumul I Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumu10 Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (1000s$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumu10 Direct Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumu10 Indirect Utility Cost (1000s$)
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumul~ Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (SjDtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): cumul~ data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

Madison Gas & Electric
combo
High-Efficiency Water Heater Rebates
RHT

6/90
5/91
78500
688

40301

O~9'

nja.
59
0.05\
n/a
0035
nja
Bob Stoffs
(608) 252 7906

A $25 rebate is offered for the installation of high-efficiency water heaters with an eneJ
factor of 058 to ~60~

Comments

Customer shows proof of purchase in order to receive rebate. Indirect costs are
assumed to be 30\ of direct costs~



APPENDIX C. GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual I Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual # Projects
Cumul I Eligible Customers
Cumul # Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumul@ Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (lOOOeS)
Annual Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumul~ Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumul~ Indirect Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumul~ Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): cumulo data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

Madison Gas , Electric
combo
Large C&I Conservation services
C&I:A&I
full

6/90
5/91

168

139499

n/a
nja
n/a
0015\
nja
0.90
nja
Bob Stoffs
{60S} 252 7906

Participants must use at least 25,000 therms/year but not be among the top 100 customers
in fuel use0 A free audit is performed~ A rebate of $250 per piece of equipment is
offered for upgrading to high-efficiency furnacese 25\ of the cost of pipe insulation
is rebated~ For each steam trap replaced, a rebate of $30 is available. Other eligible
measures include installation of vent dampers, boiler water resets, setback thermostats,
infrared heating, boiler tune-ups, low-flow showerheads, energy management systems,
and custom measures~ The incen~ve 1or. custom measures is ~ecided on a case-by-case

Comments

Indirect costs are assumed to be 30\ of direct.



APPENDIX CG GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual I Projects
Cumul # Eligible Customers
Cumul I Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumul. Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (lOOOs$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (1000s$)
Cumu10 Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumul~ Indirect Utility Cost (100085)
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
cumu10 Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): cumul~ data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

Madison Gas & Electric
combo
Large C&I New Construction
C&INC
full

6/90
5/91

J8

225513

154~2

46~3

200'05

n/I!!
n/a
n/a
0.24\
n/a
O~58

n/a
Bob Stoffs
(608) 252 7906

Participants must use at least 25,000 therms per year. Rebates are available for the
installation of vent dampers, boiler water resets, setback thermostats, infrared heating,
low-flow showerheads, and energy management systems 0 Rebates for custom measures
are decided on a case-by-case basis0

Comments

Indirect costs are assumed to be 30\ of direct $



APPENDIX Ce GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual # Projects
Cumul # Eligible Customers
Cumul # Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumul. Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumul~ Direct Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumul~ Indirect Utility Cost (lOOOe$)
Cumu10 Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumu10 Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost ($/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): cumu10 data
Utilit.y Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

Madison Gas & Electric
combo
Low-Flow Showerhead Installation
RHT

6/90
5/91
78500
1742

114927

2~2'

n/a
66
0.14%
n/a
Oe41
nla
Bob Stoffs
(608) 252 7906

Free low-flow showerheads are given to participantse

Comments

Indirect costs are assumed to be 30\ of direct0



APPENDIX C. GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual I Projects
Cumul I Eligible Customers
Cumul # Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumule Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct.Utility Cost (1000a$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (lOOOe$)
Cumu10 Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumul~ Indirect Utility Cost (lOOOeS)
Cumulo Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumul. Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost ($/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): cumule data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

Madison Gas & Electric
combo
Major Accounts Program
C&I:A&I
full

6/90
5/91

688

40301

n/a
n/a
n/a
O~04'

n/a
1~3S

n/a
Bob Stoffs
(60S) 252 7906

Participants must use at least 25,000 therms/year and be among the 125 largest customerso
A free audit is performede A rebate of 5250 per piece of equipment is offered for the
upgrading to high-efficiency furnaceSe 25\ of the cost of pipe insulation
is rebated~ For each steam trap replaced, a rebate of $30 is available. Other eligible
measures include installation of vent dampers, boiler water resets, setback thermostats,
infrared heating, boiler tune-ups( low-flow showerheads, energy management systems,
and custom measures~ The incentive"for custom measures is decided on a case-by-case basis

Comments

Indirect costs are assumed to be 30\ of direct costs.



APPENDIX c. GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Proqram
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual I Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual I Projects
Cumul # Eligible Customers
Cumul # Participants
Annual Therms Saved
cumulG Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility cost (10008$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (lOOOs$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumule Direct Utility Cost (lOOOe$)
Cumul$ Indirect Utility Cost (lOOOe$)
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (1000eS)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumul. Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): cumule data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

Madison Gas & Electric
combo
Residential Weatherization
R:A&I

6/90
5/91
78500
291

3298

0.4\
n/a
11
O~004'

n/a
2.86
n/a
Bob Stoffs
(608) 252 7906

An audit is but not mandatory~ Depending on the type of insulation installed,
rebates of S10-S50 are offered$ Clock thermostats receive a $10 rebate. Pipe wraps
receive a $25 rebate (water heater pipe wraps are free) * Storm door installation receives
a $5-$10 rebate~ Low-flow showerheads are available at no charge.

Comments

Customer shows proof of ·purchase for rebates, except for free items~

Indirect costs are assumed to be 30\ of direct~



APPENDIX C. GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual I Projects
Cumul # Eligible Customers
Cumul I Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumule Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (lOOOe$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (lOOOeS)
Annual Total Utility Cost (lOOOs$)
Cumu10 Direct Utility Cost (1000a5)
Cumu10 Indirect Utility Cost (1000aS)
Cumule Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumule Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): cumul~ data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

Madison Gas & Electric
combo
Small C&1 Conservation Services
C&I:A&I
full

1/91
1/92

1451

135788
n/a

2a7~2

864>2
37304

n/a
n/a
n/a
0.14\
n/a
3$56
n/a
Bob Stoffs
(60S) 252 1906

Participants must use less than 25,000 therms/year~

A free audit is performed «I A rebate of $250 per piece of equipment is! for t.he
upgrading to high-efficiency furnaces. 25\ of the cost of pipe insulation
is rebated. For each steam trap replaced, a rebate of 530 is available
measures include installation of vent dampers, boiler water resets,
infrared heating, .boiler tune-\.lps, low-flow showerheads I' energy manager~lent: fifY'·8j'tertuJ,

and custom measures~ The incentive for custom measures is decided on basis

Comments

Indirect costs are assumed to be 30\ of direct~



APPENDIX Co GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual I Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual # Projects
Cumul I Eligible Customers
Cumul # Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumul. Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (1000eS)
Cumul& Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumul~ Indirect Utility Cost (lOOOeS)
Cumul$ Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumul. Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): cumul~ data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

Madison Gas & Electric
combo
Small C&I New Construction
C&INC
full

6/90
5/91

261

74705
199489

n/a
n/a
n/a
o.oa\
0.21\
3.13
nJa
Bob Stoffs
(60S) 252 7906

The must use less than 25,000 therms per yeare
A free audit is performed. A rebate of $250 per piece of equipment is offered for the
upgrading to high-efficiency furnaces. 25\ of the cost of pipe insulation
is rebated. For each steam trap replaced, a rebate of SJO is available. Other eligible
measures include installation of vent dampers, boiler water resets, setback thermostats,
infrared heating, boiler tune-ups, low-flow showerheads, energy management systems,
and custom measures* The incentive for custom measures is decided on a case-by-case basis

Comments

Indirect costs are assumed to be 30\ of direct~



APPENDIX C. GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Sca.le Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual I Projects
cumul I Eligible Customers
Cumul # Participahts
Annual Thermo Saved
Cumule Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (1000s$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumul~ Direct Utility Cost (lOOOeS)
Cumule Indirect Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumul& Total Utility Cost (lOOOeS)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumul& Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost ($/Dtherm): cumul~ data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

Northern States Power-WI
combo
Appliance Efficiency Rebate
RHT
full
1984

1/91
12/91
70000
171

85000

£r
nil!
n/a
86eO

002\
n/a
497
0.,18\
n/a
0.81
n/a
Duane Lom
(715) 839 2431

Rebates of $25 (EF=o59+) and SJ5

Comment.s

058+) are offered for upgrading gas water heaters&

Gas savings are based on engineering estimates~



APPENDIX Ce GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual # Projects
Cumul I Eligible Customers
Cumul I Participants
Annual Therms Saved
CumulG Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (lOOOe$)
Cumul& Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumul~ Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Participation Rate .
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumul~ Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): cumul~ data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

Northern States Power-WI
combo
Boiler/Steam Trap Efficiency Improvement
C&I:A&I
full
1990

1/91
12/91
26000
35

542400

fr
38 .. 8
58 .. 0
2000~O

0.1\
0.1\
15497
1"1134\
1.34\
4.78
n/a
Duane Lom
(715) 8J9 2431

Free inspections of st.ea.rn
customer no more than SlOO@
range to be eligible@

Comments

Inspection and efficiency testing of boilers costs
Customers must have boilers in the 400-10,00 MBtu input

Gas are based on engineering estimateso



APPENDIX Co GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual I Eligible Customers
Annual I Participants
Annual # Projects
Cumul # Eligible Customers
Cumul # Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumul~ Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (1000a$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (1000s$)
Cumul~ Direct Utility Cost (lOOOa$)
Cumul~ Indirect Utility Cost (1000e$>
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual The'rms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumul~ Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (SjDtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): cumul& data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Northern States Power-WI
combo
Low-Income Weatherization
R:A&I
full
1983

1/91
12/91
16837
91

30000

fr

O~5'

n/a
330
O~06'

nja
7G23
nja
Duane Lom
(715) 839 2431

Program Description
A free audit is performed~ Eligible measures include shell insulatlon ,heating equipment
retrofits and tune-ups and upgrades 0 For single-family units, the maximum rebate per unit
is 52500$ For 1-4 unit rental dwellings, rebates of 50\ of the measures' costs are
offered, up to a $5000 maximum per b4ildinge For buildings with 5 or more units, the
rebate is $7000 per building for both electric and gas-saving measureS0

Comments

Gas savings are based on engineering estimatese



APPENDIX C. GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Ut.ilit.y
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual I Participants
Annual # Projects
Cumul # Eligible Customers
Cumul # Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumul~ Therme Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (1000s$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (lOOOeS)
Cumu19 Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumu10 Indirect Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumul~ ~~tal Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumul~ Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Otherm): cumul~ data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

Pacific Gas & Electric
combo
Appliance Efficiency Incentives
R:A&I

3/90
2/91
3500000
36351

2091000

3745~O

l~O'

n/a
58
O~lO'

n/a
2.32
n/a
Ed Kah
(415) 973 8587

An audit is available to but not mandatory~ According to the utility, the
audit is seldom perfo~ed~ Ceiling insulation receives a rebate of $100 for single family
and $75 for multifamily dwellin9s~ A $1 rebate for filter replacements is avia,labe41 Low-fl
showerhead installation receives a $4 rebate~ A 55 coupon is available for water heater
blankets ..

comments

Customer submits proof of purchase.



APPENDIX Co GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual I Projects
Cumul I Eligible Customers
cumul I Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumu10 Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (lOCOeS)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (lOCOeS)
Annual Total Utility Cost (1000a$)
Cumu10 Direct Utility Cost (lOOOaS)
Cumul~ Indirect Utility Cost {lOOOeS}
Cumu10 Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate

. Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual The~s Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumul& The~s Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): cumu10 data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

Pacific Gas & Electric
combo
Customized Rebates: Commercial
C&I:Gnrl
full
1987

3/90
2/91
197756
95
,]9

526978.9

0.048\
n/a.
5547
0.06\
n/a
n/a
n/a
Diane Calden
(415) 973 8575

Custom projects fall under this proqrame A rebate of $Oe20 per first year therm
savings is available, up to 50\ of the incremental project COStS0

Comments



APPENDIX C. GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Prograzn Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual I Eligible Customers
Annual I Participants
Annual # Projects·
Cumul , Eligible Customers
Cumul I Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumul~ Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (lOOOe$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (lOOOaS)
Cumu10 Direct Utility Cost (lOOOe$)
Cumul~ Indirect Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (1000sS)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumul~ Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (SjDtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (SjDtherm): cumul@ data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

Pacific Gas & Electric
combo
Customized Rebates: Industrial
C&I:Gnrl
full
1987

3/90
2/91
2494
46
9

3041022

n/a
n/a
n/a

le8\
n/a
66109
OOD19\
n/a
nItA
n/a
Diane Calden
(415) 973 8575

Custom ecta fall under this program $ A rebate of 50020 per first year therm
savings is available, up to 50\ of the incremental project costSe

Comments



APPENDIX C6 GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual I Eligible Customers
Annual I Participants
Annual I projects
Cumul I Eligible Customers
Cumul I Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumu19 Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (1000a$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (1000a$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (lOOOe$)
Cumul~ Direct Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumul~ Indirect Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumul~ Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): cumul data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program ,Description

Pacific Gas & Electric
combo
Direct Rebates: Commercial
C&I:Gnrl
full
1984

3/90
2/91
197756
5811
1553515

99949344

2.9\
n/a
172
O~ll'

n/a
n/a
n/a
Diane Calden
(41S) 973 8575

Installation of setback thermostats eligible for a 560 rebate each, Water heater blankets
SS each, heat recovery measures for water heaters S2/MBtu input, heater recovery for
refrigeration system SlSO/compressor hp, and ceiling insulation S031S/square foot.

Comments

Customer submits proof of purchase~



APPENDIX CG GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual I Participants
Annual # Projects
Cumul I Eligible Customers
Cumul I Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumul$ Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (lOOOeS)
Annual Total Utility Cost (lOOOeS)
Cumu10 Direct Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumul& Indirect. Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumule Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): cumul~ data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

Pacific Gas & Electric
combo
Direct Assistance: Weatherization
R:A&I

3/90
2/91
760000
60757

3136556

8.0\
n/a
62
0.17%
n/a
5~61

n/a
Ed Mah
(415) 973 8SS7

A free audit is performed 0 Weatherization measures and heating equipment upgrades are
available at no cost~ Up to $200 in home repairs are also available.

comments

The annual budget is a rough estimate mad~ by utility staff~



APPENDIX c~ GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual I Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual I Projects
Cumul # Eligible Customers
Cumul I Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumul@ Therme Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility cost (lOOOeS)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumul~ Direct Utility Cost (lOOOeS)
Cumul~ Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumul~ Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): cumul$ data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

Peoples Gas, Light, & Coke
gas
Efficient Gas Heating Equipment Incenti,
RHT

1984

1/91
1/92
398000
3124

495000

0.8'
n/I!
158
0.04'
n/a
0.42
n/a
Ken Balaskovits
(312) 431 4144

An incentive payment of $250 is offered to customers who purchase a furnace with
an AFUE rating of at least SO\. The participant must show proof of purchase to receive
rebate~

Comments

The gas estimates are based on billing analyses&



APPENDIX C. GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual I Participants
Annual I Projects
Cumul # Eligible Customers
Cumul I Participants
Annual The~s Saved
Cumul. Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (1000aS)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (lOOOeS)
Annual Total Utility Cost (lOOOeS)
Cumul. Direct Utility Cost (lOOOeS)
Cumul. Indirect Utility Cost (1000a$)
Cumule Total Utility Cost (1000s$)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumul. Thermo Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost CS/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): cumul~ data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

Pacific Gas & Electric
combo
Direct Rebates: Industrial
C&I:Gnrl
full
1984

3/90
2/91
4494
116
84461

8078084

172.2
51.7
22309

15419\

n/a
11282
0.50\
nja
n/a
n/a
DianeCalden
(415) 973 8575

Installation of setback thermostats eligible for a $60 rebate each, Water heater blankets
$5 each, heat recovery measures for water heaters S2/MBtu input, heater recovery for
refrigeration system S150/compressor hp, and ceiling insulation SOG1S/square foot.

Comments

Indirect costs assumed to be 30\ of direct~ Direct expenditures are a rough estimate
made the utility~



APPENDIX C. GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eliqible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual # Projec~8

Cumul # Eligible Customers
Cumul I Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumulo Therms Saved
Adjust.ments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (1000a$)
Cumulo Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumu10 Indirect Utility Cost (1000a$)
Cwuul. Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumu10 Therms Saved as , Gao Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): cumul& data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

Peoples Gas, Light, & Coke
9&S
Bfficient Ga. Heating Equipment Incentive
RRT

1984

1/91
1/92
398000
3124

495000

196
62
2S8GO

0.8\
n/a
158
0.04\
n/a
0.42
n/a
Ken Balaskovits
(J12) 431 4144

An incentive payment of $250 is offered to customers who purchase a furnace
an AFUE rating of at least 80'~ The participant must show proof of
rebate 49

Cormnents

The gas savings estimates are based on billing analyses.



APPENDIX c~ GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual I Eligible CUstomers
Annual # Participants
Annual I Projects
Cumul # Eliqible Customers
Cumul # Participants
Annual Therms Saved
cumulo Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumul~ Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumul~ Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumul* Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): annual da'ta.
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): eumul~ data
Utility Cont.act
Phone Number

Program Description

People8 Gas, Light, & Coke
gall
Multifamily Low~Intere8t Loan Program
R:A&I
pilot
1984

1/91
1/92
26000
22

146000

334.0
320@O
654.0

0.1\
n/a
6636
0*01\
n/a
5080
n/a
Ken Balaskovits
(312) 431 4144

Free audit performed 0 Low-interest loans offered for performing recommended measures
from au.dit~

Comments

319 buildings have performed recommended measures. Budget is an estimate derived from
the utility's Least Cost Plan.



APPENDIX C. GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM D'ATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual I Participants
Annual I Projects
Cumul I Eligible Customers
Cumul I Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumul. Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Total Utility COst (10008$)
Cu.mu10 Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
cumul. Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumu10 Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved a8 , Gas Sales
Cumul. Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Otherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): cumul~ data
Utility Contact
Phone NUJnber

Program Description

Public Service Electric & Gas
combo
Weatherization Low-interest Loan Program
R:A&I
full
1984

4/86
3/81

1691

168000

fr
817eO
8JS~J

1652 ~H3

n/a
n/a
99
0002\
n/a
12*'4
n/a
Charles Coccaro
(201) 430 7245

Free audit performed~ Low-interest loan of $500-$4,000 offered to households earning
less than $50,000 per year~ Zero-interest financing available to households earning
less than $30,000 per year0 Measures covered include insulation, weatherstripping,
caulkng, low-flow showerheads, faucet aerat.ors, duct and water pipe insulation, storm
windows and doors, attic vent fans, water heater timer control, and other custom
measures<lO

Conunents

Gas are engineering estimates~



APPENDIX C. GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual I Eli~le Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual # Projects
Cumul # Eligible Customers
Cumul I Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumulo Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (lOOOs$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumu10 Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumul~ Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumul Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumul~ Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): cumul~ data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

San Diego Gas & Electric
g&S
Low-Flow Showerhead Program
RHT
full
1990

1/91
12/91
653678
29581
42199
653618
40577
876920
1249287
fr
97.9
aO~9

178.8
13409
lOl~J

23602
4,,5\
602\
30
0.20\
0029\
0.,26
0.24
Yole Whiting
(619) 696 4054

Utility gives low-flow showerhead kits to the County Water Authority, who distributes
the free low-flow showerheads to single- and multi-family homes"

Comment.s-

For the first 2 1/2 years of the program, the utility estimated a 0\ free-ridership.
In 1993, the utility has estimated that there will be some free-ridership, although it
is expected to be smallo



APPENDIX Ce GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Seale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual I Participants
Annual I Projects
Cumul I Eligible Customers
Cumul I Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumul~ Thermo Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (lOOOe$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (lOOOe$)
Cumul~ Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumul~ Indirect Utility Cost (lOOOe$)
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Save~jParticipant

Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumul~ Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): eumul~ data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

South Jersey Gas
gas
Assistance Sealup Program
R:A&I
full

4/86
3/87

713

46000

fr
nIB.
nja
166.1

n/a
n/a
65
O~Ol'

n/a
4068
n/a
Joan Sweeney
(609) 561 9000x255

Free audit is performed~ $250-$750 per home is applied to weatherization measures,
including water heater wraps, showerhead flow restrictors, door sweeps, outlet gaskets,
weatherstripping, caulking, attic hatch insulation, plastic window sheets, and other
custom measures@

Comments

are engineering estLmateso



APPENDIX C$ GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible CUstomera
Annual # Participants
Annual I Projects
Cumul # Eligible Customers
Cumul # Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumul~ Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumu10 Direct Utility Cost (lOCOeS)
Cumu10 Indirect Utility Cost {lOCOeS}
Cumu10 Total Utility Cost (lOOOe$)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Thermo Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumul~ Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): cumule data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

South Jersey Gas
gas
Regular Sealup Program
R:A&I
full

4/86
3/87

177

80000

fr
n/a
fila
3003

n/a
n/a
452

O~02'

n/a
0<&49
n/a
Joan Sweeney
(609) 561 9000x255

Free audit. performed0 For a $10 fee, water heater blanket is installed$ If customer
has a blanket, for a $10 fee, 1 low-flow showerhead, 2 faucet aerators, 30 feet of water
heater pipe insulation, and 1 door sweep are installed as well as 3 windows and 1 door
are weatherstripped~

COlMlents

Gas are engineering estimateso



APPENDIX CG GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utilit.y
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual I Eligible Customers
Annual I Participants
Annual I Projects
Cumul # Eligible Customers
Cumul I Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumule Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumul~ Direct Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumul~ Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumu10 Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost ($/Dtherm): cumul~ data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

South Jersey Gas
gas
Space & Water Heating Financing
RHT

1/91
12/91
210646
520

478308

n/a
n/a
n/a

04&2'
n/a
920
0.14\
nja
n/a
n/a
Joan Sweeney
(609) 561 9000x255

Special low-interest financing offered for installing energy-efficient furnaces and/or
boilers",

Comment.s

No direct costs since this is only a financing program 0 Administrative costs are
a estimate made by the utility@



APPENDIX C0 GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual I Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual I Projects
Cumul # Eligible Customers
Cumul I Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumule Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (10009$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (1000s$)
Cumul~ Direct Utility Cost (1000e$)
cumu10 Indirect Utility Cost (lOOOeS)
eumul~ Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumulq Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S!Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): cumu10 data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

South Jersey Gas
911•

Weatherization Low-interest Loan Program
R:A&I
full

4/86
3/87

268

180000

fr
n/a
n/a
152.3

n/a
n/a
672
0305\
n/a
1@10
n/a
Joan Sweeney
(609) 561 9000x255

Free audit is performed~ For households earning less than S30,OOO/year, zero-interest
financing of $500-$4,000 is offered for installing recommended measureS0 Low interest
financing is offered at households earning less than SSO,OOO/yre

Conunents

Gas are engineering estimates&



APPENDIX Co GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual I Participants
Annual # Projects
Cumul I Eligible Customers
cumul , Participants
Annual Therms S~ved

Cumul. Thermo Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (1000s$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (lOOOeS)
Annual Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumule Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumu10 Indirect Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumu10 Total Utility Cost (lOOOe$)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumul~ Therme Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): cumul~ data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

Southern Californ~a Gas
gas
Appliance Efficiency Program
RHT

2/90

7/90
2/91
J100000

3100000

756000
973000

7566

9018
n/a
n/a
nja
OGlOJ,
O~04'

8e03
74944
Martin Crundall
(2.13) 244 3686

This program offers incentives for single and multifamily customers to replace old,
inefficient gas water heaters and furnaces with high-efficiency gas equipmente
Furnaces must have an AFUE rating of 78%+ to receive a rebate; single family storage water
heaters must have an energy factor of ~60+; central storage and non-storage water heaters
must have a thermal efficiency of 80%+ to be eligible for rebatesGl

COrMlents



APPENDIX C. GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual I Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual I Project8
Cumul # Eligible Customers
Cumul # Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumu10 Thermo Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (lOOOeS)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (lOOOe$)
Cumul~ Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumu10 Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumu10 Total Utility Cost (1000s$)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual The~ Saved/Participant
Annual Thermo Saved as '& Gas Sales
Cumul* Therme Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): cumul~ data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

Southern California Gas
g8S

Commercial Equipment Replacement Upgrade
C&I:A&I
full
2/89

3/90
2/92
220000
1620

188000

7737219
14072219

5145

8513
0.'\
n/a
4176
OGIS\
0.32'
O'lt53
04149
Martin Crundall
(213) 244 3686

pays 50\ of the cost of an audit~ Either 20\ of the installation costs of the
recommended measures are rebated or fixed rebates per piece of equipment installed are
offered@ Installation of efficient ga8 space heating receives between $5 and $15 per
MBtu depending on the AFUE rating of the installed equipmento Installation of efficient
water heaters receives a rebate of between $2.50 - $38.25 depending on the AFUE ratingG
Pipe wraps receive $2 per foot installed~ RI9 ceiling insulation installation receives
a rebate of $0025 per square footo Tank insulation receives a rebate of $1.50 per foot.
Various other incentives are of£ered ·fer installation of efficient boilers, cooking
equipment, dryers, and gas engines. Miscellaneous other measures receive a rebate of
Sl~50 per installed KBtu~

Comment.s

Number of participants is based on number of measures installed; the utility noted
t.hat the ratio of participant.s to measures insta.lled is roughly 1:10



APPENDIX Co GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utilit.y Type
Program
ProgrUl Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual I Participants
Annual # Projects
Cumul # Eligible Customers
Cumul # Participant.s
Annual Therms Saved
Cumul@ Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Total Utility Cost. (10000$)
Cumu10 Direct Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumul~ Indirect Utility Cost (1000eS)
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (lOOOe$)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumule Thermo Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Otherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost ($/Dtherm): eumul~ data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

Southern California Gas
gaa
Direct Assistance Program
R:A&I

1983

3/90
2/92
1300000
32221

1300000
66841
4003000

12770
383100
1660100

2$5\
5.1'
124
0015\
nja
5.31
nja
Martin Crundall
(213) 244 3686

100\ subsidies for low-income customers to perform weatherization measures such as
installation of faucet aerators, pipe wraps, and evaporative cooler vent coverSe

Comments·

and number of eligible customers are based on rough estimates made by utility~

Indirect costs were assumed to be 30\ of direct COStS0



APPENDIX Ce GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible CUstomers
Annual # Participants
Annual # Projects
Cumul I Eligible Customers
Cumul # Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumule Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (1000s$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumule Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumul Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumul@ Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): cumul* data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Southern California Gas
g&.
High Efficiency New Commercial Buildings
C&INC
full

3/90
2/92

264

3317538
4040538

189901
n/a
n/a.
12566
o.oa,
0.09'
0&19
Oe31
Martin Crundall
(213) 244 3686

Either 20\ of the installation costs of the recommended measures are offered as a rebate
or fixed rebates per piece of equipment installed are offerede Installation of efficient
gas space heating receives $2.50 per installed HBtu for a heater with an AFUE rating of
75-S0%e Heaters with 81-85\ AFUE rainq receive a S9/MBtu rebate; 87-100\ effficient heater~

receive a $lS/MBtu rebats0 Water heater installations receive a rebate of between $2050 
$38&25 rebate depending on the AFUE rating. $2 per foot of pipe wrap is offeredo
$0.25 per square foot of R19 ceiling insulation is offered. $1.50 per square foot
of tank insulation ill offered. Va-rious -other incentives a.re offered for installation of
efficient boilers, cooking equipment, dryers, and gas enqineso A $l.SOjinstalled MBtu is
a.vailable for miscellaneous other energy-efficient measures.

Cotmlents



APPENDIX C@ GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Pull-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual # Projects
Cumul # Eligible Customers
cumul # Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumul. Therms Saved
Ad.justments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Indirect Utility cost (10008$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumul~ Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumu10 Indirect Utility Cost (lOOOe$)
Cumu10 Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumul~ Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost ($/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost ($/Dtherm): cumul~ data
Utility Contact:
Phone Number

Southern California Gas
ga.
Sigh Efficiency New Home Program
RNC

2/90

7/90
2/91
80000

80000

207000
231000

1480

2103
n/a
n/a
n/a
0.01\
0901\
4e65
5~92

Ma.rtin Crundall
(213) 244 3686

Description

A rebate of $150 is offered for the installation of 78-87.9\ AFUE gas space heater. $450
is offered for 88\+ efficient space heaters. A rebate of $75 is offered for the
installation of gas water heaters with an energy factor of .6+. $0.14 per square foot is
offered for installation of Rll-R15 wall insulation~

comments



APPENDIX C0 GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Ut.ility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual I Participants
Annual I Projects
eumul I Eligible Customers
Cumul I Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumul. Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (1000eS)
Cumul~ Direct Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumule Indirect Utility Cost (1000a$)
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumul~ Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost ($/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): cumul~ data
Utility Contact.
Phone Number

Southern California Gas
galJ
Industrial Equipment Replacement/Beat
C&I:A&I
full
2/90

3/90
2/92
20000
293

25000

1677630
13333530

4169

6439
l~S'

1.5\
26204
0018\
0$31\
0044
O~J9

Martin Crundall
(213) 244 3686

Program

Utility pays for 50\ of the audit costSe Upgrading space heaters receives a rebate of $7/
MBtu& Boiler upgrades receive a rebate of S70/hp. Dryer upgrades receive a rebate of $2/
MBtu-:. Furnace, kiln, and oven upgrades receive a reba.te of Sl.85/MBtu", Process cooking
equipment receives a rebate of $2/MBtu. Other miscellaneous measures receive a rebate
of S2.65/MBtu0 The heat recovery portion of the program offers a rebate of 50\ of the
istallation costs or SO@··SO/t.herm saved, whichever is less, for heat recovery project8.r;

Comments



APPENDIX C~ GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Proqram End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual I Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual # Projects
Cumul I Eligible Customers
Cumul I Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumul~ Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (lOOOeS)
Annual Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumule Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumul@ Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (1000a$)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumul~ The~s Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): cumule data
Utility Conta.ct
Phone Number

Program Description

southern California Gas
g&S
New and Innovative Multi-family Program
RNe
fu.ll
2/90

3/90
2/92
80000
1016

80000
2503
43000
105000

1400~O

1~3'

3.1\
42
O~002'

0<1>004\
13 .. 86
8$67
Ma.rtin Crundall
(213) 244 3686

Installation of 78-8109\ AFUE space heaters receives a rebate of $150, 88\+ AFUE space
heaters $4500 Installation of 66+ EF water heaters receives a rebate of $75 (installation
of central water heaters: $295)$ Combination water and space heating units with an
energy factor of ~6+ receives a rebate of S200~ Installation of Rl1-R15 wall insulation
receives a rebate of $0.14 per square fOOt0
Comments



APPENDIX c~ GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual I Part1cipants
Annual # Projects
cumul I Eliqible Customers
Cumul # Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumulo Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Total Utility COst (1000e$)
Cumul~ Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumul~ Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumul~ Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): eumul~ data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Southern California Gas
gas
Residential Weatherization
R:A&I

7/90
2/92
3100000

3100000

1811000
1904000

3570

4065
n/a
n/a
n/a
O~07'

0.07\
2~55

2016
Martin Crundall
(213) 244 3686

Program

For single family dwellings, a rebate of S7S is available for installation of a water
heater with and energy factor of 06+0 Owners of mUltifamily buildings are eligible to
receive a $300 rebate for installation of an 80\ efficient central water heater, $800 for
an aO-89~9' efficient central heater, and $1600 for a 90\. efficient heater 0 Multifamily
building owners are also eligible to receive a $400 incentive for purchase of an a8-93~9'

efficient furnac·e and a '$600 incentive for a 94\+ e'fficient furnace. Single families
are eligible to receive a 5220 rebate for installing 600 square feet of Rl9 attic insul
ation and multifamily dwellings are eligible to receive S100 for installation of 400 squarE
feet of R19 attic insulation@ $267 rebate is offered for the installation of 25 feet of RJ
duct' wrap~ $90 rebate for the installation of 20 linear feet of weatherstripping and

in single family dwellings ($75 rebate for multifamily unitS)e An R6 water
heater blanket installation receives a rebate of $109

Comments



APPENDIX C$ GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Washington Gas Light
9aa
Comm. ~ Multifamily Water Heater Replacement
C&I:GNRL
pilot
1/89

18500
111
300000
1800000

1/91
9/92

J883~O

3600~O

7483.0
n/a
0.9\

0.16'
0.96\

annual data n/a
cumul. data 3634

Adrian Chapman
(703) 750 7538

Ut.ility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual I Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual # Projects
Cumul I Eligible Customers
Cumul # Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumu10 Thermo Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (1000eS)
Annual Total Utility Cost (1000eS)
Cumulo Direct Utility Cost (lOCOeS)
Cumu10 Indirect Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (1000eS)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumule The~s Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm):
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm):
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program

An incentive of $85 per 10,000 Btu input rating is offered to customers who install
water heating equipment with a thermal efficiency of at least 80\. Participants also
receive a free energy audit~

Comments



APPENDIX C GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type,
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual I Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual I Projects
Cumul I Eligible Customers
Cumul I Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumul. Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (1000a$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (1000s$)
Cumul~ Direct Utility Cost (lOOOa$)
Cumul~ Indirect Utility Cost elOOOaS)
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (1000eS)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumul~ Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): cumul~ data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Wa8hington Gas Light
qas
Multi-family Rehabilitation
RHT
pilot
1/89

1/91
12/91
25000
300

25000
600

169.5

33900
1.2\
2~4'

n/_
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
Adrian Chapman
(703) 750 7538

An incentive of $500 per piece of equipment is offered for replacing either furnaces
or boilers with 80\+ AFUE models& Rebates go to the developers and contractors of low-
income housingw are also required to implement building shell weather-
ization meaaureS0

Comments



APPENDIX C$ GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual I Projects
Cumul # Eligible Customers
Cumul # Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumul. Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (1000s$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (lOaOe$)
Cumul~ Direct Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumul~ Indirect Utility Cost (lOOOeS)
Cumul. Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumul& Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): cumu10 data
Utility Conta.ct
Phone Number

Washington Gas Light
gas
Residential Boiler/Furnace Replacement
RaT
pilot
1/89

1/91
12/91
90000
200

90000
600
25000
150000

1120~O

O~2'

Oe7\
125
0&02\
O~13'

7070
9~20

Adrian Chapman
(103) 150 7538

Incentives are offered for boilers and furnaces as follows: (1) $650 for a 90\+ AFUE
boiler; (2) $550 for a 90\+ furnace or 84-89\ boiler; and (3) $250 for a 80-89% furnace or
80-83% boiler0 Participants also receive a tree computerized energy surveYe

Comments



APPENDIX C6 GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual I Eligible. Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual I Projects
Cumul # Eligible Customers
Cumul I Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumul~ Therme Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumu10 Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumul~ Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumul~ Total Utility cost (1000eS)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumu10 Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized U·tility Cost (S/Dtherm):: annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): cumul~ data
Utility Contact
Phone N'wnber

Washington Gas Light
goas
Residential Weatherization
R:A&I
pilot
1/89
12/91
1/91
12/91
90000
800

90000
2400
56000
336000

1140.0
009\
207\
70
0.05\
0029\
8$79
4.39
Adrian Chapman
(703) 750 7538

Free computerized audits are performede In addition, low-income customers receive free
weatherization measures@ Non-low-income customers must pay for measures installedo

Comments



APPENDIX C. GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual # Projects
Cumul # Eligible Customers
Cumul # Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumul~ Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (1000a$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (1000aS)
Annual Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumu10 Direct Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumul~ Indirect Utility Cost (1000eS)
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (lOOOeS)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Ga& Sales
Cumul~ Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): cumu10 data
Ut.ility Contact
Phone Number

Wisconsin Natural Gas
gas
Blueprint for Savings: C&I Heating Upgrade
C&I:Gnrl
full
1989

1/91
12/91
22000
667

1587829

51ge9
519.9
103968

3@0\
n/a
2381
1.06\
n/a
0,,53

n/a
Bob Frohlich
(414) 637 7681

An incentive of lS\ of the cost of purchasing and installing efficient gas and space heatj
equipment is offered$ An interest rate buydown financing option is an alternative
incentive",

Comments

Indirect costs were estimated to be equal to direct costs, based on analysis
of dataL~



APPENDIX C. GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual I Eligible Customers
Annual I Participants
Annual # Projects
Cumul # Eligible Customers
Cumul I Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumulo Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumu10 Direct Utility Cost (lOOOaS)
cumu10 Indirect Utility Cost (lOOOe$)
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumul~ Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): cumul~ data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Wisconsin Gas
gas
Existing Commercial Customer Conservation
C&I:A&I
full
10/90

10/90
10/91
21150
1834

851019

807\
S~7'

464
0040\
0040\
3~59

n/a
Luc Piessens
(414) 291 6959

Free energy audit offered0 S100 incentive for upgrading furnace. 50\ of the cost of
of flue dampers is rebated (to a maximum of $260). 10\ of the cost of infrared heating
is rebated (to a maximum of $1000). 50\ of the cost of setback thermostats is rebated (to
a maximum of $15)0 10\ of the cost of upgrading boilers is rebated (to a maximum of
of $1000)0 50\ of the cost of boiler tune-ups is rebated (maximum S100)0 50\ of the
cost of remote sensing thermostats is· re·bated (max·i!num $295) 'II 50\ of the cost of
low-flow showerheads~ 20\ of the cost of materials for weatherization is rebated (maximum
$1500)#

Comments

In 1992, the weatherization incentive was increased to 40\ of the cost of materials.



APPENDIX c~ GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual I Eligible ~ustomers

Annual I Participants
Annual I Projects
Cumul # Eligible Customers
Cumul # Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumul3 Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumule Direct Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumu10 Indirect Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumule Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): cumul~ data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

Wisconsin Fuel & Light
g&S
Purnace Rebate Program
RHT

1981
12/91
1/90
12/91
43223
32

43223
63
70a8
14175

O~l'

O~l'

225
0&02\
0.03\
nja
n/a
Tim Brick
(414) 682 8241

An incentive of 10\ of the materials and installation cost is offered for installing
a 90\+ AFUE furnace~

Comments



APPENDIX C. GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual # Projects
Cumul I Eligible Customers
Cumul I Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumul~ Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (lOOOe$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (1000eS)
Annual Total Utility Cost (1000eS)
Cumul& Direct Utility Cost (lOOOeS)
Cumul~ Indirect Utility Cost (1000aS)
Cumu10 Total Utility Cost (1000a$)
Annual Participation Rate .
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): cumul~ data
Cumul~ Levelized Cost ($jtherm)
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Wisconsin Gas
ga.
Large C&I Conservation: New Equipment
C&I:A&I
full
10/90

10/90
10/91
3400
2S

2097821

4013*0

0$1\
O~7'

83247

O*9S\
0.98\
1~53

n/a
Luc Piessens
(414) 291 6959

Free audit is performed~ An incentive of 35\ of the equipment costs of the recommended
measures is offered, up to a maximum of S30,0000 Only measures which replace existing
equipment are eligible (no retrofits) 0

comments

The number of participating customers is a rough estLmate derived from utility data~



APPENDIX Co GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual # Projects
Cumul # Eligible Customers
Cumul I Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumul. Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (1000aS)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumul~ Direct Utility Cost (1000a$)
Cumul~ Indirect Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumul. Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumul~ Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): cumul~ data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Wi.eonsin Gas
gaB
Large C&I Conservation: Retrofit Equipment
C&I:A&I
full
10/90

10/90
10/91
3400
17

909790

123903

005\
0.5%
54154
0.43\
0043%
10&76
n/a
Luc Piessens
(414) 291 6959

Free audit is performede An incentive of 35\ of the equipment costs of the recommended
measures is offered, up to ill maximum of SJO,OOOG Measures ca.n either replace existing
equipment or retrofit existing equipment0

Comments



APPENDIX Ce GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual I Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual # Projects
Cumul # Eligible Customers
Cumul # Participants
Annual Therma Saved
Cumul. Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumul. Direct Utility Cost (1000eS)
Cumu14 Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumu10 Total Utility Cost (lOOOe$)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumu10 The~s Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): cumul data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

Wisconsin Gas
ga.
Large C&I Steam Trap Operation &
C&I:A&I
full
10/90

10/90
10/91
3400
19

468168

0$6\
006\
24672
0.22\
0022%
0026
n/a
Luc Piessens
(414) 291 6959

Free audit is performed~ $7 per trap is offered for customer to establish a computerized
steam trap maintenance pro9ram~ Maximum incentive per facility is $300. The equipment
gas usage must exceed 50,000 therms/year in order for the customer to be eligible$

Convnents



APPENDIX C0 GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual # Projects
Cumul I Eligible Customers
Cumul # Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumul. Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (lOOOeS)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (1000eS)
Cumul$ Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumulo Indirect Utility Cost (lOOOeS)
Cumul. Total Utility Cost (1000aS)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumul~ Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): cumu10 data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Wisconsin Gas
gas
Large Multi-family Conservation
R:A&I

10/90

10/90
10/91
4900
254

4900
635
751235

502\
13~O'

2958
04016\
n/a
3.18
n/a
Luc Piessens
(414) 291 6959

Prograxn

Free audits are perfo.t"'mede Rebates of 10-50\ of the cost of recommended measures are
offered... Measures include installation of vent dampers, low-flow showerheads, poiler
upgrades and tune-ups, weatherization measures, and remote sensing thermostats.

Comments

The number of eligible customers using the utility assumption that the measure to customer
ratio is 3.:1~



APPENDIX Co GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual I Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual # Projects
Cumul I Eligible Customers
Cumul # Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumule Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (lOOOeS)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (lOOOeS)
Annual Total Utility Cost (1000eS)
Cumule Direct Utility Cost (1000aS)
Cumu10 Indirect Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumul~ Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): cumul~ data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Wisconsin Gas
g&8
Large Multi-family New Construction
RNC

10/90

10/90
10/91
SJO
424

73590

80~O'

80~O'

174
0002\
n/a
24017
n/a
Luc Piessens
(414) 291 6959

The building must have a total energy performance level equal to 3 Btu per sqaure foot
per degree-day~ S100 to $150 per multifamily unit is paid to developer or builder meeting
this energy performance level 0

Comments



APPENDIX c~ GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual I Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual # Projects
Cumul I Eligible Customers
Cumul I Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumul~ Therms SAved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumul~ Direct Utility Cost (1000s$)
Cumule Indirect Utility Cost {lOOOs$}
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (lOOOeS)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumul~ Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): cumul. data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Wisconsin Gas
gas
New Commercial Construction Conservation
C&INC
full
10/90

10/90
10/91

139

41385

14107

n/a
n/a
342
OllP02\
0.02\
legS
n/a
Luc Piessens
(414) 291 6959

A S100 incentive is offered for installing an efficient furnace~ 10\ of the cost of infraz
heating rebated (maximum S1000)~ 50\ of the cost of setback thermostats is rebated (maximu
S75)~ 10\ of the cost of upgrading boilers and installing controls is rebated (maximum
of SlOOO)@ 50% cost of installing low-flow showerheadsG 10\ of the purchase price of
installing high-efficiency cooking equipm~nt is rebated 0 Customer-designed measures
are rebated on a case-by-case basis~

Cormnents



APPENDIX C. GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual I Eligible Customers
Annual I Participants
Annual # Projects
Cumul # Eligible Customers
cumul I Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumul~ Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Total Utility cost (lOOOe$)
Cumul~ Direct Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumul. Indirect Utility Cost (lOCOeS)
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (lOOOsS)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumul~ Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): cumule data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

Wisconsin Gas
gas
Residential Conservation
R:A&I

1989
12/91
9/90
10/91
321500
13890.9

2101032

4.3%
n/a
151
0046\
n/a
3074
n/a
Luc Piessens
(414) 291 6959

Free audits are performed~ Installations of furnaces with AFUE ratings of 88\+ and boiler
with AFUE ratings of 82\+ receive a $100 rebate ($200 if renter)~ 20\ of the cost of
insulation is rebated (maximum of S100 per dwelling). Installation of high-efficiency
water heaters receives a rebate of S100 ($125 if renter)~ Custom measures receive 3\
of first year savings (maximum $100 per measure)~

comments

Number of
measures 0

was estimated by the utility to be equal to 95\ of the installed



APPENDIX C. GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual I Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual I Projects
Cumul I Eligible Customers
Cumul # Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumul. Thermo Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (10000$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumul~ Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumule In.direct Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumul& Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Thermo Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumul$ Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): cumu10 data
Utility Cont.act
Phone Number

Wisconsin Gas
gas
Residential New Construction
RNC

1989

6/89
10/91
321500
598

92447

0.2\
n/a
155
0.02\
n/a
1&91
n/a
Lue Pieasane
(414) 291 6959

To be eligible, a home must go beyond the current building codes and general practice
for envelope, furnace, and water heater efficiencye Rebates of $100 per home are
offered to qualifying homes* A $75 bonus is offered for'installation of RS-R9 insulation
and a $150 bonus for RIO insulatione Custom rebates are also offered.

Comments

Number of
measures &

was estimated by the utility to be equal to 95\ of the installed



APPENDIX C. GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual # Projects
Cumul I Eligible Customers
Cumul # Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumul. Therms Saved
Adjustments

. Annual Direct Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (lOOOeS)
Cumul* Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumul. Indirect Utility Cost (lOOOeS)
Cumul Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumul~ Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): cumul. data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Wisconsin Natural Gas
gas
Savings Plus: Low-Income Weatherization
R:A&I

1989

1/91
12/91
23500
255
1275

91631

420.0

l~l'

nItA
383
011>04\
n/a
5057
n/a
Bob Frohlich
(414) 637 7681

A free audit is offered but seldom perfo~ed$ 30\ of the installation costs of the
recommended measures is rebated $ Eligible measures include installation of setback therm
state, insulation, air conditioner covers, space and water heater upgrades and tune-ups,
boiler resets g low-flow showerheads, and custom measures~

comments

The number of eligible customers uses the utility assumption that the measure to customer
ratio is 5:1~ The budget assumes that 1/3 of the total Low-Income Weatherization Pro9r~

budget goes to rental customerB~



APPENDIX C. GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual # Proje~t8

Cumul # Eligible Customers
Cumul I Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumule Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumul. Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumulq Indirect Utility Cost (lOOOeS)
Cumul. Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therma Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumul. Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): cumul~ data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

Wisconsin Natural Gas
g&S
Savings Plus: Homeowner
R:A&I

1989

1/91
12/91
164500
6346

1062800

142@O

3&9\
n/a
167
0.40\
n/a
0.90
n/a
Bob Frohlich
(414) 637 7681

A free audit is offered, but is rarely performed according to the utility. An incentive of
$75 is offered for upgrading furnace equipment to efficienct models.A S50 incentive
is offered for upgrading water heating equipment~ 15\ of the cost of installing insulation
is rebated, up to a maximum of $75 per dwelling. Additional measures rebated include
setback thermostats, air conditioner covers, heater tune-ups, boiler resets, and
low-flow showerheads~ Custom measures are also rebated on a case-by-case basis.

Comments



APPENDIX C~ GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Proqram
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual I Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual I Projects
Cumul # Eligible Customers
Cumul # Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumul. Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (lOOOeS)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (1000eS)
Annual Total Utility Cost (lOOOe$)
Cumul@ Direct Utility Cost (lOOOe$)
Cumul~ Indirect Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumu10 Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost ($/Dtherm): annual data
LevelizedUtility Cost (S/Dthenn): cumul~ data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Wisconsin Natural Gas
gas
Savings Plus: Low-Income Weatherization Hom,
R:A&I

1989

1/91
12/91
23500
86
430

178277

800QlO

0.4\
n/a
2073
0 .. 07\
n/a
5ig81
n/ a:
Bob Frohlich
(414) 637 7681

A free audit is performed~ A 100\ subsidy of recommended measures is offered. Measures
rebated include installation of setback thermostats, all insulation, air conditioner
covers, space and water heater upgrades and tune-ups, boiler resets, low-flow showerheads,
and custom measures

Coznments

The number of eligible customers uses the utility assumption that the measure to customer
ra.tio is S:le The budget assumes that 2/3 of the total Low-Income Weatherization Program

goes to homeowners.



APPENDIX C. GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Proqram
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual I Participants
Annual I Projects
eumul I Eligible Customers
Cum~l # Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumul. Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost elOOOaS)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumul~ Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumu19 Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annua.l Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumul. Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost {S!Dtherm}: annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): c::umulf0 data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

Wisconsin Natural Gas
9&·
Savings Plus: Rental
R:A&I

1989

1/91
12/91
70500
1086
5430

384170

1.5\
n/a
354
0.15%
n/a
0.75
n/a
Bob Frohlich
(414) 637 7681

A free audit is offered but seldom performedo 15\ of the installation costa of the
recommended measures is rebated~ Eligible measures include installation of setback thermo
stats, insulation, air conditioner covers, space and water heater upgrades and tune-ups,
boiler resets, and custom measures~ Installation of low-flow showerheads receive a $10
rebate~ Low-interest financing is another optiono

comments

The number of eligible customers uses the utility assumption that the measure to customer
ratio is 5:1 ..



APPENDIX c~ GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date"
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual # Projects
Cumul I Eligible Customers
Cumul # Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumul. Therms Saved
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (lOOOeS)
Cumul~ Direct Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumul~ Indirect Utility Cost (lOOOs$)
Cumu10 Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumu10 Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Otherm): cumul~ data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Wisconsin Gas
gas
small Multi-family Rental Conservation
R:A&I

1989

6/89
10/91
37000
1004

431144

18.9\
n/a
62
0.10\
O~10'

2061
n/a
Luc Piessens
(414) 291 6959

Free audits are performed 0 The incentives are the same as for the Residential Conservation
program with the exception that installation of efficient gas water heaters receive a rebat
of SSO ($75 if renter)~ Owners of 1-4 unit rental properties are eligiblso

Comments

Number of participants was estimated by the utility to be equal to 95% of the installed
measures",



APPENDIX C. GAS CONSERVATION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual # Projeet8
Cumul I Eligible Customers
Cumul I Participants
Annual Therms Saved
Cumul. Therms Saved
Adjustments·
Annual Direct Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (10009$)
Annual Total Utility cost (10008$)
Cumul~ Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumu10 Indirect Utility Cost (1000eS)
Cumu10 Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Participation Rate
Cumulative Participation Rate
Annual Therms Saved/Participant
Annual Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Cumul~ Therms Saved as , Gas Sales
Levelized Utility Cost (S/Dtherm): annual data
Levelized Utility Cost (S!Dtherm): cumul~ data
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Yankee Gas
gas
Weatherization Residential Assistance Partne
R:A&I

1/91
12/91
7000
640.

29000
16000
450<&0

901\
n/a
n/t!
niB.
n/a
n./a
n/a
Brenda Toth
(203) 639 4482

Program

Free audit is performed* To qualify, participants must be below 200\ of the federal
poverty level and must have less than 3.5 inches of attic insulation. Free materials and
installation of 12" of attic insulation, water heater wrap, low-flow showerheads, faucet
aerators, caulking, weatherstripping, and hot water pipe insulation& The program is done
in collaboration with Northeast Utilities, Connecticut Natural Gas, the Connecticut
Association for Community Action, and the Connecticut Department of Human ResourceSe

Conunents



APPENDIX De ELECTRIC-TO-GAS SUBSTITUTION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Da.te
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual I Eligible Customers
Annual I Participants
Annual I Proj~cts

Annual GWh Saved
Annual Therms Added
Cumulative GWh Saved
Cumulative Therms Added
Adju.stments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (1000a$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (lOaOeS)
Annual Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumul~ Direct Utility Cost (1000a$)
Cumul. Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Participation Rate
Annual Therms Added/Participant
Annual KWh Saved/Participant
Annual Elec. Savings as , Elec~ Sales
Cumul~ Elec. Savings as , Elec~ Sales
Annual Therms Added as , Gas Sales
Cumul~ Therms Added as \ Gas Sales
Annual Levelized Cost (S/kWh)
Utility Contact.
Phone Number

Baystate Gas Co.
gall
High-Efficiency Beating Conversion
C&IBVAC
Full
"1990

12/90
11/91
2400
7

n/a
30950

n/a
nI_
nja

0029\
4421
n/a
n/_
nja
0002%
0902\
n/a
Ken Howes
(508) 836 1314

Customers can receive prime + 2 financing for switching electric or oil heaters
with efficient gas boilers (>80\ AFUE), furnaces (>78% AFUE), storage water heaters
(>77\ thermal efficiency), & non-storage water heaters (>80\ thermal efficiency) 0

Comments

data on electric to gas conversions are included~



APPENDIX D& ELECTRIC-TO-GAS SUBSTITUTION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual I Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual # Projects
Annual GWh Saved
Annual Therms Added
Cumulative GWh Saved
Cumulative Therms Added
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (lOOOsS)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (1000a$)
Cumul~ Direct Utility Cost (1000a$)
Cumu10 Indirect Utility Cost (10009$)
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (1000a$)
Annual Participation Rate
Annual Therms Added/Participant
Annual KWh Saved/Participant
Annual Elec~ Savings as , Elec~ Sales
Cumul~ Eleco Savings as , Elec0 Sales
Annual Therms Added as , Gas Sales
cumu10 Therms Added as , Gas Sales
Annual Levelized Cost (S/kWh)
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

Baystate Gas Co.
9a •
High-Efficiency Heating Conversion
RES:HVAC
Full
1990

12/90
11/91
2380
75

2.0
90000

n/a
n/a
n/a

3$15\
1200
27
n/a
n/a
0004\
O~04'

nla
Ken Howes
(508) 836 7374

Customers can receive 9~9' financing for replacement of electric or oil heaters
with efficient furnaces (>85\ AFUE), boilers (>80\ AFUE), 30 gallon water heaters
(EF >06), 40 gallon water heaters (EF >059), or 50 gallon water heaters (EF >058)0

Comment~

data on electric to gas conversions are included~



APPENDIX D. ELECTRIC-TQ-GAS SUBSTITUTION PROGRAM DATA

Ut.ility
Ut.ility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual # Par~icipants

Annual # Projects
Annual GWh Saved
Annual Therms Added
Cumulative GWh Saved
Cumulative Therms Added
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
cumu10 Direct Utility Cost (1000s$)
Cumu10 Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Participation Rate
Annual Therms Added/Participant
Annual MWh Saved/Participant
Annual Elec~ Savings as , Elec~ Sales
Cumul~ Elec~ Savings as , Elec~ Sales
Annual Thermo Added as , Gas Sales
Cumul~ Therms Added as , Gas Sales
Annual Levelized Cost (S/kWh)
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

Boston Gall Co.
ga.
Cogeneration Rebate Program
C&.IGNRL
"Full
1985

6/91
5/92
40000
4

0.7
86400
23.9
2865600

24.0
O~O

24.0
24.0
0.0
24.0
0.01\
21600
180
n/a
nIl!
Otl02\
0060\
0.003
Ken Cheo
(617) 323 9210x344

Rebates are offered to customers installinq gas cogeneration equipment in buildings§
Rebates are on a per kW installed basis and depend upon the forecasted hours
of operation~ Rebate~ range from $75 per kW installed for equipment with forecasted
operation of less than 4500 full load hours per year, to a 5200 per kW installed
capacity for equipment forecasted to be 'operatedfor more than 7500 full load hours per
year$ The maxLmum rebate per project is up to 1050 kW at 7500 hours full load operation~

Comments



APPENDIX D0 ELECTRIC-TO-GAS SUBSTITUTION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual I Participants
Annual I Projects
Annual GWh Saved
Annual Therms Added
Cumulative GWh Saved
Cumulative Therms Added
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (lOOOe$)
Cumul~ Direct Utility Cost (1000a$)
Cumul~ Indirect Utility Cost (lOOOs$)
Cumu10 Total Utility Cost (1000a$)
Annual Participation Rate
Annual Therms Added/Participant
Annual KWh Saved/Participant
Annual Elec~ Savings as , Elec~ Sales
Cumu10 Elece Savings as \ Elec~ Sales
Annual Therms Added as , Gas Sales
Cumul& Therms Added as , Gas Sales
Annual Levelized Cost (S/kWh)
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

Boston Gas COe

ga.
G.s Air-Conditioninq Program
C&IHVAC
Full
i988

1/91
12/91
500000
16

1.2
303792
1.9
415200

180e2
0.0
180.2
263~1

OeQ

263el
0.003%
18987
77
n/a
n/a
0.06\
O~lO'

Oe012
Ken Chao
(617) 323 9210x344

Customers replacing electric air conditioning equipment with gas systems are
eligible to receive a $100 per ton rebate up to a maximum of 550,000 per project~

After a utility representative has verified that the gas system has been
installed, the customer will receive the rebate within 30 days~

Comments



APPENDIX D. ELECTRIC-TO-GAS SUBSTITUTION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual I Participants
Annual I Projects
Annual GWh Saved
Annual Therms Added
Cumulative GWh Saved
Cumulative Therms Added
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (1000eS)
Annual Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumul@ Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumul Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumul. Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Participation Rate
Annual Therms Added/Participant
Annual KWh Saved/Participant
Annual Elec~ Savings as , Elec0 Sales
Cumu10 Elec$ Savings as , Elec0 Sales
Annual Therms Added as , Gas Sales
Cumu10 Therms Added as , Gas Sales
Annual Levelized Cost (S/kWh)
Utility Contact
Phone Number

British Columbia Hydro
elee
Power Smart: Water Heater Conversion
C&IHVAC
Pilot
1990
J/91
4/91
3/92
n/a
104

4 ... 6
n/l!!

t&d,fr

n/a
n/a
44
0.04\
O~04'

n/a
n/a
00001
Gifford Jung
(604) 663 32i6

Customers can receive cash rebates for replacing electric water heating with
efficient gas heatin9~ Buildings with water heaters with 80,000 Btu/hr input
can receive $200-$225 upon installationo For larger water heaters, an S800 incentive
is offered0 Customers who convert their electric dishwasher water temperature booster
to gas can receive a $400 or $500 rebate (larger rebate is for larger dishwashers) 0

Comments

offered in collaboration with 2 gas utilities0



APPENDIX D. ELECTRIC-TQ-GAS SUBSTITUTION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual # Projects
Annual GWh Saved
Annual Therms Added
Cumulative GWh Saved
Cumulative Therms Added
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (1000eS)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (lOOOs$)
Cumul~ Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumul& Indirect Utility Cost elOOOaS)
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Participation Rate
Annual Therms Added/Participant
Annual KWh saved/Participant
Annual Elec~ Savings as , Elec~ Sales
Cumulo Elec0 Savings as , Elec* Sales
Annual Therms Added as , Gas Sales
Cumul~ Therms Added as , Gas Sales
Annual Levelized Cost (S/kWh)
Utility Contact
Phone Number

British Columbia Hydro
_lee
Power Smart: Water Beater Conversion
RES:HVAC
Full
1989

4/91
3/92
50000
4825

21.9
1280748

t&d,fr

500@O

9.65\
265
5
0.19\
n/a
nla
n/a
Ote002
Gifford Junq
(Q04) 663 3276

Customers who replace their electric water heaters with efficient gas models can
receive a discount trade-in allowance certificate to reduce installation costs
by $100 (central systems in apartments) to $200 (homes).

comments

The gas utilities estimated the added annual gas load is 28 GJ, or roughly 265 therms,
per installationo



APPENDIX D. ELECTRIC-TO-GAS SUBSTITUTION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual I Participants
Annual # Projects
Annual GWh Saved
Annual Therms Added
Cumulative GWh Saved
Cumulative Therms Added
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (lOOOeS)
cumu10 Direct Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumul~ Indirect Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (1000eS)
Annual Participation Rate
Annual Therms Added/Participant
Annual KWh Saved/Participant
Annual Elec~ Savings as , Elec0 Sales
Cumul~ Elec~ Savings as , Elec. Sales
Annual Therms Added as , Gas Sales
Cumul~ Therma Added as , Gas Sales
Annual Levelized Cost (S/kWh)
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Burlington Electric Dept
elee
Beat Exchange
RES:HVAC
Fu~l

1991

4/91
3/92
1820
188

1.4
n/a

10033\
n/a
8
2~12'

2~12'

n/a
n/a
O~009

Tom Buckley
(S02) 658 0300

Program

Customers who switch their electric space heat to gas space heat are eligible to
receive either a zero'-interest loan or a cash rebate. A free audit is conducted and
a heating system is designed by a contractor using direct-vent wall-mounted gas
space heaters~ BED determines whether any weatherization measures are necessaryo
If the customer chooses a loan, the costs of the heating system and weatherization
measures are paid up-front by BED; the customer keeps 40% of the monthly energy
savings and BED collects on the loan with the remaining 60' over a five year
period~ The rebate covers roughly 10-40\ of the materials and installation
costs, depending on the type and cost of the heating system installed0

Comments



APPENDIX Do ELECTRIC-TO-GAS SUBSTITUTION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual I Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual # Projects
Annual GWh Saved
Annual Therms Added
Cumulative GWh Saved
Cumulative Therms Added
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (1000s$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumul~ Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumu10 Indirect Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (lOCOaS)
Annual Participation Rate
Annual Therms Added/Participant
Annual MWh Saved/Participant
Annual Elec~ Savings as , Elec~ Sales
Cumul~ Elec~ Savings as , Elec~ Sales
Annual Therms Added as , Gas Sales
Cumul. Therms Added as , Gas Sales
Annual Levelized Cost (S/kWh)
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Burlington Electric Dept
_lee
Pilot Fuel Substitution Program
RES:BVAC
Pi~ot

1990
2/91
8/90
2/91
1864
44

0.4
n/a

2204)6
65.4
28600

2",4\
n/a
8
O~lJ\

0.13\
n/a
n/a
0.058
Tom auckley
(802) 658 0300

This pilot installed, free of charge, gas space heaters into 44 single-family
and multi-family dwellings into electrically-heated homes. The electric heating system
was not removed, but was instead controlled during peak hours0 Funding came from
a grant from the u~s~ Department of Energye

Comments

An evaluation after the pilot was completed revealed that approximately one-half
of the participants never used their electric heat once the gas heat was installed0



APPENDIX D~ ELECTRIC-TO-GAS SUBSTITUTION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Proqram Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Proqram
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual I Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual I Projects
Annual GWh Saved
Annual Therms Added
Cumulative GWh Saved
Cumulative Therms Added
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumul~ Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumul~ Indirect Utility cost (1000e$)
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (lOOOe$)
Annual Participation Rate
Annual Therme Added/Participan~

Annual KWh Saved/Part~cipant

Annual Elece Savings as , Elec* Sales
Cumul* Elec0 Savings as , Elec$ Sales
Annual Thermo Added as , Gas Sales
Cumul~ Therms Added as , Gas Sales
Annual Levelized Cost (S/kWh)
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Consolidated Edison
combo
Ga. Air Conditioning Program
BVAC
Full
1988

1/91
12/91
405000
15

3.9
661886
10.4
1190914
t&d,fr
1704
1164
2868$0
3334
2848
618290
0.004\
44126
260
00'02%
0.04'
O~20'

0053\
04t059
Pamela Wong
212 460 4838

This program is available to all commercial and industrial customers and is intended
to promote the use of efficient gas-fired absorption, desiccants, engine-driven chillers
and heat pumps for cooling purposes as an alternative to electric technologyG Rebates
range from SlOO/ton to S500/ton* A loan referral service is offered as well. Beginning
in 1991, the utility began offering, in addition to the customer rebate, a manufacturer
rebate to S50/tono The utility has recently attached minimum performance standards
to eligible gaB cooling equipment~

Coxnrnents

Cumulative results are for the period between January 1990 and December 1992~



APPENDIX De ELECTRIC-TO-GAS SUBSTITUTION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Proqram
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual I Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual I Projects
Annual GWh Saved
Annual Therms Added
Cumulative GWh Saved
Cumulative Therms Added
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (1000s$)
Cumule Direct Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumu10 Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
cumul~ Total Utility Cost (1000eS)
Annual Participation Rate
Annual Therms Added/Participant
Annual KWh Saved/Participant
Annual Elec. Savings as , Elec. Sales
Cumul~ Elec0 Savings as , Elec0 Sales
Annual Therms Added as , Gas Sales
Cumul~ Therms Added as , Gas Sales
Annual Levelized Cost (S/kWh)
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Long Island Lighting C09

combo
Dollars & Sense: Gas Air Conditioning
C&IHVAC
Pu~l

1986

10/90
9/91
100000
16

3.3
n/a

fr,t&d

O~02'

n/a
206
0.04\
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a.
Paul Velcenbach
(516) 9JJ 4576

Customers switching from electric to gas air conditioning are eligible to receive
a rebate of $500 per kW avoided up to a 100 kW maximum. Above 100 kW, customers
can receive a $30 per kW avoided~

comments



APPENDIX D~ ELECTRIC-TO-GAS SUBSTITUTION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual I Participants
Annual # Projects
Annual GWh Saved
Annual Therms Added
Cumulative GWh Saved
Cumulative Therms Added
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (lOOOe$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (lOOOeS)
Annual Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumul~ Direct Utility Cost (1000eS)
Cumul~ Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Participation Rate
Annual Therms Added/Participant
Annual KWh Saved/Participant
Annual Elec. Savings as , Elee~ Sales
Cumu10 Elec* Savings as , Elec0 Sales
Annual Therms Added as , Gas Sales
Cumul& Therms Added as , Gas Sales
Annual Levelized Cost (S/kWh)
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Madison Gas & Electric
combo
Water Seating Fuel Switch
RES:HVAC
Pull
1988

1/91
12/91
11000
sao

1.5
212816

89.1
25.3
114.4

4.55\
n/a
n/a
0.24\
n/a
O~27'

n/a
0.006
Bob Chrisione
(60S) 252 4795

This program offers a $100 rebate per water heater switched from MG&E electricity to
MG&E natural gas@ The participant sends in proof of purchase and gas piping invoices
to the utility to receive their rebates 0

Comment.s

The program is promoted through local dealers and through utility advertising and
bill insert information@



APPENDIX Do ELECTRIC-TO-GAS SUBSTITUTION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual # Projects
Annual GWh Saved
Annual Therms Added
Cumulative GWh Saved
Cumulative Therms Added
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumulo Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumul~ Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (lOOOe$)
Annual Participation Rate
Annual Therms Added/Participant
Annual KWh Saved/Participant
Annual Eleco Savings as , Elec. Sales
Cumulo Elec~ Savings as , Eleco Sales
Annual Therms Added as , Gas Sales
Cumu10 Therms Added as , Gas Sales
Annual Levelized Cost (S/kWh)
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Madison Gas & Electric
combo
Electric-to-Gas Fuel Switch
C&IGNRL
Full
1988

1/91
12/91
n/a
n/a

0.6
638181

114.4
39.9
154.3

n/a
n/a
nJa
OG04\
nJa
0.68\
n/a
0<»022
Bob Chrisione
(608) 252 4795

This electric-to-g&S fuel-switching program provides incentives to customers to
switch particular end-usese The targeted end-uses are desiccant air-conditioning
and gas air-conditioning and other end-uses with high summer electric load that
can be switched to 9a80 Incentives are based on MG&E#s custom rebate program. The
rebate may not exceed 50\ of the project ~ost or provide the customer with less than
a 1 1/2-year payback. The rebate calculation includes variables for the kW and kWh
reduction and the project life0

Comments

i'



APPENDIX D. ELECTRIC-TO-GAS SUBSTITUTION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual I Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual I Projects
Annual GWh Saved
Annual Therms Added
Cumulative GWh Saved
Cumulative Therms Added
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (1000eS)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (10008S)
Cumul~ Direct Utility Cost (lOOOeS)
Cumul~ Indirect Utility Cost (1000a$)
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Participation Rate
Annual Therms Added/Participant
Annual KWh Saved/Participant
Annual Elec~ Savings as , Elec0 Sales
Cumul0 Elec~ Savings as , Elec0 Sales
Annual Therms Added as , Gas Sales
Cumul~ The~s Added as \ Gas Sales
Annual Levelized Cost (S/kWh)
Utility Contact
Phone Number

National Fuel
gall
Appliance Conversion Program
RES:GNR.L
Full
1988

1/91
12/91
450000
79

0(09
66448

117.6
35.3
152.9

Oe02\
841
11
n/a.
n/a
0.01\
n/a
0.014
Philip Goewey
(716) 822 7333

The program offers incentives for customers to upgrade gas appliances or to switch
electric appliances to high-efficiency gas equipment~ Customers installing gas hot
water heaters with an energy factor of at least 0.62 were eligible for a 5150 rebate per
heater & Customers installing 90\+ efficient gas space heaters were eligible for a $300
rebate~ Customers installing pilotless, electronic ignition gas cooking and drying
equipment were eligible to receive a SJS reba.te per piece of equipment~

comments

data on electric-to-gas switches were included·heree



APPENDIX D. ELECTRIC-TO-GAS SUBSTITUTION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual # Projects
Annual GWh Saved
Annual Therms Added
Cumulative GWh Saved
Cumulative Therms Added
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (lOOOeS)
Annual Total Utility Cost (lOOOeS)
Cumul* Direct Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumul~ Indirect Utility Cost (10009$)
Cumu10 Total Utility Cost {lODOeS)
Annual Participation Rate
Annual Therms Added/Participant
Annual KWh Saved/Participant
Annual Elee. Savings as , Elec~ Sales
Cumu10 Elec0 Savings as , Elec. Sales
Annual Therms Added as , Gas Sales
Cumule Therms Added as , Gas Sales
Annual Levelized Cost (S/kWh)
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

National Fuel
gas
Commercial Building Energy Management
C&IGNRL
Full
i991

1/91
12/91
3300
.3

0.2
7700

O~09'

2567
61
n/l!
n/a
0 .. 003\
0 .. 003\
00001
Andy Szajta
(116) aS7 7040

Sl~OO/MBtuH input incentive for installation of gas space heating & cooling
and water heating equipment~

Comments



APPENDIX Do ELECTRIC-TO-GAS SUBSTITUTION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual # Pro1ects
Annual GWh Saved
Annual Therms Added
Cumulative GWh Saved
Cumulative Therms Added
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (1000eS)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (lOOOaS)
Annual Total Utility Cost (1000a$)
Cumul~ Direct Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumul@ Indirect Utility Cost (lOOOeS)
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Participation Rate
Annual Therms Added/Participant
An~ual MWh Saved/Participant
Annual Elec~ Savings as , Elec~ Sales
Cumul~ Elec~ Savings as , Elec. Sales
Annual Therms Added as , Gas Sales
Cumulo Therma Added as , Gas Sales
Annual Levelized Cost (S/kWh)
Utility Contact
Phone Number

National Fuel
9&·
EOB - Zero-Interest Loan

, RBS:GNRL
Full
1988
3/92
1/91
12/91
57432
209

0.13
4423
0.14
4853

o
13S~5

13505
o
412.3
412eJ
0*36\
21
1
n/a
n/11
0<0001\
0.001\
00084
Tom Manikowaki
(716) 822 1333

Program

A zero-interest loan was available to all residential customers who received an
audit under the Savings Power programe A variety of gas conservation measures were
eligible for the zero-interest loan, as were fuel-switches to 80\+ efficient gas space
heating equipment~ Only the space heating fuel-switching data is included here@

Comments

The util now offers low-interest loans, rather than zero-interest loans~



APPENDIX D0 ELECTRIC-TO-GAS SUBSTITUTION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Da.te
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual I Participants
Annual # Projects
Annual GWh Saved
Annual Therms Added
Cumulative GWh Saved
Cumulative Thermo Added
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumu10 Direct Utility Cost (lOOOe$)
Cumul~ Indirect Utility Cost (1000aS)
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Participation Rate
Annual Therms Added/Participant
Annual KWh Saved/Participant
Annual Elec0 Savings as , Elec0 Sales
Cumul~ Elec0 Savings as , Eleco Sales
Annual Therms Added as , Gas Sales
Cumu10 Therms Added as , Gas Sales
Annual Levelized Cost (S/kWh)
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

Northern States Power-MN
combo
Furnace & Water Heating Conversion
RES:HVAC
Full
1989
11/90
11/89
10/90
24000
1689
2534
n/a
1508270

'004'
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
0649\
n/a
nja
Jack Fountain
(612) 229 2437

The rebate for converting non-gas water and space heaters to gas equipment is $150.
Until 1992, $100 was offered for furnace conversions and SSO for water heater conver
sions As of 1992, participants have to convert both water and space heaters to receive
the $150 rebate~

Comments

Available during 1990 and 1992 heating seasons, but not in 1991. The change in
the incentive structure in 1992 was due to the high free-ridership of the
former program."



APPENDIX D~ ELECTRIC-TO-GAS SUBSTITUTION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual # Projects
Annual GWh Saved
Annual Therms Added
Cumulative GWh Saved
Cumulative Thermo Added
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (1000a$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (lOCOeS)
Annual Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumul~ Direct Utility Cost (1000a$)
Cumul~ Indirect Utility Cost (lOOOeS)
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Participation Rate
Annual Therms Added/Participant
Annual KWh Saved/Participant
Annual Eleco Savings as , Eleco Sales
Cumulo Elec@ Savings as , Elec~ Sales
Annual Therms Added as , Gas Sales
Cumu10 Therms Added as , Gas Sales
Annual Levelized Cost (S/kWh)
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

Orange , Rockland
combo
Non-Electric Cooling Program
C&IHVAC
Full
198-9

1/90
12/90
13000
2

n/a
346000

n/a

412.6
43.5
456.1
884$3
n/a.
884.3
0002'
173000
n/a
n/a
n/a
00149\

n/a.
n/a
Theresa Rohmann
(914) 577 2998

Until mid-1992, the air conditioner rebate was $250 per kW deferredo Air conditioners
sized above 100 tons were eligible~ In order to attract more customers, the program
was recently modified~ For air conditioners sized under 100 tons, a 5380 per ton
rebate is offered0 For larger units, the rebate has been increased from 5250 to $400
per kW deferred ..

Comments



APPENDIX D. ELECTRIC-TO-GAS SUBSTITUTION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual I Participants
Annual # Projects
Annual GWh Saved
Annual Therms Added
Cumulative GWh Saved
Cumulative Therms Added
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (lOCOeS)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumul. Direct Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumul. Indirect Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumu10 Total Utility Cost (1000eS)
Annual Participation Rate
Annual Therms Added/Participant
Annual KWh Saved/Participant
Annual Eleco Savings as , Elec~ Sales
Cumu10 Elec~ Savings as , Elee. Sales
Annual Therms Added as , Gas Sales
Cumul~ Therms Added as , Gas Sales
Annual Levelized Cost (S/kWh)
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

Pacific Gas & Electric
combo
Natural Gas Homes
RES:GNRL
Full
on/a
1989
3/90
2/91

25379
35.0
4123000

fr
3911.0
117363
5084.3

n/a
n/a
n/a
0.15\
n/a
0.19\
n/a
0@012
Dennis Mahoney
(415) 973 8577

An incentive of $200 per home was offered to builders of new homes who installed gas
water and space heating. In addition, builders who installed gas dryers and
cooking equipment were offered a $20 rebate per unit of equipment $

comments

The program officially terminated in 1989, although participants who subcribed to the
program in late 1989 were carried over into 19900 The program was terminated,
according to the utility, because it was a gas marketing program and not an efficiency
pro9ram~ No efficiency standards were required for the gas equipment. The utility has
since strengthened its commitment to conservation and will begin offering a ,residential
new construction program, Comfort Homes Program, in spring 1993. The program will - I

among other things -- offer rebates to home builders for the installation of high
efficiency qas equipment.



APPENDIX Do ELECTRIC-TO-GAS SUBSTITUTION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual I Participants
Annual I Projects
Annual GWh Saved
Annual Therms Added
Cumulative GWh Saved
Cumulative Therms Added
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (1000eS)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (lOOOe$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (1000a$)
Cumule Direct Utility Cost (lOOOeS)
Cumu10 Indirect Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (10009$)
Annual Participation Rate
Annual Therms Added/Participant
Annual MWh Saved/Participant
Annual Elec Savings as , Elece Sales
Cumul& Elec$ Savings as , Elec0 Sales
Annual Therms Added as % Gas Sales
Cumul Therms Added as , Gas Sales
Annual Levelized Cost (S/kWh)
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Peoples Gas, Light, & Coke
gall
Gas Air Conditioning Rebate
C&IAC
Full
1987

1/91
12/91

10

1400000

1200410
360eO
lS60~O

140000

Charles Janek
(312) 962 4900

Program

Rebates are offered for t~e installation of gas-fired cooling equipment, including
gas space cooling as well as process refrigeration equipmentw SlSO/ton is offered for
the first 200 tons, and S75/ton thereafter, with a maximum of 1000 tons& In 1992,
the S75/ton incentive was reduced to SSO/ton0

Comments



APPENDIX De ELECTRIC-TQ-GAS SUBSTITUTION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual # Projects
Annual GWh Saved
Annual Therms Added
Cumulative GWh Saved
cumulative Therms Added
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (lOaOaS)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (lOOOe$)
Cumule Direct Utility Cost (lOOOsS)
cumu10 Indirect Utility Cost. (10008$)
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (lOOOe$)
Annual Participation Rate
Annual Therms Added/Participant
Annual KWh Saved/Participant
Annual Elec0 Savings as , Elec. Sales
Cumule Elec0 Savinqs as , Elec0 Sales
Annual Therms Added as , Gas Sales
Cumul~ Therms Added as , Gas Sales
Annual Levelized Cost (S/kWh)
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Peoples Gas Systems
gall
Comm. Electric Resistance Appliance Replacement
C&IGNRL
Fu~l

1981

10/90
9/91
19214
1326

.9.1

58.6
17.6
76.2
12300
3609
159.9
6&90\

0,,002
Steve Clark
(~13) 272 0032

Program

This program offers an incentive of S40/kW deferred to non-residential customers
who replace electric appliances with energy-efficient gas applianceso The program
applies to all energy-efficient. gas appliances including, bqt not limited to,
water heaters and boilers, pulse combustion and other advance technology furnaces,
and pulse combustion and other advanced technology fryers and cooking equipmentq

Comments



APPENDIX D~ ELECTRIC-TO-GAS SUBSTITUTION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual I Participants
Annual # Projects
Annual GWh Saved
Annual Therms Added
Cumulative GWh Saved
Cumulative Therms Added
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (1000eS)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (lOOOeS)
Annual Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumul~ Direct Utility Cost (1000eS)
Cumul Indirect Utility Cost (lOCOeS)
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (IOOOeS)
Annual Participation Rate
Annual Therms Added/Participant
Annual KWh Saved/Participant
Annual Elec~ Savings as , Elec~ Sa1es
Cumu10 Elec0 Savings as , Elec~ Sales
Annual Therms Added as , Gas Sales
Cumul~ Therms Added as , Gas Sales
Annual Levelized Cost (S/kWh)
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

Peoples Gas Systems
gaB
Ga,s Space Conditioning Allowance
.C&IHVAC
Full
1990

10/90
9/91
nIl!
J

7.0
354000
11.7
590000

17.4
5.2
22.6
17.4
5.2
22~6

n/a
118000
2333
n/a
n/a
0&16\
0.26\
0.0003
Steve Clark
(813) 212 0032

Existing gas customers are offered an incentive allowance of SlSO/ton (maximum 100 tons)
to convert from electric space conditioning equipment to energy-efficient gas
equipmentQ The gas equipment must have a COP of at least 0.80

Comments



APPENDIX Do ELECTRIC-TO-GAS SUBSTITUTION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual # Projects
Annual GWh Saved
Annual Therms Added
Cumulative GWh Saved
Cumulative Therms Added
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (1000a$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (1000eS)
Annual Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumu10 Direct Utility Cost (1000eS)
Cumul~ Indirect Utility Cost (10009$)
Cumul& Total Utility Cost (1000eS)
Annual Participation Rate
Annual Therms Added/Participant
Annual KWh Saved/Participant
Annual Elec~ Savings as , Elec@ Sales
Cumul@ Elec~ Savings as , Elec~ Sales
Annual Therms Added as , Gas Sales
Cumulo Therms Added as , Gas Sales
Annual Levelized Cost (S/kWh)
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

Peoples Gas Systems
gas
Resid. Electric Resistance Applia.nce Replacement
RES:GNRL
Full
'1981

10/90
9/91
152285
12285

42.8

163.6

4361.2
1308.4
5669$6
15268.5
4580'06
19849.1
800'\

0<11018
Steve Clark
(813) 272 0032

current or potential residential customer who replaces electric water heaters,
strip central heaters, cooking equipment, clothes dryers, or space heaters with energy
efficient gas equipment is eligible to receive an incentive under this program 0

The water heaters must comply with ASHRAE 90 standards. The gas furnaces must be
pilotless with an AFUE of at least 0$75. All other gas appliances must use electronic
ignition and have no standing 'pilot light 0 The incentives are as follows: (1) $440/
water heater; (2) S440/central strip heaters; (J) S75/range; (4) $75/dryer; and (5) 565/
space heater0

Comments



APPENDIX De ELECTRIC-TO-GAS SUBSTITUTION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual I Projects
Annual GWh Saved
Annual Therms Added
Cumulative GWh Saved
Cumulative Therms Added
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (1000aS)
Annual Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumul~ Direct Utility Cost (lOOOeS)
Cumul$ Indirect Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumulo Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Participation Rate
Annual Therms Added/Participant
Annual KWh Saved/Participant
Annual Elec* Savings as , Elec~ Sales
Cumul& Elec~ Savings as , Elec0 Sales
Annual Therms Added as , Gas Sales
Cumul& Therms Added as , Gas Sales
Annual Levelized Cost (S/kWh)
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Peoples Gas Systems
gas
Residential Home Builder
RES:HVAC
Full
i981

10/90
. 9/91
n/a
376

2.'
91744
25.7
876448

219.96
66.0
285 .. 9
2101.3
630.4
273107
n/a
244
1
n/a
n/a
04126\
2~50\

Oe008
Steve Clark
(813) 272 0032

Any builder of a new single family residential dwelling unit who installs energy
efficient gas-fired space and water heating equipment is eligible for an incentive
under this programe The incentive is in the form of a cash allowance which covers
approximately 70% of the incremental costs of construction associated with piping and
venting~ On average, the incentive is roughly $670 per home@

Comments



APPENDIX D. ELECTRIC-TO-GAS SUBSTITUTION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Seale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual I Participants
Annual # Projects
Annual GWh Saved
Annual Therme Added
cumulative GWh Saved
Cumulative Therms Added
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumul~ Direct Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumul~ Indirect Utility Cost (lOOOs$)
Cumul* Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Participation Rate
Annual Therms Added/Participant
Annual KWh Saved/Participant
Annual EleCe Savings as , Elec@ Sales
Cumul* Elec0 Savings as , Elec& Sales
Annual Therms Added as , Gas Sales
Cumul. Therms Added as , Gas Sales
Annual Levelized Cost (S/kWh)
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

Public Service E&G
combo
C&I Cae Air Conditioning Program
C&IHVAC
Full
1989
12/92
1/91
12/91
5000
4

3.4
714153
606
1381908

558~5

3.5
562@O
965.3
32.7
998.0
0.08\
178538
850
OeOl'
0002\
0.06\
0012\
00013
Charles Coccaro
(201) 430 7245

The program offered rebates for installation of gas-fired air conditioners as follows:
(1) S125/ton for replacement of electric Ale with gas absorption unit; (2) S75/ton
for replacement of old gas-fired Ale unit with new unit; (3) SSO/ton for installation
of gas-fired engine-driven chillers. A minimum of 100 tons must be installed&
In addition, the participant had to operate the newly installed equipment using
PSE&G gas for at least 5 years.

Comments

As of 1993, all C&I conservation rebate programs are no longer offered.
Instead, PSE&G offers a C&I "Standard Offer" program which is a bidding-type of
conservation program which rolls in all the measures formerly offered under C&I rebate
programs.



APPENDIX Do ELECTRIC-TO-GAS SUBSTITUTION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual I Participants
Annual I Projects
Annual GWh Saved
Annual Therms Added
Cumulative GWh Saved
Cumulative Therms Added
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (1000a$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumul~ Direct Utility Cost (1000eS)
Cumul0 Indirect Utility Cost (lOOOeS)
cumu10 Total Utility Cost (1000a$)
Annual Participation Rate
Annual Therms Added/Participant
Annual KWh Saved/Participant
Annual Eleco Savings as , Elec~ Sales
Cumul~ Eleco Savings as , EleCe Sales
Annual Therms Added as , Gas Sales
Cumu16 Therms Added as , Gas Sales
Annual Levelized Cost (S/kWh)
Utility Contact
Phone Number

San Diego G&E
combo
Gas Air Conditioning
C&IHVAC
Full
tA/a

3/90
2/91
715
9

18.6
3164164

645.5

1.26\
351640
2067
0023\
n/a
le40\
n/a
O~003

Linda Linderman
(619) 699 5083

ion

The incentive for installing gas air conditioners ranges from S50 to $500 per kW
shifted depending on the size of the equipment 0

comments

The program also provides incentives for customers who replace electric air
conditioners with thermal energy storage systemse The data reported here is for
the gas air conditioning portion of the program $



APPENDIX De ELECTRIC-TO-GAS SUBSTITUTION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
~nual I Projects
Annual GWh Sav.ed
Annual Therms Added
Cumulative GWh Saved
Cumulative Therms Added
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (1000eS)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (1000eS)
Annual Total Utility Cost (1000eS)
Cumule Direct Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumul~ Indirect Utility Cost (lOOOs$)
Cumule Total Utility Cost (1000eS)
Annual Participation Rate
Annual Therms Added/Participant
Annual KWh Saved/Participant
Annual EleCe Savings as , Elec$ Sales
Cumule Elec$ Savings as , Elece Sales
~lnual Therms Added as , Gas Sales
Cumul* Therms Added as , Gas Sales
Annual Levelized Cost (S/kWh)
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Snohomish County PUD & Washington Natural Gas
elee & gas
Water Heater Fuel-Switching Program
RES:HVAC
Pilot.
19~1

6/91
2/91
5/91
1400
209

0.92

14<l<93\
n/a
4
O~03'

0.03\
n/a
nil!
00005
Gary Lintz
(206) 258 8324

Program

This joint utility program offers customers incentives equal to those offered previously
Washington Natural Gas~ The difference with this program was that both utilities

printed their logos on promotional literature to customers, and representatives from both
utilities attended in-house meetings with prospective participants & Customers who re
placed electric water heaters with 58\. efficient heaters could lease direct vent
heaters for S4~90/month and standard vent heaters for S3.0S/month.
In addition, up to $200 in installation fees were waived.. Participants received
a one-year guarantee, and could have an electric heater installed if dissatisfied*

Comments

a full-scale version of this program is not being offered, even
though both utilities reported that the pilot was a success 0 The program attracted
3 times the participation than a similar program offered earlier by the gas utilitye



APPENDIX De ELECTRIC-TO-GAS SUBSTITUTION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual I Eligible Customers
Annual I Participants
Annual # Projects
Annual GWh Saved
Annual Therms Added
Cumulative GWh Saved
Cumulative Therms Added
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumule Direct Utility Cost (lOOOeS)
Cumu10 Indirect Utility Cost (1000s$)
Cumul& Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Participation Rate
Annual Therms Added/Participant
Annual KWh Saved/Participant
Annual Elec~ Savings as , Eleco Salea
Cumulo Elec0 Savings as , Elec0 Sales
Annual Therms Added as , Gas Sales
Cumul~ Therms Added as , Gas Sales
Annual Levelized Cost (S/kWh)
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

Washington Water Power
combo
Switch Saver (loan only)
RES:HVAC
Pilot
199.1
7/91
3/91
7/91
8452
120

1.2
49650

fr
20804
9801
306~5

1,.42\
414
10
01004\
Oqo04\
O~03\

0&03\
09020
Bill Johnson
(509) 482 4046

The incentive for single and multi-family participants to switch from electric space
and water heating was the availability 12\ financing for the cost of materials and
installation",

Comments



APPENDIX D~ ELECTRIC-TO-GAS SUBSTITUTION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual I Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual I Projects
Annual GWh Saved
Annual Therma Added
Cumulative GWh Saved
Cumulative Therms Added
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (1000eS)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (1000a$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumul$ Direct Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumul~ Indirect Utility Cost (1000e$)
Cumu10 Total Utility Cost (10008S)
Annual Participation Rate
Annual Thermo Added/Participant
Annual KWh Saved/Participant
Annual Elece Savings as , EleCe Sales
Cumul0 Elec~ Savings as , Elec& Sales
Annual Therms Added as , Gas Sales
Cumul~ Therms Added as , Gas Sales
Annual Levelized Cost (S/kWh)
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

Washington Water Power
combo
Switch Saver (shared savings)
RES:HVAC
Pilot.
1991
7/91
3/91
7/91
4526
786

7.S
334120

fr

1299~2

17<bJ7\
425
10
O~26'

01026\
0.18\
O@lS\
Oti014
Bill Johnson
(509) 482 4046

The incentive for single and multi-family participants to switch from electric
space and water heat was 100\ up-front funding of the installation costs, with the
customer paying back the utility through monthly savings charges' over as-year
period9 Up to 54,400 per joint waterjspcae heater change-out and S850 per water
heater change-out were offered by the utility~

comments

The util is now offering a full-scale, modified version of this program~



APPENDIX D. ELECTRIC-TO-GAS SUBSTITUTION PROGRAM DATA

utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual I Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual I Projects
Annual GWh Saved
Annual Therms Added
Cumulative GWh Saved
Cumulative Therms Added
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (1000aS)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (1000a$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumu16 Direct Utility Cost (1000aS)
Cumul~ Indirect Utility Cost (1000eS)
Cumul$ Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Participation Rate
Annual Therme Added/Participant
Annual KWh Saved/Participant
Annual Elec$ Savings as , Elec~ Sales
Cumul~ Elec~ Savings as , Elec~ Sales
Annual Therms Added as % Gas Sales
Cumul~ Therms Added as , Gas Sales
Annual Levelized Cost (S/kWh)
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

Wisconsin Fuel & Light
gas
Electric-to-Gas Water Heater Program
RES:HVAC
Fu.ll
n/a
8/91
1/90
1/91
43223
125

n/a
48000

Oe29\
384
n/a
n/a
n/a
0.11\
nja
n/a
Tim Brick
(414) 682 8241

Participants were offered an incentive equal to 10\ of cost of materials & installation
of the gas water heater.

comments



APPENDIX De ELECTRIC-TO-GAS SUBSTITUTION PROGRAM DATA

Utility
Utility Type
Program
Program Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual I Participants
Annual # Projects
Annual GWh Saved
Annual Therms Added
Cumulative GWh Saved
Cumulative Therms Added
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (10008S)
Annual Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumu10 Direct Utility Cost (lOOOe$)
Cumul~ Indirect Utility Cost (lOCOeS)
Cumul~ Total Utility Cost (1000e$)
Annual Participation Rate
Annual ThermsAdded/Participant
Annual MWh Saved/Participant
Annual Elec0 Savings as , Elec0 Sales
Cumul~ Elec* Savings as , Elec& Sales
Annual Therms Added as , Gas Sales
Cumul~ Therms Added as , Gas Sales
Annual Levelized Cost (S/kWh)
Utili~y Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

Wigcon8in Natural Gas
gas
Gas Air Conditioning Program
C&IBVAC
Full
1989

1/90
1/91
22000
1

n/a
32500

65000

6.85
0.05
6~9

13.7
O~l

13.8
00005\
32500
n/a
nja
nja
0002%
0.04\
nja
Jeff Klarer
(414) 635 2257

Rebates for the installation of gas air conditioners are as follows: (1) steam
absorption chillers with a COP of at least Oe9 receive SIOO/toni (2) gas engine-driven
chillers with a COP of at least 102 receive S125jton; (3) direct-fired
absorption chillers with a COP of at least 009 receive SISO/tone In addition, a
gas cooling credit is offered to participants whose summer air conditioning usage is at
least 50\ of their total gas summer load. The peak demand charges for the 5 summer
months are waived for these customers $ According to the utility, this credit equals
about SO~08/therm~

Comments
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Utility
Utility Type
Program
Proqram Type
Pilot or Full-Scale Program
Program Start Date
Program End Date
Annual Data Start Date
Annual Data End Date
Annual # Eligible Customers
Annual # Participants
Annual # Projects
Annual GWh Saved
Annual Therms Added
Cumulative GWh Saved
Cumulative Therms Added
Adjustments
Annual Direct Utility Cost (1000eS)
Annual Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumul. Direct Utility Cost (1000a$)
Cumul~ Indirect Utility Cost (10008$)
Cumule Total Utility Cost (10008$)
Annual Participation Rate
Annual Therms Added/Participant
Annual MWh Saved/Participant
Annual Elec~ Savings as , Elece Sales
Cumule Elec@ Savings as , Elec~ Sales
Annual Therms Added as , Gas Sales
Cumul~ Therms Added as , Gas Sales
Annual Levelized Cost (S/kWh)
Utility Contact
Phone Number

Program Description

Wisconsin Natural Gas
gas
Gas Space & Water Heating
C&IBVAC
Full
1989

,1/90
12/90
22000
9

n/a
38500

87600

IJ~3

50.2
63.5
36.2
125
161.2
0404\
4529
n/a
n/a.
n/a
0$02\
0.05\
n/a
Jeff Klarer
(414) 635 2257

Rebates equal to 15% of the installation costs of equipment are offered for the replace
ment of electric heaters or inefficient gas heaters with efficient gas heaters~ Conven
tional vent water heaters must have an EF between OQSS and O~60, depending on the size4
Direct vent water heaters must have an EF between 0.55 and 0057, depending on the size$
All infrared space heaters qualify; furnaces must have an 88\+ AFUE rating; boilers
and roof-top units must have a 80\+ AFUE ratinq~ Rebates are also offered for space
heating controls: (1) IS\ of the total costs of boiler cutouts, boiler resets, and
setback thermostats is offered; (2) rebate for boiler tune-ups equal S100 per tune-up;
(3) for steam trap repair, up to $30 per steam trap is offered, with a miaxumum of 50
steam traps per year; (4) steam trap surveys (to determine which traps are no good)
receive a rebate of S3 per steam trap, up to 100 traps per year.

COrMlent:.s





APPENDIX E

NYGAS OBSERVATIONS

Although NYGAS believes that this study is a good first step in identifying the potential

for gas DSM, NYGAS would like to caution the reader in drawing definitive conclusions.

NYGAS"s concerns are based both on methodological issues and the electric DSM experience

with technical vs. achievable potentiale

RESIDENTIAL/COl\1l\'lERCIAL DSM

NYGAS has several concerns regarding the methodology used in this study.. Since the

implementation and evaluation of gas DSM programs have been limited, it is difficult to

determine the impact of our concerns at this time. Only after the utilities have gained practical

experience with gas DSM pilot programs and have attained field research data can these

concerns be resolved confidence*

However, we do believe that several factors may have contributed to overstating the gas

potential:

Ie SAVINGS POTENTIAL

a~ methodology to gas DSM savings examined the incremental

efficiency of each additional measure, adjusting for the interactivity of the already

installed measures and the added measure,. It is uncertain as to whether or not this

approach accurately simulates the actual interaction of measures and a customer's

installation choices..

ACEEE model consistently overestimates the 1991 gas sales for all three companies

and overestimates by 45% for one upstate test site (NFG service territory)~ One

downward calibration adjustment was used to adjust all modeled data (each measure and

each housing prototype) for each_ company~ While this is an approach frequently used

E-l



in technical potential studies, the magnitude of the calibration for NFG is a concern and

should be addressed in further research..

c.. NYGAS believes that the ACEEE model inadequately addresses the heat transfer between

fully attached housing stock and thereby overestimates the heat loss of such stock.. This

observation is based on colloquial field experience..

110 ECONOMIC POTENTIAL

The economic potential portion of this study may also be overrated~

a~ There are additional costs associated with various measures which are not considered~

Fpr example, contractor training and quality control procedures which are recommended

the report are not accounted for in the economic analysis ..

b~ addition, programs that appear cost-effective may not be economic in practice.. Low

participation rates may require supplemental costs to effectively market the programs.

This is substantiated by the practical experiences of the Center for Neighborhood

Technology which discontinued its programs because they were not cost-effective due to

than expected participation rates~

FUEL SWITCHING

The data and gas equipment technologies originally used in this study are in most cases

or more years old~ In addition, several studies referenced when drawing conclusions are

may out-dated..

example, the conclusions in the Residential Fuel-Switching Section did not include

3-too gas heat pump (due to be commercialized in 1994) which may be cost-effective

residential applications~

E-2



For commercial fuel switching several new technologies have emerged during the last

three years and have nol been included in this study. A listing of these technologies can be

found in Chapter 5, the Economics of Commercial Gas Fuel Switching for Space Heating and

Cooling.

In conclusion, NYGAS believes that this study represents a good first step in estimating

energy-efficiency potential. However, better information resulting from implementation and

evaluation of utility pilot programs is needed to establish statewide energy policy.

E-3


